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Abstract 
The main aims of this dissertation are to investigate the notion of an m-Jansian preradical on 
the module category of a ring, to study rings which are characterized by the behaviour of their 
m- Jansian torsion preradicals, and to examine (ring and radical theoretic aspects of) a resultant 
classification of prime rings. To facilitate this, a study of right chain domains is also undertaken. 
The preliminary chapter (Chapter 0) establishes notational conventions, introduces terminology 
and presents general algebraic results that will be required in the sequel. 
Chapter I develops techniques for the construction of noncommutative right chain domains 
(with a view to application in Chapter II). The main result (Theorem 1.5.1) asserts that every 
algebraic chain is isomorphic to the chain of all proper (two-sided) ideals of a right chain domain T 
with identity. (The full ideal lattice may be realized if the requirement that T have identity is 
dropped.) Furthermore, T may be chosen such that the chains of right ideals strictly between 
covering pairs in the proper ideal lattice of T contain dually cofinal copies of further preassigned 
chains; these latter chains must be unbounded above, but may otherwise be quite .arbitrary 
(Theorem 1.5.3). The ordinal w $ 3, ordered naturally, is an algebraic chain that is not isomorphic to 
the ideal lattice of any commutative (or even right duo) ring (Proposition 1.5.5). The universal 
algebraic significance of these results is discussed. 
Chapter II concerns torsion theoretic aspects of module categories and is pitched at a slightly 
more general level than the traditional setting. The primitive notion is that of a pre radical on a 
module subcategory. (A class of (not necessarily unital) modules e over some fixed ring (possibly 
without identity) is called a module subcategory if e is closed under homomorphic images, 
submodules, direct products and essential extensions.) The lattice of all torsion preradicals on a 
module subcategory is modular and algebraic (Proposition III.1.6). Notions of m- Jansian preradicals 
and m - J ansian topologizing filters (m a regular cardinal) are introduced and studied. The former are 
preradicals whose pretorsion classes are closed under direct products of fewer than m modules, and the 
latter are topologizing filters closed under intersections of fewer than m right ideals. A ring R for 
which every right topologizing filter is m- Jansian is said to be right m-closed. For m ~ Nl every 
right m- closed ring R satisfies the descending chain condition on (two-sided) ideals (Corollary 11.4.2) 
and has only finitely many maximal proper ideals (Proposition 11.5.8); also, RfJ(R) is either zero or 
isomorphic to a finite direct product of finite dimensional matrix rings over division rings 
(Corollary 11.4.8). If R is a right m- closed ring (m ~ Nl ) then the conditions: (1) RR has Gabriel 
dimension; (2) J(R) is nilpotent; (3) RR is artinian, are equivalent (Theorem 11.4.15). A ring R 
(possibly without identity) is artinian if and only if every right topologizing filter on R is closed under 
arbitrary intersections (Theorem 11.4.16). For every regular cardinal m, there exists a ring which is 
right m-closed but not right n-closed for any n> m (Theorem 11.4.20). This result applies the 
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techniques developed in Chapter I. Two rings Rand S (possibly without identity) are said to be 
Morita * -equivalent if their respective Dorroh Extensions are Morita equivalent. If Rand S are 
Morita * -equivalent rings and m is a regular cardinal then R is right m- closed if and only if S is 
right m - closed (Theorem 11.5.10). Consequently, for rings with identity, m- closure is a Morita 
invariant property (in the classical sense). 
For a ring R and a regular cardinal m the following conditions are equivalent: (1) For every 
nonzero a E R there exists a subset X of R such that I X I < m + 1 (here' +' is cardinal addition) 
and aX has trivial right annihilator; (2) O'(RR) = 0 for all proper m-Jansian torsion preradicals 
0' > T on the category of right R-modules (Theorem 11.6.3). (The torsion preradical T zero is - zero 
defined by Tzero(M) = {x EM: xR = O} for all modules M.) For an arbitrary nonzero cardinal m 
(possibly finite), a ring R is said to be right prime of bound m if m is the least cardinal for which 
condition (1) above is satisfied. We use Pr(m) to denote the class of all such rings and define 
Pr(m) = Uk<m Pr(k). The left analogues of these classes are denoted by P1(m) and P1(m). 
Several categorical characterizations of the members of P r (m) are presented for infinite m. 
Chapter III is devoted primarily to an investigation of the classes P r (m). We study the right 
bound of primeness of the (row-finite) matrix ring Mm(R) where m is a nonzero cardinal (possibly 
infinite) and R a prime ring. If D is a division ring then ~(D) E P r (m) if m < No and 
Mm(D) EPr(m+) if m2:No (Proposition III. 1.4). (Here, m+ denotes the cardinal successor of m.) 
Using various matrix ring constructions it is proved that the class P r (m) is nonempty for all m> 0 
(Proposition III. 1.5). In general, the left bound of primeness of ~(R) (R a prime ring) is not 
determined simply by n and the bound of primeness of R. For example, if D is a division ring and 
n is infinite then Mn(D) E PI (k+) where k is the smallest infinite cardinal such that I D I k 2: n 
(Proposition 111.1.11). We consider the question: for what values of m and n is the class 
Pr(m)nP1(n) nonempty? The classes Pr (m)nP1(m),Pr (1)nP1(n) and Pr (m)nP1(1) are 
nonempty for all m,n>O and Pr(m)nP1(n) is nonempty for all m,n>No (Theorem 111.1.13). If 
m> 1 and R E Pr(m) then R E P1(m) or R E P1(1) (Proposition 111.1.7). The only obstacle to a 
complete answer to the above question is a longstanding open problem of Goodearl, Handelman and 
Lawrence: is Pr(NO)~PI(No)UPI(l)? For finite (resp. infinite) m, a ring S with identity is 
isomorphic to the ring of all linear transformations, written on the right, of an m - dimensional left 
vector space if and only if S is von Neumann regular, left self-injective with nonzero socle and 
S E P r (m) (resp. S E P r (m+)) (Proposition III.1.14). For rings with identity and infinite m, 
membership of P r (m) is Morita invariant (Theorem III. 1.6). If Rand S are Morita * -equivalent 
prime rings and m is infinite, then R E Pr(m) if and only if S E Pr(m) (Theorem III. 1. 18). The 
stipulation that Rand S are prime rings cannot be dropped. 
Closure properties of the class P r (m) under various standard overring and subring 
constructions are investigated. Particular attention is given to semigroup, monoid and polynomial 
rings as well as monomial algebras. It is known that a right order in a prime ring need not be prime. 
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If k and m are cardinals with m ~ k, No and R is a right m-order in S (this means that for every 
subset X of S with I X 1< m, there is a unit u of S, contained in R, such that Xu ~ R) then 
REP r (k) if and only if S E P r (k) (Theorem III.2.3). If m> 1 and H is an arbitrary semigroup 
then REP r (m) if the semigroup ring RH is in P r (m) (Proposition 111.3.1). Conversely, for m> 0 
we have: (1) if m ~ No, H is a unique product semi group and REP r (m) then RH E P r (m); (2) 
if H is a cancellative strictly right ordered semigroup and REP r (m) then RH E P r (m); (3) if H is 
the free product of two nontrivial monoids and REP r (m) then RH E P r (2m) (Proposition 111.3.3). 
A ring R is said to be uniformly prime of bound m if m is the least cardinal for which R 
contains a subset X with I X I < m + 1, such that aXb:f: 0 whenever O:f: a, bE R. We use U P(m) 
to denote the class of all such rings. Rings belonging to U P(n) (1 < n < No) are necessarily prime 
right or left Goldie (Theorem 111.4.4). If n is a finite nonzero cardinal, D a division ring and R a 
right order in ~(D) then R E U P(m) for some m such that n ~ m ~ 2n -1 (TheoremIIL4.3). 
This inequality cannot be sharpened. If F is an algebraically closed field, n a finite nonzero cardinal 
and R a (right) order in Mn( F) then R E U P(2n - 1) (Theorem 111.4.11). Hilbert's Nullstellensatz is 
used in the proof of this theorem. If D is a commutative noetherian domain with identity which 
contains a nonzero prime element, Q the field of quotients of D and R a (right) order in Mn(Q) for 
some finite n> 0, then R E UP(n) (TheoremIII.4.14). Consequently, the class UP(n) is nonempty 
for all finite nonzero cardinals n (Corollary 111.4.15). 
It is known that for each nonzero cardinal m the classes P r (m) and P r (m) are special 
classes (in the sense of Andrunakievic) and so determine upper (special) radicals in the category of 
rings. We denote these radicals by CUP r (m) and CUP r (m) respectively. If m is a limit cardinal we 
denote by Br (m) the upper (special) radical determined by the class U 0 < It < m P r (k). Most of 
ChapterIV is devoted to a study of the above radicals. The radical CUP r (m) is right strong for all 
m> 0 and Br (m) is right strong for all limit cardinals m (Proposition IV.2.14). Examples are 
presented which show that the radical CUP r (m) (resp. Br (m» is not left strong and is neither right 
nor left hereditary for any nonzero cardinal (resp. limit cardinal) m. The radical CUP r (m) (resp. 
Br (m» is, moreover, neither right nor left stable for any nonzero cardinal (resp. limit cardinal) m. 
An internal characterization of the elements of CUP r (m)(R), for an arbitrary ring R, is given 
(Proposition IV.2.16). If n is a finite nonzero cardinal then CUP r (m)(~(R» = ~(CUP r (m)(R» for 
all rings Rand m ~ No, while Br (m)(~(R» = ~(Br (m)(R» for all rings R and limit cardinals 
m (Proposition IV.2.2l). If R is an arbitrary ring and H an arbitrary monoid then: (1) 
CUPr (m)(R) :2 R n CUPr (m)(RH) for all m> 0 and Br (m)(R) :2 R n Br (m)(RH) for all limit 
cardinals m; (2) CUP r (m)(R) = R n CUP r (m)(RH) for all m ~ No and Br (m)(R) = R n Br (m)(RH) 
for all limit cardinals m> No (Proposition IV.3.4). The restrictions on m in condition (2) above 
cannot be dispensed with. If R is an arbitrary ring and H a unique product monoid, a cancellative 
strictly right ordered monoid or the free product of two nontrivial monoids, then [CUP r (m)(R)]H 
= CUP r (m)(RH) for all m ~ No and [Br (m)(R)]H = Br (m)(RH) for all limit cardinals m> No 
(Corollary IV.3.6). For a nonempty class A of prime rings, a ring R is said to be A-Jacobson if 
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every prime ideal of R is an intersection of ideals A of R such that RIA E A. Theorem IV.3.12 
asserts that if m ~ ~o and R is Pr(m)-Jacobson then so is the polynomial ring R[x]. The 
requirement that m be infinite cannot be dropped. 
We locate the radicals CUP r (m), CUP r (m) and Br (m) in the lattice of radicals by comparing 
them with, inter alia, the following: the Prime, Levitzki, Nil, Jacobson, Behrens, Brown-McCoy, 
Generalized Nil and Antisimple radicals as well as the upper (special) radicals determined by the 
special classes of uniformly strongly prime rings, and right superprime rings. The radicals CUP r (m) 
(m> 0) form a strictly descending chain (bounded below by the Prime radical and above by the 
Generalized Nil radical), while if m is a limit cardinal then CUPr(m) ~ Br(m) ~ CUPr(n) (Proposition 
IV.4.6). The radicals CUP r (m) are incomparable with most other radicals of interest to us 
(PropositionIV.4.9). The radicals CUPr(m) and CUPdm) are incomparable for all m,n> 0, as are 
CUP r (m) and CUPI (m) (Proposition IV.4.11). In response to an open question of Olson and 
Veldsman, it is shown that the class of rings which are uniformly prime of bound at most m is special 
for all m> 0 (TheoremIV.5.1). The upper (special) radical determined by this class is denoted by 
T m: We determine the positions of the T m's (for finite m) relative to some of the radicals described 
above. 
CONVENTION ON NUMBERING OF RESULTS 
Example: Theorem 11.3.4 refers to Theorem 4 of § 3 of Chapter II. Within § 3 of Chapter II, this 
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Introduction 
The subject matter of this thesis concerns two strongly related subfields of the theory of rings 
and modules, namely the study of prime rings and the torsion theoretic study of a ring's module 
category. 
Primeness is a rather universal notion in mathematics; its motivations are usually self-evident. 
In ring theory, for example, the fact that any ring, modulo the intersection of its prime ideals, is a 
subdired product of prime rings suggests that an understanding of primeness is at the heart of a better 
understanding of rings in general. The class of all prime (not necessarily commutative) rings is vast. 
One possible view of its spectrum is that at one "extreme" lie right chain domains of arbitrary "height" 
while at the other, there are full linear rings of arbitrary "width". By the former, we mean rings 
without zero divisors whose right ideals are linearly ordered by set inclusion; by the latter, we mean 
the rings of linear transformations of vector spaces of arbitrary dimension (which are littered with zero 
divisors and may have very large sets of mutually incomparable right ideals). 
Torsion preradicals on the module category of a ring are a newer focus of research j they are 
functors that associate with a module a "torsion submodule" (originally envisaged as an analogue of 
the notion of "torsion subgroup") and hence associate with the ring the class of modules equal to their 
torsion submodules, which is called the "hereditary pre torsion class" of the torsion preradical. (A 
topological approach to such functors is also possible.) Our interest lies primarily in the question of 
what information about a ring is encoded in the behaviour of its set of torsion preradicals. 
It is not immediately clear from the above that primeness and torsion preradicals are related 
topics. An early indication of this fact was the discovery, in the mid 1970s that the classes of "strongly 
prime" and "absolutely torsion-free" rings with identity coincide. A spiritually similar result, going 
beyond prime rings, is the fact that the rings with identity all of whose hereditary pretorsion classes are 
closed under arbitrary direct products are just the artinian rings. In this thesis, we offer a perspective 
(with a set theoretic flavour) from which these and certain other classical results emerge as special 
cases. It is easiest to describe the coverage of the thesis by referring first to Chapter II, in which this 
perspective first emerges and undergoes considerable development. (We shall return shortly to the 
content of Chapter I.) 
Our perspective has the following starting point. The hereditary pretorsion class of a torsion 
preradical on the module category of a ring is closed under the formation of direct sums (in particular, 
finite direct products) but not, in general, under arbitrary direct products. A focal point of our study 
(introduced in Chapter II) will be the intermediate notion of an "m- Jansian" torsion preradical, i.e., 
one whose hereditary pretorsion class is closed under the formation of products of fewer than m 
modules, where m is a given infinite cardinal. We are interested in classes of rings that are 
determined by the behaviour of the sets of m- Jansian torsion preradicals of their members. 
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For the most part, these will be classes of prime rings. One notable exception is the class of 
"m- closed" rings (also introduced and studied in Chapter II). The general definition of an m- closed 
ring requires that "almost all" torsion preradicals on the ring's module category be m- Jansian. (The 
meaning of "almost all" will be made precise in the text but for rings with identity, "almost all" may 
be taken to mean all torsion preradicals on the category of unital modules.) All rings are No- closed, 
while the intersection (over all infinite m) of the classes of m-closed rings turns out to be the class of 
all artinian rings. No generality is lost here if we confine our attention to regular cardinals m. We 
show that distinct classes of m- closed rings arise for distinct regular values of m. (Historically, it was 
the proof of this fact that gave rise to the material in Chapter!.) The classes of m-closed rings turn 
out to be rather interesting because they all enjoy a number of surprisingly strong ("artinian-like") 
properties which may be stated without reference to the cardinal m. For example, they all turn out 
to satisfy the descending chain condition on two-sided ideals and their factor rings modulo the 
Jacobson radical are artinian. 
The light thrown on rings by the study of m - J ansian torsion preradicals does not end here. 
Within the class of prime rings, we find (in the latter part of Chapter II) that the behaviour of a 
certain interval of these pre radicals (in the lattice of all torsion preradicals) determines a sort of 
"degree of primeness" of the ring. For simplicity, we shall assume in describing this result here that all 
rings have identity and that torsion preradicals act on the category of unital modules. (By not 
imposing these restrictions in the thesis, we obtain stronger results whose statements are necessarily 
more technical.) A module may be considered "torsion-free" with respect to a torsion preradical if its 
corresponding torsion submodule is zero. Consider the class P(m) of rings which, as modules over 
themselves, are torsion-free with respect to all m- Jansian torsion preradicals. All members of this 
class turn out to be prime in the strong sense that each of their nonzero elements a is "insulated" from 
annihilation on the right by a suitable subset X a of the ring of cardinality less than m, by which we 
mean that aX ab is never zero, unless b is. Conversely, P(m) includes all rings that have this 
property. 
Of course, the primeness of a prime ring amounts to precisely the fact that the ring itself 
functions as just such an "insulator" for all of its nonzero elements - but its cardinality may be 
wastefully large for this purpose. (For example, singleton insulators are always available in a domain.) 
Put differently, the union over m of all P(m) is the class of all prime rings. We therefore see the 
least infinite m for which a prime ring R lies in P(m) as a "bound of primeness" of R. (Of course, 
it would be terminologically more accurate to refer to the cardinal m as the "right bound of 
primeness" of R. For the sake of simplicity we have chosen to omit the prefix "right" in this 
introduction.) Consequently, we see m-Jansian torsion preradicals as inducing a classification of 
prime rings. From this perspective, Handelman, Lawrence and Viola-Prioli's result that the "strongly 
prime" rings are just the "absolutely torsion-free" rings is the case m = No. (The essential role of 
closure of hereditary pretorsion classes under finite products is quite hidden in this special case as it 
holds universally.) This observation concludes Chapter II. 
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Since "m- closed" rings and "m- prime" rings (i.e., rings belonging to P(m)) are both 
characterizable in terms of torsion preradicals on their module categories, it is an unsurprising fact that 
"m - closure" and "m - primeness" are Morita invariant properties. There is, of course, an obvious 
limitation here; the classical notion of Morita equivalence is defined only for rings with identity, so the 
above observations yield results pertaining to rings with identity only. In an earlier paragraph, 
however we alluded to the fact that many of our ring and module theoretic investigations are , 
conducted at the more general level of arbitrary (not necessarily unital) modules over an arbitrary 
associative ring (possibly without identity). In keeping with this spirit, it is natural to ask first 
whether a more general theory of Morita equivalence exists for rings without identity and secondly, 
whether the aforementioned properties are invariant with respect to any such general notion of Morita 
equivalence. 
We point out, in response to the first question, that although several fairly new generalized 
notions of Morita equivalence exist in the literature, we have chosen (for reasons that will be explained 
later) to formulate our own definition of Morita equivalence for rings without identity. This we shall 
call Morita * -equivalence. Briefly, arbitrary rings Rand S are Morita * -equivalent if and only if 
their respective Dorroh Extensions, R* and S*, are Morita equivalent in the classical sense. In 
response to the second question raised above, it turns out that "m - closure" is a Morita * -invariant 
property but "m- primeness" is Morita * -invariant only within the class of all prime rings. 
A general methodological aim of this thesis has been to illustrate the theory presented as richly 
as possible with examples. This was particularly necessary in the study of m - closed rings, since it is 
not obvious from the definition that one obtains distinct classes of such rings for distinct values of m. 
As it happens, even the fact that an Nr closed ring need not be artinian turns out to be quite difficult 
to prove. In seeking examples to establish this, we find ourselves gravitating naturally towards that 
end of the prime ring spectrum occupied by right chain domains. For reasons that will become clear in 
the text of Chapter II, we seek, for an arbitrary infinite m, a right chain domain with a unique 
nontrivial two-sided ideal, into the dual of whose chain of proper right ideals the cardinal m can be 
cofinally embedded (as a well ordered set). No such rings seemed to be to hand in the literature 
(despite vigorous recent developments in the theory of chain rings). The construction techniques that 
appear in Chapter I resulted from this need, but their development takes on a theoretical (rather than 
merely illustrative) character there because they lead to quite general representation theorems, which 
we shall now describe. (This fact and their independence of subsequent results accounts for their 
location at the beginning of the thesis, but in this more historically minQ-ed introduction, we do not see 
them as our point of departure.) 
The (two-sided) ideal lattice (i .e., the congruence lattice) of a ring is algebraic and modular. It 
IS known to lattice theorists and universal algebraists that not all algebraic modular lattices are 
realizable as ideal lattices of rings (nor indeed, as congruence lattices of algebras of any fixed "type"). 
Nothing is known about the possibility of realizing all algebraic distributive lattices as the congruence 
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lattices of algebras of any fIxed type. (A longstanding conjecture asks, in particular, whether the 
algebras may be chosen to be lattices themselves.) Certainly, it is not known whether all algebraic 
distributive lattices are the ideal lattices of (necessarily arithmetical) rings, but a partial positive result 
in this direction (proved by Kim and Roush) asserts that every finite distributive lattice is the ideal 
lattice of a (von Neumann regular, not necessarily finite) ring. In the light of the question just posed, 
this result seems to have a natural (but previously unaddressed) complement. Just as finite implies 
algebraic, linearly ordered implies distributive. Thus, a second obvious "test" which the general 
question should pass is that every algebraic chain should be realizable as the ideal lattice of a ring. 
Most of Chapter I is devoted to proving precisely this result, its first main theorem. We 
cannot insist that the ring have identity, but every algebraic chain is also realizable as the lattice of 
proper (two-sided) ideals of a right chain domain with identity, which may be chosen such- that all of 
its (two-sided) ideals are idempotent. The second main theorem of the chapter refines the first by 
showing that in such a realization of a given algebraic chain, we may also require the intervals of right 
ideals strictly between covering pairs of proper ideals of the ring to contain dually cofInal copies of 
other preassigned chains. These latter chains must be unbounded above, but otherwise, they may be 
specified quite arbitrarily. (A special case of this theorem, presented in Chapter II, settles the question 
of distinctness of the notions "m - closed" for different m.) In ChapterI, we also show that, as far as 
the representation of algebraic chains by rings is concerned, the fIrst main theorem cannot be improved 
in any of the seemingly "obvious" ways: for example, certain algebraic chains are not realizable as the 
ideal lattices of commutative rings. The chapter closes with a discussion of the universal algebraic 
significance of its first main result. 
The classification of prime rings that emerged from the torsion theoretic discourse of Chapter II 
undergoes further investigation in Chapter III. At this point, however, it is desirable to refIne our 
definitions slightly. While the torsion theoretic definition of being "prime of bound m" given above 
makes no sense for finite cardinals m, the more elementary characterization in terms of insulators is 
meaningful for all m, and allows us to consider finite bounds of primeness as well. (For the sake of 
unification, we need to alter the requirement I X a I < m to I X a I < m + 1 at this point j + denotes 
cardinal addition. Of course, this makes no difference if m is infinite.) In other words, we further 
divide the class of strongly prime rings, P(No)' into a nested (denumerable) sequence of subclasses. 
This has the effect that our classification incorporates the existing notion of a "bounded strongly 
prime" ring, which was introduced to the literature by Handelman and Lawrence and which proved 
useful in Goodearl and Handelman's complete classification of simple self-injective rings. The study of 
the classes P(m) therefore unifIes purely ring-theoretic and torsion theoretic earlier investigations. We 
see the inclusion of the former as advantageous at this point, in view of the useful role played by 
strongly prime rings in the historical development of ring theory, which takes over, to some extent, 
from torsion theory in influencing the spirit of Chapters III and IV. Thus Chapter III marks the 
beginning of a purer ring theoretic exploration. 
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In order that the classification of prime rings introduced in Chapter II be considered 
significant, it is obviously necessary that examples of rings which are "prime of bound m" be produced, 
if possible, for all values of m. In the early part of Chapter III, matrix rings are put to use in 
constructing such examples. Indeed, we show that given any nonzero cardinal m, there are rings 
which are prime of bound precisely m. We supplement this investigation later with an "almost 
complete" answer to the question: for what values of m and n do there exist rings which are prime of 
bound m on the right and of bound n on the left? 
In earlier ring theoretic investigations, there has been much study of the "survival" of prime 
ideals in the passage between rings and overrings. This research has its origins in the study of prime 
ideals in polynomial rings and, in particular, the correspondence between prime ideals of a ring Rand 
those of the polynomial (over) ring R[ x]. While the spirit of these investigations has changed very 
little, many of the early results for polynomial rings have been surpassed by subtler results about more 
general types of overring such as "centralizing extensions" or "normalizing extensions". Many of these 
results have been recast further in terms of graded rings. A study such as this must be based on a 
knowledge of prime rings and a familiarity with conditions under which primeness conditions are 
transferred from a ring to a subring, or to an overring. In Chapter III and, to a lesser extent, in 
Chapter IV, Yfe contribute to this foundation by examining preservation of the property "prime of 
bound m" under various standard subring and overring constructions such as right orders, matrix 
rings, monoid rings, group rings and polynomial rings. 
In their pioneering work [HL 75] Handelman and Lawrence remark that the set of all matrix 
units of a finite dimensional matrix ring over a division ring acts as a kind of "uniform insulator" in 
that it "insulates" all nonzero ring elements from annihilation on the right. More generally, they 
define a ring R to be uniformly strongly prime if R contains a finite subset X (called a uniform 
insulator) such that for all nonzero elements a in R, aXb is never zero unless b is. If, in the above 
definition, the finiteness condition on X is dropped in favour of assigning to R a cardinal bound on 
the size of the uniform insulator X, we obtain a classification of prime rings which is entirely 
analogous to the one based on one-sided bounds of primeness. To be precise, for each nonzero cardinal 
m we define U P(m) to be the class of all rings which contain a uniform insulator of cardinality less 
than m + 1. The union over m of all U P(m) is the class of all prime rings, and we regard the least 
cardinal m for which a prime ring R lies in U P(m) as the "uniform bound of primeness" of R. The 
final section of Chapter III is devoted to a study of these "uniform" notions of primeness. One 
important respect in which the notions "uniformly prime of bound m" and "right prime of bound m" 
differ is that the former is left-right symmetric while the latter is not. It is also worth pointing out 
that many of the results on uniform bounds of primeneSs are not predictable analogues of any results 
on right bounds of primeness. For example, the uniform bound of a finite dimensional n x n matrix 
ring over a field F is not determined solely by n (as is the case with the right bound) but depends 
also on some quite interesting properties of the field F. Finally, it turns out that our study of (finite) 
uniform bounds of primeness throws light on some very concrete facts about fields whose statements 
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have no apparent connection with uniform bounds of primeness. 
The final chapter of this thesis (ChapterIV) is devoted to a study of certain radicals (arising 
from primeness conditions) in the category of rings. Radicals can be useful tools in analysing the 
structure of rings: in order to gain an insight into the structure of a ring R we often analyse first the 
"simpler" factor ring R/ri).,(R) , where ri)., is some carefully selected radical. An example which 
illustrates the usefulness of this strategy is the famous Artin-Wedderburn Theorem, which provides 
almost complete information about the structure of every artinian ring, modulo its Jacobson radical. 
Subsequent to the discovery of the classical radicals of Jacobson, Baer, Kothe, Levitzki and 
others, Amitsur and Kuros formulated in the early 1950's an axiomatic base for the development of a 
general theory of radicals. An important notion emerging from Kuros' work is that of the "upper 
radical" determined by a class of rings: if A is a class of rings with the property that every nonzero 
ideal of a ring in A has a nonzero homomorphic image in A, then the upper radical determined by 
A, denoted CUA, is the class of all rings which have no nonzero homomorphic image in A. (It is 
also the largest radical with respect to which all rings in A are semisimple. These notions force us to 
consider rings without identity, which accounts, to an extent, for the level of generality of the thesis as 
a whole.) The class A is quite arbitrary in this definition. In 1958, Andrunakievic observed that if 
cert~in more stringent conditions are imposed on the class A then CUA enjoys a number of nice 
properties, one of these being the so-called intersection property: if R is any ring then the CUA 
radical of R is equal to the intersection of all ideals of R modulo which R lies in A. Andrunakievic 
called such classes A "special classes" and the upper radicals determined by them "special radicals". 
He showed further that many of the classical radicals (e.g., the Jacobson, Prime and Brown-McCoy 
radicals) are the upper (special) radicals determined by special classes of prime rings. 
Recently, Raftery showed that each of the classes P(m) is special in Andrunakievic's sense. 
This observation extended the independent discoveries by Desale and Varadarajan, and Groenewald 
and Heyman in the early 1980's, that the class of all strongly prime rings is special. The fact that 
P(m) is special for both finite and infinite values of m added to our interest in the classification of 
prime rings by bounds of primeness. Chapter IV is devoted almost entirely to a detailed study of the 
special radicals CUP(m). One of the topics of this study is an examination of the relationship between 
the CUP(m) radical of a ring R and the CUP(m) radical of several types of monoid ring over R. 
Many of the results in Chapter III on the transfer of primeness conditions from rings to overrings are 
exploited here. Particular attention is also given to the positions of the CUP(m) radicals in the lattice 
of all radicals. A Hasse diagram in the lattice of radicals is sketched which locates the CUP(m)'s 
relative to various classical radicals. 
Chapter IV concludes with a brief examination of radicals associated with uniform bounds of 
primeness. We demonstrate that each of the classes U P(m) is special, thus answering in the 




The aim of this chapter is twofold, being in the first place to describe the notational 
conventions to be used throughout this dissertation, and secondly, to assemble in readily usable form a 
selection of mostly standard results from the theories of ordered sets and rings and modules, which will 
be required in the sequel. We have chosen to provide proofs only in the few cases where the result is 
less well known and we have been unable to locate a suitable reference. Otherwise, and wherever 
possible, we provide a reference from such standard texts as [AF74], [Fai73], [Fai76], [Hun74], 
[Lam66], and [Row88]. 
Although drawing on results and definitions from a broad spectrum of mathematical fields, this 
dissertation is concerned principally with rings. We have therefore assumed that the reader is more 
familiar with algebra, and in particular ring and module theory, than with other mathematical 
theories. Nevertheless, the study of any algebraic structure, and rings are no exception, inevitably 
demands that the reader have some knowledge of sets and ordered structures. In addition to this, there 
is a particularly set theoretic flavour to this dissertation. For this reason, we have chosen to devote the 
first section of this chapter entirely to a discussion of sets and ordered structures. Here, we shall 
assume a familiarity with no more than the very rudimentary concepts such as the notions of well 
ordered set, ordinal and cardinal. We require also that the reader be acquainted with the basics of 
ordinal and cardinal arithmetic and with the statement of the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, and 
have a working familiarity with Zorn's Lemma and transfinite induction. 
Since ring theory is our primary domain of discourse, we shall adopt the ring theorist's 
convention of not distinguishing notationally between structures (Le., nonempty sets with specified 
operations and/or relations) and their underlying universes (Le., the sets themselves). For example, if 
(R ; + , . , - ,0) is a ring and (P; S) a partially ordered set, we shall speak of the "ring R" and the 
"partially ordered set P". 
We shall, at times, need to appeal to elementary category theory. In some instances, this is 
done simply in order to achieve greater elegance and precision j in other instances, the need to refer to 
categories is unavoidable, for example when defining the notion of "Morita equivalence" for rings. 
Those elements of category theory that are needed may be found in 53 and 56. Again, we expect the 
reader to be familiar only with the very basic concepts of category theory, such as the notions of 
category, subcategory, covariant functor and contravariant functor. 
The remainder of 52 to 510 is devoted entirely to algebraic structures and, in particular, to 
rings and modules. We assume that the reader is familiar with each of the following classes of 
algebraic objects: semigroups, monoids, groups, abelian groups (including torsion and torsion-free 
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abelian groups), rings, division rings, fields, vector spaces and modules. We also presuppose a 
knowledge of the various homomorphisms, substructures and quotient or factor structures associated 
with each of the above; these include: subgroups, factor groups, left ideals, right ideals, ideals (that is, 
two-sided ideals), sub rings (and overrings), factor rings, submodules and factor modules. 
It is important to note that our rings will not necessarily possess an identity element. Our 
motive for working at this level of generality is born of necessity: in the sequel, several concepts will be 
introduced which lead to the study of so-called "special radicals" in the category of rings, in which 
context it is unavoidable that we consider rings without identity. We have assumed, however, that the 
reader (like the author) is better acquainted with the theory of rings with identity and unital modules 
over such rings. For this reason we shall often discuss at length, in the wider context of arbitrary 
modules over rings (possibly without identity) some concepts which, for unital modules over rings with 
identity, are rather rudimentary. Results which are peculiar to this wider context and which have no 
obvious analogue in the theory of rings with identity have been highlighted. 
We should warn the reader that many results in this chapter have been stated for arbitrary 
rings, but have as their given references sources which assume rings to have identity. This has been 
done, however, only in cases where the arguments provided in the reference may be used mutatis 
mutandis to establish the more general result pertaining to rings without identity. 
§ 1. SETS AND ORDERED STRUCTURES. 
The following standard notational conventions will be used for sets X and Y and functions 
cp: X ~ Y. 
XC Y shall mean only that X is a subset of Y. 
Y\X denotes the complement of X in Y. 
I X I denotes the cardinality of X. 
cp[X'] denotes the image of X' in Y under cp, viz., {cp(x): x E X'}, where X' ~ X. 
cp-l[yl] denotes the preimage of Y' in X under cp, viz., {x EX: cp(x) E yl}, where Y' ~ Y. 
cp I X' denotes the restriction of cp to X', where X' ~ X, so that cp I X': X' ~ Y. 
In almost all instances, we shall use Ix to denote the identity map on X. 
We cite [Dev79] as a set theoretic reference sufficient for our purposes in this dissertation. 
Throughou t the dissertation, bold letters m, n, ... will be used to den~te cardinals j m + denotes the 
cardinal successor of m, and if m is a successor cardinal, we shall use m - occasionally to denote the 
cardinal predecessor 1 of m. If m and n are cardinals then m + n (resp. m· n or mn) denotes their 
cardinal sum (resp. their cardinal product) and mD denotes cardinal exponentiation. If {m;: i E r} is 
a family of cardinals, we use E; E r m; to denote their cardinal sum. Recall that a cardinal m is said 
lin cases where m is finite and nonzero, we use the more natural m-l to denote the predecessor of m. 
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to be regular if it is infinite and ~ i E r mi < m whenever mi < m for all i E r and I r I < m. 
Certainly, if m is an arbitrary infinite cardinal then m+ is regular. An infinite cardinal is called 
singular if it is not regular. 
We use lower case Greek letters a, (3", ... to denote ordinals. We identify an ordinal a with 
the set of all ordinals (3 for which (3 < a and we identify cardinals with initial ordinals, i.e., an ordinal 
a is a cardinal if and only if for every ordinal (3 < a, there is no bijection from a onto (3. As usual, 
w denotes the first infinite ordinal, i.e., the set of all nonnegative integers. 
If a and (3 are ordinals then a EEl (3 (resp. a 0 (3) denotes their ordinal sum (resp. their 
ordinal product). We remind the reader that these ordinal operations are different from their cardinal 
counterparts. We shall need the following ordinal analogue of the division algorithm for integers, 
which is a standard exercise in most introductory texts on axiomatic set theory, e.g., [Sup60, Ex 11, 
p223]. 
LEMMA 1. Let a and (3 be ordinals with (3 > O. Then a may be written uniquely in the 
form «(30,) EEl 8 for some ordinals ,,8 with 8 < (3. (Here, necessarily, ,< a.) o 
Recall that an infinite cardinal m is said to be a limit cardinal if it is of the form No, where 
a is either 0 or a limit ordinal j m is called a strong limit cardinal if 2n < m for all cardinals 
n < m, in which case m is, in particular, a limit cardinal. If we assume the Generalized Continuum 
Hypothesis then the limit cardinals are just the strong limit cardinals. An uncountable regular limit 
cardinal is called an inaccessible cardinal. (The existence of such cardinals is not provable in 
Zermelo-Fraenkel Set Theory with the Axiom of Choice.) 
We remind the reader that the cartesian product f1 i E r Xi is the set of all functions 
<p: r - U i E r Xi such that <p(i) E Xi for all i E r. We shall use {xi}i E r to denote that element 
<p of f1i E r Xi for which <p(i) = xi E Xi for all i E r. If Xi = X for all i E r, we abbreviate 
f1 iEr Xi by f1 r X or by Xr. If r=n:={O,l, ... ,n-l} IS a finite cardinal, we write 
{xo}aEn E IlaEnXa as (xO'x1, ... ,xn_1). 
By a partially ordered set (briefly, a poset) (P j ~ ), we mean a nonem pty set P, endowed 
with a binary reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive relation ~. We call ~ the partial order (or 
just the order) on this poset. For a poset (P j ~), if x, yEP with x ~ y, we use the standard 
notation [x,y] for the interval {p E P: x ~ p ~ y} from x to y in P. We shall denote the interval 
{a E L: a > x} by (x) and the interval {a E L: a ~ x} by [x). (Clearly, if x is a maximal element of 
L then (x) = 0.) If x, yEP with x < y and [x, y] = {x, y} (i.e., there is no pEP such that 
x < p < y), then we say that x is covered by y in P or that y covers x in P j and we call the pair 
(x, y) a covering pair of P. 
Recall that if (P j ~) is a poset then the dual order of (P; ~), denoted ~ -1, is the 
relation on P defined by x ~ -ly if and only if y ~ x (x, YEP). The poset (P j ~ -1) is' called the 
dual of (P j ~) and will be written as (P j ~ )du. An element x of a poset (P; ~) is called a 
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bottom (resp. top) element of P if x ~ p (resp. p ~ x) for all pEP. Since bottom and top 
elements (if they exist) are obviously unique, we usually denote them by 0 and 1 respectively and we 
refer to a poset with a bottom (resp. top) element as a poset with 0 (resp. poset with 1). A poset 
(P j ~) is said to be a chain (or linearly ordered) if x ~ y or y ~ x whenever x, YEP . If (P j ~ ) 
is a poset then a subset X of P is called an (upward) directed subset of (P j ~) provided that for 
any x, y EX , there exists z E X such that x, y ~ z. A nonempty subset X of P is called a 
hereditary (resp. dually hereditary) subset of (P j ~) provided that for any x, yEP with x E X 
and y ~ x (resp. y ~ x), we have y E X. 
A nonempty subset X of a poset (P j ~) is always a poset in its own right, endowed with the 
relation ~ n (X x X), but we denote this poset by (X j ~) rather than {X j ~ n (X x X)). A 
nonempty subset X of P is said to be cofinal in P if for every pEP, there exists an x E X such 
that p ~ x. The co finality of P (abbreviated cofP) is defined to be the least cardinal m such 
that P has a cofinal subset of cardinality m. Such a cardinal always exists because P is cofinal in 
itself, and so we always have cof P ~ 1 P I. It is easily checked that if X is a cofinal subset of P and 
Y is a cofinal subset of the poset (X j ~) then Y is a cofinal subset of P. The following simple 
lemma will assist us in calculating the cofinalities of certain posets. 
LEMMA 2. If X is a cofinal subset of a poset (P; ~) then cof X = cof P. 
Proo f. Clearly, cof X ~ cof P. Let Y be any cofinal subset of P. For each y E Y, choose 
Xy E X such that Xy ~ y. Certainly, Z:= {x y : y E Y} is cofinal in X, yet 1 Z 1 ~ 1 Y I, so cof X ~ 
cof P. Thus cof X = cof P. 0 
Where order theoretic properties are attributed to an ordinal, it is assumed that the ordinal is 
being considered as a well ordered set (a poset in which every nonempty subset has a least element), 
endowed with the standard order (a ~ {3 if and only if a E (3 or a = (3). It is well known that an 
infinite cardinal m is regular if and only if cofm = m and that for every chain P with no top 
element, cof P is a regular cardinal. 
Let m be an infinite cardinal and (P; ~) a poset. For any ordinal {3, a family {Pa: a E {3} 
of elements Pa E P is called a well ordered strictly ascending (resp. strictly descending) chain in 
P if for any a, 'Y E {3, we have Pa < P-y (resp. Pa> P-y) whenever a < 'Y. The poset P is said to 
satisfy the m - ascending (resp. m - descending) chain condition, briefly the m - ACC (resp. 
m- DCC) if, for every well ordered strictly ascending (resp. descending) chain {Pa: a E {3} in P, we 
have {3 < m. We omit the prefix m- when m = No. 
If (P; ~) is a poset and X s:;; P , the infimum or greatest lower bound or meet (resp. the 
supremum or least upper bound or join) of X in P, if it exists, is denoted by inf X or Ap X (resp. 
by supX or VpX). The subscript is omitted if P is understood and Ap{x,y} (resp. Vp{x,y}) is 
abbreviated as x 1\ p Y or as x 1\ y (resp. as x V p Y or as x V y) if it exists. The poset P is called a 
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meet- semilattice (resp. a join- semilattice) if every pair of elements of P has a meet (resp. a join). 
In this case, the binary operation /I. (resp. V) is associative, commutative and idempotent and we 
may write expressions like Xo /I. Xl /I. ... /I. xn (resp. Xo V Xl V ... V xn) unambiguously. A join- and 
meet-semi lattice is called a lattice. A poset (P; ~) is called a complete lattice if every subset of P 
has a meet. In this case, P is a poset with 0 and 1 (since 0 ~ P) and every subset of P has a join, 
viz., V X = A{y E P: X ~ Y for all X E X}. In particular, (P; ~) is necessarily a lattice. 
For example, for any set S, the set exp S of all subsets of S is (the universe of) a complete 
lattice (exp S; ~), when ordered by set inclusion. Unless otherwise specified, whenever order theoretic 
properties are ascribed to a collection of subsets of a given set, the understood partial order is just set 
inclusion. 
Given a poset (P; ~), a nonempty subset X of P is called a meet - sub semi lattice of 
(P; ~) (resp. a meet- complete subsemilattice of (P; ~)) if X /I. p y (resp. Ap Y) exists and 
X /I. p Y (resp. Ap Y) E X for any x , y E X (resp. any Y ~ X). In the latter case, since 0, X ~ X, it 
follows that X must have a bottom element and that P must have a top element 1, with 1 E X. 
Join- and join-complete subsemilattices are defined dually. A sublattice (resp. a complete 
sublattice) of (P; ~) is a nonempty subset of P that is both a meet- and a join-subsemilattice (resp. 
both a meet-complete and a join-complete subsemilattice) of (P; ~). Notice that a meet-complete 
subsemilattice of (P; ~) is a complete lattice in its own right but need not be a sublattice of (P; ~ ). 
In order that (P; ~) possess a complete sublattice X, it is necessary that P be a poset with 0 and 
1 and that 0,1 EX. If (P; ~) is a meet-semilattice (resp. a lattice) and x, yEP with X ~ Y then 
the interval [x, y] is always a meet-subsemilattice (resp. a sublattice) of (P; ~), and is closed under 
existent binary joins (resp. contains the meets and joins of all of its nonempty subsets). Dual 
assertions may be made in the case where (P; ~) is a join-semilattice. 
Let (PI; ~) and (P2 ; ~) be posets. A map cp: PI -+ P2 is called order preserving (resp. 
order reflecting) if for any x,y E PI' X ~ Y implies (resp. is implied by) cp(x) ~ cp(y). A bijection 
from PI to P 2 that is order preserving and order reflecting is called an order isomorphism from 
(PI; ~) to (P 2 ; ~). The posets (PI; ~) and (P2 ; ~) are said to be isomorphic if there exists an 
order isomorphism from (PI; ~) to (P2 ; ~ ); we write (PI; ~) == (P2 ; ~). We shall occasionally 
write (PI; ~ );S (P2 j ~) if there exists a subset X of P2 such that (PI j ~ ) == (X j ~). We say 
that P2 contains a cofinal copy of PI if there exists a cofinal subset X of (P2 j ~) such that 
(PI; ~ ) == (X; ~). We say that P 2 contains a dually co final copy of PI if there exists a cofinal 
subset X of (P2 ; ~ )du such that (PI; ~) == (X; ~ )du. If (PI; ~) and (P2 ; ~) are meet-
semilattices (resp. complete lattices) then a map cp: PI -+ P2 is called a meet-semilattice 
homomorphism (resp. a meet-complete semilattice homomorphism) if for any x,y E PI' we have 
cp(x /I. y) = cp(x) /I. cp(y) (resp. for any subset X of PI' we have cp(AX) = Acp[X]). In this case, 
cp[Pd is a meet-subsemilattice (resp. a meet-complete subsemilattice) of P
2
• If in addition, cp is one-
to-one and onto then cp is called a meet- semilattice isomorphism. It is easily checked that a meet-
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semilattice isomorphism is just the same thing as an order isomorphism between meet-semilattices and 
that any meet-semilattice isomorphism between complete lattices is a meet-complete isomorphism. 
Dual definitions of join- and join-complete semilattice homomorphisms and isomorphisms are 
formulated in the obvious way. A join- and meet-semilattice homomorphism (resp. a join- and meet-
complete semilattice homomorphism) between two lattices (resp. complete lattices) is called a lattice 
homomorphism (resp. a complete lattice homomorphism). We may replace "homomorphism" by 
isomorphism if the map is a bijection; however, any order isomorphism between lattices (resp. 
complete lattices) is already a lattice (resp. a complete lattice) homomorphism. 
If (P; ~) is a meet-semilattice then a nonempty subset F of P is called a filter of 
(P; ~) if the following conditions hold: 
Fl. F is dually hereditary; 
F2. a, b E F implies a 1\ b E F. 
In this case, if (P; ~) has 1 then we must have 1 E F, by Fl and the fact that F is nonempty. 
The set of all filters of (P; ~) will be denoted by 'if P. It is easily checked that ('if P ; ~) is a 
complete lattice. Dually, if (P; ~) is a join-semilattice then a nonempty subset I of P is called an 
ideal of (P; ~) if the following conditions are met: 
Il. F is hereditary; 
12. a, bEl implies a V bEl. 
In this case, if (P; ~) has 0 then we must have O. E I, by 11 and the fact that I is nonempty. The 
set of all ideals of (P; ~) will be denoted by ~P. Of course (~P; ~) is also a complete lattice. 
A lattice (L; ~) is called modular if 
(x 1\ y) V z = (x V z) 1\ y whenever x, y, z E L with z ~ y. 
(Notice that any lattice satisfies (x 1\ y) V z ~ (x V z) 1\ y whenever z ~ y.) The following well known 
property of modular lattices will be useful to us. (See e.g., [CD73, 3.4, p19] for a proof.) 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (L; ~) be a modular lattice. I f x, Y E L then the function 
cp: [x 1\ y, x]_ [y, x V y] defined by cp(z) = z Vy for all z E L, is a lattice isomorphism. 0 
A lattice (L; ~ ) is said to be distributive if 
(xl\y)Vz = (xVz)l\(yVz) for all x,y,zEL. 
(N otice that any lattice satisfies (x 1\ y) V z ~ (x V z) 1\ (y V z).) Clearly every distributive lattice is 
modular. A complete lattice (L; ~) is called Brouwerian (resp. continuous) if it satisfies the 
join-infinite distributive identity 
x 1\ ( V Y) = V {x 1\ y: y E Y} 
(resp. the meet-infinite distributive identity 
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one. Also every closure (resp. algebraic closure) system X in (L j ~) is the range u[L] of a suitable 
closure (resp. algebraic closure) operator u on (L j ~), viz. , u = u x' and the correspondence u 1-+ u[ L] 
is one- to-one. The aforementioned two correspondences are mutually inverse bijections between the set 
of closure (resp. algebraic closure) systems in (L j ~) and the set of closure (resp. algebraic closure) 
operators on (L j ~) . The following results are to be found in most introductory lattice theory texts 
or , e.g., [Grii79, Theorem 5, p25]. 
PROPOSITION 4. The following conditions on a lattice (L j ~) are equivalent: 
(i) (L j ~) is an algebraic lattice j 
(ii) there exists a set S and an algebraic closure system X in the complete lattice 
(exp S j ~) of all subsets of S (ordered by set inclusion) such that (L j ~ ) is 
isomorphic to the lattice (X j ~ ). o 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (L j ~) be an algebraic lattice and u an algebraic closure operator 
on (L j ~). Then y E L is a compact element of (u(L) j ~) if and only if y = u(x) for some 
compact element x of (L j ~ ). 0 
COROLLARY 6. Let S be a set and X ~ exp S. Then (X j ~) is an algebraic lattice if 
and only if X is closed under arbitrary intersections and UY E X for any directed subset Y of 
(X j ~ ). In this case, the map Z 1-+ u(Z) := n {A EX: A 2 Z} (Z E exp S) is the algebraic 
closure operator corresponding to X and the compact elements of (X j ~) are just the elements 
of the form u(Z), where Z is any finite subset of S. 0 
In Chapter I, we shall make essential use of the following proposition, which combines several 
classical results from lattice theory. Proofs of all statements in the proposition may be found in 
[Grii79, Chapter 0, 56]. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) [Grii79, Theorem 2, p22] The ideal lattice ~L of a join- semilattice 
L with 0 is an algebraic lattice. Dually, the filter lattice 'iJ L of a meet - semilattice L with 1 is 
an algebraic lattice. 
(ii) [Grii79, Theorem 3, p22] If L is an algebraic lattice and 0 is the bottom element of L 
then the set LC of all compact elements of L is a join- subsemilattice of L (i.e., LC is closed 
under finite joins), and 0 E LC. 
(iii) [Grii79, Theorem 3, pp22-23] If (L j ~) is an algebraic lattice then the map 
x 1-+ {y E LC: y ~ x} (x E L) is a lattice isomorphism from L onto the ideal lattice ~LC of the 
join - semilattice LC (with 0) of all compact elements of L. Therefore: 
(vi) [Grii79, Theorem5, pp25-26] A lattice is algebraic if and only if it is isomorphic to 
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the ideal lattice of some join- semilattice with O. o 
§2. RINGS. 
We shall use 7L to denote the ring of integers, N to denote the subset of 7L consisting of all 
positive integers, 7L n to denote the additive group of integers modulo n (n EN), and Q, IR and C to 
denote the fields of rational numbers, real numbers and complex numbers, respectively. We shall use 
o to denote the zero ring, the zero ideal and zero element of a ring, the zero module over any ring and 
the zero sub module and zero element of any module. The intended meaning of 0 will always be clear 
from the context in which it is used. All rings considered are associative but, unless otherwise stated, 
are not assumed to have an identity element. The identity element of a ring R, if one exists, will 
always be denoted by 1 R' We warn the reader that if R is a ring, with or without identity then by a 
subring of R we mean simply a multiplicatively closed subgroup of the additive group (R; + , - ,O) of 
R; we do not insist, therefore, that a subring of a ring with identity contain the identity element. 
Recall that if (R; +, . , - , O) is a ring then R opp denotes the opposite ring (R; + , *, - , O) of R, 
which has the same universe and the same addition and negation operations as R but in which a 
product r * s of two elements r, s is equal to the product s· r (calculated in R). We remind the 
reader that the centre of a ring R, abbreviated cen R, is defined to be the set {c E R: cr = rc for all 
r E R}. It is easily checked that cen R is a subring of R. If there exists a least positive integer n 
such that rn = 0 for all r E R, then R is said to have characteristic n; we write char R = n. If no 
such n exists R is said to have characteristic zero; we write char R = O. 
A nonzero element r of a ring R is called a divisor of zero (or just a zero divisor) if 
rs = 0 or sr = 0 for some nonzero s E R. A nonzero element of R which is not a zero divisor is 
called regular. A domain is a ring in which every nonzero element is regular. Recall also that if R 
is a ring with identity then an element r E R _ is said to be right invertible (resp. left invertible) if 
r s = 1 R (resp. sr = 1 R) for some s E R. An element of R which is both right and left invertible is 
. called a unit of R. Recall that an element r E R is said to be idempotent if r2 = r, and nilpotent 
if rn = 0 for some n E N and that a nonempty subset of R consisting entirely of nilpotent elements is 
called nil. If AI' A 2 , ... , An (n E N) are subgroups of (R; +, -, O), we define Al A2 ... An to be the 
subgroup of (R;+,-,O) generated by {ala2 ... an:aiEAi for i=l, ... ,n}. If Ai=A for all 
i E {l, ... ,n}, we write An instead of AA ... A. (This notation coincides with that used for the 
cartesian product A x A x ... x A but the intended meaning of An will always be clear from the 
context in which it is used.) We call a subgroup A of (R; +, -, O) idempotent if A2 = A and 
nil potent if An = 0 for some n E N. 
By an ideal of a ring, we shall always mean a two-sided ideal. We shall frequently use Id R 
to denote the set of all ideals of a ring R. We shall also, occasionally, use Id RR (resp. IdRR) to 
denote the set of all right (resp. left) ideals of a ring R. It is well known that (Id R; ~ ), (Id RR; ~ ) 
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and (Id RR j ~) are modular algebraic (in particular, complete) lattices. Recall that R is said to be a 
simple ring if it has no proper nonzero ideals, i.e., if Id R = {O, R}. If X ~ R, we denote by (X) the 
ideal of R generated by X, i.e., the intersection of all ideals of R containing X. If X is a 
nonempty subset of R then 
n 
(X) = { "(r .x.r'. +s .x . +x .t . +x .m,.):nEN and x,· EX, rj,ri,sj,tjER, mjEl .i...J I I I I I I I I 
1=1 
for i=I,,,.,n}. 
We warn the reader that the symbol (X) will not be used exclusively for the above purpose, however. 
(For example, we shall frequently use (X) to denote the free monoid on the set X: see § 10.) For this 
reason, in instances where (X) is used, its meaning will always be stated explicitly. 
We shall make frequent use of the following result of V.A. Andrunakievic, which is known as 
Andrunakievic's Lemma. 
LEMMA 1. [And66, Lemma4, pl02] Let A be an ideal of a ring R and I an ideal of the 
ring A. If (I) denotes the ideal of R generated by I then (1)3 ~ I. 0 
§ 3. MODULES AND MODULE CATEGORIES. 
We shall not distinguish notationally between a category and its class of objects. Recall that if 
e is a category then a subcategory GJ of e is called a full subcategory of e if every morphism of e 
between two objects of GJ is a morphism of GJ (i.e., if Home(A, B) = HomGJ(A, B) for all objects 
A, B of GJ). Trivially, every nonempty class A of objects of e gives rise to a full subcategory GJ of 
e whose class of objects is defined to be A and whose class of morphisms is defined by 
HomGJ(A, B) = Home(A, B) for all objects A, B of GJ. The subcategory GJ defined in this manner is 
usually referred to as the full subcategory of e on A. We shall use Ie to denote the identity 
functor on e. Recall that if e and GJ are categories then a covariant functor F: e -+ GJ is called a 
category isomorphism if there exists a covariant functor G: GJ -+ e with the property that GF = Ie 
and FG = IGJ' The categories e and GJ) are said to be isomorphic if there exists a category 
isomorphism F: e -+ GJ. 
Suppose that R is a ring and M is a right R-module (by which we mean that M is a right 
module over R). If A is a subgroup of (R j +, -,0) we define M A to be the subgroup of 
(M j +, -,0) generated by {xa: x E M, a E A}. We shall call M a zero multiplication module if 
M R = 0, and a unital module if M R = M. We warn the reader that, unless otherwise stated, we do 
not assume our modules to be unital, even in situations where the ring in question has identity. It 
is easily shown that if R is an arbitrary ring then every right R-module has a unique maximal zero 
mUltiplication submodule. We shall always use Mod-R to represent the category of all right modules 
over the ring R. We use Mod-R (zero) (resp. Mod-R (unital)) to denote the full subcategory of 
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Mod-R on the class of all zero multiplication modules (resp. the class of all unital modules). The left 
analogues of Mod-R , Mod-R (zero) and Mod-R (unital) are denoted, respectively, by R- Mod , 
R- Mod (zero) and R- Mod(unital). We define 71. zero E Mod- R(zero) to be the abelian group 
(71. ; + , - , 0) endowed with the zero multiplication. More generally, it is clear that every abelian group 
can be regarded as an element of Mod- R (zero) if it is endowed with the zero multiplication. It is also 
clear that every group homomorphism between zero multiplication right R-modules is automatically 
an R- module homomorphism. These observations are evidence of the easily verifiable fact that the 
category Mod- R (zero) is isomorphic to, and hence identifiable with, the category of all abelian 
groups. 
In many situations, a structure M may be interpretable as a module in several different 
senses. For example, if I is an ideal of a ring R then I may be regarded as a right or left module 
over itself as well as a right or left module over R. If, in such situations, we wish to regard M 
specifically as a right (resp. left) module over a particular ring R, we indicate this by writing M R 
(resp. RM) rather than M . Suppose M, N E Mod-R. If N is a submodule of M, we write N ~ M, 
and if N is isomorphic to a submodule of M, we write N:5 M. It is well known that the set of all 
sub modules of M, ordered by set inclusion, is a modular algebraic (in particular, complete) lattice. 
We shall use HomR(M, N) to denote the abelian group of all right R-module homomorphisms from 
M to N , and EndRM to denote the ring of all right R- module endomorph isms of M. Unless stated 
otherwise, if M is a right (resp. left) R-module then R-module endomorphisms of M will be written 
on the left (resp. right) of their arguments. Also, 1m <P and Ker <P are used as abbreviations for the 
image and kernel of <P E HomR{M, N). We shall often write <P: M ~ N to indicate that <P E 
HomR(M, N) is an (R- module) isomorphism. We remind the reader that a sequence 
""1 ""2 ""n Ml --+ M2 --+ ••• --+ Mn 
of right R- modules and R- module homomorphisms is said to be exact if 1m <Pi = Ker <Pi+! for all 
iE{I , 2, .. . , n-l}. 
Let R be a ring and {Mi: i E r} a family of right R-modules. Suppose x = {xi}i erE 
Ilie r Mi' Recall that the support of x, abbreviated suppx, is defined to be {iEr:xi::fO}. The 
(external) direct sum of the family {M .: i E r} will be denoted by EB· e r M · (Thus t'I'. . r M · -, , " W,e ,-
{xE IlierMi : Isuppxl<No}.) If Mi=M for all iEr, we abbreviate EBierMi by EBrM or 
by M(r). Obviously, if r = {O, 1, . .. , n -I} is a finite cardinal then EB · e r M · and TI · r M· , , , e , 
coincide ; in such cases, we usually favour the direct sum notation and write M t'I'. M t'I'. t'I'. M ow l W "' W n-l 
instead of M 0 x MIx . .. x M n-l' If m is an arbitrary cardinal, we define 
TI~~)r Mi = {XE TIier M i : Isuppxl < max{m, No}}. 
It is easily checked that TI~~)r Mi is a submodule of TIi e r Mi' Notice also that if m ~ No then 
TI ~~)r Mi = EB i e r Mi' If Mi = M for all i E r, we abbreviate TI ~~)r Mi by TI ~m) M. The sum 
of a family {Mi: i E r} of submodules of ME Mod- R will be denoted by Lie r M i ; if this sum is 
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direct, we write 61iErMi instead of I:iErMi and we refer to {Mj:iEf} as an independent 
family of submodules of M. (We therefore do not distinguish notationally between the external and 
internal direct sum of an independent family of submodules.) 
THEOREM 1. [Ker87, Proposition 15.2, p80] Let R be a ring and for each right R-module 
M, define Mo = {x E M: xR = O}. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) R has identity; 
(ii) M = Mo61MR for all (right) R-modules M. o 
The reader will be aware that if R is a ring with identity, it is more common to define a right 
R-module M to be unital if X· 1 R = x for all x E M. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 1, 
however, that if R is a ring with identity then this notion of "unital" is equivalent to the requirement 
that M R = M. Indeed, it is obvious that if X· 1 R = x for all x E M then M R = M while 
conversely, if M R = M then by Theorem 1, {x ·IR - x: x E M} ~ {y EM: yR = O} := Mo = O. 
Suppose ME Mod-R and N ~ M. · We say that N is an essential submodule of M if 
N n L ~ 0 whenever 0 ~ L ~ M. For M, N E Mod-R, an R-module monomorphism L: N -+ M is 
said to be essential if L[N] is an essential submodule of M, and the pair (L, M) is then called an 
essential extension of N. If the essential monomorphism L: N -+ M is understood, it is customary to 
omit the first coordinate of the pair (L, M) and to refer to M as an essential extension of N. If 
N ~ M then Zorn's Lemma may be used to establish the existence of a submodule L of M which is 
maximal with respect to the condition that L n N = O. We shall call such a sub module L (which is 
not, in general, unique) an orthogonal complement for N in M. It is well known that in this 
situation, N $ L is an essential submodule of M. 
Let M E Mod-R. If X and Yare nonempty subsets of M, we define (X: Y) = {r E R: 
Y r ~ X}. Note that if X = 0 then (X: Y) = (0: Y) is just the annihilator of Y in R. For subsets 
X,Y of R, we define (X:rY)={rER:Yr~X} and (X:,Y)={rER:rY~X}. Thus (O:rY) 
(resp. (0: I Y)) denotes the right annihilator (resp. left annihilator) of Y in R. If Y is a 
singleton, say Y = {y}, then we write (O:y),(O:r Y) and (O:,y) instead of (O:{y}),(O:r{Y}) and 
(0: I {y}), respectively. Recall that M is said to be faithful if (0: M) = 0, and finitely annihilated 
if there exists a finite subset X of M such that (0: X) = (0: M). We call M simple if 0 and M 
are the only submodules of M. (We do not insist, as many authors do, that a simple module be 
unital.) Recall also that the socle of M, abbreviated soc M, is defined to be the sum of all simple 
submodules of M and that M is said to be semisimple if M = socM. 
PROPOSITION 2. [Row88, Theorem 2.4.7, p178] If M is an arbitrary right R-module 
then soc M = n {N ~ M : N is essential in M}. 0 
A module is said to be noetherian (resp. artinian) if its lattice of submodules satisfies the 
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ACC (resp. the DCC). A ring R is called right noetherian (resp. right artinian) if the module RR 
is noetherian (resp. artinian). It is well known that a right R-module M is noetherian if and only if 
every submodule of M is finitely generated. We point out that if X is a nonempty subset of M and 
N denotes the submodule of M generated by X then 
n 
N = { .2: (xjrj+xjmj):nEN, xjEX, rjER, mjEZ for i=I, ... ,n}. 
,= I 
THEOREM 3. [Lam66, Proposition 6, p22) Let N be a submodule of a right R-module M. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) M is noetherian (resp. artinian) j 
(ii) Nand M / N are noetherian (resp. artinian). o 
For an infinite cardinal m and ME Mod-R, we shall say that M satisfies the m- ACC 
(resp. the m- DCC) if the lattice of submodules of M satisfies the m- ACC (resp. the m- DCC). 
§ 4. THE DORROH EXTENSION, PROJECTIVE AND INJECTIVE MODULES. 
Let R be an arbitrary ring. We define R* to be the ring R x l with addition and 
multiplication defined by: 
(rl' ml ) + (r2' m2) = (rl + r2, ml + m2) and 
(rl' ml )(r2 , m2) = (r1r 2 + r 1m2 + r 2ml , m1m2) 
for all r l ,r2 E Rand ml , m2 E Z. The ring R* is usually called the Dorroh Extension of Rand 
has its origin in [Dor32]. It is easily checked that (0,1) E R* is an identity element for R* and that 
the map t.p: R -+ R* defined by t.p(r) = (r, 0) (r E R) is a ring monomorphism whose image (R,O) 
( := R x {O}) is an ideal of R*. If every r E R is identified with its image (r,O) in R*, then R may 
be considered as an ideal of R* and each (r, m) E R* may be written as (r, m) = (0, 1)(r, 0) + (0, l)m 
= 1 R* . r + 1 R* . m, whence R* = {I R* . r + 1 R* . m : r E R, mE Z}. We point out that the Dorroh 
Extension R* is not the only extension of R with identity j nor is it, in general, a minimal extension 
with an identity element, for R itself may possess an identity. It IS an unsurprising and easily 
verifiable fact that the interval [0, R) of the lattice (Id R* j ~) IS isomorphic to the lattice 
(Id R j ~). Also, since R* / R 3: Z, the interval [R, R*) of (Id R* j ~) is isomorphic to (Id l j ~ ). 
If ME Mod-R then M has the structure of a right R*-module with 
x.(I R*·r + l R*·m) := xr+xm for any element l R*·r + l R*·m of R*. 
Moreover, it is easily checked that if M, N E Mod-R then HomR*(M, N) = HomR(M, N) and the 
R*-submodules of M are precisely the R-submodules of M. Conversely, since R is a subring 
(indeed, an ideal) of R*, every unital right R*-module has, automatically, the structure of a right 
R-module. Again, it is easily checked that if M, N E Mod-R* (unital) then HomR*(M, N) = 
HomR(M, N) and the R*-submodules of M are precisely the R-submodules of M. The above 
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observations can be phrased more categorically: the assignment of a unital right R* - module structure 
to every right R-module defines, in essence, a covariant functor F: Mod-R -+ Mod-R* (unital), while 
the reverse assignment defines a covariant functor G: Mod-R* (unital) -+ Mod-R. A routine check 
shows that FG = I Mod- R '" (unital) and GF = I Mod- R ' This proves the next result. 
THEOREM 1. If R is an arbitrary ring then the categories Mod-R and Mod-R* (unital) 
are isomorphic. 0 
Although we seldom refer explicitly to Theorem 1, it IS fundamentally important and 
underpins many of the assumptions made in the sequel. For example, making implicit use of 
Theorem 1, we shall systematically identify Mod-R and Mod-R* (unital) henceforth. 
Theorem 1 also reassures us that, in terms of its macroscopic features, the category Mod-R is 
no different from the well-explored categories of unital modules over rings with identity. Many of the 
constructions available in the latter type of category are therefore also available in Mod-R. In 
particular, we shall make use of the fact that every right R-module has an "injective hull" in Mod-R. 
(In the sequel to Proposition 2 below, we have chosen, for the reader's convenience, to recall some of 
the basic features of the injective hull.) 
The identification of Mod-R and Mod-R* (unital) requires that we refine our "annihilator" 
notation. Accordingly, if ME Mod-R and X, Yare nonempty subsets of M, we define 
(X: Y)* = { 1 R*' r + 1 R"" m E R* : Y( l R",· r + 1 R"" m) = {yr + ym : y E Y} ~ X}. 
Note that if X is a nonempty subset of M and N is the submodule of M generated by X then 
n 
N= { .2: (xiri+ximi): nEN, xiEX, riER, miEl for i= 1, ... ,n} 
1=1 
n 
= { .2: xi( 1 R* . r i + 1 R'" . mi) : n E N, Xi EX, l R",· r i + l R",· mi E R* for i = 1, ... , n} 1=1 
= XR*. 
If, in particular, X = {x} then N = xR* == R~/(O:x)*. More generally, every cyclic right R-module 
is isomorphic to Rh / K for some right ideal K of R* (or equivalently, some submodule K of Rh). 
This assertion follows from the remarks preceding Theorem 1 and the well known fact that if R is a 
ring with identity then every unital cyclic right R-module is isomorphic to RR / K for some K ~ RR' 
Note, in particular, that lzero == Rh/RR' We call a ring R a principal right ideal ring if every 
submodule of RR is cyclic. 
then 
It follows from Theorem3.1 that if R is a ring with identity and R6 = {x E Rh : xR = O}, 
Rh = Rb EB RR' It is easily shown that R6 = {I R",· ( -IR m) + 1 R"" m : mEl} == lzero' 
Consequently, we have the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 2. If R is a ring with identity then Rn == lzero $ RR· o 
It follows from Theorem 1 that Rn is a generator for the category Mod-R (in the sense 
that every ME Mod-R is an epimorphic image of a direct sum of copies of Rn). More specifically, 
if R has identity, it is possible to deduce from Proposition 2 that l zero is a generator for the 
category Mod- R(zero) and that RR is a generator for the category Mod-R(unital). 




o +-, - N +-, _11'_ M 
with exact row, there exists a homomorphism rp: P --+ M making the diagram commute. Dually, a 
right R-module E is said to be injective if, given any diagram in Mod-R of the form 
with exact row, there exists a homomorphism rp: M --+ E making the diagram commute. Recall also 
that if ME Mod-R, there exists an injective right R-module E and an essential monomorphism 
L: M --+ E. The pair (L, E) is thus an essential extension of M which is, moreover, unique in the 
sense that if E' E Mod-R is injective and L': M --+ E' is an essential monomorphism then there is an 
isomorphism cp: E --+ E' which makes the following diagram commute. 
M 
/\ 
E 'P IE' 
The pair (L, E) is called an injective hull for M. For each ME Mod-R, we choose a fixed injective 
hull for M and denote it by (LM' E(M)). The above comments justify our calling (LM' E(M)) the 
injective hull of M. If the essential monomorphism LM: M --+ E(M) is understood, it is customary to 
refer to E(M) as the injective hull of M. 
It is well known that the injective (right) l-modules (i.e., abelian groups) are precisely the so-
called divisible abelian groups. (An abelian group G is said to be divisible if, given any g E G and 
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any nonzero n E 7L, we have g'n = g for some g' E G.) The groups (Q j + , - ,0) and 7L 00 (p a p 
positive prime integer) are two prototypes of divisible abelian groups. We remind the reader that if p 
is a positive prime integer then 
It is a well known and interesting fact that for each kEN, H k = { ; + 7L E Q7L / 7L7L : m E 7L} IS a 
subgroup of 7L 00 and every nonzero proper subgroup of 7L 00 is of this form. Inasmuch as every 
p p 
proper subgroup of 7L p oo is an element of the chain 0 ~ H 1 ~ H 2 ~ ••. , we may conclude that 7L p oo is 
an artinian but not a noetherian (right) 7L-module. It is easily checked that E(7L7L) ~ Q7L and 
E(7Lp ) ~ 7L p oo for all positive prime integers p. 
THEOREM 3. [Rot88, Theorem 10.14, p250] The following assertions are equivalent for an 
abelian group G: 
(i) G is divisible j 
(ii) G7L ~ Q~) EB (EB i E r' 7L poo) for some set f and some family {Pi: i E f/} of (not 
necessarily distinct) positive prime integers. 0 
§ 5. THE JACOBSON AND PRIME RADICALS. 
Recall that an ideal P of a ring R is called a prime ideal of R if P 2 I or P 2 J whenever I 
and J are ideals of R such that P 2 I J. The set of all prime ideals of a ring R is often referred to as 
the spectrum of R, abbreviated Spec R. Recall that the Prime (or Lower Baer) radical of a ring 
R is defined to be the intersection of all prime ideals of R. We denote the Prime radical of R by 
f3(R). 
PROPOSITION 1. [Lam66, Proposition4, p54] The following assertions are equivalent for 
a rmg R: 
(i) 0 is a prime ideal of R; 
(ii) I J = 0 implies 1=0 or J = 0, whenever I and J are ideals of R j 
(iii) aRb = 0 implies a = 0 or b = 0, whenever a, bE R. o 
A ring R which satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 1 is called prime. 
PROPOSITION 2. [Lam66, Proposition 2, p56] The following assertions are equivalent for 
a ring R: 
(i) f3(R) = 0 j 
(ii) R has no nonzero nilpotent ideals j 
(iii) aRa = 0 implies a = 0, whenever a E R. o 
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A ring R which satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 2 is called semiprime. 
Recall that a ring R is said to be right primitive if there exists a faithful simple right 
R-module. An ideal P of a ring R is called a right primitive ideal if R/ P is a right primitive ring. 
Recall also that the Jacobson radical, J(R), of a ring R is defined to be the intersection of all right 
primitive ideals of R. It is well known that the Jacobson radical is left-right symmetric in the sense 
that J(R) is also equal to the intersection of all left primitive ideals of R. There are several standard 
characterizations of J(R), some of which we list in Theorem 3 below. We remind the reader that a 
right (resp. left) ideal K of a ring R is said to be regular provided there exists e E R such that 
r - er E K (resp. r - re E K) for all r E R. Note that in a ring with identity, every right ideal and 
every left ideal is regular. 
THEOREM 3. [Hun74, Theorem 2.3, p426] If R is an arbitrary ring then: 
(i) J(R) is the intersection of all regular maximal right ideals of R; 
(ii) J(R) is the intersection of all annihilators of simple right R-modules. 
Moreover, assertions (i) and (ii) remain v~lid if "right" is replaced by "left". 
A ring R is said to be semi primitive if J(R) = O. 
o 
THEOREM 4. [Lam66, Proposition 1, p75] The following assertions are equivalent for a 
rmg R with identity: 
(i) R has a unique maximal proper right ideal; 
(ii) J(R) is the unique maximal proper right ideal of R; 
(iii) J(R) consists precisely of the nonunits of R; 
(iv) the set of all nonunits of R is an ideal of R; 
(v) R/J(R) is a division ring. 
Moreover, each of the above assertions is equivalent to each of assertions (i) and (ii) with "right" 
replaced by "left". o 
A ring R which satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 4 is called local. A ring with 
identity is called semilocal if, for some finite positive cardinals m, °1"", ~ and some division rings 
m 
D1,· .. , Dm , the ring R/J(R) is isomorphic to the direct product J1 ~.(Dj)' where ~.(Dj) 
denotes the ring of all OJ x OJ matrices over D j' 
1=1 I I 
PROPOSITION 5. [Ker87, Theorem 30.6, p144] If R is a right artinian ring then J(R) is 
nilpotent. o 
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THEOREM 6. [Lam66, Corollary, p69] Every right artinian ring with identity is right 
noetherian. 0 
The requirement that the ring in the above theorem possess an identity element cannot be 
dropped, as is witnessed by the abelian group 7lpoo (p a positive prime integer) endowed with the zero 
multiplication and considered thus as a ring (see §4). 
§6. MATRIX RINGS AND MORITA EQUIVALENCE. 
Let m be a nonzero cardinal and R a ring. Extending the notation used in the previous 
section, we denote by M1m(R) (resp. M1!.(R)) the ring of all row-finite (resp. row- and column-finite) 
m x m matrices over R. Observe that the ring M!.(R) is left-right symmetric in the sense that 
M1!.(R OPP) ~ (M!.(R)) oPP. Note also that if m is finite then Mm(R) = M!.(R) j we shall occasionally 
refer to this ring as the full m x m matrix ring over R. If A E ~(R) (or M!,.(R)) , we use A(a) 
(resp. A(a)) to denote the o-th row (resp. the o-th column) of A, and Aa,8 to denote the (0, .8)-th 
entry of A, where 0,.8 E m. Recall that a matrix A E ~(R) is said to be scalar if Aa,8 = 0 
whenever 0:j:.8, 0,.8 E m, and Aaa = A,8,8 for all 0,.8 E m. 
PROPOSITION 1. [Row88, Proposition 1.1.5, p31] Let n be a finite nonzero cardinal and 
R a ring with identity. Then J is an ideal of ~(R) if and only if J = ~(I) for some ideal I 
of R. 0 
It is an obvious consequence of Proposition 1 that ~(D) is simple whenever D is a division 
ring and 0 < n < ~o. 
We remind the reader here of what it means to say that rings Rand S are "Morita 
equivalent" . First, we need to recall some definitions from category theory. Suppose e and '.D are 
categories and that there are covariant functors F 1: e -+ '.D and F 2: e -+ '.D. Let 11 = {1I A: A E e} be 
an indexed class of morphisms in '.D such that 11 A : F 1 (A) -+ F 2( A) for every A E e. Then 11 is 
called a natural transformation from F 1 to F 2 if for each pair of objects A, BEe and each 
morphism f: A -+ B, the diagram 
'1A 
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commutes. If each TJA is an isomorphism then TJ is called a natural isomorphism; in this case, we 
write F 1 == F 2. A covariant functor F: ~ -+ ".D is said to be an equivalence if there exists a covariant 
functor G: "] -+ ~ such that GF == 1~ and FG == 1"]; we shall call such functors F and G inverse 
category equivalences. The categories ~ and ".D are said to be equivalent if there exists an 
equivalence F: ~ -+ ".D. 
A category ~ IS said to be preadditive if for each pair of objects A, B E~, the set 
Hom~(A, B) IS an abelian group and the composition map from Hom~(B, C) x Hom~(A, B) to 
Hom~(A, C) is bilinear for all objects A, B, C E~. If ~ and"] are preadditive categories, a functor 
F: ~ -+ ".D is said to be additive if for each pair of objects A, B E~, we have F(cp + 1/;) = 
F( cp) + F( 1/;) for all cp,1/; E Hom~( A, B). Two rings Rand S with identity are said to be Morita 
equivalent if there exists an additive equivalence F: Mod-R (unital) -+ Mod-S (unital). It is a well 
known and interesting fact that the notion of Morita equivalence is left-right symmetric in the 
following sense: if Rand S are rings with identity then the existence of an additive equivalence 
F: Mod-R (unital) -+ Mod-S (unital) implies the existence of an additive equivalence G: R-Mod 
(unital) -+ S-Mod (unital), and conversely. 
THEOREM 2. [AF74, Corollary22.7, p265] Suppose Rand S are Morita equivalent rings 
with identity. Then there exists a finite nonzero cardinal D and an idempotent element e E Mn(R) 
such that S == eMn(R)e. 0 
The next theorem is a partial converse to Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. [AF74, Corollary 22.6, p265] If R is a ring with identity and D is a finite 
nonzero cardinal then R and ~(R) are Morita equivalent. o 
§7. ARTIN-WEDDERBURN THEOREM, GOLDIE'S THEOREMS AND RELATED RESULTS. 
THEOREM 1. (Artin-Wedderburn) [Hun74, Theorem3.3, p435 & Theorem3.7, p439] The 
following assertions are equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) R is nonzero, semi primitive and right artinian; 
(ii) there exist nonzero finite cardinals II: and DI , D2 , ••• , Dk and division rings 
DI ,D2,···,Dk such that R ==~/Dl)X~(D2)X ... X~(Dk); 
(iii) R has identity and every unital right R-module is semisimple; 
(iv) R has identity and RR is isomorphic to a direct sum of finitely many simple right 
R-modules. 
Moreover, assertion (ii) is equivalent to the left analogues of each of assertions (i), (iii) and (iv). 
o 
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Because of the left-right symmetry of the Artin-Wedderburn Theorem, it is customary to omit 
the prefIx "right" in "semiprimitive right artinian" and to speak simply of a "semiprimitive artinian" 
ring. We warn the reader that the requirement that R have identity cannot be dispensed with in 
assertions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 1; it is not diffIcult to construct rings R (necessarily without 
identity) with the property that J(R) * 0 yet RR is semisimple artinian. In other words, for 
arbitrary rings, the conditions "semi primitive artinian" and "semisimple artinian" are not equivalent; 
the former being stronger than the latter. 
Recall that a subring R of a ring T is said to be a right order (resp. a left order) in T if, 
given any. t E T, there exists a unit u of T, contained in R, such that tu E R (resp. ut E R). 
LEMMA 2. [Row88, Lemma3.1.10, p353] The following assertions are equivalent for a 
subring R of a ring T: 
(i) R is a right order in T; 
(ii) given any finite nonempty subset X of T, there exists a unit u of T, contained in 
R, such that Xu:= {xu: x E X} ~ R. o 
LEMMA 3. If R is a right order in a ring T then Mn(R) is a right order in Mn(T) for 
all finite nonzero cardinals n. 
Proof· Suppose 0 < n < No and choose A E ~(T). Since R is a right order in T, there 
exists, by Lemma 2, a unit u of T, contained in R, such that Aat3u E R for all 0', f3 E n. Let 
BE Mn(T) denote the scalar matrix with main diagonal entry u. Certainly, B is a unit of Mn(T) 
contained in Mn(R). Moreover, it is not diffIcult to see that AB E Mn(R). Thus Mn(R) IS a 
right order in ~(T). 0 
Recall that a right R-module M is said to be uniform if every nonzero submodule of M is 
an essential submodule of M. More generally, if m is an arbitrary cardinal, then M is said to have 
Goldie dimension m if m is the supremum of all cardinals n such that M has an independent 
family of n nonzero submodules; we abbreviate this by writing dim M = m. Note that M is nonzero 
and uniform if and only if dim M = 1, and that dim 0 = O. It is easily shown that the Goldie 
dimension of a vector space coincides with its dimension in the classical sense. In [DF88, Theorem 6, 
p300], Dauns and Fuchs prove that if dim M = m is not an inaccessible cardinal then dim M is 
"attained" in M in the sense that M actually contains an independent family of m nonzero 
submodules. This fact extends the well known result that if a right R-module M contains no infInite 
independent family of nonzero submodules then dim M = n for some n < No. The right Goldie 
dimension of a ring R refers to dim R R' Recall that a ring is said to satisfy the ACC on right 
annihilators if the poset ({(O: r X) : X ~ R} j ~) satisfIes the ACC. Recall furthermore that a ring 
R is said to be a right Goldie ring if dim R R < No and R satisfIes the ACC on right annihilators. 
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THEOREM 4. (Goldie's Second Theorem) [Her69, Theorem 4.7, p75 & Theorem 4.5, p70] 
The following assertions are equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) R is isomorphic to a right order in a semi primitive artinian ring; 
(ii) R is a semi prime right Goldie ring. o 
THEOREM 5. (Goldie's First Theorem) [Her69, Theorems 4.4 & 4.5, p70] Let n be a finite 
nonzero cardinal. Then the following assertions are equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) R is isomorphic to a right order in M1n(D) for some division ring D; 
(ii) R is isomorphic to a right order in a simple artinian ring and dim RR = n; 
(iii) R is a prime right Goldie ring with dimRR = n. 
COROLLARY 6. The following assertions are equivalent for a domain R: 
(i) R is isomorphic to a right order in a division ring; 
(ii) dim RR = 1, i.e., RR is uniform; 
(iii) dim RR is finite. 
o 
o 
A domain which satisfies the equivalent conditions of Corollary 6 is called a right Ore domain. 
THEOREM 7. (Faith-Utumi Theorem) [Lam66, Proposition, p1l4] Let n be a finite 
nonzero cardinal and D a division ring. Then the following assertions are equivalent for a ring 
R: 
(i) R is a right order in ~(D); 
(ii) there exists a right order T in D such that ~(T) ~ R ~ ~(D) (as subrings). 
o 
§ 8. RINGS OF FRACTIONS. 
For the reader's convenience, we recall the basic definitions associated with rings of fractions. 
Suppose S is a multiplicatively closed set of regular elements of a ring R (a nonempty subset S of a 
ring R is said to be multiplicatively closed if st E S whenever s, t E S). Let T be a ring with 
identity and cp: R -+ T a ring monomorphism. The pair (cp, T) is said to be a right (resp. left) 
ring of fractions of R with respect to S if the following two conditions are met: 
RFl. cp( s) is a unit of T for every s E S; 
RF2. Every t E T is expressible in the form t = cp(r)cp(s)-l (resp. t = cp(s)-lcp(r)) for 
some r E R and some s E S. 
[It is customary in this situation to identify each r E R with its image in T and to write 
t = rs-1 (resp. t = s-lr).] 
If (cp, T) is a right ring of fractions of R with respect to S and the monomorphism cp IS 
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understood, it is also customary to refer to the ring T as a right ring of fractions of R with respect to 
S. 
A right denominator set (resp. left denominator set) for a ring R is any multiplicatively 
closed set S of regular elements of R having the common right multiple property (resp. common 
left multiple property): for each r E R and each s E S, there exist r l E Rand sl E S such that 
rSI = srI (resp. sIr = rIs). Use of the term "denominator" in the above definition is justified by the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. [Row88, Proposition 3.1.3 & Theorem 3.1.4, p349] The following assertions 
are equivalent for a multiplicatively closed set S of regular elements of a ring R: 
(i) S is a right denominator set for R; 
(ii) there exists a right ring of fractions of R with respect to S. o 
THEOREM 2. (Universal Property) [Row88, Theorem 3.1.6, p352] Let S be a right 
denominator set for a ring Rand (ip, T) a right ring of fractions of R with respect to S. 
Suppose T' is a ring and 1jJ: R -+ T' a ring homomorphism such that 1jJ(s) is a unit of T' for all 
s E S. Then there exists a unique ring homomorphism "ifi: T -+ T' which makes the following 
diagram commute. Moreover, "ifi is given by "ifi(rs-1) = 1jJ(r) 1jJ(s)-1 for all rs- I E T. 
o 
It is, of course, a consequence of Theorem 2 that if S is a right denominator set for a ring R 
then a right ring of fractions of R with respect to S is unique in the sense that if (ip, T) and (ip', T') 
are any two right rings of fractions of R with respect to S, then there exists an isomorphism 
1jJ: T -+ T' which makes the following diagram commute: 
R 
/ ~~' t/J (iso) ~ 
T IT' 
For each ring R, and each right denominator set S for R, we choose a fixed right ring of fractions of 
R with respect to S and denote it by (ips, RS- I ). Note that if R is identified with its image in 
RS-1, we obtain RS-1 = {rs- I : r E R, s E S}. • 
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There is an important connection between rings of fractions and right orders. It is obvious 
that the ring R is a right order in RS-1 whenever S is a right denominator set for R. It is perhaps 
less obvious, but is nevertheless easily established, that if R is a right order in a ring T then T is a 
right ring of fractions of R with respect to the right denominator set S consisting of all units of T 
contained in R. 
We shall now describe some important special cases. If the set S of all regular elements of a 
ring R is a right denominator set for R, we call RS-1 the classical right ring of quotients of R. 
Of course, not every ring possesses a classical right ring of quotients. It is easily checked that if R is a 
domain then S = R\ {O} is a right denominator set for R if and only if R R is uniform. It follows 
from Corollary 7.6, therefore, that a domain R has a classical right ring of quotients if and only if it is 
a right Ore domain. If R is a commutative ring then clearly every multiplicatively closed set of 
regular elements of R is a right and left denominator set for R. In this situation, we omit the 
prefixes "left" and "right" and speak simply of a "ring of fractions of R with respect to S". A 
particularly important special case arises if S = R\P, where P is a prime ideal of a commutative 
domain R. In this case, it is customary to write Rp instead of RS-1 and to refer to Rp as the 
localization of R at P. (The term "localization" is appropriate here, since Rp is always a local ring 
with unique maximal proper ideal Pp:= {ps-l: pEP, s E S = R\P}.) Note that if P = 0 then 
Rp is just the field of quotients of R. 
We remind the reader of the definition of the so-called "maximal" ring of quotients. Suppose 
Rand T are rings with cp: R -+ T a ring monomorphism. We shall call the pair (cp, T) a right 
rational extension of R if R R is a dense submodule of T R (here, R is identified with its image in 
T). (Recall that if ME Mod-R then a submodule N of M is said to be a dense submodule of M 
if, given x, y E M with x:j:: 0, there exists r E R such that xr:j:: 0 and yr EN.) If, in this case, the 
monomorphism cp is understood, we call the ring T a right rational extension of R. It is easy to see, 
for example, that if R is a right order in T then T is a right rational extension of R. A right 
rational extension (cp, T) of a ring R is called a maximal right ring of quotients of R if, given any 
right rational extension (cp', T') of R, there exists a unique ring homomorphism tP: T' -+ T which 
makes the following diagram commute. 
R 
/~ 
T' ~ ) T 
Since TR is an essential extension of RR' it is not difficult to see that the homomorphism tP in the 
above diagram must in fact be a monomorphism. A maximal right ring of quotients of R is thus, 
loosely speaking, a largest right rational extension of R. It follows from the definition that .a maximal 
right ring of quotients of R, if it exists, is unique in the predictable sense: if (cp, T) and (cp', T') are 
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any two maximal right rings of quotients of R then there exists an isomorphism t/J: T' - T which 
makes the following diagram commute : 
R 
/ , ~~ .p (iso) ~ 
T' I T 
THEOREM 3. [Lam66, Proposition 8, p99] 
right ring of quotients with identity. 
Every ring with identity possesses a maximal 
o 
Observe that if R is a ring with identity and (I{' , T) a maximal right ring of quotients of R 
then T R, being an essential extension of RR' must embed in E(RR). Thus each right ring of 
quotients of R may be identified with a submodule of E(RR) j we choose a fixed maximal right ring 
of quotients of R and denote it by (I{'max ' Qmax(RR)). 
§9. VON NEUMANN REGULAR RINGS AND RELATED CONCEPTS. 
Recall that a ring R is said to be von Neumann regular (or just regular) if for each a E R, 
there exists b E R such that aba = a. 
THEOREM 1. [Ker87, Theorems 13.8 & 13.9, p60] The following assertions are equivalent 
for a ring R: 
(i) R is regular j 
(ii) every principal right ideal of R is generated by an idempotent j 
(iii) every finitely generated right ideal of R is generated by an idempotent. 
Moreover , assertion (i) is equivalent to each of assertions (ii) and (iii) with "right" replaced by 
"left" . 
THEOREM 2. If R is a regular ring then: 
(i) every right ideal and every left ideal of R is idempotent j 
(ii) the lattice (Id R j ~) is distributive. 
o 
o 
Some explanation is in order here. The first ass~rtion of Theorem 2 is well known and its easy 
proof does not require R to have identity. The second assertion is also well known, we believe, but a 
convenient reference in the setting of rings without identity eluded us. The following argument justifies 
it. An ideal I of a ring R is called semi prime if the ring Rj I is a semiprime ring (see Proposition 
5.2). The set 6(R) of all semiprime ideals of an arbitrary ring R is easily seen to be a closure system 
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on the complete lattice of subsets of R (ordered by set inclusion) and is, as such, a complete lattice in 
its own right, ordered by ~. (It need not be an algebraic lattice in general.) Tominaga [Tom54, 
Theorem 2, p140] proved that (6(R) j ~) is always a distributive lattice, and his proof makes no use 
of an identity element for R. If R is regular, however, it follows easily from Theorem 2 (i) and 
Proposition 5.2 that 6(R) = Id R. Consequently, for regular rings, (ii) is true. 
We define a left full linear ring to be the ring EndDV of all linear transformations (written 
on the right of their arguments) of any left vector space V over any division ring D. If the vector 
space V is finite dimensional, we call EndDV a finite dimensional (left) full linear ring. A 
classical ,result of linear algebra asserts that if dim D V = m then End D V (endomorphisms on the 
right) ~ Mm(D). If n is a cardinal and cp E EndDV, we say that cp has rank n, and write rankcp 
= n, if dim D (1m cp) = n. 
PROPOSITION 3. [Jac56, Theorem 1, p93] Let V be a left vector space of dimension 
m ~ ~o over a division ring D. Then I is a nonzero proper ideal of EndDV (endomorphisms on 
the right) if and only if 1= {cpEEndDV:rankcp<n} for some infinite cardinal n:Sm. In 
particular, the lattice of ideals of EndDV is well ordered, i.e., order isomorphic to an 
ordinal. o 
Recall that a ring R is said to be right self - injective if the module RR is injective. 
THEOREM 4. [Goo79, Theorem 9.12, pIOO] The following assertions are equivalent for a 
rmg R with identity: 
(i) R is isomorphic to a left full linear ring j 
(ii) R is prime, regular, left self - injective and soc R * O. o 
(It is not necessary to specify soc (RR) or soc (RR) in (ii) above, in view of the well known 
fact that the left and right socles of a semi prime ring with identity coincide: see [Lam66, Proposition 4, 
p63].) 
Recall that if ME Mod-R then the singular sub module of M, denoted Z(M), is defined by 
Z(M) = {x EM: (0 :x) is an essenti~l right ideal of R}; 
M is called singular if Z(M) = M and nonsingular if Z(M) = O. A ring R is said to be right 
singular (resp. right nonsingular) if the module RR is singular (resp. nonsingular). (Of course, a 
ring with identity cannot be singular.) 
PROPOSITION 5. [Goo79, Corollary 1.24, pI2] If R is a right nonsingular ring with 
identify then Qmax(RR) is regular and right self - injective. 0 
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THEOREM 6. (Sandomierski's Theorem) [Go076, Theorem 3.17, p83] Let R be a ring with 
identity. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) dim R R is finite and R is right nonsingular; 
(ii) Qrnax(RR) is a semiprimitive artinian ring. o 
§ 10. SEMIGROUPS, SEMIGROUP RINGS AND POWER SERIES RINGS. 
We remark at the outset that in the context of semigroup and power series rings, we shall 
always adopt the multiplicative notation for (even commutative) semigroups. In accordance with this 
convention, we shall abbreviate products by juxtaposition. The identity element of a monoid H will 
always be denoted 1 H' We start by recalling the definitions of several classes of semigroups typically 
associated with semigroup rings. 
Let (H; .) be a semigroup. We say that H is cancellative if for any x, y, z E H, we have 
x = z whenever xy = zy or yx = yz. We shall call H linearly ordered (resp. strictly ordered) if 
H admits a linear order :S such that whenever x, y, z E H with x < y, we have xz:S yz and zx:S zy 
(resp. xz < yz and zx < zy). We denote both structures by (H; . ; :S). Of course, a strictly ordered 
semigroup is linearly ordered, while a linearly ordered cancellative semigroup is strictly ordered. 
If X is a set, we shall denote by (X) the free monoid on X and by (X, X-I) the free 
group on X. If X = {x} is a singleton, we write (x) instead of ({x}) and (x,x- I ) instead of 
({x}, {x} -1). For the reader's convenience, we provide a rough sketch showing how the free group and 
free monoid on a set are constructed. (A more precise account may be found in [Rot88, Chapter 12].) 
Let X be a set. We form the set X consisting of all formal "syllables" of the form x", where x E X 
and n E 71.. Consider the set W(X) of all "words" in X (that is, finite sequences of elements of X). 
Included is the empty word, which we denote by 1. A word wE W(X) is said to be in reduced 
form if w = 1 or w = x~Ix;2 ... x~k, where k is a positive integer, the ni are all nonzero integers 
and Xi *' Xi+! for all i E {I, ... , k - I}. Then the free group on X, (X, X-I), has as its elements all 
words in reduced form. The monoid operation on (X, X-I) is, loosely speaking, concatenation of 
words: if WI' w2 E (X, X-I), the product wI' w2 is obtained by juxtaposing WI and w2 and then 
replacing each occurrence of xmx" in wI' w2 by xm+" and deleting each resultant occurrence of xO 
in wI' w 2· If the set X is regarded as a subset of (X, X-I) (identifying each x E X with the word 
xl), the elements of X are called, variously, "indeterminates", "symbols" and "letters". The free 




... xk , where k,ni are positive integers for all i E {1, ... ,k}. It is well known that (X,X- I ) 
may be ordered in such a way that (X, X-I), and hence also (X), has the structure of a strictly 
ordered semigroup. 
Recall that if H is a semigroup and R a ring then the semigroup ring m Hover R, 
denoted RH, is defined to be the set of all formal "sums" of the form 
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which have finite support. (If x = L hE H rhh is a formal sum, we define the support of x, 
abbreviated supp x, to be the support of {rhh E H E RH.) Addition and multiplication in RH are 
defined as follows: if x = L hE H rhh and y = L hE H shh are elements of RH then 
x+y = LhEH (rh+sh)h, and 
xy = L hE H thh, 
where th = L {rh, sh" : h', h" E Hand h'h" = h} for all hE H. If r E Rand 9 E H, it is standard 
to use rg to denote the element x = L hE H rhh of RH for which supp x ~ {g} and r g = r. 
Clearly, every x E RH is expressible as a finite sum of elements of the form rg (r E R, 9 E H). If the 
ring R has identity then the map h 1-+ 1 Rh defines a semigroup monomorphism from H into 
(RH; . ). This allows us to regard H as a subsemigroup of (RH; .). If x = L hE H rhh E RH, we 
call each rh the coefficient of h in x. If H is a monoid with identity element 1H and x E RH 
then we call the coefficient of 1 H in x the constant term of x. Also, if H is a linearly ordered 
semigroup and 0 * x E RH, we call the coefficient of the largest element in supp x the leading 
coefficient of x. If H is a monoid (resp. a group) then RH is called the monoid (resp. group) 
ring in Hover R; in this case the map rl-+r1 H defines a ring monomorphism from R into RH. 
This allows us to regard R as a subring of RH. 
PROPOSITION 1. [Row88, Proposition 1.2.17, p46] If D is a domain and H is a strictly 
ordered semigroup then DH is a domain. o 
We point out to the reader that if D is a domain and (X) denotes the free monoid on an 
arbitrary set X , then it is always possible to define a "degree function" a: D(X)\{O} --+ l which 
extends the classical degree function associated with polynomial rings: for each f E D(X)\ {O}, define 
af to be the maximum number of occurrences of indeterminates from X in any single summand of f, 
this maximum being taken over all summands of f. (For example, xy2x3z + 2xz2y E 1R{{x,y,z}) has 
degree 7.) This degree function satisfies the usual properties, viz., for all f, 9 E D(X)\{O}, 
au + g) ~ max {a f, 8g} if f + 9 * 0; and 
aUg) = af + ag.2 
We also remark that if D is a domain and X a set such that I X I ~ 2, then D(X) is a domain which 
is neither left not right Ore. Indeed, if x and yare any two distinct . indeterminates from X then 
xD n yD = 0 = Dx n Dy. If F is a field and X an arbitrary set then F(X} is called the free 
(associative) F-algebra on X. 
The reader will have noticed that if X = {x} is a singleton then R{ X} = R( x} is just the 
polynomial ring in x over R, which we shall write as R[x]. More generally, if H is the free 
2It is often useful to extend the domain of a by assigning a degree of -00 to the zero element of D(X). 
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commutative monoid on a finite set X = {x 1,x2 , ... ,xn} of indeterminates (the free commutative 
monoid on a set X can be obtained by modifying, in the obvious fashion, the construction of the free 
(noncommutative) monoid (X), described earlier) then RH coincides with the polynomial ring in 
(commuting) indeterminates x1, x2 "",xn over R; we denote this ring by R[x1,x2 , ••• ,xn]. It 
follows from Proposition 1 that D[x!, x2 ' ••• , xnl is a commutative domain whenever D is a 
commutative domain. In particular, if F is a field then the commutative domain F[xl' x2 "'" xnl 
has a field of quotients which will be denoted by F(xl ' x2 ' ••• , xn); it is customary to refer to 
F(x1 , x2 ' ... , xn) as the field of rational functions in (commuting) indeterminates Xl' x2 ' ... , xn 
over F. 
Let R be a ring and H a strictly ordered semigroup. Recall that the (formal) power series 
ring in Hover R, denoted R[H], is defined to be the set of all formal "series" of the form 
X = L hE H rhh (rh E R for all hE H), 
where supp X is either 0 or a well ordered subset of (H; ~). Addition and multiplication are defined 
as in RH; the fact that the nonzero elements of R[H] have well ordered support ensures that 
multiplication is well defined. Note that if X = {x} is a singleton then R[(X)] = R[(x)] is just the 
power series ring in X over R, which we shall write as R[ x]. 
PROPOSITION 2. [Row88, Corollary 1.2.23, p49] If D is a domain and H a strictly 
ordered semigroup then D[H] is a domain. 0 
PROPOSITION 3. [Row88, Proposition 1.2.24, p49] Suppose D is a domain with identity 
and H is a strictly ordered monoid. Then the following assertions are equivalent for a nonzero 
element x = L hE H rhh in D[H]: 
(i) x is a unit of D[H]; 
(ii) if g is the smallest element in supp x then r g is a unit of D and g an invertible 
element of H. o 
We shall now recall the definition of a "skew semigroup ring", a "skew polynomial ring" and a 
"skew power series ring". For convenience, we introduce some general notation first. If A is an 
algebraic structure (Le., a nonempty set on which a set of operations and/or a set of relations have 
been specified; for the most part, A will be a ring or semigroup), we shall denote by Mon A the 
monoid (under composition) of all monomorphisms from A to itself. Such maps must preserve all 
specified operations and relations on A. A semigroup e is said to act on A if e is isomorphic to a 
subsemigroup of Mon A. 
Let R be a ring and e a semi group which acts on R. The right skew semigroup ring in e 
over R, denoted R[e], is defined to be the set of all formal sums of the form LatE e r at~ (ratE R) 
with finite support. Addition is defined as in the semigroup ring R8 and multiplication is defined 
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distributively, using the rule 
0" r = (O'(r))O' (0' E 8, r E R). 
If 8 is a monoid (resp. group) which acts on R then R[8] is called a right skew monoid ring (resp. 
right skew group ring) in 8 over R. The left skew semigroup ring in 8 over R is defined, 
simply, as the opposite ring of R[8]. 
If R is a ring and (7 E Mon R, we define R[ x, (7] to be the ring consisting of all polynomials 
III x over R with addition defined as in R[ x] but with multiplication defined distributively, using the 
rule 
x· r = ((7(r))x (r E R). 
We call R[x, (7] a right skew polynomial ring in x over R. The reader will observe that if (7 has 
infinite order and 8 is the (infinite) sub monoid of Mon R generated by (7 (i.e., 8 = {(7k: k ~ O}), 
then R[x, (7] is just the right skew semigroup ring R[8]. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let F be a field and (7: F -+ F a field monomorphism. Then: 
(i) [Row88, Proposition 1.6.21, p94] F[x, (7] is a principal left ideal domain; 
(ii) [Row88, Proposition 1.6.22, p95] if (7 is not onto then F[ x, (7] is a left but not right 
Ore domain. o 
If R is a ring and (7 E Mon R, we define R[ x, (7] to be the ring consisting of all formal power 
senes III x over R with addition defined as in R[ x] and with multiplication defined distributively as 
in R[x,(7]. We call R[x,(7] a right skew power series ring in x over R. 
PROPOSITION 5. [Coh85, Theorem 4.14, p176] Let F be a field and (7: F -+ F a field 
monomorphism. Define D = F[x,(7]. Then: 
(i) every nonzero element r in D can be written in the form r = uxk for some unit u 
of D and nonnegative integer k. Hence every nonzero left ideal of D is two-sided 
and of the form Dxk for some nonnegative integer k. Thus D is a local domain 
with unique maximal proper ideal Dx; 
(ii) if (7 is not onto then D is a left but not right Ore domain. o 
It follows from the above result that the lattice of left ideals of the ring D = F[ x, (7] IS 
linearly ordered by set inclusion; a ring with this property is called a left chain ring. Chain rings are 
the main topic of Chapter I. It is also clear from the description of ideals in D that Dx is the only 
nonzero prime ideal of D. 
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Chapter I 
Right Chain Domains and Algebraic Chains 
This chapter is concerned, in the main, with the question: how much freedom do we have to 
prescribe the ideal or right ideal lattice structure of a right chain ring? Our first aim is to prove the 
following representation theorem: every algebraic chain is isomorphic to the ideal (i.e., congruence) 
lattice of. a ring. More precisely, we shall prove in Theorem5.1 that the following conditions on an 
arbitrary chain L are equivalent: 
(i) L is algebraic (as a lattice); 
(ii) there is a right chain domain T , with identity, such that L is isomorphic to the 
chain of all proper (two-sided) ideals of T and all ideals of T are idempotent; 
(iii) L is isomorphic to the congruence lattice of a ring (not necessarily with identity). 
(Here, a right chain ring means a ring whose lattice of right ideals is linearly ordered by set 
inclusion. ) 
Secondly, we shall prove in Theorem 5.3 that when constructing (as in Theorem 5.1) a right 
chain domain T with identity having any preassigned algebraic chain L of proper ideals (all 
idempotent), we may also require the chains of right ideals strictly between covering pairs of 
proper ideals of T to contain dually cofinal copies of further preassigned chains; these latter 
chains must be unbounded above, but may otherwise be quite arbitrary. 
Both results seemed surprising to us; one might have expected the rich language and the 
relatively strong axioms of rings (in particular, right chain domains with identity) to militate against 
so general a pair of representation theorems. Some account of the motivation for these results and 
their position and significance in this dissertation is called for. 
The investigation culminating in the above results grew out of a need to construct non-
commutative chain rings, and the substance of this chapter is largely a development of techniques for 
the construction of such rings. The results that emerge are, we believe, of interest in their own right 
and inasmuch as they produce domains, they contribute to our understanding of prime rings, a major 
theme of this thesis. Our greatest need for these techniques, however, will arise in Chapter II. There, 
a natural class of "right m - closed rings" (m being a given uncountable cardinal) will be introduced 
. and studied. This class contains all right artinian rings and it was necessary to show that it does not 
consist entirely of right artinian rings. It seemed to us, in trying to establish this, that the most 
economical and accessible counter-example (i.e., example of a right non-artinian right m - closed ring) 
would, if it exists, be a right chain ring R having just one nontrivial (two-sided) ideal, with the 
further property that the dual of the chain of nonzero right ideals of R contain a cofinal order 
isomorphic copy of the cardinal m (considered as a well ordered set in the usual way). 
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No constructions of such rings seemed to be to hand in the literature, although the theory of 
noncommutative chain rings has developed considerably in the last decade. (The interested reader 
should consult, e.g., the recent works of C. Bessenrodt, H.H. Brungs, N.I. Dubrovin, M. Fest, M. 
Schroder, G. Tomer and A.R. Wadsworth.) There are several motivations for the study of right chain 
rings: according to Brungs ([Bru80], [Bru]) they "can be considered as noncommutative valuation 
rings and they occur (in geometry) as coordinate rings of Hjelmslev planes [Kli54], as localizations of 
rings with a distributive lattice of right ideals [Bru76], and in the construction of division rings that 
are not crossed products [Ami72], [JW86]". Also, much of the activity in this field of study has been 
driven by a difficult open problem: must a prime right chain ring be a domain? 
Our own investigations, apart from yielding a ring as prescribed by our needs in Chapter II, 
led to a proof of the much more general representation theorem stated at the beginning of this 
introduction, which is of independent ring theoretic interest. This consideration aside, the result also 
turns out to be of some interest from the point of view of universal algebra. For ·these two reasons, it 
seemed more efficient to present the result at the beginning of the thesis (most of the balance of which 
has a more consistently ring theoretic flavour), rather than take a lengthy detour at a later stage. 
This chapter commences, therefore, with a summary of the very few universal algebraic 
prerequisites on which the presentation and the proofs of the main results depend. This account is 
given in § 1 below, while §2 to §5 constitute a linear development of construction techniques 
culminating in the main theorems. In § 5, we show also that as far as the representation of chains by 
rings is concerned, our results are, in all natural senses apparent to us, the best possible. 
The universal algebraic motivations for Theorem 5.1 go somewhat deeper than the content of 
§ 1, however, and deserve some mention. Rather than delay or interrupt the proof of the main 
theorem, we defer a detailed discussion of its broader algebraic significance until the end of this chapter 
(§6). Nothing in the sequel to this chapter will depend on the universal algebraic discourse that occurs 
in §6. 
In what follows, we assume the reader has had no previous exposure to universal algebra. 
Most of the main results of this chapter have been published in the paper [VR93j. 
§ 1. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES. 
Recall that a congruence relation (or just a congruence) on a ring (R j +, . ,-,0) is an 
equivalence relation () on the set R which is compatible with the binary operations + and . , with 
the unary operation' -' and with the nullary operation (or constant) O. (In fact, the last condition is 
redundant since it means no more than that (0,0) E (), which is true of any equivalence relation on 
R.) The set of all congruence relations on a ring R is a complete lattice when ordered by set 
inclusion. We shall denote this lattice by Con R. 
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One reason why ring theorists tend to ignore congruences on a ring R is that their theory is 
eclipsed by that of the ideals of R. Indeed, if B E Con R then the equivalence class of B containing 0, 
which we denote by O/B, is an ideal of R which determines B completely and every ideal of R arises 
in this way as the O-class of a congruence on R. More strongly, the association BI-+O/B (B E ConR) 
defines a lattice isomorphism from Con R onto Id R, which means that within ring theory, no harm 
can come of working entirely with ideals and neglecting to consider congruences altogether. In exactly 
the same way, the congruences of groups are eclipsed by the normal subgroups, and all of this is very 
well known. An advantage of the notion of congruence, however, is that it may be generalized 
effortlessly to universal algebras of any type (and the generalization serves a useful purpose, because it 
allows us to form factor algebras). We remind the reader that a similarity type (briefly, a type) is a 
set F, whose elements are called operation symbols, together with a function ar from F to w, the 
set of nonnegative integers. (The term language is a common synonym for "type" in the literature.) 
The function ar is called the arity function j if f E F then ar(J) may be thought of as the number 
of elements that f (or, more precisely, a suitable interpretation of f as an operation on some set) 
should operate on. In particular, in the case of rings, ar( + ) = 2 = ar( . ) j ar( - ) = 1 and ar(O) = O. 
Briefly, a universal algebraist would describe a ring (without identity) as an algebra of type (2,2,1,0), 
satisfying suitable axioms. More generally, a (universal) algebra of type (F jar) is a pair (A j FA), 
where A is a nonempty set (called the universe of the algebra) and FA = {fA: f E F} is a family of 
finitary operations on A, indexed by F, such that for each operation symbol f E F with ar(J) = n, 
say, the operation fA is n-ary, i.e., it is a function from An to A. We often abbreviate fA as f in 
the absence of any possible confusion. 
A congruence on such an algebra A is an equivalence relation B on the set A, which is 
compatible with all of the operations in FA (in other words, for each f E F with ar(J) = n, say, and 
for any aI' a2 , ••• , an' bl , b2 , ••• , bn E A, we have (JA(al , a2 , ••• , an) , fA(b l , b2 , ••• , bn )) E B whenever 
(aI' bl ), (a2 , b2),···, (an' bn ) E B). In this case, the set A/B of all equivalence classes a/B of elements 
a E A under () may be given, in a thoroughly natural way, the structure of an algebra of the same 
type as A, which we call a factor algebra of A. Indeed, for each f E F with ar(J) = n, say, and 
for any aI' a2 , ••• , an E A, we may define, unambiguously, 
The congruences on A form a complete lattice when ordered by set inclusion. We denote this 
lattice by Con A and we call it the congruence lattice of A. 
There is no similarly general analogue of the notion of an ideal for arbitrary algebras. At the 
very least, it seems that one has to insist that the type of the algebra under consideration possess a 
constant symbol. If this is the case then ideals are definable, but the most suitable definition is 
complicated and the ring-like correspondence between ideals and congruences breaks down in many 
instances, e.g., the ideal and congruence lattices of a lattice with a least element are not, in general, 
isomorphic. (The reader interested in a general algebraic theory of ideals should consult the recent 
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works of A. Ursini and, in particular, [GU84].) 
A right module M over a ring R may be considered as an algebra (M; +, -,0, f(r E R)) 
where for each r E R, f is the unary operation on M defined by f(m) = mr (m EM). The 
equivalence classes O/B, 0 E Con M, are precisely the submodules of M (different submodules 
corresponding to different B) and the association BHO/O preserves and reflects order. Thus the lattice 
of submodules of M, ordered by set inclusion, is isomorphic to Con M. In particular, the right ideal 
lattice Id R R of R is isomorphic to Con R R' 
We start with the following classical result, which we shall need. We remind the reader that 
an element x of a complete lattice (L;:S) is called compact if, whenever X ~ L and x:S V X, there 
exists a finite subset X' of X such that x:S V X'. Recall also that a complete lattice (L; :S) is called 
algebraic if every element of L is the join of a set of compact elements of L. 
THEOREM 1. (Birkhoff and Frink) [Gra,79, Theorem 2, p52] The congruence lattice Con A 
of a (universal) algebra A (of any similarity type) is an algebraic lattice. 0 
In view of the isomorphism between the ideal (resp. submodule) and congruence lattices of any 
ring (resp. module), we obtain as a special case of Birkhoff and Frink's Theorem the following well 
known facts about rings (with or without identity) already mentioned in ChapterO. 
COROLLARY 2. For any ring R and any right R-module M, the ideal lattice Id R of 
R and the submodule lattice of M are algebraic lattices. In particular, the right ideal lattice 
Id R R of a ring R is algebraic. o 
In particular, therefore, the main results of this chapter cannot be improved by weakening the 
requirement that the chain L be algebraic. 
In effect, Theorem 5.1 will say that the theory of algebraic chains is encoded in the (second 
order) theory of rings, so that rings are a broad enough context for the study of algebraic chains. Put 
differently, there is as much freedom as there possibly could be, not only in the ideal structure of 
rings with linearly ordered ideal lattices, but even in the ideal structure of the considerably 
narrower class of right chain rings without zero divisors. This result is perhaps most surprising 
when viewed in the context of the universal algebraic results to be presented in § 6, one of which says 
that it is not possible to realise all (or even just all modular) algebraic lattices as the congruence 
lattices of algebras of any fixed type. Also, as we have already remarked, one might quite reasonably 
have expected rings (and especially right chain domains) to be too "highly structured" for their ideal 
lattices to include the linearly ordered congruence lattices of all algebras. 
Before proceeding with the construction of chain rings, we need to introduce several notions 
concerning semigroups and monoids. An ideal of a semigroup (H; .) is a non empty subset I of H 
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such that ab, ba E I whenever a E I and bE H. The lattice of ideals, ordered by set inclusion, of a 
semigroup H will be denoted by IJ1IH. We denote by IJ the product {ab: a E I, b E J} of two 
semigroup ideals I, J E IJ1IH, while 12 shall abbreviate II. 
Most of the lattices L under consideration have, as elements, nonempty subsets of a 
particular structure, and are ordered by set inclusion (for example, the ideal lattice IJ1IH of a 
semigroup H). At times, we shall want to augment such a lattice L (where 0 rJ. L) by adding 0 as a 
new least element. The resulting lattice will be denoted by L0. It is an obvious fact that L0 will be 
algebraic whenever L is algebraic. It is also easily checked that (IJ1IH)0 is algebraic for any semigroup 
H. 
We remind the reader that if A is an algebraic structure (Le., a nonempty set on which a set 
of operations and/or a set of relations have been specified) then Mon A denotes the monoid (under 
composition) of all monomorphisms from A to itself (see remarks following Proposition 0.10.3). 
Recall also that a semigroup a is said to act on the structure A if a is isomorphic to a 
subsemigroup of Mon A. If a ~ Mon A and B ~ A, we say that B is a- invariant provided that 
o[B] ~ B for every 0 E a j we call B absolutely a- invariant if, in addition, for every a E A and 
every 0 E a, we have a E B whenever o(a) E B. For the most part, we shall be concerned with a 
group a (acting on A). In this case, a consists of automorphisms of A j also, since inverses are 
available in a, any a - invariant subset B of A is absolutely a - invariant, and this means that 
o[ B] = B for all 0 E a. It is easy to see that the absolutely a -invariimt ideals of a semigroup H 
form a sub lattice of IJ1IH (for any a) j if 8 is a group, the 8- invariant ideals of a ring R form a 
sublattice of Id R. We denote these sublattices by lJ1IeH and IdeR, respectively. 
Recall that (H j • j ~) is called a linearly ordered (resp. strictly ordered) semigroup if 
(H j .) is a semigroup, (H j ~) is a linearly ordered set, and whenever x, y, z E H with x < y, we 
have xz ~ yz and zx ~ zy (resp. xz < yz and zx < zy). If (G j • ,-1, 1a j ~) is a linearly ordered 
group then the positive cone of G is defined to be the linearly ordered monoid (H j • , 1 H j ~) where 
H = {g E G: g ~ 1a}. For our purposes, these will be the most useful linearly ordered monoids. If H 
is the positive cone of a linearly ordered group (G j • ,-1, 1a j ~), then the monoid ideals of 
(H j • , 1 H) clearly coincide with the order filters of (H j ::;) (i.e., IJ1IH = 'fJ H) and are just the 
nonempty dually hereditary subsets of H (i.e., those nonempty subsets K of H for which a E K 
whenever a E H, bE K and a ~ b), hence IJ1IH is linearly ordered. 
§2. CONSTRUCTING COMMUTATIVE CHAIN DOMAINS. 
We recall here a technique for constructing co~mutative chain domains with identity. The 
technique is well known but since some of its less well known features will be important in what 
follows, we give a comprehensive account of it. 
Let F be a field and H the positive cone of a linearly ordered abelian group. Let Ro = 
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F[H] be the (formal) power series ring in Hover F. (Recall that F[H] is defined to be the set 
of all formal "series" of the form 
x = L: hE H ahh (ah E F for all hE H), 
where supp x is either 0 or a well ordered subset of (H j ~). Addition and multiplication in F[H] 
are defined as follows: if x = L: hE H ahh and y = L: hE H bhh are elements of F[ H] then 
x+y = L:hEH (ah+bh)h, and 
xy = L: hE H chh, 
where ch = L:{ah,bh,,: h',h" E Hand h'h" = h} for all hE H: see S1D of Chapter 0.) For each 
monoid ideal I E IJJlH , we define I Ro to be the set of all finite sums of products (in Ro) of the form 
(1 Fh)r, where h E I and r E Ro' (Henceforth we shall identify 1 Fh and h in Ro.) Clearly 
I Ro E Id Ro. We also adopt the convention that 0R is the zero ideal of R, for any ring R. We 
remarked earlier that since H is the positive cone of a linearly ordered group the monoid ideals of H 
coincide with the order filters of H. In particular then if x E H then the principal monoid ideal of H 
generated by x (i.e., the smallest monoid ideal of H containing x) is just [x) := {y E H: y ~ x}. 
The map x 1-+ [x) (x E H) is clearly an order reversing bijection from H to the chain of principal 
monoid ideals of H, and the set of all principal monoid ideals is clearly cofinal in the dual (IJJlH j :2 ) 
of the chain IJJlH. Thus IJJlH contains a dually cofinal copy of H. 
Notice also that if an abelian group e acts on H then e also acts on the ring 
(Ro j +, . ,0 , 1 R ): for each a E e, it is easily checked that the map defined by L: ahh 1-+ L: bhh 
o 
(where bh = aa-1(h) for all hE H), which we shall also call a, is a ring automorphism of Ro. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Ro = F[ H), where F is a field and (H; . , 1 H j ~) is the positive 
cone of a linearly ordered abelian group. Let e be an abelian group acting on the strictly ordered 
monoid H. Then: 
(i) . the map 11-+ I Ro (I E (IJJlH)0) is a lattice isomorphism from the chain of monoid 
ideals of H, augmented by 0, onto the ideal lattice Id Ro of the ring Ro j 
(ii) Ro is a commutative chain domain (with identity) j 
(iii) the restriction to (lJJleH)0 of the map 11-+ I Ro is a lattice isomorphism from the 
chain of (absolutely) 9- invariant monoid ideals of H, augmented by 0, onto the 
chain IdeRo of (absolutely) e- invariant ideals of Ro. 
Proof· Note first that whenever h' < h" in H, we have h" = h'e for some e E H. This is 
because H is the positive cone of a linearly ordered group j in particular, H is a cancellative monoid, 
for which reason the above e is unique. It follows that if 0 * r E Ro and x is the smallest element in 
supp r, then r can be written as r = xu where u E Ro and 1 H E supp u. By Proposition 0.10.3 such 
an element u must be a unit of Ro. Consequently, every nonzero principal ideal of Ro has the form 
x Ro for some x E H. More generally, each nonzero ideal J of Ro has the form I Ro for some ideal 
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I of H (the set of all x E H with xRo ~ J generates such an 1). Clearly the map I 1-+ I Ro 
preserves order, so Ro is a chain ring. Now if x, y E Hand zERo are such that x = yz (in Ro) 
then we must have z E H, whereupon xH ~ yH. This establishes the injectivity of the map x 1-+ xRo 
(x E H). Since ideals of Ro are unions of principal ideals, the injectivity of the map I 1-+ I Ro 
(I E (!D1H)0) also follows. In particular, for each IE (!D1H)0' we have I = IRo n H. We have 
proved (i) and (ii). 
Now if IE !D1eH, a E 8 and r = xu E Ro (where x E Hand u is a unit of Ro) then a(u) is 
also a unit of Ro (a being an automorphism), so a(r) E IRo if and only if a(x) E I, i.e., x E I (I 
being absolutely 8-invariant), i.e., r E IRo. Conversely for IRo E IdeRo, where IE !D1H, x E H 
and aE8, we have a(x)EI if and only if a(x)EIRo' i.e., xEIRo, i.e., xEI. This proves (iii), 
completing the proof of the proposition. 0 
We have observed that, in the notation of the above proposition, the map z 1-+ [x) (x E H) is a 
lattice isomorphism from the chain (H; ~) onto the chain of principal monoid ideals of H, ordered by 
reversed set inclusion ;2. Let IdP Ro denote the set of principal ideals of the ring Ro. We have seen 
that [x )Ro = xRo for all x E H. It follows that the function x 1-+ xRo (x E H) is a lattice embedding 
of the chain (H; ~) into the chain (IdP Ro)\ {O}; ;2) of nonzero principal ideals, also ordered by 
reversed set inclusion, of the ring R o' and as noted in the proof of the above proposition, this function 
maps onto (IdPRo)\{O}. Clearly, we also have xRoyRo = xyRo for all x,y E H. Consequently, the 
nonzero principal ideals of Ro form a strictly ordered monoid (with respect to ideal multiplication and 
reversed set inclusion and having Ro as identity element) which is isomorphic to the strictly ordered 
monoid H; formally, (H;· ,1H;~)~(IdPRo)\{O};· ,Ro;;2). We shall need to use this fact in 
subsequent chapters, so we state it explicitly in the following (well known) corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Given any linearly ordered abelian group G, there is a commutative 
chain domain Ro' with identity, such that the strictly ordered monoid (with respect to ideal 
multiplication and reversed set inclusion) of nonzero principal ideals of Ro is isomorphic to the 
positive cone of G. o 
The linearly ordered abelian group G is uniquely determined by its positive cone and hence by 
the commutative chain domain Ro (although G does not determine Ro uniquely since, for example, 
the field F in Proposition 1 may be chosen arbitrarily). It is standard practice to refer to G as the 
value group of Ro. Corollary 2 therefore says that commutative chain domains with arbitrary 
(linearly ordered and abelian) value groups may always be constructed. 
Recall that a ring R is said to be a right duo ring if every right ideal of R is a (two-sided) 
ideal of R. The fact that the ring Ro (in Proposition 1 and Corollary 2) is commutative illustrates a 
general theorem of Brungs and Tomer about local rings, viz.: 
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THEOREM 3. [BT81, Corollary, p296] The nonzero principal right ideals of a local ring 
R with identity form a semigroup with respect to ideal multiplication if and only if R is right 
duo. 0 
For this reason, most of the simpler constructions of right chain rings with preassigned chains 
of principal right ideals produce right duo rings. Right duo chain rings are insufficient for our purposes 
in this chapter. Indeed, it is very well known that a ring R with identity is right noetherian if it is 
right artinian (Theorem 0.5.6). Since the ordinal w $ 1 := {O, 1,2, ... , w} (ordered naturally) is an 
algebraic chain satisfying the descending but not the ascending chain condition, it cannot be 
isomorphic to the lattice of proper ideals of any right or left duo ring with identity. 
53. CONSTRUCTING NONCOMMUTATNE RIGHT CHAIN DOMAINS. 
Clearly we shall need more powerful techniques for constructing noncommutative right chain 
rings. The development of such techniques has seen quite a lot of activity in the last decade. The 
technique to be used here, which starts with a commutative chain domain produced as in 
Proposition 2.1, owes much to [Bru86] for inspiration. 
We start by recalling the definition of a right skew monoid ring. Given a ring R and a 
monoid e acting on R, the right skew monoid ring in 6 over R, denoted R[6], is defined to be 
the set of all formal sums of the form E a E 9 aaO: (aa E R) with finite support. Addition is natural 
and multiplication is defined distributively, using the rule 
0:' a = (o:(a))o: (0: E 6, a E R). 
(See 510 of Chapter 0.) 
Our construction techniques shall also make use of rings of fractions. We have chosen therefore 
to recall, very briefly, some of the relevant definitions and results. (We refer the reader to §8 of 
Chapter 0 for a more detailed and precise account.) Let S be a multiplicatively closed set of regular 
elements of a ring R. A ring T with identity is called a left ring of fractions of R with respect 
to S if R is a subring of T with the property that every element of S is a unit of T and every 
t E T is expressible in the form t = s-l r for some r E Rand s E S. A left denominator set for a 
ring R is any (nonempty) multiplicatively closed set S of regular elements of R having the common 
left multiple property: for each r E R and each s E S, there exist r 1 E Rand sl E S such that 
sl r = r 1 s. In this case, R has a unique (up to isomorphism) left ring of fractions with respect to S 
(see Theorems 0.8.1 and 0.8.2). For each ring R, and each left denominator set S for R, we choose 
a fixed left ring of fractions of R with respect to S and denote it by S-l R. We also point out that a 
ring R is a left Ore domain if and only if the set of its nonzero elements is a left denominator set for 
R (see Corollary 0.7.6 and the remarks following Theorem 0.8.2). 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let Ro be a left Ore domain and 8 a commutative strictly ordered 
monoid acting on Ro. Then the right skew monoid ring R = Ro[8j is a left Ore domain. 
Proof. Consider nonzero elements r = La E e aaa and s = La E e a~a of R and note 
that rs = L {h = a aj3U3(a~))f31. If 0 and f are the smallest elements of the respective supports of r 
and s then the coefficient of Of in rs is just as (0 (a~)), as a consequence of the fact that 8 is strictly 
ordered. Now 0 (a~) is nonzero since 0 is a monomorphism, so as (0 (a~)) is also nonzero since Ro is a 
domain. This shows that R is a domain. 
Observe that if ~ is a submonoid of 8 then ~ is strictly ordered and acts on Ro' and that 
Ro[~j, being a subring of Ro[8j, is a domain. Since any pair of elements of R is contained in Ro[~j 
for a suitable finitely generated sub monoid ~ of 8, it suffices to prove that Ro[ ~]\ {o} satisfies the 
common left multiple property for every finitely generated sub monoid ~ of 8. 
The proof is by induction on the number of generators of~. The result is true by assumption 
when there are no generators, i.e, when ~ is the trivial (one element) monoid, since Ro[ ~] = Ro in 
this case. Suppose the result holds for all submonoids of 8 on fewer than m generators, where m is a 
nonnegative integer. 
Assume that ~ is a submonoid of 8 generated by an m - element subset X U {a} of e (with 
a rt. X) and that ~ cannot be generated by fewer than m elements. Let r be the submonoid of 8 
generated by X and (a) the principal submonoid of ~ generated by a. Observe that (a) acts on the 
ring Rl = Ro[rj. Indeed, a may be extended to a ring monomorphism from Rl to itself (also to be 
called a) defined by L"( E r a"( I 1-+ L"( E r (a(a"()h (a"( E Ro) and the same applies to composite 
powers of a. Moreover, it is easily checked that with respect to this action and the obvious mapping, 
we have Rl[a] = Ro[~] j we identify these two rings and we set R2 = Rl[a] = Ro[~]. Thus R2 is a 
domain, every element of which may be expressed uniquely as a polynomial in a with coefficients 
from R 1, and by the inductive hypothesis, Rl is a left Ore domain. 
Suppose that R2 is not left Ore, i.e., that the set 
is nonempty. Choose an a in the domain of the relation ...4., having minimum degree (as a polynomial 
in a over R1 ), then choose a b having minimum degree such that (a, b) E...4.. We may assume 
n. n+k. 
without loss of generality that a = .L aja' and b = .L bja' for some integer k ~ 0 and some 
,=0 ,=0 
aj' bi E Rl with an' bn+k * O. Set ai = ak(aj) E Rl for i = 0, ... , n, and note that a~ * 0, SInce 
an * 0 and a is a monomorphism. We have 
k k n . n k . n a a = a ( L a .a') = L a (a .)aka' = L a'·ak+j. 
j=o' j=o' j=o' 
By the inductive hypothesis, there exist p, q E Rl (both nonzero, since Rl is a domain) such that 
pa~ = qbn+k· Let c = p(aka) - qb and note that c * 0, otherwise we would have 0 * qb = (pak)a 
ER2anR2b, contradicting the fact that (a,b)E...4.. Clearly, c is a polynomial in a over R10f 
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degree less than n + k. We shall complete the proof by showing that (a, c) E A, contradicting 
the minimality of the degree of b. Suppose d E R2a n R2c. Then 
d = r'a = rc = r(p(l:ia) - qb) 
for some r, r' E R 2, i.e., (r' - r(pl:i))a = rqb. Since (a, b) E A, we must have r(qb) = 0, and qb =*= 0, 
so r = O. We have shown that R2a n R2c = 0, hence (a, c) E A. o 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Ro be a commutative chain domain with identity, whose largest 
proper ideal is P. Let 8 be a commutative strictly ordered monoid acting on (Ro; +, . ,0,1 Ro) 
and let R = Ro[8] be the associated right skew monoid ring. Let N = P[8] := 
{L: a E e aaa E R : aa E P} and let S = R\N. Suppose further that a[P] ~ P for all a E 8. 
Then: 
(i) S is a left denominator set for R; 
(ii) S-1 R is a right chain domain whose unique maximal proper right ideal is 
S-lN:= {s-lr : s E S, r EN}. 
Proof. (i) By the previous proposition, R is a left Ore domain. The fact that P is an ideal 
of Ro and that a[ P] ~ P for all a E e clearly implies that N is an ideal of R. 
n 
We prove that S is a multiplicatively closed subset of R. Let x = L: a ·() · y = 
n' i = 1 I I' 
L: a'.() I. E S, where ai' ai E Ro and ()i' ()i E e, with (}1 < (}2 < ... < ()n and ()~ < ()2 < ... < ()~. Since 
i = 1 I I 
xES, some ai (1:S i :S n) is not in P. This means, since Ro is local, that ai is a unit of Ro (by 
Theorem 0.5.4). Choose j E {1, ... ,n} to be the least positive integer for which aj is a unit of Ro. 
Similarly there is a positive integer k E {I, ... , n'l which is minimal such that ak is a unit of Ro' It 
follows that ()j(ak)' and hence ai/ak)' is a unit of Ro. 
Consider the coefficient of () ik in the product xy. This coefficient may clearly be expressed 
III the form ai j(ak) + PI + P2 + ... + Pt' where each Pi is an element of the form a,(),(a~) with 
either (1) 1:S I < j and k < m :S n', or (2) j < I :S nand 1:S m < k. It follows from the minimality 
of j and k that Pi E P for i = 1, ... , t. Consequently, the coefficient of () ik is a unit of Ro, and so 
xy E S, as required. Notice also that lR E S. 
Now let r E R, s E S. Since R is a left Ore domain and s =*= 0, there exist p, q E R such 
that ps = qr and q =*= O. Since Ro is a (commutative) chain ring, we may write p = ap and q = bq 
where a, bE R o, p, q E S and, necessarily, b =*= O. Indeed, we may choose a from among the 
Ro - coefficients in the expansion of p in such a way that the right ideal of Ro generated by a 
contains the right ideals generated by all of the other coefficients; the quotient p obtained by 
extracting from p the common factor a has the identity element of Ro as one of its coefficients, 
which forces pES. A similar argument applies to q. We now have aps = bqr. Because ps E S, 
some Ro - coefficient of ps is a unit of Ro. Equating coefficients in the equation aps = bqr, we find 
that a = bc for some c E Ro. Therefore bcps = bqr. Since R is a domain and b =*= 0, we must have 
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(ep)s = qr, with q E S. This proves that S is a left denominator set for R. 
(ii) Let 0 * x = sl1r1 and 0 * y = s2"l r2 , where r1, r 2 E R, sl' s2 E S and, necessarily, 
r1, r2 , sl' s2 * O. Then s3rl = r3s2 for some nonzero r3 E Rand s3 E S. Consequently, 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 _ -1 -1 ~ 0 xy = sl s3 s3 r l s2 r 2 = sl s3 r3 s2 s2 r 2 - sl s3 r3 r 2 -r , 
because R is a domain. Certainly, therefore, S-1 R is a domain. 
By (i), there exist ul E Sand u2 E R such that ul sl = u2 s2 = s, say (which forces u2 E S, 
since N is an ideal of R). Setting ql = ul r l and q2 = u2 r2, we obtain x = s-lql and y = s-lq2 . 
We may ,also write ql=al t l and q2=a2t2 for suitable ava2ERo and t l ,t2 ES, since Ro is a 
(commutative) chain ring. (Use a factorization argument similar to that employed in the proof of (i) 
above.) We therefore have x = s-lal tl and y = s-la2 t2. Again, since Ro is a (commutative) 
chain ring, we lose no generality in assuming that al = a2 b for some bE Ro' Now 
x(S-IR) = s-laltl (S-IR) = s-lal (S-IR) = s-la2 b(S-IR) 
~ s-la2 (S-1 R) = s-la2 t2(S-1 R) = Y (S-1 R). 
This shows that S-1 R is a right chain ring with identity. 
Let Q = S-IN. Of course, 0 = l RI0 E Q. If sllnl , s2"ln2 E Q and s-l r E S-IR with 
sl,s2,sES, nl ,n2 EN and rER, then for some tIES and some t2 ER, we ' have t l sl =t2s2 
(which entails t2 E S). It follows easily that s2"1 = sll t1 l t2 . Then 
because tl sl E Sand tl nl - t2 n2 E N (since N is an ideal of R). Also, there exist s3 E Sand 
n' E R such that s3 nl = n's. Since N is an ideal of Rand S is multiplicatively closed, this forces 
n' E N. Thus, 
which establishes that Q is a right ideal of S-1 R. 
If s E S, t E Rand s-lt ¢ Q then t ¢ N, hence t E S and so S-1 t is a unit of S-1 R. This 
shows that Q is the unique maximal proper right ideal (Le., the Jacobson radical) of S-1 R, 
and is, in particular, an ideal of S-IR (see Theorem 0.5.4). o 
Inasmuch as we identify Ro with the subring {r Ie: r E Ro} of R (1e denotes the identity 
element of the monoid e), which is a subring of T = S-1 R, each ideal I of Ro generates a right 
ideal IT of T consisting of finite sums of products ab, with a E I, bET. In fact, since T and Ro 
are right chain rings, all such sums may be reduced to one product ab, a E I, bET, using the 
factorization argument illustrated in the proof of the previous proposition. The association 11-+ IT 
(I E Id Ro) clearly preserves order. It also turns out to be injective; to see this it suffices to check that 
whenever a, bE R o' b * 0, aRo ~ bRo and aT = bT, we have aRo = bRo. Indeed, if bEaT and 
a E bRo' we may write b = as-1r and a = be for some s E S, r E Rand e E Ro. Then b = bes-1r 
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and T is a domain, so cs-1r = IT' hence c is a unit of T. Since units of T all have the form sllt1 
(sl' t1 E S), we may write sIc = t1. But the expansion of t1 in R has at least one coefficient ai rJ. P, 
i.e., ai is a unit of Ro. It follows easily that c is also a unit of Ro, hence aRo = bcRo = bRo' as 
required. 
From the injectivity and isotonicity of the map I 1-+ IT (I E Id Ro) we may conclude that 
I = IT n Ro for each IE Id Ro. In order that I 1-+ IT map onto the right ideal lattice Id T T of T, 
we appear to need stronger conditions on 0. We shall now require 0 to be an abelian group. This 
has the effect that the elements of 0, being automorphisms of Ro' preserve and reflect units; thus the 
condition, alP] ~ P of Proposition 2 holds automatically for every a E 0. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let Ro ' 0, Rand S be as in Proposition 2 but assume that 0 is a 
linearly ordered abelian group and let T = S-l R. The map I 1-+ IT (I E Id Ro) is a lattice 
isomorphism from the (linearly ordered) ideal lattice of Ro onto the right ideal lattice Id T T of 
T and the restriction of this map to IdeRo is a lattice isomorphism from the chain of 
(absolutely) 0- invariant ideals of Ro onto the ideal lattice Id T of T. 
Proo f. For the first assertion, it remains only to establish surjectivity, and for this it suffices, 
since Ro and T are both right chain rings, to show that every principal right ideal of T has the form 
IT for a suitable principal ideal I of Ro. 
n 
For each r = .1:: aiai E R with ai E Ro and ai E 0, i = 1, ... , n, define a map r* on the 
1=1 n 
chain L of principal ideals of Ro by r*(K) = .1:: aiai[K] (K E L). The fact that 0 is a group, and 
1=1 
in particular that each ai: Ro -+ Ro is surjective, ensures that ail K] is an ideal of Ro for each 
K E L, and that r*: L -+ L. Clearly, r* is order preserving. If t = all', aERo, a E 0 and 
bRo ~ aRo' say b = ac, c E R o, then t*(a- 1(c)Ro) = bRo so the image of t* is just the order ideal 
(i.e., hereditary subset) of L generated by aRo (in other words, 1m t* = {K E L: K ~ aRo}). In 
particular, if a is a unit of Ro then t*: L -+ L is onto. Also, for O:j: aERo and a E e with 
t = all', the map t* is injective, since a is injective and Ro is a chain domain. 
n 
Now suppose s == 1:: aiai E S and IE L. Then some a · is a unit of R o' hence I = i = 1 1 
ajaj[K] for some K E L. The fact that each (aiai)* is injective permits us to choose K to be 
n 
minimal such that aiai[K] = I for some i. We claim that I = i ~ 1 aiai[K] ( = s*(K)). For if not, 
then I ~ ajaj[K] for some j, hence I belongs to the range of (ajaj)*, contradicting the minimality 
of K. Consequently, s*: L -+ L is surjective. 
Inasmuch as Ro is a chain ring, every r E R may be written as r = bs for some b E Ro and 
s E S. Consequently, every principal right ideal of T has the form s-l bT for some s E Sand 
n 
bE Ro· Let O:j: b E Ro and s = ' ~laiai E S. Choose aERo with s*(aRo) = bRo, i.e., bRo 
n 1- n n 
= .U (aiai(a))Ro = (aja/a))Ro for some j. Now sa = 1:: (a.a-(a))a. = 1:: (bc .)a. for suitable 
1=1 i=1 II 1 ;=1 1 1 
ci E Ro' and since Ro is a domain, we may choose Cj to be a unit of Ro. Thus sa = bt, where 
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n 
t = .L CiO'i E S. Now s-1bT = (s- 1bt)T = aT = (aRo)T. We have proved that the map IHIT 
• = 1 
establishes a lattice isomorphism from Id Ro onto Id T T' 
Now consider an ideal IT of T, where IE IdRo and let 0' E 8. If a E I then (O'(a)) 0' = 
O"aEIT, so O'(a) = (0'(a))0'.l RO'-1 EITnRo=I. Thus I is (absolutely) 8-invariant. 
Conversely, let I be an (absolutely) 8- invariant ideal of Ro' We have to show that the 
n m 
right ideal IT of T IS an ideal. Let x = s-1 r E T with s = .L bJ3i E S, r = .L ajO'j E R, 
.=1m J=1 
b. a · E Ro a . 0' . E 8. If a E I then 0' .(a) E I for each i, so ra = L (aJ.O'J-{a))O'J. E IT. Thus 
.' J ,1-'., J J j=1 
rIT ~ IT, whence xIT ~ s-1IT. Now the right ideal s-1IT has the form KT for some ideal K of 
Ro' so IT = sKT. We show that K ~ I. If dE K then sd = cy for some c E I and some yET. 
Also, since Ro is a chain ring there is an index e E {I, ... , n} such that b if3 i( d) E (b ef3 e( d) )Ro' for 
n 
i=l, ... ,n. Thus sd= .L (b if3i(d))f3i = bef3e(d)t for some tES. SincesES, some bj isau~itof 
• = 1 
Ro. If drf-I then bj f3j(d)rf-I (since I is absolutely 8-invariant), hence be f3e(d)rf-I. But 
be f3 e (d) = sdC 1 E sKT n Ro = IT n Ro = I, a contradiction. Thus dEl and therefore K ~ I. 
Now xIT ~ s-1 IT = KT ~ IT. We conclude that IT is an ideal of T, and this completes the 
proof. o 
COROLLARY 4. Let H be the positive cone of a linearly ordered abelian group G and let 
8 be a linearly ordered abelian group which acts on H. Then there exists a right chain domain T, 
with identity, and a lattice isomorphism from the chain (!D1H)0 onto the right ideal lattice Id T T 
of T, which restricts to a lattice isomorphism from the chain (!D1eH)0 onto the ideal lattice Id T 
of T. If, in addition, every monoid ideal of H is idempotent, then every ideal of the ring T is 
idempotent. 
Proof. Combine Proposition2.1 and Proposition 3. For the last assertion, observe that a 
typical ideal of T has the form IT for a suitable (absolutely) 8-invariant monoid ideal I of H. 
Clearly 12 T ~ (IT)2, since T has identity. (In fact we have equality, since TI ~ IT.) o 
To show that an algebraic chain is isomorphic to the lattice of proper ideals of a right chain 
domain with identity, it therefore suffices to prove that it is isomorphic to the lattice of proper 
(absolutely) 8 - invariant monoid ideals, augmented by 0, of the positive cone H of some linearly 
ordered abelian group G, for some linearly ordered abelian group 8 acting on H. We look now to 
the construction of such G and 8. 
§4. CONSTRUCTING STRICTLY ORDERED COMMUTATIVE MONOIDS. 
Throughout this section (C j ~) shall denote a given chain and 8 a given nontrivial abelian 
group which acts on C. (Thus each 0' E 8 is an order preserving permutation of C.) Recall that the 
chain of (order) filters of the chain C, ordered by set inclusion, is denoted by irC. The subchain of 
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~G consisting of the (absolutely) e -invariant filters of G will be denoted by ~ eG. 
An interval A of G will be called a e-interva/ of G if (1) o{A] ~ A for every a E e 
(consequently, A is (absolutely) e- invariant) and (2) for each a, bE A, there exists a E e such that 
b < a(a). Since 8 is a group, (2) is clearly equivalent to (2)' for each a, bE A, there exists a E e 
such that a( a) < b. 
For each c E G, let (B(c) j +, -, 0c j :S) be a nontrivial additively writtenl linearly ordered 
abelian group with identity element Dc, Observe that the direct sum G = EEl c E C B( c) of these 
groups is an abelian group which may also be linearly ordered. Indeed, the anti/exicographic order on 
G (also denoted by :s) may be defined as follows: if 9 = {g c} c E C and h = {h c} c E C are elements of 
G then 9 < h if and only if either 9 = h or 9 < h for the greatest c E G such that , - c c 
9 ...j... h This makes G a linearly ordered abelian group and the positive cone of G is the set c T c· 
{O} U {g = {gJc E c E G : if c EGis maximal such that gc:j:: 0c then gc > Oc}, 
considered as a strictly ordered monoid. 
As a special case, we may take (B(c)j+,-,Ocj:S)=(Zj+,-,Oj:S) for all cEG. Again 
let :s denote the antilexicographic order on G = Z(C). Let us establish the notation M(G) for the 
positive cone of G, i.e., 
M(G) := {O} U {g = {gc}c E C E G : if c EGis maximal such that gc:j:: ° then gc ~ 1 }, 
considered as a strictly ordered monoid. Notice that each a E e induces an (order preserving) 
automorphism of M(G), namely {gc}c E C 1-+ {g a-l(c)}c E C ({gc}c E C E M(G)). We may therefore 
consider 8 to act on M( G) also. 
Now suppose that G is in fact the disjoint union of a family {Ad: dE D}, where each of the 
subchains Ad of G is a e- interval of G, the index set D is also a chain, and cl < c2 in G 
whenever cl E Ad' c2 E Ae and d < e in D. With respect to these notational conventions, we have: 
LEMMA 1. The map F 1-+ U dE F Ad (F E if D) is a one-ta-one lattice homomorphism 
from the chain 'ff D of order filters of the chain D into the chain ~G of order filters of the 
chain G, whose range is the chain ifeG of (absolutely) 8-invariant order filters of the chain G. 
Proo f· It is a virtually immediate consequence of definitions that the map F 1-+ U d E F Ad 
(F E if D) is an order preserving injection into 'ffG whose range is contained in if eG j it remains to 
prove that the map has range equal to 'ff eG. For this it suffices to show that whenever we have 
Q E 'ffeG and dE D with Ad n Q:j:: 0, we also have Ad ~ Q. Accordingly, suppose that a E Ad n Q. 
We need only show that if bEAd and b < a then bE Q. By (2)' above, we have a(a) < b for some 
a E 8, and by (1), a(a) E Q, hence bE Q, as required. 0 
1 Although not consistent with our general convention of using the multiplicative notation for semigroups, our 
use of the additive notation here is appropriate since, for the most part, B(c) will be chosen to be the additive group 
of integers. 
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In general, we shall use the notation 
to indicate that g = {gJ c E c is the element of M( C) such that gc . = Zj * 0 for i = 1, ... , n, where 
I 
c1 < c2 < ... < cn in C and gc = 0 for all other c E C. (Necessarily zn ~ 1.) In this case, observe 
that 
for any a E 6. For any nonempty subset X of C let M X denote the subset of M(C) defined by 
LEMMA 2. The map F 1-+ M F (F E a'C) is a one-to-one lattice homomorphism from the 
chain a'C of order filters of C into the chain !In(M(C))\{M(C)} = a'(M(C))\{M(C)} of proper 
monoid ideals (i.e., order filters) of M(C). Moreover, if C has the property that for each c E C 
there exists a E 6 such that a(c) < c, then the aforementioned map restricts to a lattice 
isomorphism from the chain a'c:P of (absolutely) 6- invariant order filters of the chain C onto 
the chain !Ine(M(C))\{M(C)} of proper (absolutely) 6-invariant ideals of M(C), and every 
6- invariant monoid ideal of M(C) is idempotent. 
Proof· It follows easily from the definition that M FE !In(M(C))\{M(C)} whenever 
FEa'C. If F1,F2 Ea'C with Fl~F2 then clearly MFl~MF2 while if cEF2\F1 then (~)E 
M F \M F' This shows that the given map is a one-to-one lattice homomorphism. Moreover, if 
2 1 







because a(cn ) E F. Thus M FE !Ine(M(C))\{M(C)} whenever FE a'eC. We need to show that 
a'eC is mapped onto !Ine(M(C))\{M(C)}. Let M(C) * I E a'e(M(C)) and set 
It is easy to see that F E lr eC and that I ~ M F' To establish the reverse containment, choose 
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Then C E F so there must exist some 
n ' 




.,. z~) E I 
..• cm 




a(cl ) a(c2) 
z' ) m < g. 
a(c~) 
Since I is e -invariant we must have a(g') E I, so gEl. Thus 12M F' whence I = M F' 
It remains to show that each IE fi'e(M(C)) is idempotent as a monoid ideal, i.e. , that 
I = I + I, i.e. , that I ~ I + I. Since 0 = 0 + 0 is the only element of M(C)\ U {M F : FE fi'eC}, 
we may assume that I is proper. Consider 
and choose a E e with a( cn ) < cn ' Clearly a(g) E I and a(g) + a(g) < g, so gEl + I. Thus 
I ~ I + I , as required. 
§ 5. CHAINS OF IDEALS AND RIGHT IDEALS IN RINGS: THE MAIN RESULTS. 
We are equipped, at last, to prove the first of the two main results of this chapter. 
THEOREM 1. The following conditions on a chain L are equivalent: 
(i) L is an algebraic lattice j 
(ii) there is a right chain domain T, with identity, such that L is isomorphic to the 
lattice of all proper ideals of T, ordered by set inclusion, and all ideals of Tare 
idempotent j 
(iii) L is isomorphic to the congruence lattice of a ring (not necessarily with identity). 
o 
Proof . (i) ~ (ii): If I L 1= 1 we take T to be any division ring. Now assume that I L I > 1. 
Let 0 denote the least element of L and consider the sublattice L C of L consisting of all compact 
elements of L. Certainly, 0 E L C • By Proposition 0.1.7 (iii), the map x 1-+ {y E LC : y ~ x} (x E L) is 
a lattice isomorphism from L onto the chain c::nc of order ideals of LC • Let (D j ~) be the order 
dual of the subchain of L whose universe is LC\{O}. W~ thus have isomorphisms 
(1) 
Our task now is to produce a chain C and a linearly ordered group 8 acting on C, which satisfy the 
conditions of Lemma4.1. Take (8; . ,-1, Ie; ~) to be any nontrivial linearly ordered abelian group 
(e.g., the integers (l j +, - , 0; ::;)). Consider the chain (C; ~) where C = ex D and ::; denotes 
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the antilexicographic order on C (i.e., for any aI' a2 E e and dl , d2 E D, we have (aI' dl ) < (a2 , d2) 
if and only if either (1) dl < d2 or (2) d l = d2 and a l < (2)' Now e acts on the chain C, the 
action being defined by aZ((a1, d1)) = (a z · aI' d1), aI' a z E e, d1, dz E D. For each dE D, the 
subset Ad = ex {d} of C is clearly a e - interval of C, and C is the disjoint union of all such 
intervals. Thus C and e satisfy the conditions of Lemma4.1. Observe that for each c E C there 
exists a E e such that a( c) < c, hence C and e also satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.2. The 
conjunction of these lemmas yields the isomorphisms 
(2) 
Taking H to be M(C) in Corollary 3.4 we may conclude that there exists a right chain domain T, 
with identity, all of whose ideals are idempotent, and which is such that 
(3) 
The result now follows from (1), (2) and (3). 
(ii) => (iii): If T is as described in (ii) then T has a unique maximal proper right ideal J, 
and J is an ideal of T (Theorem 0.5.4). Clearly all proper ideals of T are ideals of the ring (without 
identity) J. Conversely, let K be an ideal of the ring J and let {K} be the ideal of T generated by 
K. Then {K}3 ~ K, by Andrunakievic's Lemma (LemmaO.2.1), but {K} is idempotent by (ii), so 
(K) = (K}3 ~ K. This means that K = {K}, hence K E Id T. Thus (Id T)\ {T} = Id J ~ Con J, so 
that L ~ Con J. 
(iii) => (i) is just a special case of Corollary 1.2. o 
In fact, Theorem 1 does not use the full force of the construction developed here. It turns out 
(again, we feel, surprisingly) that when constructing a right chain domain T with identity having any 
preassigned algebraic chain of proper ideals, we may also require the chains of right ideals strictly 
between covering pairs of proper ideals of T to contain dually cofinal copies of further 
preassigned chains; these latter chains must be unbounded above, but may otherwise be quite 
arbitrary. We shall have need of this freedom of construction in Chapter II. Theorem 3 is devoted to 
establishing that this is indeed available to us. We shall require a preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let (C; ~) be a chain. Suppose F l' F 2 are order filters of C with F 1 ~ F 2 
and such that the interval (F1,F2] of a-C has no least element. If X is a subset of (F1,F2] 
with the property that X is cofinal in (F l' F 2] du (that is to say, given any FE (F l' F 2] there 
exists F' E X such that F' ~ F), then the image of X under the map from ~C to 





Proof. Let IE (M F ,M F]' Since M F ~ I there must exist some g E I\MF . Write 1 2 1 1 
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SO Cn E F 2. It follows that [en) ~ F 2, thus Fl ~ [cn) ~ F 2. Inasmuch as X is cofinal in (F1,F2]du 
and (F1,F2] has no least element, we can choose F'EX such that F'~[cn)· Take 9'EMF , and 
write , _ (Zl ... Z~) 
g - . 
c1 ... c~ 
Since c~ E F' ~ [cn) we cannot have c~ ~ cn' so c~ > cn. It follows that g' > gEl. This shows 
that M F l M
F
, C I, thus {M F: FE X} is cofinal in (M F ,M F ]du, as required. 0 
1'r - 1 2 
THEOREM 3. Let L be an arbitrary algebraic chain and let 0 be the set of all covering 
pairs of L. Let {(Cw ; ~): wE O} be a family of chains indexed by 0, such that none of the C w 
has a greatest element. Then there exists a right chain domain T, with identity, such that all 
ideals of T are idempotent and the following further conditions are satisfied: 
(i) there is a lattice isomorphism f from L onto the chain (Id T)\{T} of all proper 
ideals of T (ordered by set inclusion); 
(ii) for each covering pair w = (x, y) of L, the interval (f(x), f(y)) of (Id TT)\{T} 
contains a dually cofinal copy of C w' that is to say, C w is embeddable into the dual 
((f(x), f(y)); ;2} of the interval (f(x), f(y)) of (Id TT)\{T} in such a way that the 
image of C w is co final in ((f(x), f(y)); ;2 }. 
Proof. With reference to assertion (ii) above, we point out that the open interval 
(f(x), f(y)) will contain a dually cofinal copy of the chain C w if it can be shown that the half-open 
interval (f( x), f(y)] contains a dually cofinal copy of the chain C w augmented with the addition of a 
new least element. In establishing assertion (ii) therefore, no generality is lost if (f(x), f(y)] is 
substituted for (f(x), f(y)). 
If I L I = 1, we take T to be any division ring. Now assume that I L I> 1. Choose {D; ~ } 
as in the proof of Theorem 1 ((i) ~ (ii)). As noted in the proof of Theorem 1 ((i) ~ (ii)), we have 
L == (lr D)0. No generality is lost therefore if we assume that 0 is the set of all covering pairs of 
(lrD )0· Moreover, it is not difficult to show that if Fl = (d):= {d' E D: d' > d} and F2 = [d):= 
{d' ED: d' ~ d}, then (F l' F 2) is a covering pair of (lr D)0 and furthermore, every covering pair of 
(lr D)0 is of the form ((d), [d)) for a suitable dE D. This observation points to an obvious bijection 
from the set D onto O. We are clearly permitted, therefore, to index the family {Cw : wE O} with 
elements of D instead of O. In the light of the above, our revised task is the following: 
We seek a right chain domain T, with identity, such that all ideals of T are idempotent 
and the following further conditions are satisfied: 
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(i)' there is a lattice isomorphism f from (If D)0 onto the chain (Id T)\ {T} ; 
(ii)' for each dE D the interval (f«d)),/([d))] of (IdTT)\{T} contains a dually cofinal 
copy of Cd' 
We introduce a second simplifying assumption which results in a further revision of the task at 
hand. It follows from Corollary 3.4 that if C is a chain and e a linearly ordered abelian group which 
acts on C, then there exists a right chain domain T, with identity, all of whose ideals are idempotent, 
and which is such that the following diagram of chains and lattice homomorphisms commutes. 
!D1(M( C))\ {M( Cn ___ (_iso_) ----+1 (Id T T)\ {T} 
(iso) 
!D1e(M(C))\{M(Cn -------+1 (Id T)\{T} 
(The two vertical arrows represent inclusion maps.) In view of the above diagram it is easy to see that 
the task described in (i)' and (ii)' reduces to the following: 
We seek a chain C and a linearly ordered abelian group e which acts on C such that the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i)" there is a lattice isomorphism f from (lfD)0 onto the chain !D1e (M(C))\{M(Cn; 
(ii)" for each dE D the interval (f«d)), f([d))] of !D1(M(C))\{M(Cn contains a dually 
co final copy of Cd' 
We now construct such a chain C and linearly ordered group e. Our choices for C and e 
will need to be more discriminating than those made in the proof of Theorem 1 «i) ~ (ii)). Consider 
the integers as a linearly ordered group (l; + , - ,0; ~), and take Bd to be l(C d) for each dE D. 
Each B d , enriched with the antilexicographic order ~d' is to be considered structurally as a linearly 
ordered group. Let (C; ~c) be the "ordinal sum" of the chains (Bd;~) over the chain (D; ~ ), 
i.e., C:= U dE D (Bd x {d}) and, whenever d, e E D with b1 E Bd and b2 E Be' we have (b1' d) < . C 
(b2 , e) if and only if either d < e in D or d = e and b1 <d e2• We take e to be the (additively 
written) abelian group EB d E D Bd , enriched with its own antilexicographic order and considered 
structurally as a linearly ordered group. The group e acts on the chain C: if a = {ad} dE DEe, the 
action of a is defined by a«bd , d)) = (ad + bd , d) for all dE D and. bd E Bd. It is easy to check 
that each Ad = B d x {d} is a e -interval of C and, of course, C is the disjoint union of the family 
{Ad: dE D}. Moreover, it is obvious that for each c E C there exists a E e such that a(c) <c c. It 
follows that the chain C and linearly ordered group e thus defiiled, satisfy the conditions of Lemmas 
4.1 and 4.2. Applying both these lemmas, we obtain the following commutative diagram of chains 
and lattice homomorphisms. 
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__ --.:.(1_-1.,.:....) -----<I !Dl( M (C)), {M ( Cn 
(iso) (iso) 
(B"D)0 -~~----+I (B"eC)0 _-~":"'----+I !Dle(M(C))\{M(Cn 
(The two vertical arrows represent inclusion maps.) Our choice for f in property (i)" is immediate: 
we take f to be the composition of the two isomorphisms on the bottom row of the above diagram. It 
remains to establish property (ii)". Let dE D and consider the covering pair ((d), [d)) of (B"D)0' 
We trace the images of (d) and [d) under the action of the mapping described in Lemma4.1: 
(d) 1-+ Ud'e(d) Ad' = Ud'>dAd' = Ud'>d(Bd,x{d'}) = F1 E(B"eC)0 
and [d) 1-+ Ud'e[d) Ad' = Ud'~dAd' = Ud'~d(Bd,x{d'}) = F 2 E(B"eC)0' 
In view of Lemma2, it suffices to show that the interval (F1,F2 ] of (B"C)0 has no least element and 
contains a dually cofinal copy of the chain Cd' For each d E D and c E Cd define 
F de = { c' E C : c' ~C ((~) , d) E Z(C d) X {d} = Ad }. 
It is clear that Fde E (B"C)0 and Fl ~ Fde ~ F2• Moreover, it is easily checked that for each dE D, 
the set {Fde: c E Cd}' regarded as a chain under reversed set inclusion, is isomorphic to Cd' Take 
F' E (B"C)0 such that F 1 ~ F' ~ F 2' Let c' E F'\F 1 and write 
(( 
ZI ... zn) ) (Zl ... zn) (C ) c' = ,e with e E D and E l e = Be' 
c1 ... cn c1 ... cn 
If e>d then c'E Ud'>d(Bd,x{d'})=F1 , a contradiction. Hence e<d. Since Ce has, by 
hypothesis, no greatest element, we can choose c E C e such that c > cn' Then ((~) , e) > C c'. 
Consequently, Fee ~ F'. But e ~ d so we must have Fl ~ Fee' There are two conclusions that can 
be drawn from the above argument. First, the interval (F l' F 2] of (B"C)0 contains no least element 
and secondly, (F l' F 2] contains a dually cofinal copy of Cd' As noted earlier, this completes the 
proof in view of Lemma 2. o 
We cannot dispense with the requirement that the chains C w be unbounded above, except at 
the cost of the cofinality property in (ii) (without the prospect of which the assumption of upper 
unboundedness may, in any event, be made without any loss of generality). If in the statement of (ii), 
we replace the open intervals (f(x), fey)) by the half-open intervals (f(x), fey)), then the upper 
unboundedness requirement on the C w may be dropped without sacrificing the cofinality assertions, 
but then these assertions say no more than that the top elements of the C w map to the bottom 
elements of the corresponding intervals [f(x), fey)) j the resulting theorem therefore provides little 
insight, in practice, into the structure of Id T T' beyond placing a lower bound on its cardinality. Of 
course, in proving (i) of Theorem 3, we have reproved Theorem 1 ((i) => (ii)). Our choice of the given 
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arrangement of this material (over that of a postponed corollary stating Theorem 1) was motivated by 
the belief that the arguments are more easily digestible in the above form. 
We have already noted that the requirement in Theorem 1 (i) and Theorem 3 that L be 
algebraic cannot be dropped, in view of Corollary 1.2. Several questions arise concerning the possibility 
of improving Theorem 1 in other natural ways. The remainder of this section is devoted to showing 
that in all natural senses apparent to us, our representation of algebraic chains by (ideals of) rings 
cannot be improved except, of course, by extending it (if possible) to more general algebraic lattices: 
see Question D below. There is a known limit, however, to the extent of such generalization: it is not 
possible to represent all modular algebraic lattices by the ideals of rings, in view of Theorem 6.2 below. 
We pose some naturally arising questions explicitly. 
QUESTION A. May we strengthen condition (iii) of Theorem 1 by requiring the ring to have 
identity? 
Rather obviously, the answer is no. If R is any ring then the compact elements of Id Rare 
precisely the finitely generated ideals of R. It follows that if R is a ring with identity then Id R 
contains a compact top element, namely R itself. On the other hand, it is easily checked· that the 
ordinal w 6:) 1, ordered naturally, is an algebraic chain; its top element, w, is not compact (because 
V X < w whenever X is a finite subset of w 6:) 1 consisting of finite ordinals). Thus w 6:) 1 is not 
isomorphic to the ideal lattice of any ring with identity. It was for this reason that both of conditions 
(ii) and (iii) were included in Theorem 1. 
QUESTION B. Since every ring has an (additive) abelian group as a reduct a~d every abelian 
group is the reduct of a ring (at worst, a ring with zero multiplication), it is natural to ask whether one 
may represent arbitrary algebraic chains by the congruence lattices of these simpler reducts of rings. In 
other words, is every algebraic chain isomorphic to the subgroup lattice of an abelian group? 
Again, the answer is no, because of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (L; ~) be any infinite algebraic chain which has a compact top 
element, for example, the ordinal w 6:) 2, ordered naturally. Then L is not isomorphic to any 
interval in the subgroup lattice of any group. In particular, L is not isomorphic to (any interval 
in) the congruence lattice of any abelian group. 
Proof· Let c be the compact top element of L. Suppose that L is isomorphic to an interval 
in the subgroup lattice of a group G. Because c is compact, it must have an immediate predecessor 
dEL, say. Any element of the subgroup of G corresponding to c which is not in the subgroup 
corresponding to d must generate the former subgroup, since (d, c) is a covering pair and L is a 
chain. This means that the subgroup corresponding to c is a cyclic group and is infinite, since Lis. 
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In other words, c corresponds to a subgroup of G that is isomorphic to (l; + , - ,0). It follows that 
the least element of L must correspond to a subgroup ml of l which is contained by infinitely many 
other subgroups of l. This forces m = 0, so L must be isomorphic to the entire subgroup lattice of 
l, which is not a chain, a contradiction. o 
Question B touches tangentially on a recent representation result and an open problem, which 
we mention here as a matter of interest. Palfy and Pudlak [PP80, Theorem 2, p23] have proved that 
the following two assertions are equivalent: (1) every finite lattice is isomorphic to the congruence 
lattice of a finite algebra; (2) every finite lattice is isomorphic to an interval in the subgroup lattice of 
a finite group. It is not known, however, whether these assertions are true. 
QUESTION C. We noted in the sequel to Theorem 2.3 that we cannot improve condition (ii) 
of Theorem 1 by requiring T to be commutative (nor even right or left duo). Is the same true of 
condition (iii) of Theorem I? In other words, is every algebraic chain isomorphic to the ideal lattice of 
a commutative (or, failing that, a one-sided duo) ring, not necessarily with identity? 
The argument used in the sequel to Theorem 2.3 cannot be re-used immediately to answer this 
question, since it relied on the fact that every right artinian ring with identity is right noetherian, 
whereas the analogous entailment for rings without identity is false (as is witnessed, for example, by 
the abelian group l 00, p a positive prime, considered as a ring with zero multiplication: see 
p 
Chapter 0, § 4). Nevertheless, the answer to Question C is also negative, as the next result will show. 
PROPOSITION 5. There is no right duo (in particular, no commutative) ring R whose 
ideal lattice is isomorphic to the ordinal w $ 3, ordered naturally. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that such a ring R exists. Since R is right artinian (the 
chain w $ 3 satisfies the DCC), J(R)n = 0 for some n ~ 2 by Proposition 0.5.5. .Observe that if G 
is a subgroup of (R; + , -,0) such that J(R)k R ~ G ~ J(R)k for some positive integer k, then G is 
also a right ideal of R. But R is right duo so G must be an ideal of R. Consequently, the interval 
[J(R)k R, J(R)k] in the lattice Id R is identical to the same interval in the subgroup lattice of 
(R; + , - ,0) for all positive integers k. 
Let P be the unique maximal proper (right) ideal of R. Observe that if J(R) ~ P ~ R, then 
R/ J(R) is a nonzero semiprimitive artinian ring whose lattice of right ideals is a chain. It is an 
obvious consequence of the Artin-Wedderburn Theorem (Theorem 0.7.1) that in this instance, R/J(R) 
must be a division ring and therefore J(R) = P. In other words, J(R) = R or J(R) = P. We now 
divide our argument into two cases. 
Case 1. J(R)=R. As noted above, the interval [J(R)kR,J(R)k] = [Rk+l,Rk] in IdR is 
identical to the same interval in the subgroup lattice of (R; +, - ,0) for all positive integers k. Since 
Id R == w $ 3, it is clear that [R2, R] == w $ 3 or [R2, R] is a subchain of the three-element chain. The 
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former possibility is excluded by Proposition 4 since wEB 3 has a compact top element, so we must 
have that (R; +, -, O)/(P; +, -,0) and (P; +, -, 0)/(R2; +, -,0) are simple abelian groups (the 
possibility exists of course, that the latter factor group is zero). Therefore, there must exist positive 
prime integers p and q (not necessarily distinct) such that (R; +, -, O)/(P; +, -, 0) ~ lp and 
(P; +, -, 0)/(R2; +, -,0) ;S lq, so pR C;; P and qP C;; R2. It follows that pRk C;; Rk- 1 P and 
q(Rk- 1 P) C;; Rk+l for all k ~ 2. This means that (Rk; +, -, 0)/(Rk- 1 P; +, -,0) is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of copies of the abelian group lp and (Rk- 1 P; +, -, O)/(Rk+l; +, -,0) is isomorphic to 
a direct sum of copies of the abelian group lq for all k ~ 2. Since [Rk+I, Rk] is always a chain we 
must have (Rk;+,-,0)/(Rk-1p;+,-,0);Slp and (Rk-1p;+,-,0)/(Rk+1;+,_,0);Slq 
whenever k ~ 2. It follows that each of the intervals [Rk+l, Rk] is finite. Consequently, the interval 
[Rn, R] = [0, R] (because Rn = J(Rt = 0) is finite, a contradiction. 
Case 2. J(R) = P. Again, we start by noting that the interval [pk R, pk] in loR is 
identical to the same interval in the subgroup lattice of (R; + , - , 0) for all positive integers k. Since 
the interval [0, P] of Id R is isomorphic to wEB 2, it is clear that [P R, P] ~ wEB 2 or [P R, P] is a 
subchain of the two-element chain. The former possibility is again excluded by Proposition 4, so we 
must have that (P; +, -, O)/(P R; +, -,0) is a simple abelian group. An argument identical to that 
used in Case 1 above, shows that the interval [pk R , pk] is finite for all k ~ 1. Our task now is to 
show that each of the intervals [pk+I, pkR] is finite. Inasmuch as R/J(R) is a ring with identity, it 
follows that R/ J(R) = (R/ J(R)? = R2 !J(R), so R2 + J(R) = R. Since R is a right chain ring this 
can only be satisfied if R2 = R. Take k ~ 1 and set I k = (pk R) / pk+l. Regarding I k as a right 
R-module, it is clear that I k is unital (because I kR = (pk R2)/ pk+l = (pk R)/ pk+l = I k) and 
IkJ(R) = IkP = O. We may therefore regard Ik as a unital right module over the division ring 
R!J(R). It follows that Ik is a semisimple R-module. Since the lattice of submodules of Ik is a 
chain, this can only be the case if I k is simple. It follows that the interval [pk+l, pk R] is finite. 
Consider now the descending chain 
R :;2 P :;2 P R :;2 p2 :;2 p2 R :;2 p3 :;2 ••• :;2 pn :;2 pn R = 0 
of ideals of R. Since each interval of the form [pkR,pk] or [pk+l,pkR ], k ~ 1, is finite, it follows 
that the interval [0, R] is finite, a contradiction. o 
We conclude this section by stating a difficult problem the answer to which is certainly not 
known - indeed, the question may even have been neglected deliberately - although our Theorem 1 
and some other results in the literature offer evidence in favour of an affirmative answer. (Some such 
evidence will be discussed in the next section, where the problem will also be placed in a natural 
universal algebraic context.) 
QUESTION D. Can Theorem 1 be generalized to a characterization of algebraic distributive 
lattices as the congruence (i.e., ideal) lattices of (necessarily arithmetical) rings? (A ring R is called 
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arithmetical if it has a distributive lattice of ideals j this turns out to be equivalent to requiring R to 
satisfy a certain formulation of the so-called Chinese Remainder Theorem: see [ZS58, Theorem 18 , 
p280]. ) 
§ 6. A UNIVERSAL ALGEBRAIC PERSPECTIVE ON RlGHT CHAIN DOMAINS. 
In this final section, we enlarge our perspective on Theorem 5.1, since it is of some interest also 
from the point of view of universal algebra. 
Recall that Birkhoff and Frink's Theorem (Theorem 1.1) told us that the congruence lattice 
Con A of an arbitrary (universal) algebra A (of any similarity type) is always an algebraic lattice. 
This result has a celebrated converse, viz. the Gra.tzer-Schmidt Theorem, which we quote as the next 
result. 
THEOREM 1. (Gratzer and Schmidt) [Gra79, Theorem 3, p112] Every algebraic lattice is 
isomorphic to the congruence lattice of a (universal) algebra of some similarity type. o 
Let us say that a lattice L is represented by an algebra A if L is isomorphic to the 
congruence lattice of A. Jonsson [Jon79] formulated the following question, which is a natural 
response to the Gratzer-Schmidt Theorem: how much information (if any) is given by a similarity type 
r = (F jar) about the congruence lattices of the algebras of type r? An answer to this rather general 
question was provided promptly by the following result of Freese, Lampe and Taylor. 
THEOREM 2. [FLT79, Theorem 1, p62] For every similarity type r, there exists a 
modular algebraic lattice L such that for every universal algebra A of type r, the congruence 
lattice Con A is not isomorphic to L. 0 
Thus all similarity types r give some information about the (modular) congruence lattices of 
algebras of type r, answering Jonsson's initial question. Further related questions arise naturally, 
however. For example, it is not known whether similarity types provide any information about their 
associated distributive congruence lattices. 
There is a strong connection between the aforementioned question and a conjecture of Gratzer 
and Schmidt, first proposed in the 1960s, to the effect that every algebraic distributive lattice is 
representable by a lattice2 • The problem has a natural lattice theoretic curiosity value, but researchers 
working on the conjecture are also motivated by the knowledge that from an affirmative solution one 
21n 1993, it was reported that this conjecture had been settled affirmatively by Tischendorf and TUma, and 
the preprint [TT93] was circulated, which contains an argument to that effect. During 1994 a flaw was found in this 
argument and the authors of the preprint, as well as specialists at the Universities of Hawaii and Manitoba attempted 
to circumvent the flaw . We have recently received reports that, to date, no such efforts have produced a proof. We 
understand, therefore, that the Gratzer-Schmidt Conjecture remains an open problem. 
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could infer that for any similarity type T that is no poorer than (2,2) (Le., that has at least two 
binary operation symbols) , the specification of T would provide no information about the distributive 
congruence lattices of algebras of type T (contrasting sharply with the situation for the modular 
congruence lattices). Indeed, one could say that for any algebraic distributive lattice L, there is an 
algebra A of type (2 , 2) , viz. a lattice, with Con A ~ L. One could then enrich A by defining on it 
arbitrarily chosen constant operations of appropriate arity for all operation symbols of T other than 
any two of the binary operation symbols (these two being reserved for interpretation as V and 1\). 
Since the new operations are constant, their introduction leaves the congruences of A unchanged, so 
the congruence lattice of the enriched algebra is still just Con A, and is therefore isomorphic to L. 
Since L was an arbitrary algebraic distributive lattice, T clearly says nothing about its associated 
distributive congruence lattices. 
An alternative approach to the problem of quantifying the information about distributive 
congruence lattices given by a similarity type would have been to try to prove an affirmative answer to 
Question D of the previous section - is every algebraic distributive lattice representable by a 
(necessarily arithmetical) ring? - then to apply a line of reasoning similar to that of the previous 
paragraph. But for the question to be considered seriously, two obvious tests must be passed. Indeed, 
since finiteness of a lattice implies algebraicity and linear order implies distributivity, one would want 
to know that (1) every finite distributive lattice, and (2) every algebraic chain is representable by a 
ring. 
THEOREM 3. [KR80, Corollary, p1289] Every finite distributive lattice is isomorphic to 
the ideal (i.e. congruence) lattice of a (von Neumann regular) ring. o 
The following qualification of this result is also interesting. 
PROPOSITION 4. [PaI87, Proposition 3.1, p156] There exists a finite distributive lattice 
which is not isomorphic to the ideal (i.e. congruence) lattice of any finite ring. o 
Thus Kim and Roush [KR80] proved that rings pass test (1) and we have proved in 
Theorem 5.1 that they also pass test (2), which would seem to vindicate the belief that Question D is 
worthy of investigation. Part of our motivation was to pursue this line of thought in the hope of 
contributing to a future ring theoretic proof that almost all similarity types provide no information 
about their distributive congruence lattices. The relative neglect to date of this question may be 
attributable to the fact that rings, not being congruence distributive in general, would seem at first 
glance an unlikely candidate class for the successful representation of all distributive algebraic lattices. 
Secondly, we have already alluded to the possibility of a subconscious expectation that rings, unlike 
lattices, are too highly structured by their language and too constrained by their axioms to stand any 
chance of providing representations for all possible algebraic distributive lattices. Such a prejudice, if it 
exists, would have been all the more justifiable given the absence, until now, of a construction for 
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representing even the smaller class of all algebraic chains by rings. Our Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 tend, 
however, to challenge the possible preconception that rings are "too highly structured". 
By contrast, it should be mentioned that there are other quite simple classes of algebras (of 
fixed type) whose linearly ordered congruence lattices exhaust the class of all algebraic chains. Indeed, 
every algebraic chain is isomorphic to the congruence lattice of a lattice (a rather trivial direct proof is 
possible); it is also isomorphic, as shown by a quite simple proof in [AN81 , Claim 1, p301], to the 
congruence lattice of a special kind of groupoid, viz. a linearly ordered "Hilbert algebra" in the sense of 
[Die66] (known also as a "positive implicative Be K- algebra" [Cor82] - such algebras arise from logic 
as the algebraic counterparts of the implicational fragments of intuitionistic propositional calculi). 
Because of the latter representation, it has been known for some time that any non-unary 
similarity type T gives no information about the linearly ordered congruence lattices of algebras 
of type T . (A type T = (F; ar) is called non-unary if it contains at least one operation symbol that 
is non-unary and non-nullary, i.e., at least one f E F has ar(f) > 1.) The proof follows precisely the 
line of argument used in the penultimate paragraph preceding Theorem 3 above. In this sense, 
therefore, our Theorem 5.1 does not add to the existing knowledge about the linearly ordered 
congruence lattices of algebras of a fixed non-unary type. 
There is another sense, however, in which our result provides new information of this sort. To 
see this, we need to consider compatible binary relations on algebras that are weaker than congruences. 
A good many of these have been studied in the literature over the past two decades but the notion of 
generalized congruence that would seem to be the most useful is that of a "tolerance relation". A 
binary relation on the universe of an algebra A is called a tolerance relation (or briefly, a tolerance) 
on A if it is reflexive, symmetric and compatible with all specified operations on A. The lattice 
Tol A of all tolerances (ord~red by set inclusion) on any given algebra A (of any similarity type) is 
well known to be algebraic. Conversely, in the spirit of Gratzer and Schmidt, it has recently been 
proved by Chajda and Czedli [CC92, Theorem (a)] that every algebraic lattice is isomorphic to the 
tolerance lattice Tol A of some (universal) algebra A of some type. Naturally, this raises a 
tolerance analogue of Jonsson's question(s). 
An algebra A is said to be tolerance trivial if all of its tolerances are transitive, and therefore 
congruences, i.e., Tol A = Con A. It is very well known that all rings are tolerance trivial, as a 
consequence of much more general results in universal algebra (see, e.g., [Wer73 , Theorem] or [Cha83, 
Theorem 1, p36], and [BS81, Theorem 12.2 & Example (1), pp78-79]). Thus our Theorem5.1 is also 
a tolerance representation result. By contrast, linearly ordered Hilbert algebras and lattices with 
linearly ordered congruences need not be tolerance trivial, according to [RRS91, Remark 2.13 b, p407 & 
Remark 2.18 a, p408] and [Cha88, Examples 1 & 2, pp219-220], so the known results about them say 
nothing about tolerance representation. More importantly, when considered as a fact about tolerances , 
Theorem 5.1 has the following corollary, which is a new result that cannot (apparently) be deduced 
from the consideration of Hilbert algebras or lattices. Again, the proof follows exactly the line of 
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argument that was used in the penultimate paragraph preceding Theorem 3. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let T be a similarity type that is no poorer than (2,2). Then the 
speci fication of T provides no information about the linearly ordered tolerance lattices of the 
algebras of type T . 0 
We may use the type (2, 2) in this proposition, rather than the precise value (2,2,1,0) of the 
type of rings without identity. Indeed, rings may be reconsidered as algebras (R; -, .) of type (2,2) 
without affecting their tolerance lattices since, in any ring, we have the identities 0 = x - x, 




"Torsion theoretic" notions have been present for some time in the theory of rings with 
identity. They are approachable in anyone of three equivalent ways. We shall describe these 
approaches precisely (and in greater generality) in the first two sections this chapter, but, roughly 
speaking, they are as follows. First, one may consider a "hereditary pretorsion class" (or more 
strongly, a "hereditary torsion class"), which means a class of modules over a given ring R which are 
"torsion" in a sense generalizing torsion abelian groups. Secondly, one may consider "topologizing 
filters" (or more strongly, "Gabriel filters") on R: these are filters (in the lattice sense) of right ioeals 
K of R with the property that the module R/ K is, in a suitable sense, "torsion". Lastly, one may 
study "torsion preradicals" (or more strongly, "torsion radicals"). These are functors on the ring's 
module category that associate with a module its "torsion submodule". These notions are 
interderivable; each may be taken as the starting point for a torsion theoretic investigation. They 
describe the same mathematical reality. 
The hereditary pre torsion class of a torsion preradical is closed, by definition, under finite 
direct products; if closed under arbitrary direct products, the torsion preradical is called Jansian. The 
principal notion to be investigated in this chapter is that of an m- Jansian torsion preradical; this is a 
torsion preradical whose hereditary pretorsion class is closed under direct products of fewer than m 
modules, where m is a given regular cardinal. In Theorem 3.10 we shall prove that if m is any 
regular cardinal then a right topologizing filter GJ on a ring R is closed under intersections of fewer 
than m right ideals if and only if its corresponding torsion preradical torsp GJ is m - J ansian. A 
topologizing filter GJ satisfying the equivalent conditions of this theorem will also be called m- Jansian. 
There are several reasons why these notions are of interest. In the first place, it is well known 
that the requirement that all right torsion preradicals on a ring with identity be Jansian characterizes 
the ring as right artinian. It is natural to ask what artinian-like properties survive if we weaken 
Jansian to m- Jansian (where m ~ Nl ). Secondly, for prime rings and regular cardinals m ~ No, we 
shall be able to show that the behaviour of the m- Jansian torsion preradicals determines a "degree of 
primeness" of the ring which extends some well studied primeness conditions in the literature, such as 
"(bounded) strongly prime". Moreover, the primeness conditions at issue have led to the investigation 
of special radicals in the category of rings, in which context it is unavoidable that we consider rings 
without identityl. This being so, it is natural to ask whether the torsion theoretic results of interest to 
us (such as the aforementioned characterization of right artinian rings) remain true for rings without 
lThis investigation will be carried out in Chapter IV . We wish to stress that radicals in the category of rings 
should not be confused with the radicals (and torsion radicals) on module categories defined in § 1 of this chapter. 
They are quite different. 
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identity. Part of the purpose of this chapter is to show that for the most part, they do. 
In § 3 we examine J ansi an and m - J ansi an torsion preradicals and topologizing filters. In 
particular, we establish an important connection between the "lattice ordered semi group" of ideals of 
an arbitrary ring R and the set of Jansian torsion preradicals on Mod-R. §4 is devoted to the study 
of right "m-closed" rings, that is, rings all of whose right topologizing filters are m-Jansian. It turns 
out that for m 2: ~1' an m- closed ring R enjoys many artinian-like properties, e.g., it satisfies the 
descending chain condition on (two-sided) ideals and is semilocal in the sense that RjJ(R) is a 
semisimple artinian ring, where J(R) denotes the Jacobson radical of R. (Since J(RjJ(R)) = 0, this 
means that Rj J( R) is either zero or a finite direct product of finite dimensional matrix rings over 
division rings.) In §5 we extend the classical notion of Morita equivalence to rings without identity. 
The main result of § 5 asserts that for any regular cardinal m, the property "right m - closed" is 
invariant with respect to our extended notion of Morita equivalence. Finally, in §6, we focus on prime 
rings and demonstrate that in such rings the notion of an m- Jansian torsion preradical can be used to 
describe and determine a "degree of primeness" of the ring. 
A version of the results of §4 (restricted to rings with identity) has been published in [VR94] 
and a similarly restricted version of parts of §3 and §6 has been published in [RV92]. 
§ 1. TORSION PRERADICALS ON A MODULE SUBCATEGORY. 
Classical torsion theory is usually developed in the context of a category of unital modules over 
a ring with identity. This approach, however, is not quite general enough for our purposes. We need 
to develop a torsion theory in certain special subcategories of the category of all modules over an 
arbitrary associative ring, with or without identity. We point out that our approach is certainly not 
the most general available. Indeed, much pioneering work in torsion theory was done in the setting of 
an abelian category (see [Gab62] and [Ste71]). Most of the results of this first section of the present 
chapter are standard, at least at some level of generality. We have therefore chosen to include proofs 
only in cases where we believe a result to be less well known. 
Recall that a subcategory ':D of e IS called a full subcategory of e if Home (A, B) = 
Hom':D(A, B) for all objects A, B of ':D. Let R be an arbitrary ring. We shall call a full subcategory 
e of Mod-R a module subcategory of Mod-R if e is closed under homomorphic images, 
submodules, direct products (and therefore direct sums) and essential extensions. (It is easily shown 
that a module subcategory is necessarily closed under module extensions, that is to say, ME e 
whenever N ~ M and N, M j NEe. ) F or the most part, our choice of e will be Mod-R itself. 
Let e be a module subcategory of Mod-R. A functor r: e ~ e will be called a preradical 
on e if the following conditions are satisfied: 
PI. r(M) ~ M for all ME ej 
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P2. if M, N E ~ and 1 E HomR(M, N) then J[r(M)] ~ r(N) and r(f) = 1 I T(M) (the 
restriction of 1 to r(M). 
A preradical on ~ is always a proper class so, strictly speaking, there is no such thing as the 
class of all preradicals on~. Nevertheless, if, for preradicals rand (1 on ~, we write r ~ (1 to 
denote that r(M) ~ (1(M) for all M E~, then ~ has the properties of a partial order. Loosely 
speaking, one might say that the "collection" of all preradicals on ~ is partially ordered by the 
"relation" ~. In fact, it is easily checked that this "partially ordered collection" has all of the 
properties of a complete modular lattice. Since, in the general case, we shall only ever need to say 
things about the "elements" of this "collection" (as opposed to making assertions about about the 
"collection" as an aggregate in its own right), we permit ourselves this and other order-theoretic abuses 
of nomenclature. Observe that the preradical 0 defined by O(M) = 0 for all M E ~ is the smallest 
preradical on ~ (with respect to ~) and the identity functor 1~ is the largest. Let r be a pre radical 
on ~ and M E ~. We say that M is r- torsion (resp. r- torsion-Iree) if r(M) = M (resp. 
r(M) = 0). We denote the class of all r-torsion (resp. r-torsion-free) modules in ~ by TT (resp. 
F T)' Thus, 
T T := {M E ~ : r( M) = M}; and 
F T := {M E ~ : r(M) = O}. 
PROPOSITION 1. [Ste75, Proposition 1.2, p137] Let R be a rmg and ~ a module 
subcategory 01 Mod-R. II r is a preradical on ~ then: 
(i) T T is closed under homomorphic images and direct sums; 
(ii) F T is closed under sub modules and direct products. o 
Using P2 and the fact that left multiplication by an element of the ring R IS an 
endomorphism of the module RR' we also obtain: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a ring and ~ a module subcategory 01 Mod-R. II r 1S a 
preradical on ~ and RR E ~ then r(RR) is an ideal 01 R. o 
Let ~ be a module subcategory of Mod-R. We call a preradical r on ~ a torsion 
pre radical if r(N) = N n r(M) whenever M, N E ~ with N < M. The "collection" of all torsion 
preradicals on ~ will be denoted by torsp-~. Trivially, the functors 0 and 1~ belong to torsp-~. If 
~ = Mod-R, we write torsp-R for torsp-~. Notice that if r E torsp-~ then for every M E~, we 
have r(M) E T T; in fact, r(M) is the largest submodule of M that is an element of T T' 
In Theorem 2.4 below we shall establish that with every torsion preradical r on Mod-R, one 
may associate a set GJ of right ideals of the Dorroh Extension R* of R. (We refer the reader to 
Chapter 0, §4 for a definition of the Dorroh Extension.) Moreover, this set GJ of right ideals 
determines r uniquely. Since the class of all subsets of right ideals of a fixed ring is palpably a set, we 
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may treat torsp-R as a set. In the sequel to Theorem 11 we shall show how every torsion preradical 
on e may be identified with a torsion preradical on Mod-R. This allows us to treat torsp-e as a set 
as well. We reassure the reader that no loss of rigour results if, henceforth, torsp-e is treated as a set 
and < as a relation on torsp-e. \ 
PROPOSITION 3. [Ste75, Proposition 1.7, p138] Let R be a ring and e a module 
subcategory of Mod-R. If 7 is a torsion preradical on e then: 
(i) T T is closed under homomorphic images, direct sums and submodules; 
(ii) F T is closed under submodules, direct products and essential extensions. o 
A nonempty class .A of right R-modules is called a hereditary pre torsion class if .A is 
closed under homomorphic images, direct sums and submodules. Proposition 3 therefore asserts that if 
e is a module subcategory of Mod-R and 7 E torsp-e then T T is a hereditary pretorsion class 
contained in e. We shall refer to T T as the hereditary pretorsion class of 7. In fact, every 
hereditary pretorsion class .A contained in e arises in this way. Indeed, it can be shown that the 
torsion preradical 7 on e defined by 
7(M) = L:{N~M:NE.A} for all MEe, 
is such that T T =.A. Moreover, if 0" E torsp-e then it is possible to recover 0" from TO', in the sense 
that 
O"(M) = L: {N ~ M : N E TO'} for all ME e. 
The next theorem follows immediately. 
THEOREM 4. [Ste75, Corollary 1.8, p138] Let R be a ring and e a module subcategory of 
Mod-R. Then the map n-+TT (7 E torsp-e) defines a bijection from the set of all torsion 
preradicals on e onto the set of all hereditary pretorsion classes of right R-modules contained in 
e. o 
If e is a module subcategory of Mod-R then torsp-e has the structure of a complete lattice. 
If {7 j : i E r} is a subfamily of torsp-e then Ai E r 7 i E torsp-e is defined by (Ai E r 7 i )( M) = 
n i E r 7j(M) for all ME e. Since torsp-e is a complete lattice, given any nonempty subclass .A of 
e, there is a (unique) smallest torsion preradical 7 on e such that T T 2.A. We call this 7 the 
torsion pre radical on e generated by.A. Thus 7 = AP E torsp-e: T).. 2 .A}. If 7 is an arbitrary 
torsion preradical on e it is not difficult to show that 7 is generated by a class .A of cyclic right 
R-modules contained in e. More particularly, since every cyclic right R-module is isomorphic to an 
element of the set {R* / I: I ~ R~}, we may assume, without loss of generality, that .A is a set. 
Thus every 7 E torsp-e is generated by a set of cyclic right R-modules. The notion of a torsion 
preradical generated by a class of modules has a dual. It is easily checked that the functor 0": e -+ e 
defined by 
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O"(M) = n {Ker I : IE HomR (M, E(A)) for some A E.A} for all ME C:, 
is the largest torsion preradical on c: such that F (7' 2.A. Consequently, 0" = V P E torsp-C:: F>. 2 .A}. 
This 0" is called the torsion pre radical on c: cogenerated by.A. It also follows from the 
completeness of torsp-C: that if r is a preradical on c: then there is a smallest torsion preradical on 
C:, denoted by r, such that r ~ r. Thus r = AP E torsp-C:: r ~ ~}. The torsion preradical r has a 
more explicit description, however. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let R be a ring and c: a module subcategory 01 Mod-R. For each 
ME C:, let £M: M --+ E(M) denote the embedding 01 M in its injective hull, E(M). I I r is a 
preradical on c: then 
r(M) = £Af[£M[M] n r(E(M))] lor all ME C:. 
Prool. For each ME C:, define ~(M) = tAf[tM[M] n r(E(M))] ~ M. Let IE HomR (N, M) 
with N, ME C:. We claim that I[~(N)] ~ ~(M). Inasmuch as E(M) is injective, there must exist a 
9 E HomR (E(N), E(M)) such that the following diagram commutes. 
E(N) --g----+I E(M) 
'N 1 'M 
J N -------+1 M 
Now tM[J[~(N)]] = (tM0f)[~(N)] = (gotN)[~(N)] = g[tN[N]nr(E(N))] ~ g[r(E(N))] ~ r(E(M)). 
Since J[~(N)] ~ M, we must have that I[~(N)] ~ tAf[tM[M] n r(E(M))] = ~(M). We may therefore 
regard ~ as a preradical on C:. Now suppose, in the context of the above diagram, that N ~ M and 
that I: N --+ M is the inclusion map. Since t N is a monomorphism whose image IS 
essential in E(N) and tM 0 I is a monomorphism, we must have that 9 is a monomorphism. Now 
LM[Nn..\(M)] = (goLN)[N] n [LM[M]nr(E(M))] 
= (g 0 tN )[N] n r(E(M)) (since (g 0 tN )[N] ~ tM[M]). 
Since g: E(N) --+ E(M) is a monomorphism, it follows that g[E(N)] is an injective submodule of 
E(M), and hence a direct summand of E(M). Write E(M) == g[E(N)] $ K with K ~ E(M). Then 
tM[Nn~(M)] = (gotN)[N] n r(E(M)) = (go£N)[N] n r(g[E(N)]$K) 
= (g 0 tN )[N] n [r(g[E(N)]) $ r(K)] 
= (gotN)[N] n r(g[E(N)]) (since Kn(gotN)[N] ~ Kng[E(N)] = 0) 
= (gotN)[N] n g[r(E(N))] 
= g[tN[N] n r(E(N))] 
= (gotN)[~(N)] 
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Thus N n A(M) = A(N). This shows that A is a torsion preradical on e. It is clear that if u is any 
torsion preradical on e such that T::; u, then u(M);2 tA}[LM[M] n T(E(M))] = A(M) for all ME e. 
Thus r = A. o 
We remark that if ME Mod-R and LM: M -+ E(M) is an embedding of M into its injective 
hull E(M), it is customary to identify M with its image in E(M). Under this identification, 
Proposition 5 asserts that if T is a preradical on e then r(M) = M n T(E(M)) for all ME e. 
If e is a module subcategory of Mod-R then Proposition 5 can be used to give an explicit 
description of the join operation in torsp-e. Indeed, if {T j: i E r} is a family of torsion preradicals 
on e then it is easily checked that the preradical T on e defined by 
T(M) = L: j E r Tj(M) for all ME e, 
is the smallest preradical on e for which T j ::; T for all i E r. Clearly, then, r must be the join of 
{T j : i E r} in torsp-e. Thus, 
Recall that an element x of a complete lattice (L j ::;) is called compact if, whenever X ~ L 
and x::; V X, there exists a finite subset X' of X such that x::; V X'. Recall also that a complete 
lattice (L j ::;) is called algebraic if every element of L is the join of a set of compact elements of L. 
It can be shown that if e is any module subcategory of Mod-R then the compact elements of torsp-e 
are precisely those torsion preradicals on e which are generated by a single, cyclic right R-module in 
e. In the sequel to Theorem4, however, we noted that every T E torsp-e is generated by a set of 
cyclic right R-modules in e. It follows, as a consequence, that every torsion preradical on e is the 
join of a set of compact elements of torsp-e. Thus torsp-e is an algebraic lattice. 
Rather surprisingly, the following useful result does not appear in standard texts on hereditary 
pretorsion theories such as [GoI87] - not even at the concrete level where e = Mod-R (or the category 
of unital right R-modules) for a ring R with identity. In fact, the manner in which order theoretic 
properties of torsp-R are reported in [GoI87] suggests that the following is not a known result. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let R be a ring and e a module subcategory of Mod-R. Then 
torsp-e is a modular algebraic lattice (with respect to the relation ::;). 
Proof· The fact that torsp-e is algebraic is noted above. It remains to show that torsp-e 
satisfies the modular law. Suppose T, U,.A E torsp-e with T < u. If ME e then 
[(AAU)VT](M) = Mn [(.A Au)(E(M)) + T(E(M))] = Mn [(.A(E(M))nu(E(M))) + T(E(M))]. 
Since T(E(M)) ~ u(E(M)), it follows from the modular law (applied to the lattice of submodules of 
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E(M)) that [A(E(M)) n cr(E(M))] + r(E(M)) = [A(E(M)) + r(E(M))] n cr(E(M)). Therefore, 
[(A 1\ cr) V r](M) = M n [[A(E(M)) + r(E(M))] n cr(E(M))] 
= M n [(A V r)(E(M)) n cr(E(M))] 
= Mn [(AVr)l\cr](E(M)) 
= [(AVr)l\cr](M). 
Thus (Al\cr)Vr=(AVr)l\cr. o 
If ~ is a module subcategory of Mod-R then it is possible to define a binary operation . (to 
be thought of as a kind of multiplication) on torsp-~ as follows. Take r, cr in torsp-~ and define 
r . cr E torsp-~ by 
(r· cr)(M)jcr(M) = r(M jcr(M)) for all M E ~. 
It can be checked, easily, that torsp-~ is a monoid with respect to the operation . , whose identity 
element is the zero functor 0 E torsp-~. Note that r Vcr::; r· cr. 
Following Golan [Gol87, p43], we call an algebra (H; V, 1\, .) (of type (2,2,2)) a lattice 
. ordered semigroup if (H; V , 1\) is a lattice and (H;·) is a semigroup such that for all 
x,y,zEH, 
Q1. x·(YVz) = (x·Y)V(x·z); and 
Q2. (xVy)·z = (x.z)V(y·z). 
The ring theorist's prototype of a lattice ordered semi group is the lattice of ideals, Id R, of an 
arbitrary ring R, endowed with the semigroup operation . of ideal multiplication. More precisely, if 
R is any ring then (Id R; + , n, .) is a lattice ordered semigroup. (Of course, in this instance, the 
join operation corresponds with ideal addition and the meet operation with intersection.) 
In the next theorem, we show that if ~ is a module subcategory of Mod-R then [torsp-~]du 
(this is the dual of the lattice torsp-~) has the structure of a lattice ordered semigroup. Recall that 
since we do not distinguish structures from their universes notationally, [torsp-~]du must be 
understood to be ordered by the relation ::; -1, i.e., for torsion preradicals r, u on ~, we have 
r < - 1 u III [torsp-e 1 du if and only if cr ::; r in torsp-~. More precisely, 
[torsp-e]du = ([torsp-e] j V, 1\, .) du:= ([torsp-~] j 1\, V, .), 
and to avoid confusion, we shall always use 'V' and' 1\ ' to denote the join and meet operations in 
torsp-e and not in its dual. Note that [torsp-e]du is still a complete modular lattice, since these 
order properties are preserved in taking duals. [torsp-~] du is not algebraic, however j it may be called 
dually algebraic. 
THEOREM 7. Let R be a ring and ~ a module subcategory of Mod-R. Then [torsp-~]du 
:= ([ torsp-e] j 1\ , V , .) is a lattice ordered semigroup. 
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Proof. We have to show that 
QI'. 1" (0' td) = (1" 0') t\ (1" A); and 
Q2' . (1' t\ 0') . A = (1" A) t\ (0' . A) 
for all 1' , 0' , A E torsp-e. 
We first show that if J.l, TJ E torsp-e, with J.l ~ TJ, then 1" J.l ~ 1"TJ and J.l' l' ~ TJ' 1'. The 
second inequality follows trivially from the definition of '. To establish the first inequality, take 
ME e and let 71': M jTJ(M) ~ M j J.l(M) denote the canonical epimorphism. Now 
71'[1'(MjTJ(M))] = 71'[(1'·TJ)(M)jTJ(M)] = (1'·TJ)(M)jJ.l(M) ~ 1'(MjJ.l(M)) = (1" J.l)(M)jJ.l(M) , 
so (1' 'TJ)(M) ~ (1" J.l)(M). Thus 1"TJ ~ 1" J.l. Since 0' t\ A ~ 0', A, it follows from the above that 
l' . (0' t\ A) ~ 1" 0' , l' . A, so 1" (0' t\ A) ~ (1" 0') t\ (1' . A). It remains to establish the reverse inequality. 
Suppose J.l E torsp-e, with J.l ~ 1" 0', 1" A. We must show that J.l ~ 1" (0' t\ A). Let ME e. 
Then 
Furthermore, 
N = [J.l(M) + O'(M)]jO'(M) ~ (1" O')(M)jO'(M) E T rand 
N' = [J.l(M) + A(M)]j A(M) ~ (1" A)(M)j A(M) E T r' 
[J.l(M) + (0' t\ A)(M)] j (0' t\ A)(M) = [J.l(M) + (O'(M) n A(M))] j (O'(M) n A(M)) 
embeds canonically in N ED N' E T r' so 
J.l(M) + (0' t\ A)(M) ~ (1" (0' t\ A))(M), 
i.e., J.l(M) ~ (1" (0' t\ A))(M). Thus J.l ~ 1" (0' t\ A). The verification of Q2' is entirely similar. 0 
The next result follows easily from the definition of the operation 
PROPOSITION 8. Let R be a ring and e a module subcategory of Mod-R. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent for any torsion preradical 0' on e: 
(i) (7' is idempotent, i.e., (7'2:= (7' . (7' = 0'; 
(ii) O'(M jO'(M)) = 0 for all ME e. o 
A preradical 0' on e satisfying condition (ii) of Proposition 8 is called a radical on e; a 
torsion preradical 0' on e which satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 8 above is called a 
torsion radical on e. We denote the set of all torsion radicals on e by tors-e. Trivially, the 
functors 0 and Ie belong to tors-e. If e = Mod-R then we abbreviate tors-e as tors-R. 
Considered as an ordered subset of torsp-e, tors-e is closed under arbitrary meets; tors-e is 
therefore a complete lattice. It follows that if 0' E torsp-e then there exists a smallest element of 
tors-e which is greater than or equal to 0'; we shall denote this element by ff. Furthermore, if ..A. is 
any nonempty subclass of e, it is possible to define, in the same way as was done for torsion 
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preradicals, the notions of the torsion radical on e generated by A and the torsion radical on e 
cogenerated by A. Although tors-e is closed under meets, the join, in torsp-e, of even two torsion 
radicals need not be a radical , so tors-e is a meet - complete subsemilattice, but not a sublattice of 
torsp-e. It may also be shown that, unlike torsp- e, the lattice tors-e is always distributive. It is 
also well known that, unlike torsp-e, the lattice tors-e is not, in general, algebraic. (In particular, 
even when e is the category of all unital modules over a ring with identity, tors-e need not be 
algebraic.) There is, however, a lattice theoretic property weaker than "algebraic and distributive" 
which is possessed by tors-e, viz., the lattice tors-e is Brouwerian, that is to say, tors-e satisfies 
the join-infinite distributive identity (see Chapter 0, § 1). In general, the lattice tors-e tS not 
continuous, i.e., it need not also satisfy the meet-infinite distributive identity (even if e IS the 
category of unital modules over a ring with identity). We also point out that tors-e is not, in general, 
a subsemigroup of torsp-e, with respect to '. 
If e is a module subcategory of Mod-R then the "multiplication" operation . can be 
extended to a calculus of transfinite powers of torsion preradicals. If (f E torsp-e and a is a positive 
ordinal, we define: 
(fl = (f j 
(faEBI = (fa. (f j and 
a V {3'f ' 1" d' 1 (f = 0 < {3 < a (f , I a IS a Imlt or ma. 
Notice that if (f E torsp-e then {(fa: a > O} is an ascending chain of torsion preradicals on e. Since 
the class of all positive ordinals is a proper class and torsp-R is a set, there must be a least ordinal a 
for which (fa = (faEBI. It is clear that (fa (for this least a) is idempotent and thus a torsion radical 
on e. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that (fa must be the smallest torsion radical on e that is 
greater than or equal to (f . The next proposition is an obvious consequence of these remarks. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let R be a ring and e a module subcategory of Mod-R. If (f IS a 
torsion pre radical on e then u = (fa for some ordinal a. o 
It is possible to describe u more explicitly: it follows easily from Proposition 9 that for any 
torsion preradical (f on e, we have 
u(M) = n{N ~ M: (f(M/N) = O} for all ME e. 
EXAMPLE 1. If R is a ring then the notion of the socle of a right R-module gives rise to a 
torsion preradical on Mod-R, which we shall denote. by soc. For if M, N E Mod-R and I{) E 
Hom R (M, N) then I{) [ soc M] ~ soc N. Moreover, if L ~ M then soc L = L n soc M. The torsion 
preradical soc is not a radical. The ascending chain of torsion preradicals {soca : a > O} is called the 
extended sode series of Mod- R and if ME Mod-R, we call {soca(M): a> O} the extended sode 
series of M. We use the word "extended" because the expression "socle series for M" is usually 
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reserved for the subchain indexed by the finite ordinals, I.e., the sode series of M IS {soccr(M): 
0< Cl' < ~o}. o 
PROPOSITION 10. [Ste75, Propositions 3.1 & 3.2, p141j Let R be a ring and ~ a module 
subcategory of Mod-R. If l' is a torsion radical on ~ then: 
(i) T is closed under homomorphic images, direct sums, submodules and module 
T 
extensions j 
(ii) F is closed under submodules, direct products, essential extensions and module T 
extensions. o 
A nonempty class .A of right R-modules is called a hereditary torsion class if .A is closed 
under homomorphic images, direct sums, submodules and module extensions. (Notice that every 
module subcategory of Mod- R is a hereditary torsion class.) Proposition 10 (i) asserts that if 
l' E tors-~ then T T is a hereditary torsion class contained in~. We know from Theorem 4 that the 
map l' ....... T T defines a bijection from the set of all torsion preradicals on ~ onto the set of all 
hereditary pretorsion classes of right R-modules contained in~. It can be shown that this bijection 
restricts to a bijection from the set of all torsion radicals on ~ onto the set of all hereditary torsion 
classes of right R-modules contained in~. We therefore have: 
THEOREM 11. [Ste75, Proposition3.1, p141] Let R be a ring and ~ a module subcategory 
of Mod-R. Then the map 1' ....... TT (1'Etors-R) defines a bijection from the set of all torsion 
radicals on ~ onto the set of all hereditary torsion classes of right R-modules contained in ~. 
o 
It is easy to show that the class Mod-R (zero) of all zero multiplication right R-modules (i.e., 
modules M R such that M R = 0) is a hereditary pretorsion class in Mod-R. By Theorem 4, there 
exists a torsion preradical on Mod-R, denoted by l' zero' whose hereditary pre torsion class is 
Mod-R(zero). Thus 1'zero(M):= {x E M: xR = O} for all ME Mod-R. Notice that if the ring R is 
idempotent (i.e., R2 = R). then T zero is idempotent because, for each ME Mod-R, 
x + Tzero (M) E Tzero (M /Tzero (M)):::} (x + 1'zero (M))R = xR + Tzero (M) = 0 
:::} XR~Tzero(M) 
:::} (xR)R = xR = 0 
:::} x E T zero (M). 
The idem potence of both R and 'I zero is not coincidental. Indeed, in Theorem 3.5 we shall 
establish a connection between the multiplicative semigroup of ideals of R and the multiplicative 
monoid torsp-R. 
If ~ is a module subcategory of Mod-R then there is an important connection between the 
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torsion preradicals on ~ and those on Mod-R. If T E torsp-~ then, by Proposition 3, T r is a 
hereditary pretorsion class of right R-modules contained in~. It follows from Theorem 4 that there 
exists a unique torsion preradical T* on Mod-R such that T r* = T r. Thus T and T* have the same 
associated hereditary pretorsion class of modules. In other words, T is just the "restriction" of T* to 
~. The map from torsp-~ to torsp-R defined by n-'" T* (T E torsp-~) , is thus structure preserving 
in every sense of the word j at the very least, it respects the lattice and semigroup structure of torsp-~. 
This allows us to identify torsp-~ with its image in torsp-R. Specifically, if T ~ denotes the torsion 
radical on Mod-R whose hereditary torsion class is ~, then torsp-~ m .. ay be iden\ified with the 
interval [0 , Tel of torsp-R. We highlight this situation by writing 
torsp-~ = [0, Tel ~ torsp-R. 
Suppose now that ~ and G] are module subcategories of Mod-R. Denote by T ~ and T G] the 
torsion radicals on Mod-R whose hereditary torsion classes are ~ and G], respectively. We shall now 
consider the case where ~ n G] = {O} (i.e., T~ t\ TG] = 0) and M = T~(M) $ TG](M) for all ME 
Mod-R. (This implies, but is not equivalent to, the assertion T~ V TG] = IMod-R.) 
PROPOSITION 12. Let R be a ring and let ~ and G] be module subcategories of Mod-R 
such that ~ n G] = {O} and M = T~(M) $ TG](M) for all ME Mod-R. If T, u,..\ E torsp-R with 
T ~ T ~ and u ~ T G] then: 
(i) (T V u)(M) = T(M) $ u(M) for all ME Mod-R; 
(ii) [O,Tel and [O,TG]] are submonoids of torsp-Rj 
(iii) T· u = U· T = TV U j 
(iv) (TVU) . ..\=(T·..\)V(U . ..\)j 
(v) ..\·(TVU) = (..\·T) V (..\.u). 
Proo f. (i) It is obvious that, T( M) $ u( M) ~ (T V u)( M) for all M E Mod-R, so it remains 
to establish the reverse inequality. Let ME Mod-R. By Proposition 5 (see also remarks following 
Proposition 5), 
(T V u)(M) = M n [T(E(M)) $ u(E(M))]. 
Let x E (T V u)(M) and write x = Yl + Y2 with Yl E T(E(M» and Y2 E u(E(M)). By hypothesis, 
M = Te(M) EB TG](M), so x = zl + z2 for some zl E T~(M) and z2 E TG](M). Then 
x = Yl + Y2 = zl + z2 ~ Yl - zl = z2 - Y2 E T~(E(M)) n TG](E(M)) = o. 
It follows that Yl EM n T(E(M» = T(M) and Y2 E M n u(E(M)) = u(M). Thus x E T(M) $ u(M). 
(ii) By considerations of symmetry, it clearly suffices to show that [0, Tel is a submonoid of 
torsp-R. Let TJ, J1. E [0, Tel· Then TJ· J1. ~ TJ· T~ ~ T~. T~ (because TJ, J1. ~ T~). Since T~ is a torsion 
radical, T~·T~=Te. Hence, TJ·J1.~T~, i.e., TJ.J1.E[O,Tel. 
(iii) Let ME Mod-R. Then 
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((r· O")(M))jO"(M) = r(M jO"(M)) = r([r~(M) $ rG](M»)jO"(M)) 
= r([r~(M) $ O"(M»)jO"(M) $ rG](M)jO"(M)) 
= r([rdM) $ O"(M)]jO"(M» E9 r(rG](M)jO"(M)). 
Since rG](M)jO"(M) is rG]- torsion and r /\ rG] = 0, we must have r(rG](M)jO"(M)) = O. Thus 
«r· O")(M»jO"(M) = r([r~(M) $ O"(M»)jO"(M)). Let cp: [r~(M) $ O"(M»)jO"(M) - r~(M) denote the 
canonical isomorphism. Clearly we must have cpr r([ r~(M) $ O"(M»)jO"(M»] = r( re(M)) = r(M). 
Therefore, 
r([r~(M) $ O"(M»)jO"(M» = cp-l[r(M») = [r(M) $ O"(M»)jO"(M), 
and so (r·O")(M)=r(M)$O"(M) = (rVO")(M). Thus r·O"=rVO". By symmetry, we obviously 
also have O" · r = rVO". 
(iv) Since rVO"~r, we must have (rVO")'A ~ r·A. Similarly, (rVO")'A ~ O"'A, so 
(r V 0")' A ~ (r· A) V (0"' A). It remains to establish the reverse inequality. Let ME Mod-R. Then 
[(rVO")'A)(M)jA(M) = (rVO")(MjA(M)) 
= r(MjA(M))$O"(MjA(M)) (by (i)) 
= [(r· '\)(M)jA(M») $ [(0"' A)(M)jA(M») 
= [(r. A)(M) + (0"' A)(M»)j'\(M). 
It follows that, [(rVO").A)(M)=(r.A)(M)+(O".A)(M)~[(r·'\)V(O"·'\»)(M). Hence, (rVO")''\::; 
(r· A) V (0"' '\). 
(v) An argument similar to that used in (iv) above shows that A·(rVO") ~ (A.r)V(A.O"), 
We are therefore left to prove the reverse inequality. Let ME Mod-R. Then 
['\.(rVO"»)(M)j(rVO")(M) = '\(Mj(r V O")(M)) 
= A(Mj[r(M)$O"(M))) (by (i» 
Let cp: M j[r(M) $ O"(M») - [r~(M)jr(M») $ [rG](M)jO"(M») be the canonical isomorphism defined 
by cp(x + [r(M) $ O"(M))) = (xl + r(M), x2 + O"(M)) for x = xl + x2 EM with xl E r~(M), X 2 E 
rG](M). Now 
<p['\(M j[r(M) E9 O"(M)])] = '\([r~(M)jr(M)l E9 [rGj(M)jO"(M)]) 
= '\(r~(M)jr(M)) $ '\(rG](M)jO"(M)) 
= '\(r~(M)jr(r~(M))) $ '\(rG](M)jO"(rG](M») 
(because r( re(M» = re(M) n r(M) = r(M) and O"(rG](M» = rG](M) n O"(M) = O"(M» 
= (,\. r)(re(M»jr(r~(M)) $ (,\. O")(rG](M))jO"(rG](M)) 
= [(A' r)(M) n r~(M»)jr(M) $ [(A' O")(M) n r~(M»)jO"(M) 
= [(,\. r) /\ r~)(M)jr(M) $ [(,\. 0") /\ rG])(M)jO"(M). 
Hence, A(M j[r(M) $ O"(M))) = cp-l[[(,\. r) /\ r~)(M)jr(M) $ [(A' 0") /\ rG])(M)jO"(M») 
= ([('\.r)/\r~)(M) $ [('\.O")/\rG]](M))j[r(M)$O"(M)). 
Therefore 
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It follows that A' ( 'I V 0") ~ (A' 'I) V (A . 0"). o 
PROPOSITION 13. Let R be a ring and let e and G] be module subcategories of Mod-R 
such that enG] = {O} and M = Te(M) EBTG](M) for all ME Mod-R. Then the function 
0: [0, TG]] - torsp-R, defined by 0(0") = 0" V 'Ie (0" E [0, TG]D is one- to- one with image 
['Ie' IMod-R] ~ torsp-R. Furthermore, 0 is a complete lattice and monoid homomorphism which 
preserves transfinite powers, that is to say, O(O"Q) = O(O")Q for all ordinals O! > O. 
Proof. Since torsp-R is a complete modular lattice (Proposition6), the fact that 0 is one-
to-one with image ['Ie' IMod-R] and is a complete lattice homomorphism follows immediately from 
Proposition 0.1.3. LetT, 0" E [0, TG]]' Then 
0('1)·0(0") = ('I V 'Ie)' (0" V 'Ie) 
= [T'(O"VTe)] v [Te'(O"VTe)] (by Proposition 12 (iv)) 
= [('I' 0") V ('I' 'Ie)] V [('Ie' 0") V ('Ie' 'Ie)] (by Proposition 12 (v)). 
By Proposition 12 (iii), T' 'Ie = 'I V 'Ie and 'Ie' 0" = 'Ie V 0". Moreover, 'Ie' 'Ie = 'Ie' It follows that 
0('1)·0(0") = (T,O")VTeVO" 
= ('I' 0") V 'Ie (since T' 0" ~ 0") 
= 0('1'0"). 
This shows that 0 is a monoid homomorphism. 
It remains to show that 0 preserves transfinite powers. We shall prove, using transfinite 
induction on O!, that O(O"Q) = O(O")Q for all ordinals O! > O. The result is trivial if O! = 1. Suppose 
that O(O"Q) = O(O")Q for some ordinal O!. Then 
O(O"Qffil) = O(O"Q· 0") = O(O"Q). 0(0") (since B is a monoid homomorphism) 
= B( O")Q . B( 0") (by the inductive hypothesis) 
= 6(0")06)1. 
Now suppose that O! is a limit ordinal and that 0(0"/3) = 0(0")/3 for all ordinals f3 < O!. Then 
B(O"Q) = B( Vo < /3 < Q 0"(3) = Vo < /3 < Q B(O"/3) (since B is a complete lattice homomorphism) 
= Vo < /3 < Q B( 0")/3 (by the inductive hypothesis) 
= B(O")Q. 0 
We shall now examine a fundamentally important special case. Suppose R is a ring with 
identity. In this case, it can be shown that the class Mod-R (zero) of all zero multiplication right 
R-modules and the class Mod-R (unital) of all unital right R-modules are module subcategories of 
Mod-R. (This is not always true for rings without identity.) For brevity, let us denote the set of all 
torsion preradicals (resp. torsion radicals) on Mod-R (zero) by torsp-R (zero) (resp. tors-R (zero)) 
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and the set of all torsion preradicals (resp. torsion radicals) on Mod-R (unital) by torsp-R (unital) 
(resp. tors-R(unital)). We have already used Tzero to denote the torsion radical on Mod-R whose 
hereditary torsion class is Mod- R(zero). Let Tunit denote the torsion radical on Mod-R whose 
hereditary torsion class is Mod- R (unital). It follows easily from Theorem 0.3.1 that M = 
Tzero(M) Ef) T unit(M) for all ME Mod- R. The hypotheses of Propositions 12 and 13 are therefore 
satisfied, so we may conclude that the mapping (f f-> (f V T zero defines a complete lattice and monoid 
isomorphism from the interval [O,Tunit] of torsp-R onto [Tzero ' 1Mod- R ] ~ torsp-R. 
N ow suppose that R is an arbitrary ring and consider its Dorroh Extension R*. Replacing R 
by R* in the above isomorphism, we obtain 
torsp-R*(unital) ~ [Tzero ' 1Mod- R *] ~ torsp-R* . 
Since Mod- R may be identified with Mod- R* (unital), torsp-R* (unital) may be replaced by 
torsp-R in the above isomorphism to yield 
torsp-R ~ [Tzero ' 1Mod- R *] ~ torsp-R*. 
§2. TOPOLOGIZING FILTERS. 
It is a well known fact that much of the theory of torsion pre radicals can be recast in terms of 
"topologizing filters". This different approach has some advantages. There are, for example, many 
problems relating to torsion preradicals which are made more transparent when expressed in terms of 
topologizing filters. Historically, topologizing filters have always been studied in the context of rings 
with identity. Since our approach is slightly more general than this, we have chosen again to include 
some proofs. 
Let R be a ring (not necessarily with identity). A nonempty set GJ of right ideals of R IS 
said to be a right topologizing2 filter on R if the following three conditions are met: 
Tl. if I E GJ and I ~ J ~ R R then J E GJ ; 
T2. if I, J E GJ then I n J E GJ ; 
T3. if I E GJ then (I: r a) E GJ for all a E R. 
Notice that properties Tl and T2 just say that GJ is a filter, in the usual lattice theoretic 
sense, on the lattice of right ideals of R. We denote by Fil-R the set of all right topologizing filters 
on R. It is easily shown that Fil-R is closed under arbitrary intersections, so Fil-R is a complete 
lattice, when partially ordered by set inclusion ~. It ~s also not difficult to show that the union of 
2By way of motivation, we mention (but shall not need) the fact that filters of the right ideal lattice of R 
satisfying condition T3 below are called top%gizing because they are just the sets of right ideals of R that form 
neighbourhood bases at 0 for the so-called linear topologiea on R . Here, a topology T on R is called (right) 
linear if the binary operation +, the unary operation - and, for each r e R, the operation a ...... ra (a E R) are 
continuous in T, and there exists a neighbourhood base at 0 for T that consists of right ideals of R. For further 
details, see [Go187J. 
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any directed set of elements of Fil-R is an element of Fil-R, so by Corollary 0.1.6, Fil-R is an 
algebraic lattice with respect to ~. If X is a nonempty set of right ideals of R then, because Fil-R 
is a complete lattice, there is a smallest right topologizing filter GJ on R such that X ~ GJ. We call 
GJ the right topologizing filter on R generated by X . 
It is possible to define a binary operation· on Fil-R as follows. If GJ, g E Fil-R, we define 
GJ· g = {K ~ RR: there exists some HE GJ such that K ~ Hand (K: r a) E g for all a E H}. 
It is clear from the definition that GJ· g 2 GJ, g so, GJ· g 2 GJ V g (the join of GJ and g in the lattice 
(Fil- R; ~ )). It is easily checked that Fil-R is a semigroup with respect to the operation '. We 
point out' that, in general, there is no identity element for Fil-R with respect to " so Fil-R is not a 
monoid under this operation. If, however, the ring R possesses an identity element then the trivial 
filter {R} E Fil-R acts as an identity with respect to '. A simple example illustrating the action of 
the operation . is the following: for each ideal I of R, define 1/(1) = {A ~ RR : A 2 I}. It is easily 
checked that 1/(1) E Fil-R and that 1/(1) '1/(J) = 1/(IJ) for all ideals I, J of R. Observe that the filter 
1/(1) is idempotent (in the sense that 1](1)2:= 1]( I) . 1/( I) = 1]( 1)) if and only if the ideal I is 
idempotent, i.e., if and only if I2 = I. 
PROPOSITION 1. [GoI87, p55] The following conditions are equivalent for a right 
topologizing filter GJ on a ring R: 
(i) GJ is idempotent, i.e., GJ2 = GJ; 
(ii) if I ~ RR and there exists some J E GJ such that (1:ra) E GJ for all a E J, then 
IE GJ. 0 
A right topologizing filter GJ on R which satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 1 
above is called a right Gabriel filter on R. . We denote the set of all right Gabriel filters on R by 
Gab-R. It can be shown that Gab-R is closed under arbitrary intersections. Thus Gab-R is a 
meet - complete subsemilattice of Fil-R and is a complete lattice with respect to ~. Consequently, 
if GJ E Fil-R then there exists a smallest element of Gab-R which is greater than or equal to GJ; we 
shall denote this element by ~. Furthermore, if X is any nonempty set of right ideals of R, it is 
possible to define, in the same way as was done for topologizing filters, the notion of the right Gabriel 
filter on R generated by X for any nonempty set X of right ideals of R. We remark that Gab-R 
need not, in general, be a sublattice of Fil-R, nor is Gab-R always a subsemigroup of Fil-R with 
respect to '. As in the case of torsion preradicals, the operation . on Fil-R may be extended to allow 
for transfinite powers. If GJ E Fil-R and Q is a positive ordinal, we define: 
GJl = GJ; 
GJO'$l = GJO' . GJ; 
GJO' = Vo < {3 < 0' GJ{3, if Q is a limit ordinal. 
Notice that if GJ E Fil-R then {GJO': Q > O} is an ascending chain of right topologizing filters on R. If 
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Q is the smallest ordinal for which GJa = GJaffi 1, it can easily be shown that GJa is the smallest element 
of Gab-R which contains GJ. The next proposition follows immediately. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a ring and GJ a right topologizing filter on R. Then Gj = GJa 
for some ordinal Q. o 
Given a ring Rand GJ E Fil- R, we associate with GJ a torsion preradical torsp GJ on Mod-R 
defined by 
(torspGJ)(M) = {xEM:(O:x)EGJ}, MEMod-R. 
To show that torspGJ is indeed a torsion preradical on Mod-R, take a E Rand X,y E (torspGJ)(M) 
with ME Mod-R. Then (0: x - y) 2 (0 :x) n (0 :y) E GJ since (0 :x), (0: y) E GJ. Consequently, x - y 
E(torspGJ)(M). Also, (0:xa)2((0:x):ra)EGJ, so (O:xa)EGJ, i.e., xaE(torspGJ)(M). Thisshows 
that (torsp GJ)(M) ~ M. Now suppose that N E Mod-R and cp E HomR (M, N). If x E (torsp GJ)(M) 
then (0: cp( x)) 2 (0 : x) E GJ, so (0: cp( x)) E GJ. It follows that cp( x) E (torsp GJ)( N). Consequently, 
cp[(torsp GJ)(M)] ~ (torsp GJ)(N). It is obvious that if L ~ M then (torsp GJ)(L) = L n (torsp GJ)(M), so 
torsp GJ E torsp-R, as claimed. Henceforth, we shall regard "torsp" as a map from Fil-R to torsp-R. 
We remind the reader that R* denotes the Dorroh Extension of a ring R. 
LEMMA 3. Let R be a ring and GJ a right topologizing filter on R. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent for a right ideal K of R: 
(i) Rn/K is (torspGJ)-torsionj 
(ii) KEGJ. 
Proof· Notice that if x = 1 R* + KERn / K then (0: x) = K. This being so, (i) =} (ii) 
follows immediately. Conversely, if K E GJ then x E (torsp GJ)(Rn / K). Now Rn / K is the smallest 
submodule of Rn / K containing x, so we must have (torsp GJ)(Rn / K) = Rn / K. Thus (ii) =} (i) 
holds. o 
The following important theorem establishes the connection between topologizing filters and 
torsion preradicals alluded to in the introduction to this section. Repeated use will be made of this 
result. 
THEOREM 4. If R is a ring then the map torsp:Fil-R-+torsp-R (defined by GJ~ 
torspGJ) is one-to-one, with image [Tzero • IMod_R]~torsp-R. Furthermore, torsp is a complete 
lattice and semigroup homomorphism which preserves transfinite powers, that is to say, 
torsp(GJa ) = (torspGJ)a for all GJ E Fil-R and all ordinals Q> O. 
Proo f· It follows easily from the previous lemma that if GJ, 0 E Fil-Rand torsp GJ = torsp 0 
then for any right ideal K of R, we have K E GJ if and only if KEg, so GJ = O. This shows that 
the map torsp is one-to-one. We show now that the range of torsp is [T zero ' 1 Mod-R]' Choose (1' E 
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[Tzero I 1Mod- R J and define CJ = {K ~ RR : R~ 1 K E TiT}' Since TiT is closed under homomorphic 
images (Proposition 1.1), it is easy to see that if K E CJ and K ~ L ~ RR' then L E CJ. If K, L E CJ 
then R~ 1 K , R~ 1 LET iT' Since TiT is closed under submodules and direct sums (Proposition 1.3) 
and R~ I(K n L) ~ (R~ 1 K) (f) (R~ 1 L), we must have K n L E CJ. Finally, let a E Rand K E CJ. 
Define cp:R~-(R~/K)(f)71.zero by cp(lR*·r+ lR*·m)=(lR*·[ar+am] +K,m) for rER, 
mE71.. (Recall that 71. E Mod-R is just the abelian group (71. j +, -,0) endowed with the zero zero 
multiplication.) It is easily checked that cp is an R-module homomorphism. Now, 
Ker If' = {l R*' r + 1 R*' m : ar + am E K and m = O} 
= {lR*' r + 1 R*' m : ar E K and m = O} 
= {rER:arEK} = (K:ra). 
Also, R~ I(K: r a) = R~ 1 Ker cp == 1m cp ~ (R~ 1 K) (f) Izero' Since (T ~ Tzero ' we must have (R~ 1 K) 
(f) 71.zero E TiT' whence R~ I(K: r a) E TiT' i.e., (K: r a) E CJ. This shows that CJ E Fil-R. We claim 
that torsp CJ = (T. For suppose that ME Mod-R and x E (T(M). Define 
. Then 
(O:x)*= {lR*~r+ 1R*·m:xr+xm=0} . 
R~/(O:x) = R~/[(o:x)*nRJ 
~ xR* (f) (R~ 1 RR) 
== x R * (f) Izero 
~ (T(M) (f) Izero E TiT (because (T ~ T zero)' 
Thus (O:x) E CJ. Since (torspCJ)(M):= {x E M: (O:x) E CJ}, it follows that (T(M) ~ (torspCJ)(M). 
Consequently, (T~torspCJ. Conversely, if xE(torspCJ)(M) then (O:X)ECJ and so R~/(O:x)ETiT' 
Since TiT is closed under homomorphic images and (0: x)* 2 (0: x), we must have xR* == R~ 1(0 : x)* 
E TiT' Therefore, x E (T(M). Thus torspCJ ~ (T and so torspCJ = (T, as claimed. 
Since the range of torsp is a complete sublattice of torsp-R, to show that torsp is a complete 
lattice homomorphism, it suffices to show that if CJ, y E Fil-R then torsp CJ ~ torsp y if and only if 
CJ ~ y. This assertion is easily verified j indeed, sufficiency is trivial while necessity follows from 
Lemma3. We show now that torsp is a semigroup homomorphism. Let "J, y E Fil-R and ME 
Mod-R. Then 
(torsp("J·Y))(M) = {XEM:(O:X)E"J.y} 
= {x E M: (3H E "J)[(H 2 (O:x)) & ('Va E H)((O:x):ra) E y)]} 
= {x E M: (3H E "J)[(H 2 (O:x)) & ('Va E H)(xa E (torspy)(M))]) 
(since «O:x):ra) = (O:xa)) 
= {x EM: (3H E "J)[(H 2 (0 : x)) & (xH ~ (torspy)(M))]) 
= {x EM: (3H E "J)[(H 2 (0 : x)) & «0: x + (torspy)(M)) 2 H)]). 
Therefore, if x E (torsp ("J. y))(M) then (0: x + (torspy)(M)) 2 H for some HE "J. It follows that 
(O:x+(torspy)(M))E"J, so 
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x + (torsp ~)(M) E (torsp GJ)(M /(torsp ~)(M)) = ((torsp GJ)· (torsp ~))(M)/(torsp ~)(M). 
If, on the other hand, it is the case that x + (torsp ~)(M) E (torsp GJ)(M /(torsp ~)(M)) then by taking 
H = (0: x + (torsp m( M)), we obtain H E GJ and (0: x + (torsp Q)( M)) = H :2 (0: x), so by the above, 
x E (torsp (GJ· Q))(M)). Thus (torsp (GJ· ~))(M) = ((torsp GJ)· (torsp Q))(M), and so torsp (GJ·~) = 
(torsp GJ) . (torsp Q), as required. 
It remains to show that torsp preserves transfinite powers. We shall prove, using transfinite 
induction on 0', that torsp (GJa) = (torsp GJ)a for all GJ E Fil-R and all ordinals 0' > O. The result is 
trivial if 0' = 1. Suppose the result holds for some ordinal 0' > O. Then 
torsp (GJaEBl) = torsp (GJa . GJ) 
= torsp (GJa ) . torsp GJ (since torsp is a semigroup homomorphism) 
= (torsp GJ)a . torsp GJ (by the inductive hypothesis) 
= (torsp GJ)aEBl. 
If 0' is a limit ordinal and torsp (GJt3) = (torsp GJ)t3 for all positive ordinals f3 < 0' then 
torsp (GJa) = torsp (Vo < t3 < a GJt3) 
= Vo < t3 < a torsp (GJt3) (since torsp is a complete lattice homomorphism) 
= Vo < t3 < a (torsp GJi (by the inductive hypothesis) 
= (torspGJ)a. 0 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and Theorem 1. 7. 
COROLLARY 5. If R is a ring then [Fil-R] du := ([Fil-R] j /I. , V , .) is a lattice ordered 
semigroup. o 
In the sequel to Proposition 1.13, we remarked that if R is a ring with identity then torsp-R 
(unital) is isomorphic (as a complete lattice and as a monoid) to the interval [rzero.1Mod-R] of 
torsp-R. We may therefore conclude from Theorem 4 that 
Fil-R ~ torsp-R (unital). 
We also remarked that if R is an arbitrary ring then 
torsp-R ~ [rzero ' 1Mod- R "'] ~ torsp-R*. 
Since Fil-R* ~ [rzero ' 1Mod- R ",j (by Theorem 4), it follows that 
Fil-R* ~ torsp-R. 
The above isomorphism has an important corollary (already anticipated in the previous section) : since 
Fil-R* is clearly a set, we may regard torsp-R (and hence also tors-R) as a set. Furthermore, if ~ 
is any module subcategory of Mod-R we may also regard torsp-~ and tors-~ as sets 'since both 
structures embed in torsp-R. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let R be a ring and let '1 denote the set of all essential right ideals of R. It 
is well known and not hard to prove that '1 is a right topologizing filter on R. Notice that if M E 
Mod-R then (torsp '1)( M) := {x EM : (0: x) is essential in R R} is precisely the singular submodule 
Z(M) of M (see remarks preceding Proposition 0.9.5). Consequently, we write 
Z = torsp'J. 
It so happens that the ascending chain {Za: O! > O} terminates at an early stage; in fact it can be 
shown that Z2 = Z: see [Ste75, Proposition 6.2, p148]. The torsion radical Z is called the (right) 
Goldie torsion radical and is sometimes also denoted by G. 
§3. JANSIAN AND m-JANSIAN PRERADICALS AND TOPOLOGIZING FILTERS. 
The main purpose of this section is to introduce the notions of a Jansian torsion preradical and 
J ansian topologizing filter, and thereafter, the more refined notions of an m - J ansian torsion preradical 
and m- Jansian topologizing filter where m is an arbitrary regular cardinal. As stated in the 
introduction to this chapter, our major investment will be in the latter two types of notion. Indeed, 
many of the results on J ansian preradicals and topologizing filters presented are intended merely to 
motivate "m- Jansian" analogues. Nevertheless, some results pertaining to the "Jansian" property are 
important in their own right; Proposition 5, for example, shows that the lattice of ideals of an 
arbitrary ring R embeds in the dual of the lattice of all (right) topologizing filters on R. It follows 
therefore that the set of Jansian torsion preradicals on Mod-R carries at least as much information 
about the ring R as does its ideal lattice. We shall have cause to exploit this fact in §5. 
A preradical r on Mod-R is said to be J ansian if its hereditary pre torsion class T T is closed 
under direct products. 
PROPOSITION 1. The following conditions are equivalent for a pre radical r on Mod-R: 
(i) r is J ansian; 
(ii) r( IT i E r M i) = IT i E r r(Mi) for every family {Mi: i E r} of right R-modules. 
Proof· (i) ~ (ii): Let {Mi: i E r} be a family of right R-modules. Then IT i E r r(Mi) IS 
a r-torsion submodule of IT iEr M i, so IT iEr r(Mi) ~ r(IT iEr Mi). But the inclusion 
r( IT j E r' N j) ~ " IT j E r' r(N j) holds for any preradical r and any family of right R-modules 
{N j : j E r'}, so we must have r(IT i E r M i) = ITi E r r(Mi). 
(ii) ~ (i): Let {Mi: i E r} be a subfamily Of T T· Then IT i E r Mi = IT i E r r(Mi) = 
r( ITi E r M i), so ITi E r Mi E T T· Thus r is Jansian. 0 
Recall that if r is a preradical on Mod-R then T denotes the smallest torsion preradical on 
Mod-R such that T ~ r. 
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LEMMA 2. Let r be a preradical on Mod-R. If r is Jansian then so is r. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.5 r(M) = M n r(E(M)) for all ME Mod-R. Let {Mi: i E r} be 
a subfamily of T r . Since Mi E Tr for all i E r we must have Mi ~ r(E(Mi» for all i E r. Hence 
IT i E r Mi ~ IT i E r r(E(Mi» = r( IT i E r E(Mi» E T r (by Proposition 1), so IT i E r Mi E T r' 
Thus r is Jansian. 0 
Henceforth we shall denote by Jans-R the set of all Jansian torsion preradicals on Mod-R. 
PROPOSITION 3. Jans-R is closed under arbitrary meets and finite joins. 
Proof. Let ~ ~ Jans-R and set r = A~. Let {Mi: i E r} be a subfamily of T T' Note 
that for each u E~, we have 
U(ITiEr M i) = IT iEr u(Mi) 2 ITiEr r(Mi) = IT iEr Mi' 
Consequently, r(ITiErMi)= nO'E~u(ITiErMi)= ITiErMi' and so ITiErMiETT' This 
shows that r = A~ E Jans-R. Thus Jans-R is closed under arbitrary meets. Now suppose that ~ is 
a finite subset of Jans-R. It is easily verified that the preradical p defined by p(M) = L 0' E ~ u(M) 
for all ME Mod-R, is the smallest preradical on Mod-R for which p ~ u for all u E ~. (The 
preradical p can be thought of as the join of ~ in the "lattice" of all preradicals.) Certainly then 
p = V~. To show that V ~ is Jansian, it suffices, in view of the previous lemma, to show that p is 
Jansian. Let {Mi: i E r} be a subfamily of T p' We have 
p( IT i E r M i) = L 0' E ~ u( IT i E r M i) 
= L 0' E ~ (IT i E r u( M i)) (by Proposition 1) 
= IT i E r (L 0' E ~ u(Mi)) (because ~ is finite) 
= ITierP(Mi) = ITierMi (because MiETp for all iEr). 
Thus p is Jansian, as required. o 
It foilows from the above that Jans-R is a complete lattice as well as being a sublattice of 
torsp- R. In fact, Jans-R is a meet-complete subsemilattice (but not necessarily a complete 
sublattice) of torsp-R. If.A is a non empty subclass of Mod-R, we shall call A{r E Jans-R: 
T T 2.A} the Jansian torsion pre radical on Mod-R generated by .A. 
If I is an arbitrary ideal of a ring R, we define 1](1) = {A ~ RR: A 2 I}. It is easily verified 
that 1](1) is a right topologizing filter on R which is closed under arbitrary (rather than merely 
finite) intersections. It turns out, in fact, that every right topologizing filter on R which is closed 
under arbitrary intersections arises in this way. 
THEOREM 4. The following conditions are equivalent for a right topologizing filter C} 
on a ring R: 
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(i) GJ is closed under arbitrary intersections; 
(ii) nGJEGJ; 
(iii) GJ = {A :S RR: A ;2 I} := 1](1) for some ideal I of R; 
(iv) GJ = {A :S RR: A ;2 (0: M)} for some ME Mod-R; 
(v) torsp GJ is J ansian. 
Moreover, if GJ is as in (iv), then torspGJ is the Jansian torsion preradical on Mod-R generated 
by M EB 7Lzero ' 
Proo f. (i) => (ii) is obvious and (ii) => (iii) is proved by setting I = n GJ. The equivalence 
of (iii) and (iv) follows immediately from the fact that if I is an ideal of R then the annihilator of 
the right R-module M = R'h 1 I is I. (Recall that R* denotes the Dorroh Extension of R, which 
was defined in Chapter 0, § 4.) 
(iii) => (v): Set r = torspGJ = torsp7J(1). For each ME Mod-R, we have 
r(M) := {x E M: (O:x) E GJ} = {x E M: xl = O}, 
so T T = {M E Mod-R: M I = O}, which is clearly closed under arbitrary direct products. Thus 
r E Jans-R. 
(v) => (i): Let {I j : i E r} be a subfamily of GJ and set r = torsp GJ. Then R'h 1 I j E T T for 
all iEr, so by hypothesis, fLerR'hlljETT. Let x={lR*+Ij}jerE ILerR'hllj. Notice 
that 
Thus GJ is closed under arbitrary intersections. 
Finally, let r = torspGJ with GJ as in (iv) above. Trivially, 7Lzero E T T' Also, if x E M then 
(O:X)EGJ, so xEr(M). Thus METT. It follows that MEB7LzeroETT' Now suppose that 
O"EJans-R and MEBlzeroETI7' We shall demonstrate that O">r. For each xEM, let (O:x)* 
denote the right annihilator of x in R*. Then 
R'h/(O:M) = R'h/n xEM (O:x) = R'h/([nxEM (O:x)*] nR) 
;S [TI xeM R'hI(O:x)*] EB (R'hIRR) == [TIxeM xR*]EB7Lzero 
;S M M EB 7Lzero E T 17 (because 0" is J ansian). 
Now let N E Mod-R and y E r(N). Since (0: y)* ;2 (0: y) ;2 (0: M) and R'h 1(0: M) E T 17' it follows 
that yR* == R'h 1(0: y)* E T 17' i.e., y E O"(N). Hence r(N) ~ O"(N). This shows that r:S 0", as 
required. o 
A right topologizing filter GJ on a ring R will be called a J ansian topologizing filter if it 
satisfies the equivalent conditions of the above theorem. Inasmuch as every r E [r 1M d R] is of 
zero' 0-
the form torsp GJ for a suitable GJ E Fil-R (Theorem 2.4), Theorem 4 shows that every Jansian 
r E [r zero' 1 Mod-R] is of the form torsp 7J( 1) for a suitable ideal I of R. Since J ans-R is a 
sublattice and a meet-complete subsemilattice of torsp-R, it follows from Theorem 4 and Theorem 2.4 
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that {<:f E Fil-R: <:f is Jansian} is a sublattice and a meet-complete subsemilattice of Fil-R. 
The reader will recall that in § 1 and § 2 we showed that [torsp-R] du and [Fil-R] du have the 
structure of lattice ordered semigroups which admit transfinite products (see Theorem 1.7 and 
Corollary 2.5). Likewise, it is possible to define transfinite products in Id R, the lattice ordered 
semi group of ideals of an arbitrary ring R. If [E Id R and a is a positive ordinal, we define: 
[1 = [; 
[oElll = [0. [; and 
[0 = no <13 < 0 [13, if a is a limit ordinal. 
It turns out that the structures [Fil-R] du and Id R are closely connected. The connection is made 
clear in Proposition 5 below. Henceforth, we shall regard TJ as a map from Id R to [Fil-R] duo 
PROPOSITION 5. [f R is a ring then the map TJ: Id R ~ [Fil-R] du is one-to-one and its 
image is the set of all Jansian elements of [Fil-R]du. Furthermore, TJ is a lattice and join-
. complete semilattice homomorphism as well as a semigroup homomorphism. 
Proof. The fact that TJ is one-to-one with image {<:f E [Fil-R]du: <:f is Jansian} is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 4. Clearly, for [, J E Id R, we have TJ( [) ~ TJ( J) if and only if 
[;2 J. Since {<:f E [Fil-R]du: <:f is Jansian} is a sublattice and a join-complete subsemilattice of 
[Fil-R]du, it follows that TJ is a lattice and join-complete semilattice homomorphism. 
It remains to show that TJ is a semigroup homomorphism. If [, J E Id R then 
TJ(I)·TJ(J) = {A~RR:(3KETJ(I))((K;2A) & (Vs EK)((A:rs) ETJ(J)))} 
= {A ~ RR: (3K ~ RR)((K;2 1) & (K;2 A;2 KJ))}. 
If AETJ(I)·TJ(J) then certainly A;2[J, so TJ(I)·TJ(J)~TJ(IJ). Conversely, if AETJ(IJ) then, 
choosing K = [ + A, we have that K;2 [ and K;2 A;2 KJ, so A E TJ(I)· TJ(J). Thus TJ(I)· TJ(J) = 
TJ(IJ), as required. o 
It follows from the above proposition and Theorem 2.4 that the composition of the maps 
IdR __ 11_-+1 [Fil-Rjdu torsp 1 [torsp-Rjdu 
is a lattice and semigroup monomorphism torspoTJ from IdR into [torsp-Rjdu, whose image IS 
{T E Jans-R: T ~ Tzero}du. 
Inasmuch as Gab-R denotes the set of all idempotent elements of Fil-R (see Proposition 2.1) 
and TJ: Id R ~ [Fil-R] du is a semigroup monomorphism, the next result is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 6. The following conditions are equivalent for an ideal [ of a ring R: 
(i) [ is idempotent; 
(ii) 17(1) E Gab-R. 
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o 
PROPOSITION 7. If I is an ideal of a ring R then 17(ICl) 217(I)Cl for all ordinals 
Q > 0, with equality holding whenever Q is finite. 
Proo f · Since 17: Id R _ [Fil-RJ du is a semigroup monomorphism, a straightforward 
inductive argument shows that 17(ICl) = 17(I)Cl for all finite ordinals Q > O. To establish the inequality 
17(1Cl) 2 17(I)Cl for arbitrary ordinals Q, we proceed by transfinite induction. If Q = 1, there is nothing 
to prove. Suppose that 17(1(3):;2 17(1)(3 for all positive (3 < Q. If Q is a successor ordinal, say 
Q = 'Y EEl 1, then 
17(1Cl) = 17( J'Y I) = 17( J'Y) . 17( I) (since 17 is a semigroup homomorphism) 
:;2 17(1)"'( '17(1) (by the inductive hypothesis) 
= 17(I)Cl, 
as required. If Q is a limit ordinal then certainly 1Cl ~ 1(3 whenever 0 < (3 < Q. Since the mapping 
17: IdR - [Fil-RJdu is order preserving, it follows that 17(ICl) 217(1(3) 217(1)(3 whenever 0 < (3 < Q. 
Consequently, 17(1Cl) 2 V 0 < (3 < Cl 17(1)(3 = 17( I)Cl, as required. o 
The following example shows that the inequality in Proposition 7 may be strict in some cases. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the ring R = l and take I = 2l. Clearly IW = no < Cl < W 2Cl l = 0 
so 17(1W) = 17(0). However, if IlJ denotes the topologizing filter of all nonzero ideals then IlJ 2 17(J) for 
all nonzero ideals J of l. In particular then, IlJ 2 Vo < Cl < W 17(1Cl). Therefore, 
o 
Let m be an infinite cardinal. A preradical T on Mod-R is said to be m - J ansian if 
n i E r M i E T T whenever {M i: i E r} is 1l: subfamily of T T with I r I < m, i.e., T T is closed under 
direct products of fewer than m modules. Of course every preradical on Mod-R is No - J ansian. 
Suppose T is m - J ansian with m a singular cardinal and let {M i: i E r} be a subfamily of T T with 
I r I = m. Since m is singular, r has a partition {r x: x E X} such that I r x I < m for all x E X and 
I X I < Ill. It follows from the definition that IL E r M i = Il x E X (Il i E r M i ) E T T' Hence T is x 
Ill+- Jansian. Inasmuch as Ill+ is regular, the previous definition loses no generality by insisting that 
m be regular. 
A simple adaptation of the proof of Proposition 1 yields the following. 
PROPosmON 8. Let m be a regular cardinal. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent for a preradical T on Mod-R: 
(i) T is m-Jansianj 
(ii) T( n i E r Mi) = n i E r T(Mi) for every family {Mi: i E r} of right R-modules such 
that I r I < m. 0 
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If m is a regular cardinal we shall denote by m - J ans-R the set of all m - J ansian elements of 
torsp-R. Clearly then, ~o - J ans-R = torsp-Rand 
Jans- R = n m-Jans-R. 
m~No 
Again, an obvious adaptation of the proofs of Lemma 2 and Proposition 3 yield the following. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let m be a regular cardinal. Then m-Jans-R zs closed under 
arbitrary meets and finite joins. o 
If m is a regular cardinal and .A a nonempty subclass of Mod-R then Proposition 9 allows us 
to define the m-Jansian torsion preradical on Mod-R generated by .A as A{r E m-Jans-R: 
THEOREM 10. Let m be a regular cardinal. Then the following assertions are equivalent 
for a right topologizing filter ~ on a ring R: 
(i) ~ is closed under intersections of fewer than m right ideals; 
(ii) there exists ME Mod-R such that GJ = {A :s RR: A 2 (0: X) for some subset X of 
M with IXI <m}; 
(iii) torsp GJ is m - J ansian. 
Moreover, if GJ is as in (ii), then torspGJ is the m-Jansian torsion preradical on Mod-R 
generated by M EBlzera ' 
Proof· (i) => (iii): Suppose GJ E Fil-R satisfies (i) and set r = torspGJ. Let {M j : i E r} be 
a subfamily of T T with I r / < m. If x = {xi}i ErE [I; E r M i then (0: x) = n i E r (0: Xi) E GJ so 
x E r( I1 i E r MJ This shows that I1 j E r M j E T T' Thus r = torsp GJ is m- Jansian. 
(iii) => (ii): Set r = torsp GJ and M = EB A E GJ R'k / A. Define 0 = {A :s RR: A 2 (0: X) for 
some subset X of M with I X I < m}. For each A E GJ, we have R'k / A E T T' Consequently, 
(O:X)E"J for all xEM. Let X={xi:iEr} be a subfamily of M with /r/<m. Since 
rEm-Jans-R, we have x={Xj}jErEMrETT' so (O:x)=(O:X)EGJ. This shows that . y~GJ. 
Now choose K E "J and x = {x A} A E GJ E M with 
x A := {O, if A ¢ K; 
1 R* + A, if A = K. 
Then K = (0: x) E 0, so GJ ~ O. We conclude that GJ =.0, as required. 
(ii) => (i): Suppose {A j : i E r} is a subfamily of GJ with I r I < m. Then there exist subsets 
Xi of M such that Ai2(0:Xj) and /X·/<m for all iEr. Therefore n· A· :>(O·U . X.) 
t tEr t- . tEr t 
and lUi E r Xi / < m (because m is regular). Thus n j E r Aj E GJ, so (i) holds. 
Finally, let r = torsp"J with "J as in (ii) above. Trivially, Izera E T T' also if x E M then 
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(0: x) E GJ, so x E r( M). Thus MET T' It follows that M ED lLzero E T T' Suppose that (J' E 
m- Jans-R and M ED lLzero E T tT' We shall demonstrate that (J' ~ r. Suppose first that X ~ M with 
I X I < m. F or each x EM, let (0: x) * denote the right annihilator of x in R *. Then 
R~/(O:X) = R~/nxEX (O:x) = R~/([nxEX (O:x)*] nR) 
~ [UxEX R~/(O:x)*] ED (R~/RR) = [UxEX xR*]EDlLzero 
< M X en lL E T (because (J' is m - J ansi an) . 
,....", W zero tr 
Suppose now that N E Mod-R and y E r(N). Then (0: y) ;2 (0: X) for some subset X of M with 
I X I < m. Since (0: y)* ;2 (0: y) ;2 (0: X) and R~ /(0: X) E T tT' it follows that yR* = R~ /(0: y)* 
E T tT' i.e., y E (J'(N). Thus r(N) ~ (J'(N). This shows that r ~ (J', as required. 0 
A right topologizing filter GJ on a ring R which satisfies the equivalent conditions of 
Theorem 10 will be called an m-Jansian topologizing filter. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let m be a regular cardinal. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent for an arbitrary ring R: 
(i) every (J' E [rzerot I Mod- R ] is m-Jansianj 
(ii) every GJ E Fil-R is m- Jansian j 
(iii) for every chain A of right ideals of R with IA I < m, there exist DE A and a 
finite Y~R~ such that (D:rY)~ nA (where (D:rY):={rER:Yr~D})j 
(iv) for every nonzero ordinal (3 < m and every descending chain {Aa: Q E (3} of right 
ideals of R, there exist 'Y E (3 and a finite Y ~ R~ such that (A-y: r Y) ~ n a E {3 Aa 
(where (A-y:rY):= {r E R: Yr ~ A-y})j 
(v) for every ME Mod-R and every subset X of M with I X I < m, there exists a 
finite subset Y of M with (0: Y) ~ (0: X). 
Proof· The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from Theorem 10 and 
Theorem 2.4. 
(ii) ~ (iii): Given A as in (iii), let GJ = {K ~ RR: K ;2 (A: r Y) for some A E A and some 
finite Y~R~}. Then GJEFil-R so GJ is m-Jansian, by (ii). Now A~GJ, since A=(A: r {I R
*}) 
for every A E A, and IA I < m so n A E GJ, which is the desired result. 
(iii) ~ (iv) is immediate. 
(iv) ~ (v): Let ME Mod-R and consider X ~ M with I X 1< m. Let X = {xa: Q E (3} be 
a well ordering of X where, necessarily, the ordinal (3 is less than m. Let Xo = {O} ~ M and for 
each positive Q ~ (3, let Xa = {xo: 0 < Q}. Set Aa = (O:Xa) for each Q ~ (3. We claim that for 
every Q ~ (3, there is a finite subset Z a of M such that Aa;2 (0: Z a)' The proof is by transfinite 
induction on Q. The claim is true for Q = 0, since Ao = R j if it is true for an ordinal Q < (3, it is 
also true for the ordinal QED 1, since we may take ZaE91 = Za U {xa}' Now suppose that Q is a limit 
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ordinal and that the claim is true for all ordinals 6 < 0'. By (iv), there is an ordinal 'Y < 0' and a 





*·mj:i=1,2, . .. ,n} with ajER and mjEZ for all iE 
{I , 2, ... , n}. Define Za = {zaj : z E Z-y and 1 ~ i ~ n} U {zmj : z E Z-y and 1 ~ i ~ n}. Then Za is 
a finite subset of M and the right annihilator in R of Z a is contained in (A-y: r U), and therefore in 
A
a
, as required. Our claim is thus vindicated and in particular, we have (0: X) = AI3 ;2 (0: Y) for 
some finite subset Y of M. This completes the proof of (v). 
(v) ::::} (ii): Let GJ E Fil-R. Certainly, GJ is No-Jansian, so by Theorem 10, there must exist 
an M E Mod-R such that GJ = {A ~ R R: A ;2 (0: X) for some finite subset X of M}. It follows 
from (v) and Theorem 10 that GJ is necessarily m - J ansian. o 
Proposition 11 remains true if the ring R has identity, the interval [T zero' 1Mod- R l m 
condition (i) is replaced by torsp-R (unital), and we replace all occurrences of R* by R and all 
occurrences of Mod-R by Mod-R (unital). 
A nonzero ring R satisfying the equivalent conditions in the above proposition is said to be 
right m- closed. (Of course, every nonzero ring is right No- closed.) Inasmuch as every nonempty 
family of right ideals of a right artinian ring has a minimal member, it is easy to see that condition 
(ii) of Proposition 11 holds for all regular cardinals m whenever R is right artinian. Thus every 
nonzero right artinian ring is right m- closed for all regular cardinals m. It is natural to wonder 
whether there are cardinals m for which the converse is true. In particular, must a right N1- closed 
ring be right artinian? We shall address this question (and some other natural questions) in the next 
section. 
§4. m-CLOSED RINGS. 
The study of m-closed rings (for m ~ Nt) and the comparison of their properties with those 
of artinian rings is motivated by the fact that the following three conditions on a ring R with identity 
are equivalent (see [BB78, Corollary 3.3, p25]) : 
(i) every GJ E Fil-R is J ansian ; 
(ii) every right R-module is finitely annihilated; 
(iii) R is right artinian. 
Two questions arise naturally. First, does the above result hold for nonzero rings without identity? 
We remarked in the sequel to Proposition 3.11 that if R is a nonzero right artinian ring then every 
GJ E Fil-R is m-Jansian for all regular cardinals m. Thus (iii)::::} (i) is certainly valid for rings 
without identity, but does (i) ::::} (ii) ::::} (iii) hold in the more general setting of rings without identity? 
Secondly, are there regular cardinals m such that every right m - closed ring is right artinian? In 
particular, must a right N1- closed ring be right artinian? 
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In Theorem 16 we answer the first question in the affirmative while in Theorem 20 we provide 
a negative answer to the second. More specifically, we show that for every regular cardinal m, there is 
a ring R which is right m - closed but not right n - closed for any regular cardinal n> ID. In fact, we 
shall be able to choose R to be a right chain domain with identity, having just one nontrivial (two-
sided) ideal, such that the chain of all nonzero right ideals of R contains a dually cofinal copy of the 
cardinal m (considered as a well ordered set). It is here that the construction techniques developed in 
Chapter I find application. 
THEOREM 1. Every right ~1- closed ring enjoys the ascending chain condition on right 
topologizing filters. 
Proof. Let R be a right ~1- closed ring and suppose that, contrary to the statement of the 
theorem, there is a strictly ascending chain ':10 ~ ':11 ~ ':12 ~ ... in Fil-R. For each a E ~o' choose 
1 Ct E ':1 Ct(B1 \ ':1 Ct' Consider M = EEl Ct E NO RR /1 Ct' For each 13 E ~o, define x(J3) = {x(J3)Ct} a E No E M 
by 
{ 
lR- + 1 {3 , if a = 13 j 
x(J3)Ct = 
0, if a*- 13, 
and set X = {x(J3) : 13 E ~o}. By Proposition 3.11, there exists a finite subset Y of M such that 
(O:Y) ~ (O:X) = n (O:x(J3)) = n 1{3' 
{3 E No {3 E No 
Since Y is finite, we must have Y ~ EEl Ct E r RR /1 Ct for some finite subset r of ~o. It follows that 
n {3 E No 1 {3 2 (0: Y) E ':1 Ct for some (sufficiently large) a E ~o, a contradiction. 0 
In any complete lattice, the ACC is equivalent to the condition that every element of the 
lattice be compact (in the sense of Chapter 0, § 1). A right topologizing filter ':1 on a ring R is 
compact if and only if there is a right ideal 1 of R such that ':1 is the smallest topologizing filter on 
R with 1 E ':1. Such an ':1 has an explicit description as ':1 = {A ~ RR: A 2 (1: r X) for some finite 
X ~ RR}' It follows from Theorem 3.10 that torsp':1 is the torsion preradical on Mod-R generated 
by R~ /1. (The component lzero referred to in Theorem 3.10 is clearly superfluous in this case, since 
7lzero is an epimorphic image of RR /1.) Also, a routine modification of [GoI87, Propositi~n 2.18, 
p22] shows that under these conditions, the hereditary pretorsion class of torsp':1 consists precisely of 
the homomorphic images of submodules of direct sums of copies of RR /1. As usual, when R has 
identity, we may refine all of the foregoing observations, simply by substituting R for R*, 
Mod-R (unital) for Mod-R, and regarding torsp':1 as an element of torsp-R (unital). 
In Proposition 3.5, we showed that the map TJ: Id R -+ [Fil-R] du is one-to-one and order 
preserving. The following corollary to Theorem 1 is therefore immediate. 
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COROLLARY 2. 
(two-sided) ideals . 
Every right Nl - closed ring enjoys the descending chain condition on 
o 
The next two corollaries are trivial consequences of the above result. 
COROLLARY 3. E very right duo (in particular, every commutative) right Nl-closed ring 
is right artinian. o 
COROLLARY 4. If I is an ideal of a right NI-closed ring Rand (} is an arbitrary 
nonzero ordinal then IO = If3 for some finite ordinal f3. o 
The next corollary also follows easily from Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 5. Let R be a right NI - closed ring. If GJ E Fil- R and (} is an arbitrary 
nonzero ordinal then GJo = GJf3 for some finite ordinal f3 . o 
Since 1/: Id R ~ [Fil-R] du is a semigroup monomorphism, Corollary 5 is just an extension of 
Corollary 4. Recall that if T E torsp-R then there is a (unique) smallest torsion radical greater than 
or equal to T which is expressible in the form TO for some ordinal (} (Proposition 1.9). It follows 
from Corollary 5 that if R is a right NI - closed ring and T E [T zero' 1Mod- R] then T = Tf3 for some 
finite ordinal f3. 
PROPOSITION 6. Given a ring R, let 0 = {A ~ RR: RR / A is artinian}. Then 0 is a 
right topologizing filter on R and the following conditions are equivalent for any right 
topologizing filter GJ on R such that GJ ~ 0: 
(i) GJ satisfies the descending chain condition (i.e., there is no infinite strictly 
descending chain of right ideals in GJ); 
(ii) GJ is J ansian j 
(iii) GJ is NI - J ansian. 
Proo f. The first assertion is well known and follows easily from the fact that the class of 
artinian right R-modules is closed under homomorphic images, submodules and finite direct products. 
(Indeed, if A, BEg and A ~ C ~ RR then RR IC is a homomorphic image of RR I A, while 
RR/(AnB)~(RR/A)(J)(RR/B) and RR/(A:ra)~RR/A for all rER.) 
It is easy to see that (i) => (ii) => (iii) hold for any GJ E Fil-R. 
(iii) => (i): Suppose, contrary to (i), that GJ contains a strictly descending infinite chain of 
right ideals, say Ao -;;. Al -;;. A2 -;;. . ... If I = no E NO Ao then I E GJ ~ 0, hence R R / I 'is artinian. 
But Aol I -;;. Ad I -;;. A2/ I -;;. ... is a strictly descending infinite chain of sub modules of RR / I, a 
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contradiction. o 
Define CiJ = {A :s; RR: A contains a finite intersection of maximal proper right ideals of R}. 
It is easily checked that CiJ is a right topologizing filter on R. We remark that for a proper sub module 
N of a module M R' the module M / N is finitely generated and semisimple if and only if N is a 
finite intersection of maximal proper submodules of M. Indeed, if N is a finite intersection of 
maximal proper submodules Lo' L1, ... , Lk of M then M / N;S . ~ M / L j • Since . ~ M / L j is finitely 1-0 1-0 
generated and semisimple, M / N is finitely generated and semisimple. Conversely, if M / N is nonzero, 
finitely generated and semisimple then M / N = . ~ S · / N for suitable sub modules Sj of M with 
1=0 I 
N ~ Si such that each Sd N is a simple submodule of M / N. It may be c~ecked routinely that L j = 
~ S · is a maximal proper submodule of M for j=O,I, ... ,k, and that .n Lj=N. Consequently, 
i"l" I J = 0 
w/could have defined CiJ as {A:S; RR: RR/A is finitely generated and semisimple}. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let CiJ = {A :s; RR: A contains a finite intersection of maximal proper 
right ideals of R}. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) CiJ is N1-Jansianj 
(ii) RR / n CiJ is a finitely generated semisimple module. 
Proof. It follows from the above remarks that (ii) holds if and only if nCiJ E CiJ, I.e., CiJ IS 
Jansian. By Proposition 6, CiJ is Jansian if and only if (i) holds. o 
We remind the reader that J(R) denotes the Jacobson radical of a ring R. 
COROLLARY 8. If R is a right Nr closed ring then R/ J(R) is a semisimple artinian 
ring,3 and is therefore either zero or isomorphic to a finite direct product of finite dimensional 
matrix rings over division rings. 
Proof· If CiJ is chosen as in Proposition 7, it is obvious that nCiJ ~ J(R), so R/J(R) is a 
semisimple (right) artinian ring. Also, of course, J(R/J(R)) = o. If R/J(R) ~ 0 then by the Artin-
Wedderburn Theorem (Theorem 0.7.1), we must have R/J(R) isomorphic to a finite direct product of 
finite dimensional matrix rings ~/Dj) over division rings Dj for some finite nonzero cardinals Dj. 0 
The next three results will be required in Theorem 15. 
LEMMA 9. Let N be a sub module of a right .R-module M and let CiJ N (resp. CiJ M) be the 
set of all essential submodules of N (resp. M). Let m be an arbitrary infinite cardinal. If CiJ
M 
is closed under intersections of fewer than m submodules then so is CiJ
N
. 
Proof. Let L be a fixed orthogonal complement for N in M. It is known that N $ L is 
3A ring R with identity sueh that R/J(R) is semisimple artinian is called a semiloeal ring-see remarks 
following Theorem 0 .5.4. 
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essential in M. If A E Gj N then A EB L is essential in NEB L which is, in turn, essential in M , so 
A EB L E Gj M' The association A 1-+ A EB L (A E Gj N) therefore defines a map from Gj N to Gj M' Let 
{Ai : i E r} be a subfamily of Gj N with I f I < m. Then {Ai EB L: i E r} is a subfamily of Gj M and so, 
by hypothesis , n i E r (Ai EB L) = (n i E r Ai) EB L E Gj M' Clearly, we must have n i E r Ai E Gj N' 
so Gj N is closed under intersections of fewer than m submodules. o 
A subgroup H of an (additively written) group G will be called an essential subgroup of G 
if H n A '* 0 for all nonzero subgroups A of G. 
LEMMA 10. Let G be a nonzero (additively written) abelian group and let Gj denote the 
set of all essential subgroups of G. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
Gj is closed under countable intersections; 
Gj is closed under arbitrary intersections; 
soc GZ is essential in GZ; 





(v) E( GZ) ~ EB . E r E(l . ) ~ EB i E r l 00 for suitable (not necessarily distinct) positive I PI Pi 
prime integers Pi' indexed by a suitable (not necessarily finite) set f. 
Proof. (ii) ~ (i) is trivial. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from Proposition 0.3.2. 
It follows from Theorem 0.4.3 that every injective Z-module (Le., divisible abelian group) is 
isomorphic to Qr) E!:) ( EB i E r' lpoo) for some set f and some family {Pi: i E f'} of (not necessarily 
distinct) positive prime integers. In view of the fact that G is torsion if and only if E(GZ) is torsion 
(as an abelian group), we may infer the equivalence of (iv) and (v). 
(i) ~ (iv): Suppose G is not torsion. Then the group (Z; + , - , 0) embeds in G. Since Gj is 
closed under countable intersections, it follows from the previous lemma that the set of all nonzero 
subgroups of (Z; + , - , 0) is closed under countable intersections, a contradiction. 
(iv) ~ (iii): Suppose G is torsion and let 0,* x E G. Suppose x has order n E N. Write 
n = mp with m, pEN and p prime. Clearly y = xm has prime order so xl n soc GZ '* O. This 
shows that soc GZ is essential in GZ' o 
If I is an ideal of a ring R then it is a routine matter to check that the map from Fil-R to 
Fil-(R/ I) defined by 
Gj 1-+ {AI I: A E Gj} (Gj E Fil- R) 
is onto and preserves the m- Jansian property. This establishes the first assertion of the next result. 
PROPosmON 11. Let m be a regular cardinal. Then: 
(i) all nonzero homomorphic images of right m- closed rings are right m- closed; 
(ii) every right m- closed ring is isomorphic to a finite direct product of 
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indecomposable right m- closed rings. 
Proof. (i) has been explained above and (ii) follows easily from (i) and Corollary 2. 0 
The converse of (ii) is true for rings with identity and is easy to prove, e.g., by using the 
criteria for m - closure given i~ Proposition 3.11. In other words, a finite direct product of right 
m- closed rings with identity is right m- closed. Consequently, a ring with identity is right m- closed 
if and only if it is isomorphic to a finite direct product of indecomposable right m- closed rings (with 
identity). 
In Corollaries 2 and 8, we exhibited a number of "artinian-like" properties of m - closed rings 
(for m ~ N1). The implied similarity between artinian and m- closed rings will be reinforced by 
Theorem 15, which shows that several large classes of right m- closed rings (m ~ N1) are necessarily 
right artinian. We first need to introduce the notion of "Gabriel dimension". 
Gabriel dimension has as an ancestor the notion of classical Krull dimension, defined originally 
for finite ordinals and commutative rings only (a definition appears in Chapter III, §4), has been 
generalized to arbitrary ordinals and to modules over an arbitrary ring. Gabriel dimension, which 
bears the name of its inventor P. Gabriel [Gab62]' is one of several such generalizations in the 
literature. 
Let R be an arbitrary ring. We define a chain {O'a}a (indexed by the ordinals) of torsion 
radicals on Mod-R as follows: 
(i) 0'0 = O. 
(ii) Suppose that 0' a has been defined. We call a right R-module M a- simple if 
ME F 17 , yet M / NET 17 for all nonzero submodules N of M. Let:l a denote the class of all 
a a 
a-simple right R-modules and let T(:la ) denote the torsion radical on Mod-R generated by :la . We 
define O'aEll1 = O'a V T(:la) (the join is calculated in tors-R). 
(iii) If a is a limit ordinal and 0'(3 has been defined for all ordinals {3 < a, then we define 
0' a = V (3 < a 0'(3 (the join is again, calculated in tors-R). 
We call the chain {O' a} a the Gabriel filtration on Mod-R. If M E Mod-R, we say that 
M has Gabriel dimension if the set of ordinals {3 for which MET is nonempty', if in addition 
17 (3 , , 
a is the least element of this set of ordinals, we say that M has Gabriel dimension a, abbreviated 
G - dim M = a. Thus G - dim M ~ a if and only if MET 17' It is possible that there is no ordinal 
a 
a for which MET 17 • In this case we say that M has no Gabriel dimension. The ring R is said to 
a 
have right Gabriel dimension a if G - dim R R = a. If this is the case for some ordinal a, then R is 
said to have right Gabriel dimension. 
Observe that the 0 - simple right R-modules are precisely the nonzero simple modules. It 
follows that 0'1 is the torsion radical on Mod-R generated by the class of all nonzero simple right 
R-modules. In other words, 0'1 is the smallest torsion radical on Mod-R for which 0'1 (M) 2 soc M 
for all ME Mod-R. Inasmuch as soc denotes the smallest torsion radical on Mod-R for which 
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soc ~ soc E torsp-R, the following lemma is immediate. 
LEMMA 12. If {u o} ° denotes the Gabriel filtration on Mod-R, then u 1 = soc. 
PROPOSITION 13. The following assertions are equivalent for any right R-module M: 
(i) every nonzero homomorphic image of M has a nonzero socle; 
(ii) G - dim M ::; 1 ; 
(iii) soco M = M for some ordinal a. 
o 
Proo f. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows because G - dim M ::; 1 if and only if 
MET and u
1 
= SoC = soco for some ordinal a (by Proposition 1.9). 
0'1 
(i) ~ (iii) : By Proposition 1.9, we may write SoC as soco for some ordinal a. Now 
soc(M/socM)~ soc (M/soc M) =0, so by (i), M/socM=O, Le., socoM=M. 
(iii) ~ (i): Suppose, contrary to (i), that soc (M / N) = 0 for some proper submodule N of 
M. A routine transfinite induction argument shows that soc f3(M / N) = 0 for all ordinals (3 > O. In 
particular, socO(M / N) = O. It follows that (SOCO M)/ N ~ socO(M / N) = 0, so M = soco M = N, a 
contradiction. 0 
A right R-module M which satisfies the equivalent conditions In Proposition 13 above IS 
called semiartinian. 
We introduce another well known generalization of the classical Krull dimension, which IS 
related to Gabriel dimension. 
Let R be an arbitrary ring and ME Mod-R. The (generalized) Krull dimension of M, 
abbreviated K - dim M, is defined as follows: 
(i) If M = 0, then K-dimM = -1. 
(ii) If a is an ordinal and K - dim M f:. a, then K - dim M = a provided that every infinite 
descending chain M = M 0 ;2 M 1 ;2 M 2 ;2 . .. satisfies K - dim (M f3/ M f3 all) < a for some (3 ~ O. 
It is possible that there is no ordinal a such that K - dim M = a, in which case we say that 
M has no Krull dimension. We say that M has Krull dimension if it has Krull dimension a for 
some ordinal a or for a = - 1. The ring R is said to have right Krull dimension a if K - dim R R 
= a, and R is said to have right Krull dimension if this is true for some ordinal a or for a = -1. 
We refer the reader to Gordon and Robson's papers [GR73], [GR74] and to [NV87] for a 
detailed exposition on Gabriel and Krull dimension. 
It is clear from the definition that the right R-modules having Krull dimension 0 are precisely 
the nonzero artinian modules. Note also that K-dimlZ = 1, since every proper factor module of II 
is finite. It is known, more generally, that if R is an arbitrary ring then every noetherian right 
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R-module has (not necessarily finite) Krull dimension (see [GR73, Proposition 1.3, p7] or [NV87, 
Corollary 3.1.8, p124]). 
The following result, which is due to Gordon and Robson, shows that a module with Krull 
dimension must have Gabriel dimension. 
PROPOSITION 14. [GR74, Theorem 2.4, p464] If M lS a right R-module with Krull 
dimension then M has Gabriel dimension and 
K - dim M ~ G - dim M < (K - dim M) E9 1. o 
Following [Fai76, p155], we call a ring R a right B-ring if every nonzero unital right 
R-module contains a maximal proper submodule. 
THEOREM 15. The following conditions are equivalent for a right Nc closed ring R: 
(i) RR has Gabriel dimension; 
(ii) there exists a right R-module M with Gabriel dimension such that (0: M) ~ (0: r R) ; 
(iii) J(R) is nilpotent j 
(iv) R is a right B-ring j 
(v) R is right artinian. 
Proof. (v) => (i) and (i) => (ii) are obvious. 
(ii) => (iii): It follows from Corollary4 that J(R)"Y is idempotent for some finite ordinal 'Y. 
We shall demonstrate that M· J(R)"Y = 0 for all right R-modules M with Gabriel dimension. 
We use transfinite induction on G-dimM. Let {O'a}a be the Gabriel filtration on Mod-R. 
Recall that if 0' is an ordinal then G - dim M ~ 0' if and only if MET (T' If G - dim M = 0 then 
a 
M = 0 and so M· J(R)"Y = O. Now suppose that N· J(R)"Y = 0 for all NET (T and all (3 < 0'. If 
{3 
0' is a limit ordinal then T (T = U (.I < a T (T and therefore N· J(R)"Y = 0 for all NET . Suppose 
a ~ {3 (To 
ex is a successor ordinal, say 0' = {) ED 1, and let M be a {) - simple right R-module. Then 
M / NET (T for all nonzero submodules N of M. By the inductive hypothesis, (M / N)· J(R)"Y = 0 s 
for all nonzero submodules N of M, i.e., 
If L '*' 0 then L is a simple module, in which case, L· J(R)"Y ~ L . J(R) = O. Therefore, 
M· J(R)"Y = M· J(R)"Y· J(R)"Y ~ L· J(R)"Y = O. 
We have thus shown that M·J(R)"Y=O for all MET(TsU{NEMod-R:N is 6-simple}=es, or 
equivalently, es ~ {M E Mod-R: M . J(R)"Y = O}, which is the hereditary pretorsion class of 
torsp TJ(J(R)"Y). Since 0' a is, by definition, the torsion radical on Mod-R generated byes' and 
torsp TJ(J(R)"'f) is itself a torsion radical on Mod-R (Proposition 3.6), it follows that T (T ~ 
a 
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{M E Mod-R: M . J(R)"t = O}. This completes the inductive argument. 
By hypothesis , we may choose ME Mod- R such that M· J(R)"t = 0 and (0: M) ~ (0: r R). 
It follows that R · J(R)"t = 0 so J(R)"t· J(R)"t = J(R)"t = O. Thus J(R) is nilpotent. 
(iii) =* (iv): Suppose J(R)"t = 0 for some finite ordinal 'Y > 0 and let M be a nonzero unital 
right R- module. Note that M· J(R) ~ M, otherwise 
M = M .J(R) = M .J(R)2 = ... = M · J(R)"t = 0, 
a contradiction. Consider the nonzero right R- module N = M I(M . J(R)). Since N· J(R) = 0, we 
may regard N as a unital right module over the ring RI J(R). Inasmuch as M · J(R) ~ M = M R, 
we cannot have RIJ(R) = O. Since RIJ(R) is a nonzero semisimple artinian ring (Corollary8), it 
follows that N is a semisimple right R-module. Consequently, N must contain a maximal proper 
submodule, and it follows that the same is true of M. We conclude that R is a right B-ring. 
(iv) =* (v): Consider the right topologizing filter y = {A ~ RR: RR I A is artinian} on R. 
Since y is Jansian (by Proposition6), 1= ng E g. Suppose 1*0. If 1R = I then, since R is a 
right B- ring, I R has a maximal proper submodule, say K. Now RR I I is artinian since lEg, 
while of course 1RIK is also artinian, so RRIK is artinian (by Theorem 0.3.3), i.e., KEg, 
contradicting the definition of I. Consequently, we must have that I -;; I R. 
Consider the nonzero ring R = RI I R. By Proposition 11, R is right N1- closed while R is 
obviously a right B- ring, since the R- submodule structure of any right R- module coincides with its 
R-module structure. Moreover, {A ~ RR : RRI A is artinian} is a Jansian right topologizing filter on 
R with smallest element I = I I I R * O. We lose no generality, therefore, in identifying Rand Rand 
identifying I and I and assuming that I -;; I R = O. 
Now consider GJ = {A ~ RR: A contains an essential subgroup of the group (I j +, -, O)}. 
We shall show that GJ E Fil-R. The only nontrivial step is verifying that (A: r a) E GJ whenever 
A E GJ and a E R. For each a E R, consider the map 4>a: RR -+ RR defined by 4>a(r) = ar for all 
r E R. It is clear that 4>0 E EndR(RR) and 4>0[1] ~ I (since I is an ideal of R). Furthermore, if 
A ~ RR and A 2 G for some essential subgroup G of (I j +, -,0), then (A: r a) = {r E R: ar E A} 
= 4>;;l[A) 24>;;1[G). Since G is essential in (I j +, -,0), it follows that 4>;;l[G) n I is esse~tial in 
(I j + , - , 0). Thus (A: r a) E GJ, as required. 
Observe, however, that the right ideals of R contained in I are precisely the subgroups of 
(1 j +, - , 0), because 1 R = O. Consequently, setting G = (1 j +, -,0), we have that every essential 
subgroup of G is an element of GJ. By hypothesis, though, GJ is N1-Jansian, so the set of essential 
subgroups of G is closed under countable intersections. By Lemma 10, E(GZ) == $ i E r lpC?O for 
suitable prime integers Pi' i E r. For each finite subset e of r, set Ge = $ i E r\9 ZpC?O ~ ECGZ)' 
Since each Zpoo satisfies the DCC on subgroups (see remarks preceding TheoremOA.3), it Ifollows that 
I 
E(G71)1Ge == $ i Eel 00 satisfies the DCC on subgroups. Now 
Pi 
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so G /( G n Ge) satisfies the DCC on subgroups. Again, since I R = 0, G n Ge is a right ideal of R 
and so I R / (G n Ge) is an artinian module. Since R R / I is artinian, we must have that 
RR /(G n Ge) is artinian, which contradicts the minimality of I unless G n Ge = G, i.e., G ~ Ge· 
We therefore have G ~ Ge = ~ i E r\0 7Lp?O for all finite subsets e of f. But this can only be the 
I 
case if G = 0, contradicting our assumption that I ~ I R = O. It follows that 0 = I E 
{A :S RR: RR / A is artinian}, i.e., R is right artinian. o 
It follows from the above theorem that any ring with right Krull dimension (in particular, 
any right noetherian ring) which is right N1- closed is right artinian. 
Condition (iii) of Theorem 15 points to the fact that IIi -closure is a highly asymmetric 
property: if R is a ring which is right but not left artinian then R is right m- closed for all 
regular cardinals m, but since J(R) is nilpotent (Proposition 0.5.5), R is left m- closed only for 
m = No. (We remind the reader that the upper triangular 2 x 2 matrix ring (~ :) is an example 
of a right but not left artinian ring.) 
The following result generalizes [BB78, Corollary 3.3, p25] to rings without identity. Its proof 
makes use of the previous theorem. 
THEOREM 16. The following conditions on a nonzero ring R are equivalent: 
(i) every u E [T zero' 1Mod- R ] is J ansian j 
(ii) every '5 E Fil-R is Jansian j 
(iii) every right R-module is finitely annihilated j 
(iv) R is right artinian. 
Proof· The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from Theorems 2.4 and 3.4. 
(iv) => (iii): Let ME Mod-R. Since R is right artinian, the set {(O: Y): Y is a finite subset 
of M} must have a minimal member, say (0: X). The minimality of (0: X) clearly implies that 
(0: X) = (0: M). Thus M is finitely annihilated. 
(iii) => (ii): Let '5 E Fil-R. By Theorem 3.10 «i) => (ii)), there exists ME Mod-R such that 
'5 = {A :S RR: A 2 (0: X) for some finite X ~ M}. By hypothesis, n'5 = (0: M) = (0: X) for some 
finite subset X of M, so n'5 E '5, i.e., '5 is Jansian. 
(ii) => (iv): Let I be an arbitrary proper ideal of R. Let '51 denote the set of all essential 
submodules of R R / I and define '5 = {A :S R R: A 2 I and AI I E '51}. It is a routine matter to 
check that '5 E Fil-R and that (n'5)II = n'51. By hypothesis, n'5 E '5, whence n'51 E '51' i.e., 
n '51 is an essential submodule of R R / I. Recalling, however, that n '51 = soc (R R / I) 
(Proposition 0.3.2), we find that we have proved that soc(RR/I) * 0 for all proper ideals I of R. 
Now consider the torsion preradical soc on Mod-R. By Proposition 1.9, soc = soca E tors-R for 
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some ordinal a. Since soc(RR/soc(RR)) = 0, it follows from the above argument that RR = 
soc (R R) = soca ( R R)' By Proposition 13, G - dim R R = 1. The fact that R is right artinian follows 
from Theorem 15. 0 
If m is an arbitrary nonzero cardinal and R an arbitrary ring, we shall say that a right 
R - module M is m - annihilated if there exists a subset X of M such that 1 X 1 < m + 1 and (0: X) 
= (0: M). Thus every module M R is m- annihilated for some m ~ 1 M 1+ and an ~o- annihilated 
module is just a finitely annihilated module. The following lemma is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 3.11 (v). 
LEMMA 17. Let m be a regular cardinal. If a ring R is right m- closed then every 
m- annihilated right R-module is finitely annihilated. o 
PROPOSITION 18. Let m be a regular cardinal. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) R is right artinian j 
(ii) R is right m- closed and satisfies the right m- DCC. 
Proof· One implication is trivial. Conversely, assume that (ii) holds and let ME Mod-R. 
We claim that M is finitely annihilated which, since M was arbitrary, will establish the result (in 
view of Theorem 16 ((iii) ¢:} (iv)). 
By the previous lemma, it suffices to show that M is m- annihilated. Select Xo E M and set 
Xo={xo} and Io=(O:Xo). If Ia=(O:Xa) has been defined, set Iaan=Ia if Ia=(O:M)j 
otherwise choose xaE91 EM such that (0: Xa U {xaE91 }) ~ (0: Xa) and set XaE91 = Xa U {xaE91 } and 
IaE91 = (0:XaE91 )· If a is a limit ordinal, set Xa = U-y<a X-y and Ia = (O:Xa)' The m-DCC 
implies the existence of a "y < m such that I -y = I a for all a > "y. Thus (0: M) = I -y = 
(0: X -y) and 1 X -y 1 < m, by the regularity of m. 0 
For the results of this section to be considered significant, one must be able to cite examples of 
right m - closed rings which are not right artinian, at least for m = ~1' The following (known) result 
suggests right chain rings as a convenient source of examples, because it says that their right 
topologizing filters are very conspicuous. We include the proof for the sake of completeness. 
PROPOSITION 19. [DV88, Lemma 6, p24] Let R be a nonzero right chain ring. If I is a 
pro per ideal of R then r;( I) := {A ~ R R: A -;:;. I} E Fil-R. Moreover, every GJ E Fil-R is of the 
form GJ = TJ(I) = {A ~ RR: A 2 I} or GJ = r;(I) for some ideal I of R. 
Proof· Let I be a proper ideal of R. Obviously, if A E r;(I) and A ~ B ~ RR then 
BE r;(I). Since R is a right chain ring, An B = B or An B = A and in either case trivially , , 
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AnBEr;(I). Suppose AEr;(1) and sER. If sR~A then (A:rs)=R~I so (A:rs) Er;(1). If 
sR 1:. A then sR 2 A. Take t E A\I and write t = sb with bE R. Clearly, bE (A:rs), yet b rJ. I 
(since t rJ. I). Therefore (A: r s) ~ I, i.e., (A: r s) E r;(I). This shows that r;(I) E Fil-R. 
If GJ E Fil-R then 1= nGJ is an ideal of Rand GJ ~ 1/(1). Suppose GJ ~ 1/(1), Le., I rJ. GJ. 
Given any A E r;(I), we must have A ~ I = n GJ, so there must exist some K E GJ such that A 1:. K. 
But then A 2 K, by hypothesis, so A E GJ. It follows that r;(1) ~ GJ ~ 1/(1). This forces GJ = r;(I). 0 
THEOREM 20. Let m be an arbitrary regular cardinal. Then there exists a ring with 
identity which is right m-closed but not right n-closed for any regular cardinal n> m. 
Proof. Let R be a right chain domain with identity which contains a unique nontrivial ideal 
P , such that the chain of nonzero right ideals of R contains a dually cofinal copy of the well ordered 
set m, ordered in the natural way, as an ordinal. (N ote that it follows from Lemma 0.1.2 and the 
regularity of m that the chain of nonzero right ideals of R, ordered by reversed set inclusion, has 
cofinality m.) A ring R with these properties exists, by Theorem 1.5.3: take L to be the two-element 
chain {a,b} with a < b and take C(a,b) to be m. It follows that 1/(P) = {P,R} and r;(0) = 
{A ~ RR: A * O} are the only nontrivial right topologizing filters on R. Trivially, 1/(P) is Jansian, 
hence all elements of Fil-R other than r;(0) are Jansian. We claim that the filter r;(0) is m-Jansian. 
Indeed, if y ~ r;(0) with I y I < m then since m is the cofinality of (r;(O); 2), the set g must be 
bounded above in (r;(O); 2) (Le., bounded below in (r;(O); ~ )), which means that n g E r;(0). This 
shows that r;( 0) is m - J ansian. 
Let .A = ({Au: a E m}; 2) be a subchain of the chain (r;(O); 2), such that .A is order 
isomorphic to (m;~) and {Aa:aEm} is cofinal in (r;(O);2). By the assumption about 
cofinality, we have na E m Aa = 0 rJ. r;(O). Therefore, for any cardinal n> m (even a singular 
cardinal n), the filter r;(O) is not closed under intersections of fewer than n right ideals. In 
particular, for every regular cardinal n> m, r;(0) is not n-Jansian. This shows that R is right 
m- closed and is not right n- closed for any regular n> m. o 
§ 5. MORITA EQUIVALENCE. 
The reader will recall that if Rand S are rings with identity then Rand S are said to be 
(right) Morita equivalent if the categories of unital right R-modules and unital right S-modules are 
equivalent in the usual category theoretic sense. (A detailed exposition on Morita equivalence for rings 
with identity may be found in [AF74].) 
We shall need to have a more general definition of Morita equivalence for rings without 
identity. This raises the question: if the rings Rand S lack identity and are to be called Morita 
equivalent in some general sense, which subcategories of their module categories should be required by 
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our definition to be equivalent categories? The obvious candidates are the (respective) subcategories 
consisting of all unital modules (recall that a module M R is called unital if and only if M R = M). A 
difficulty with this choice is that the subcategory of all unital modules over the ring R is not, m 
general, closed under subobjects and direct products. One way of circumventing this problem is to 
restrict further the subcategory of modules in question and, if necessary, to impose certain "possession 
of identity" -like conditions on the rings Rand S. There are several approaches to Morita 
equivalence for rings without identity which follow this strategy, each of which gives rise to a slightly 
different notion of Morita equivalence. (See for example, [FuI74], [Gar91], [Gar], [GSa89] ,[GSi91], 
[XST] and [Abr83].) A shortcoming of some of these approaches is the lack of left-right symmetry. 
Indeed, unlike the classical notion of Morita equivalence, which is left-right symmetric, some of the 
generalized notions _ are asymmetric. Again, this can be remedied, but only at the cost of imposing 
further conditions on the rings. 
We have therefore chosen to adopt our own definition of (generalized) Morita equivalence, 
which appears to be as general as any of the definitions in the above references; it is certainly more 
general than some of them. This has the effect that where we prove a ring theoretic property to be 
Morita invariant, we obtain a theorem that is as strong as would seem to be possible . . The account we 
give is intended to be as self-contained as possible. 
We shall call rings Rand S (right) Morita * - equivalent if the categories Mod-Rand 
Mod-S are equivalent categories, that is to say, there exist additive covariant functors 
F: Mod-R --- Mod-S and G: Mod-S --- Mod-R such that GF ~ 1Mod- R and FG ~ 1Mod- S' 
Recall that such F and G are referred to as inverse (additive) category equivalences. Recall also 
that R* denotes the Dorroh Extension of R: see Chapter 0, §4. Identifying Mod-R with Mod-R* 
(unital), we observe that rings Rand S are (right) Morita *-equivalent if and only if R* and S* are 
(right) Morita equivalent in the classical sense. (This explains our choice of the expression "Morita 
* - equivalent".) Since the classical notion of Morita equivalence is left-right symmetric, this 
observation serves to show that Morita * - equivalence is also a left-right symmetric notion. For this 
reason we may omit the prefix "right" and speak of Morita * - equivalent rings. Furthermore, it can be 
shown that if the rings Rand S possess identities, then Rand S will be Morita * - equivalent if and 
only if they are Morita equivalent in the classical sense. Thus our definition of equivalence extends the 
classical one. 
Suppose Rand S are Morita * - equivalent rings whose equivalence is established by inverse 
additive category equivalences F: Mod-R --- Mod-S and G: Mod-S ___ Mod-R. Inasmuch as these 
category eq~ivalences preserve monomorphisms, epimorphisms and direct sums [AF74, 
Proposition 21.2, p252 & Proposition 21.5, p255]4, the mapping from the set of all hereditary pretorsion 
classes of Mod-R to the set of all hereditary pre torsion classes of Mod-S, defined by e 1-+ F[e], is a 
4 
Although Anderson and Fuller assume their rings to have identity, it is easy to see that Propositions 21.2, 
21.4 and 21.5 of [AF14] are valid for rings without identity also. This is because a category equivalence F from 
Mod-R to Mod-S may be regarded as a functor from Mod-R· (unital) to Mod-S· (unital). 
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bijection. Furthermore, it is clear that the inverse of this mapping is defined by G] 1-+ G[G]l, G] a 
hereditary pretorsion class of Mod-S. Notice also that if e is a hereditary pretorsion class of Mod-R 
then F restricts to an additive category equivalence from the full subcategory of Mod-R on e to the 
full subcategory of Mod-S on F[el. 
An additive category equivalence F: Mod-R - Mod-S induces a map F: torsp-R -
torsp-S defined as follows. Let u E torsp-R. Then T tT is a hereditary pre torsion class on Mod-R, 
by Proposition 1.3. As noted above, F[T tTl is a hereditary pretorsion class on Mod-S which, by 
Theorem 1.4, corresponds with the hereditary pretorsion class of a unique torsion preradical on 
Mod-S, which we shall denote by F(u). Thus F[T tTl = T F(tT) for all u E torsp-R. We also point 
out that since F preserves monomorphisms [AF74, Proposition 21.2, p252]' if T E torsp-R, 
M E Mod-Rand L: T( M) - M denotes the natural embedding, then F( T( M)) can be identified, via 
the monomorphism F(L), with a submodule of F(M). This interpretation is implicit in the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let Rand S be Morita * -equivalent rings and let F: Mod-R - Mod-S and 
G: Mod-S - Mod-R be inverse additive category equivalences. If T E torsp-R then F(r(M)) = 
F(T)(F(M)) for all ME Mod-R. 
Proof· Inasmuch as F(T)(F(M)) is the unique maximal submodule of F(M) contained in 
T ~( )' it suffices to show that, given any NET ~ and any monomorphism a: N _ F(M), there 
F r F(r) 




N I F(T(M)) 
Since FG == 1Mod- S ' there exists an isomorphism (N: FG(N) - N. By [AF74, Proposition 21.2, 
p252]' the restriction of F to HomR(G(N) , M) defines a bijection from HomR(G(N) , M) to 
Homs(FG(N) , F(M)) with the property that for every p E HomR(G(N) , M), F(p) is a mono-
morphism if and only if p is a monomorphism. Consequently, there must exist a monomorphism 
p E HomR(G(N) , M) such that a(N = F(p). Now consider the following diagram in Mod-R. 
M 
/~ 
G(N) ___ 'Y __ --+l T(M) 
Since FG(N) == NET F(r) = F[T r], it follows that G(N) E T r and so there must exist a mono-
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morphism 'Y: G(N) -+ r(M) which makes the above diagram commute. We therefore obtain the 
following commutative diagram in Mod-S. 
N ----Q----+1 F(M) 
'N (iso) F(t) 
F(p) 
FG(N) ___ F_h_) _--+1 F( r(M)) 
Clearly then, f3 = F( 'Y) ("f/ : N -+ F( r( M)) IS the required monomorphism. Thus F( r( M)) = 
F(r)(F(M)). 0 
THEOREM 2. Let Rand S be Morita *- equivalent rings and let F: Mod-R -+ Mod-S 
and G: Mod- S -+ Mod-R be inverse additive category equivalences. Then the maps F: torsp-R 
-+ torsp-S and C: torsp-S -+ torsp- R are mutually inverse lattice and monoid isomorphisms. 
Proof. It was pointed out in the remarks preceding Lemma 1 that F and Care 'mutually 
inverse bijections. It is also obvious that F and C are order preserving. It remains to show that F 
and Care semigroup homomorphisms. Let u, r E torsp-R and suppose that NET ~ = 
F(cr· r) 
F[T cr. rl· Then N = F(M) for some MET cr. r' Consider the exact sequence 
0----+ r(M) ~ M ~ M/r(M) ----+ 0 
In Mod-R. This induces an exact sequence 
F(t} F(lI') 
0----+ F(r(M)) ----+ F(M) ----+ F(M /r(M)) ----+ 0 
in Mod-S (see [AF74, Proposition 21.4, p254]). Since MET cr. r' we have M /r(M) E T cr' and so 
F(M)/F(r(M)) ~ F(M/r(M)) E F[Tcrl = TF(cr), 
By the previous lemma, F(r(M)) = F(r)(F(M)). Hence F(M)/F(r)(F(M)) E T ~ ,from which it 
F(cr) 
follows that N = F(M) E T ~ ~. Thus T ~ c T ~ ~ i.e. F(u. r) < F(u), F(r) F(cr). F(r) F(cr. r) - F(cr). F(r)" - . 
By symmetry, we have that 
u· r = CF(u, r) ~ C(F(u), F(r)) ~ CF(u) , CF(r) = U· r, 
consequently, U· r = C(F(u). F(r)). But then 
F(u, r) = FC(F(u). F(r)) = F(u), F(r). 
Thus F(u. r) = F(u). F(r), as required. A similar argument shows that C is also a semigroup 
homomorphism. o 
In the next result we demonstrate that the map F: torsp-R -+ torsp-S preserves, in addition, 
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the m- Jansian property. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let Rand S be Morita * - equivalent rings with F: Mod-R --+ Mod-S 
an additive category equivalence. Let m be a regular cardinal. Then U E torsp-R is m-Jansian if 
and only if F(u) E torsp-S is m-Jansian. 
Proo f. By symmetry, it suffices to show that F( u) E torsp-S is m - J ansian whenever u E 
torsp-R is m- Jansian. Suppose that u E torsp-R is m- Jansian. Let {N j : i E r} be a subfamily of 
T ~ = F[T ] with I r I < m. Write each N j as F(M j ), M j E T (T' By hypothesis, u is F(IT) IT 
m-Jansian, so It E r M j E T (T' Since F preserves direct products [AF74, Proposition 21.5, p255], it 
follows that It E r N j = It E r F(Mj) ~ F(fL E r M j) E F[T (T] =T F((T)' This shows that F(u) IS 
m - J ansian, as required. o 
Let R be an arbitrary ring and consider its Dorroh Extension R*. Working in Mod-R*, we 
deduce from Proposition 3.5 that the map torsp 0 17: Id R* --+ {T E Jans-R* : T 2: T zero}du is an 




*] ~ torsp-R* can be identified 
with torsp-R (see remarks at end of §1), we may identify {T E Jans-R*: T 2: Tzero}du with 
[Jans-R] duo Under this identification, torsp 0 17 constitutes an isomorphism of lattice ordered monoids 
from Id R* to [J ans-R] duo (The action of torsp 017 can be described explicitly: if I is an ideal of 
R* and ME Mod-R then ((torsp 0 17)(I))(M) = {x E M R*: xl = O}.) Suppose now that Rand S 
are Morita *-equivalent rings and that F: Mod-R --+ Mod-S and G: Mod-S --+ Mod-R are inverse 
additive category equivalences. It follows from Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 that F: torsp-R 
--+ torsp-S restricts to an isomorphism of lattice ordered monoids from Jans-R to Jans-S. The next 
result is self-evident if one considers the following diagram. 
* torsp 0 '1 d Id R ----------+1 (Jans-R] u 
(iso) 
(iso) (iso) F 
* torsp 0 '1 d Id S ---------+1 [Jans-S] u 
(iso) 
PROPosmON 4. If Rand S are Morita * - equivalent rings then Id R* and Id S* are 
isomorphic as lattice ordered monoids. o 
Our main objective is to prove Theorem 10, which asserts that if m is an arbitrary regular 
cardinal then the ring theoretic property of being right m - closed is Morita * -invariant, by which we 
mean that the class of all right m - closed rings is closed under Morita * -equivalence. Proposition 4 
above is a key result in our approach to this goal. In using Proposition 4, however, we shall encounter 
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the problem of how to distinguish Rand S from other ideals in their respective Dorroh Extensions, in 
purely lattice and semigroup theoretic terms. This difficulty will be overcome only in Lemma 9 and 
requires several preparatory lemmas. 
We call two ideals A and B of a ring incomparable if A Cf:. Band B Cf:. A. 
LEMMA 5. If a ring R satisfies the descending chain condition on ideals then any set of 
pairwise incomparable prime ideals of R is finite. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that R is a ring with the DCC on ideals which contains an 
infinite sequence of pairwise incomparable prime ideals PI' P 2 , P3 ,.... Consider the descending chain 
of ideals 
Clearly the containment P I ;2 PI n P 2 must be strict, since PI Cf:. P2· If PI n P2 = PI n P 2 n P 3 
then P
3
;2 PI n P 2 ;2 P IP2, which implies P 3 ;2 PI or P 3 ;2 P 2 since P 3 is prime. This again 
contradicts our assumption that the Pi are pairwise incomparable, so we must have PI n P 2 ~ 
PIn P 2 n P 3' A routine inductive argument can be used to show that PIn P 2 n ... n P n ~ 
PIn P 2 n ... n P n+I for all positive integers n, violating the DCC on ideals. 0 
The requirement of pairwise incomparability may not be dropped from the above lemma. For 
example, it follows from Proposition 0.9.3, that if V is any left vector space of dimension Nw over a 
division ring D, then the ideal lattice of the left full linear ring R = EndvV, is an infinite chain 
isomorphic to the ordinal w $ 1. Therefore R enjoys the DCC on ideals. Since R is also (von 
Neumann) regular (Theorem 0.9.4), every right ideal of R is idempotent by Theorem 0.9.2, from 
which it follows easily that every proper ideal of R is prime. 
We remind the reader that whereas every maximal proper ideal in a ring with identity is a 
prime ideal, a ring without identity may possess non-prime maximal proper ideals. 
LEMMA 6. If M is a maximal proper ideal of a ring R but M is not a prime ideal of 
R then R2 ~ M. 
Proo f. Since M is not a prime ideal of R, there exist ideals A and B of R such that 
AB ~ M but A Cf:. M and B C{; M. It follows that (A + M)(B + M) ~ M. By hypothesis, smce 
A,BC{;M, we must have A+M=B+M=R. Thus R2~M. o 
LEMMA 1. Let G be an abelian group satisfying the descending chain condition on 
subgroups. Then G has only finitely many maximal proper subgroups. 
Proof· Let.At, denote the family of all finite intersections of maximal proper subgroups of 
G. Inasmuch as G satisfies the DCC on subgroups, .At, has a minimal member, say H = 
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MIn M 2 n .. . n M n' with each Mia maximal proper subgroup of G. Every maximal proper 
subgroup of G must contain H (by minimality of H). Consider the factor group GIH. Notice that 
n 
GIH embeds canonically in a finite direct sum of simple abelian groups, namely . (fl G I Mi' 
1=1 
Consequently, G I H is finite, so G I H has only finitely many maximal proper subgroups. Since every 
maximal proper subgroup of G contains H , it follows that G has only finitely many maximal proper 
subgroups. o 
Lemma 7 is really just a special case (when R2 = 0) of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 8. A right 'N1- closed ring contains only finitely many maximal proper 
ideals. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that R is a right 'Nl-closed ring containing infinitely many 
maximal proper ideals. Since R satisfies the DCC on ideals (Corollary 4.2), it follows from Lemma 5 
that R has only finitely many maximal proper ideals which are prime. Consequently, the set of non-
prime maximal proper ideals of R, say {Mi: i E r}, is infinite. Because R satisfies the DCC on 
ideals, the set of all finite intersections of non-prime maximal proper ideals has a smallest member, say 
A = ni E r' M i , with r ' a finite subset of r. By Lemma 6, R2 ~ A. Now consider the ring 
R = RIA. By Proposition4.11, R is right 'Nrclosed. Moreover, {MdA: i E r} is an infinite set of 
maximal proper ideals of R. Notice also that R2 = 0 because A;2 R2. It follows that the subgroups 
of (R; +, -,0) are precisely the ideals of R. Consequently, the abelian group (R; +, -,0) satisfies 
the DCC on subgroups, and so, by Lemma 7, has only finitely many maximal proper subgroups. But 
this implies that R has only finitely many maximal proper ideals, a contradiction. 0 
LEMMA 9. Let Rand S be rings and suppose that 4>: Id R* -+ Id S* is a lattice 
isomorphism. If S contains only finitely many maximal proper ideals then 4>(R) = Sand 4> 
restricts to an isomorphism from Id R onto Id S. 
Proof· Let ~ denote the set of positive prime integers. For each p E ':]I, set I p = 
{I R* ' r + 1 R*' m : r E R, mE pl} ~ R*. Observe that 1 p is a maximal proper ideal of R*, from 
which it follows that 4>(1 p) is a maximal proper ideal of S*. Let ':]I' = {p E ':]I: 4>(1 p) ;2 S}. We 
claim that ':]I' is infinite. For suppose ':]I' is finite. Then I ':]1\ ':]I' I = 'No. Take p, q E ':]1\ ':]I' with 
p * q, and suppose that 4>(1 p) n S = 4>(1 q) n S. Then S s I (4)( 1 p) n S) * 0 (because 4>(1 p) "p. S) and 
Ssl(4)(lp)nS) ;::: (Ss+4>(Ip))/4>(1p) = S;/4>(1p), 
because of the maximality of 4>(1 p)' Similarly, 
S;/4>(Iq) ;::: Ss/(4)(1q)nS) = Ss/(4)(1p)nS) ;::: S;/4>(I p)' 
Since S; /4>(1 q) and S; /4>(1 p) are isomorphic right S-modules, we must have that 
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¢(Iq) = (O:r s~N(Iq)) = (o:r S~N(Ip)) = ¢(Ip)' 
so I q = I p' a contradiction. We conclude that I {¢( I p) n S : p E c:P\ c:P'} I = I c:P\ c:P' I = No' Since each 
¢(I p) n S is a maximal proper ideal of S, this contradicts our hypothesis. Therefore c:P' is infinite, as 
claimed. Inasmuch as any infinite family of prime ideals of the ring 71. has trivial intersection, it 
follows that R = n p E c:P' I p' so ¢(R) = ¢( n p E c:P' I p) = n p E c:P' ¢(I p) ;2 S. Since the intervals 
[R, R*] and [S, S*] in Id R* and Id S* (respectively) are both isomorphic to Id 71., we clearly cannot 
have ¢(R) -;;;. S, so ¢(R) = S. It follows that ¢ restricts to a lattice isomorphism from [0, R] onto 
[D,S]. 0 
THEOREM 10. Let Rand S be Morita * -equivalent rings and let m be a regular 
cardinal. If S is right m- closed then so is R. In other words, the property of being right 
m- closed is Morita * -invariant. 
Proof. Let F: Mod-R -+ Mod-S be an additive category equivalence. We know from 
Theorem 2 that F: torsp-R -+ torsp-S is a lattice and monoid isomorphism. Consider the following 
diagram. 
torsp 0 11 d 
IdR* ----=------+1 [torsp-R] U 
(iso) (iso) F 
* torsp 0 11 d IdS ------.:....-----+1 [torsp-S] U 
We also know that the isomorphism F: torsp-R -+ torsp-S induces an isomorphism from Id R* to 
Id S* which makes the above diagram commute (see the remarks preceding Proposition 4). 
By the previous lemma, this isomorphism sends REId R* to S E Id S*. It follows that 
F(Tzero) = F((torspo7])(R)) = (torspo7])(S) = Tzero E torsp-S. 
Thus F restricts to a map from [Tzero ' 1Mod- R ] onto [Tzero ' 1Mod- S ]' Since S is right m~closed, 
we may conclude, using Proposition 3, that every O'E[Tzero ' 1Mod- R ] is m-Jansian. Thus R is 
right m- closed. o 
We remarked earlier that if Rand S are rings with identity then Rand S will be Morita 
* -equivalent if and only if they are equivalent in the classical Morita sense. The next result is 
therefore an immediate consequence of Theorem 10. 
COROLLARY 11. Let Rand S be rings with identity which are Morita equivalent and 
let m be a regular cardinal. If S is right m- closed then so is R. o 
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It is also possible to prove Corollary 11 using the following more direct argument. Any given 
additive category equivalence from Mod-R (unital) to Mod- S (unital) can be extended, in a natural 
way, to an additive category equivalence F: Mod-R -+ Mod-S. Since F[Mod-R (unital)] = 
Mod- S(unital) , it is not difficult to show that F[Mod-R(zero)] = Mod-S(zero). Consequently, the 
induced isomorphism F: torsp-R -+ torsp-S sends Tzero E torsp- R to Tzero E torsp-S, so F restricts 
to an isomorphism from [Tzero,IMod-R] onto [Tzero,IMod- S]' For any regular cardinal m, 
therefore, it follows that R is right m - closed if and only if S is right m - closed. 
§6. m-JANSIAN PRERADICALS ON PRIME RINGS. 
The principal notion to be introduced and studied in this section is that of a ring which is 
"right prime of bound m" , for a ftxed cardinal m. In fact, most of the remainder of this dissertation 
is devoted to an investigation of rings with this property. This notion of primeness relative to cardinal 
bounds induces a partition of the class of all prime rings into subclasses corresponding to the positive 
cardinals. The resulting classiftcation of prime rings (ftrst proposed in [Raf87]) extends the 
classiftcation of strongly prime rings found in [GH75], [GHL74] and [HL75]. 
The notion of a ring which is "right prime of bound m" owes its deftnition to Theorem 3, 
which is the main result of this section. In it we establish a number of torsion theoretic 
characterizations of rings which are right prime of bound m while in Theorem 6 we characterize the 
same rings in categorical terms. 
Let ME Mod- R. Recall that if m is an arbitrary cardinal then I1 ~m) M denotes the 
submodule of M r consisting of all x E M r for which 1 supp xl < max {m, ~o}. Recall also that M is 
said to be faithful if (0: M) = O. If m is an arbitrary nonzero cardinal we shall call M 
m - faithful if there is a subset X of M with 1 X 1 < m + 1, such that (0: X) = 0 j we call an ideal 
I of R right m- faithful if the module IRis m- faithful. Clearly, if M is faithful then M is 
m - faithful for some m ~ 1 M 1+, and M is m - faithful if and only if M is faithful and 
m-annihilated. An No-faithful module is often called cofaithful in the literature. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let m be an arbitrary nonzero cardinal. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent for a right R-module M: 
(i) M is m- faithful j 
(ii) I1~) M contains an element with zero right annihilator j 
(iii) R~ embeds into (I1~) M) EB Zzero' 
Moreover , if R possesses an element e such that (0: r e) = 0 (e.g., if R has an identity), then the 
above conditions are equivalent also to: 
(iv) RR embeds into I1~) M. 
Proof· (i) ~ (ii): Let X ~ M with 1 X 1< m + 1 and (0: X) = O. Write X = {xi: i E r} 
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with Irl<m+1. Define xEMr by x={xi}iEr' Then (O:x)=niEr(O:xi)=(O:X)=O. 
Clearly, since I r 1< m+ 1, M r embeds into f1~) M, so (ii) is satisfied. 
(ii) => (iii): Suppose x E f1~) M has zero annihilator in R. Define a map 
~ : Rh - (f1~) M) $Izero 
by ~(1 R* ' r + 1 R*' m) = (xr + xm, m) for r E R, mEl. It is straightforward to check that · ~ 
is an R-module homomorphism. Moreover, 
~(IR*·r + l R*·m) = 0 => (xr + xm, m) = 0 
=> m=O and xr = 0 
=> m=O and x=o (because (O:x)= O 
=> l R*·r + l R*·m = O. 
Thus ~ is a monomorphism, proving (iii) . 
Note that the restriction of the map ~ to RR is also an R-monomorphism from RR into 
f1~) M (defined by ~(r) = xr for all r E R), so we have also proved that (ii) => (iv) in general. 
Conversely, it is obvious that if R possesses an element e such that (0: r e) = 0, then (iv) => (ii). 
(iii) => (i): Let ~: Rh -+ (f1~) M) $Izero be an R-module monomorphism. Set ~(1 R*) 
=(x,m) with x={xa}aEmE f1~)M and mElzero ' Put X={Xa:O:EsuPpx}. Clearly,IXI 
< m + 1. Note that 
sE(O:X) => xs=O => (x,m)s=~(IR*)s=~(s)=O => s=o. 
Thus (0: X) = 0, so (i) is satisfied. o 
If m is a regular cardinal, it turns out that the m- Jansian torsion preradicals can be used to 
characterize m- faithful modules. 
PROPosmON 2. Let m be a regular cardinal. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent for a right R-module M: 
(i) M is m-faithfulj 
(ii) if <:f = {A :::; RR: A 2 (0: X) for some subset X of M with I X I < m}, then 
torsp <:f = IMod-R j 
(iii) the m- Jansian torsion preradical on Mod-R generated by M $lzero is IMod-R j 
(iv) o-(M) ~ M for all 0- E {T E m-Jans-R: Tzero :::; T < IMod-R}' 
Proof· (i) => (ii) is trivial while (ii) => (iii) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.10. 
(iii) => (iv): Let 0- E {T E m-Jans-R: Tzero:::; T < IMod- R } and suppose, contrary to (iv), 
that o-(M) = M. We know from Theorem 3.10 that if <:f is chosen as in (ii) above, then torsp<:f IS 
the m- Jansian torsion preradical on Mod-R generated by M $lzero' 
follows that torsp <:f :::; 0-, so 0- = 1 Mod-R' a contradiction. 
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Since M, Izero E TIT' it 
(iv) => (i): If GJ is chosen as in (ii) above and u = torsp GJ then certainly, M $lzero E T (T. 
By hypothesis, we must therefore have u = 1Mod- R ' so 0 E GJ, i.e. , (0: X) = 0 for some subset X of 
M with I X I < m. Thus (i) holds. o 
THEOREM 3. Let m be an arbitrary nonzero cardinal. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) every nonzero right ideal of R is m-faithful; 
(ii) for every nonzero a E R, there exists a subset X of R such that I X I < m + 1 
and (0 :raX) = O. 
If m ~ ~o' then the above two conditions are each equivalent to: 
(iii) every nonzero ideal of R is right m-faithful. 
Furthermore, if m is regular then the above three conditions are all equivalent to each of the 
following assertions: 
(iv) (torspGJ)(RR) =0 for all proper m-Jansianrighttopologizingfilters GJ on R; 
(v) u(RR) = 0 for all proper m-Jansian torsion preradicals u ~ T zero on Mod-R; 
(vi) u(E(RR)) = 0 or u(E) = E for all injective right R-modules E, whenever u is an 
m - J ansian pre radical on Mod-R such that u ~ T zero; 
(vii) u(E(RR)) = 0 for all proper m- Jansian torsion preradicals u ~ Tzero on Mod-R. 
Proof. (i) => (ii): Let 0 * a E R and consider the right ideal aR* = {ar + am : r E R, 
mEl} of R. Notice that we cannot have aR = 0, otherwise (aR*)R = 0, so aR* is not faithful, a 
contradiction. Since aR is a nonzero right ideal of R, there must exist a subset X of R such that 
I X I < m + 1 and (0: r aX) = O. Thus (ii) holds. 
(ii) => (i): Let A be a nonzero right ideal of R. Certainly, A 2 aR * 0 for some nonzero 
a E A. It follows from (ii) that aR is m- faithful. Since A 2 aR, we conclude that A is 
m - fai thful. 
Now suppose that m ~ ~o. (i) => (iii) is trivial. 
(iii) => (ii): Let 0 * a E R and consider the ideal 
R*aR* = {.f: riasi + (ra+as+am): ri,si,r,s E R, mE Z} ,= 1 
of R. Since R*aR* is faithful, we cannot have aR = O. Let 1= aR + Ra * 0 and consider the ideal 
RaR of R. If RaR * 0, then by (iii), there is a subset X of RaR, with I X I < m, such that 
(0: r X) = o. Write n(i) 
X = {.2.: rijaSij:iEr} where Irl<m. 
3=1 
If we set Y = {sij : j = 1,2, ... , n( i); i E r} then it is clear that (0: r aY) ~ (0: r X) = 0 and I Y I ~ 
I r I . sup {n( i) : i E r} < m. 
Now suppose that RaR = o. Since I * 0, it follows from (iii) that there exists a subset Z of 
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I such that (o.:rZ)=o. and IZI<m. Write Z={ari+sia:iEA} with IAI<m. 
W={ri:iEA}. If tE(o.:raW) then (ari+sia)t=O for all iEA, i.e., tE(o.:rZ)=o.. 
(0.: raW) = 0. and I W I ~ I A 1< m. 
Set 
Thus 
Now suppose that m is regular. The equivalence of (iv) and (v) is an easy consequence of 
Theorems 2.4 and 3.10.. 
Inasmuch as RR is an essential submodule of E(RR)' it follows that for any 17 E torsp-R, we 
have (j(RR) = 0. if and only if (j(E(RR)) = o.. The equivalence of (v) and (vii) is an immediate 
consequence of this observation. 
(i)=>(v): Let (jE{rEm-Jans-R:rzero~r<IMod-R} and consider (j(RR)~RR' 
Suppose (j(RR):f o.. Since, by hypothesis, (j(RR) is m-faithful, it follows from Proposition2 
((i) ¢:> (iv)) that (j(RR) = (j((j(RR)) ~ (j(RR)' an impossibility. Thus (j(RR) = 0., as required. 
(v) => (vi): Let 17 be an m - J ansian preradical on Mod-R with 17 2: r zero and let u denote 
the smallest torsion preradical on Mod-R such that u 2: 17. An argument similar to that used in 
Lemma3.2 shows that u is m-Jansian. Clearly, u2: r zero' If u= IMod- R and M is an arbitrary 
injective right R-module, then 
M = u(M) = M n (j(E(M)) (by Proposition 1.5) 
= M n (j(M) (because E(M) = M) 
= (j(M). 
Otherwise u(RR) = 0., by (v), and since RR is essential in E(RR)' this means that (j(E(RR)) = o.. 
(vi)=>(vii): If (jE{rEm-Jans-R:rzero~r<IMod_R} then, since TtT is closed under 
submodules and R'R ~ T tT' we cannot have (j(E(R'R)) = E(R'R). Therefore by (vi), we must have 
(j(E(RR)) = 0., as required. 
(v) => (i): Let o.:f K ~ R R and let 17 denote the m - J ansian torsion pre radical on Mod-R 
generated by K EB lzero' By hypothesis, since 17 2: r zero and (j(RR) 2 K :f 0., we must have that 
17 = IMod- R' By Proposition2((i)¢:>(iii)), K is m-faithful. o 
The reader will observe that a ring R satisfying condition (ii) of the previous theorem is 
necessarily prime. (Recall that a ring R is prime if and only if for any nonzero elements a, b E R, we 
have aRb =1= 0..) In particular, if m is chosen to be ~o, then a ring R satisfying condition (ii) is, by 
definition, right strongly prime in the sense of Handelman and Lawrence: see [HL 75]. (In [HL 75], 
rings are assumed to have identity, but the term "strongly prime" has been used by several other 
authors to refer to arbitrary rings satisfying condition (ii), with m = ~o.) Also, for m = ~o' a ring 
R satisfies condition (v) of the previous theorem if and only if it is right absolutely torsion- free in 
the sense of Rubin [Rub73]. The equivalence of (ii) and (v) therefore yields, as a special case, the 
result of Handelman and Lawrence [HL75, Proposition V.4, p221] and Viola-Prioli [Vi075, 
Theorem 2.1 ((1) ¢:> (4)), p276]: a ring (with identity) is right strongly prime if and only if it is 
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right absolutely torsion- free. Furthermore, the equivalence of (ii) , (vi) and (vii) for rings with 
identity and for m = ~o is part of a result of Katayama [Kat83, Theorem 3.2, p57]. 
Observe that every prime ring R satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 3 for a sufficiently large 
cardinal m (at worst , m = 1 R 1+ will do, since we may take X = R for every nonzero a E R). Thus 
condition (ii) suggests a classification of arbitrary prime rings j we may assign to any such ring R a 
"degree of primeness", viz. the least cardinal m such that for every a E R , a subset X of R can be 
found satisfying (ii). 
Accordingly, and following the terminology of Handelman and Lawrence [HL 75], we call a 
subset X of a ring R a right insulator for a nonzero a E R if (0: r aX) = 0 and say that R is right 
prime of bound m if m is the least cardinal such that every nonzero element of R has a right 
insulator of cardinality less than m + 1. (Here we do not require m to be infinite.) We denote by 
P r (m) the class of all rings that are prime of bound m. If REP r (m), we call m the right bound 
of primeness of R. We also define P r (m) to be the class of all rings which are right prime of bound 
at most m, i.e., Pr (m) := U 0 < It $ m P r (k). The left analogues of these classes are denoted by 
PI (m) and PI (m), respectively, and expressions such as left insulator and left bound of 
primeness (of a prime ring) are defined in the obvious manner. 
We have already observed that a prime ring R is a right insulator for each of its nonzero 
elements, hence REP r (m) for some m ~ 1 R 1+. Examples will be provided in the next chapter to 
show that P r (m) is nonempty for all m> O. Thus the classes P r (m), m> 0, partition the class of 
all prime rings. Note that P r (No) consists just of the right strongly prime rings of Handelman and 
Lawrence. In [HL75], the rings in UO<n<N Pr(n) are called right bounded strongly prime - in 
o 
particular, the rings in P r (n), where 0 < n < ~o' are called right bounded strongly prime of bound 
n - while the elements of P r (~o) are called right unbounded strongly prime rings. Note that 
condition (ii) of Theorem 3 is equivalent to the assertion that REP r (m). This means that 
conditions (iv) to (vii) of Theorem 3 provide torsion theoretic characterizations of those rings which 
are prime of bound at most m, whenever m is a regular cardinal. 
COROLLARY 4. The following conditions on a ring R are equivalent: 
(i) R is a prime ring j 
(ii) there is a regular cardinal m such that O'(RR) = 0 for all proper m- Jansian 
torsion preradicals 0' > T on Mod-R· - zero , 
(iii) O'(RR) = 0 for all proper Jansian torsion preradicals 0' ~ T
zero 
on Mod- R. 
Proof· (i) ~ (ii): Let m = max {~o, 1 R I+}. Then REP r (m) and the result follows from 
Theorem 3. 
(ii) ~ (iii) is clear. 
(iii) ~ (i): Let I, J be ideals of R with I J = 0 and J * o. Since TJ(J) is Jansian and 
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o rt.1J(J), it follows that (1 = torsP1J(J) is Jansian and proper (Theorem 3.4), hence (1(RR) = 
{a E R: aJ = O} = 0, by (iii). But I ~ (1(RR) so 1=0. It follows that R is a prime ring. 0 
Our next objective is to prove Theorem 6, which provides a categorical characterization of the 
class P r (m) for every regular cardinal m. 
Let m be an infinite cardinal and let M, N E Mod-R. We say that N is m- cogenerated 
(resp. m- generated) by M if N is embeddable in (resp. N is an epimorphic image of) n ~m) M for 
some set r. We say that N is m- subgenera ted by M if N is embeddable in some right R-module 
which is m- generated by M. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let m be an infinite cardinal. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent for a right R-module M: 
(i) M is m-faithful; 
(ii) R~ is m- cogenerated by M EB lzero; 
(iii) E(R~) is m- generated by M EB lzero; 
(iv) R~ is m- subgenerated by M EB lzero' 
Proof· (i) ~ (ii) follows immediately from Proposition 1 while (iii) ~ (iv) is trivial. 
(ii) ~ (iii): Suppose R~;S n ~m\M EB lzero)' Choose an epimorphism 7r: (R~)(r') ~ 
E(R~). We assume, without loss of generality, that I r'l ~ I r I, No. The embedding of R~ in 
n ~m)(M EB lzero) induces an embedding 
(R~)(r') ;S (n ~m)(M EB lzero) )(r') ~ n ~~)(M EB lzero)' 
Since E(R~) is injective, 7r may be extended to an epimorphism from n ~~)(M EB lzero) onto E(R~). 
(iv) ~ (i): Suppose 7r: n ~m)(M EB lzero) ~ N is an epimorphism and £: R~ ~ N an 
embedding. Let y = {(xi' mini E r be a preimage under 7r of £(1 R*)' Put x = {xi}i ErE n ~m) M. 
Then X={xi:iEsuppx}~M, IXI<m and 
s E (0: X) ~ xs = 0 ~ ys = 0 
~ 7r(Ys) = 7r(Y)s = t(l R*)s = t(s) = 0 
~ s=o. 
Thus (0: X) = O. This shows that M is m-faithful. o 
An analogue of Proposition 5 is stated below for the case where the ring R has identity; the 
proof is entirely similar. 
PROPOSITION 5a. Let m be an infinite cardinal and R a ring with identity. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent for any unital right R-module M: 
(i) M is m-faithful; 
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(ii) RR is m- cogenerated by Mj 
(iii) E(RR) is m- generated by Mj 
(iv) RR is m- subgenerated by M. o 
THEOREM 6. Let m be a regular cardinal. Then the following conditions are equivalent 
for any ring R: 
(i) REP r (m) j 
(ii) for every submodule P of (Rh)(r) and every nonzero submodule Q of R~P, 
P is m - cogenerated by Q EB I zero j 
(iii) R'R is m- cogenerated by A EB I zero for all nonzero right ideals A of R j 
(iv) E(R'R) is m- generated by A EB Izero for all nonzero submodules A of E(RR) j 
(v) E(R'R) is m- generated by A EB I zero for all nonzero right ideals A of R j 
(vi) R'R is m- subgenerated by A EB Izero for all nonzero right ideals A of R. 
Proof. (i)::} (ii): Suppose O:j:: Q ~ R~P and let u be the m-Jansian torsion preradical on 
Mod-R generated by Q EB I zero . Since u(Q) = Q:j:: 0, we cannot have u(RR) = 0, so by Theorem 3, 
u = IMod-R. It follows from Proposition2((iii)::}(i)) that Q is m-faithful. Therefore R'R is 
m - cogenerated by Q EB I zero (Proposition 5). 
Suppose R'R:S TI r)(Q EB Izero) and P ~ (R'R)(r). Then P embeds in (TI r)(Q EB Izero)yn 
which is isomorphic to TI ~\Q EB Izero) for a suitable index set ~/. Thus P is m- cogenerated by 
Q EB I zero ' as required. 
(ii) ::} (iii) is obvious (just take I r I = 1.) 
(iii) ::} (iv): Suppose O:j:: A ~ E(RR). Then An R is a nonzero right ideal of R. By (iii) 
and Proposition 5, E(R'R) is m- generated by (A n R) EB Izero. Let 
7r : TI ~m)((A n R) EB Izero) ~ E(R'R) 
be an epimorphism. Since E(R'R) is injective, 7r extends to an epimorphism from TI ~m)(A EB I zero ) 
onto E(RR). Thus E(R'h) is m- generated by A EB Zzero. 
(iv) ::} (v) ::} (vi) are obvious. 
(vi) ::} (i): By (vi) and Proposition5, every nonzero right ideal of R IS m-faithful. Hence 
R E 1\ (m), by Theorem 3. o 
The following analogue of Theorem 6 for rings with identity may be proved similarly, using 
Proposition 5a. 
THEOREM 6a. Let m be a regular cardinal. Then the following conditions are equivalent 
for any ring R with identity: 
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(i) REPr(m)j 
(ii) for every projective unital right R-module P and every nonzero sub module Q of P, 
P is m- cogenerated by Q j 
(iii) RR is m- cogenerated by each of its nonzero right ideals j 
(iv) E(RR) 1S m- generated by each of its nonzero submodules j 
(v) E(RR) 1S m- generated by each nonzero right ideal of R j 
(vi) RR is m-subgenerated by each of its nonzero right ideals. o 
We shall study the rings just characterized from a non-torsion theoretic point of view in the 




One of the most important notions defined in Chapter II is that of a ring which is right prime 
of bound m, for a given nonzero cardinal m. The present chapter is devoted, primarily, to an 
investigation of this notion. 
An important initial task is to show that, given an arbitrary nonzero cardinal m, there do 
exist rings which are right prime of bound m. Matrix rings turn out to play a useful role here. 
Indeed, in § 1 we show that if D is a division ring and m an arbitrary nonzero cardinal, then the ring 
of all row-finite m x m matrices over D is (1) right prime of bound m, if m is finite; and (2) right 
prime of bound m+, if m is infinite. This gives one a way of characterizing, in purely ring theoretic 
terms, the rings of linear transformations of vector spaces (over division rings) of any fixed (finite or 
infinite) dimension: see Proposition 1.14. We show, furthermore, that if m is a limit cardinal then a 
suitable subring of the ring of all row-finite m x m matrices over D is right prime of bound m. 
Special attention is also paid to the left bounds of primeness of matrix rings and many cases of 
left-right asymmetry are explored. We are almost able to say (Theorem 1.13) for exactly which pairs 
of cardinals m, n, there exist rings right prime of bound m and left prime of bound n; the only 
obstacle to a complete solution of this problem is a longstanding (still open) question of Goodearl, 
Handelman and Lawrence: must a right unbounded strongly prime ring be left strongly prime? 
A result deserving special mention is Theorem 1.2, which states that, for any finite cardinal 
m> 1, a ring which is right prime of bound m is necessarily a prime right Goldie ring, and is 
therefore isomorphic to a right order in a simple artinian ring (with identity), i.e., a right order in a 
finite dimensional matrix ring over a division ring. Although not new, this theorem is undoubtedly one 
of the cornerstones of this chapter. 
Another of our objectives in this chapter is to examine the preservation of the property "right 
prime of bound at most m" under various standard ring theoretic constructions. § 1 deals with matrix 
rings; an interesting product of this investigation is Theorem 1.16 which asserts that if m is an infinite 
cardinal, then the property of being an element of P r (m) is Morita invariant within the class of all 
rings with identity. §2 looks, more generally, to closure properties of the class of all rings that are 
prime of a certain bound, with respect to the formation of subrings and overrings. As usual, overrings 
(e.g., essential extensions) behave well and sub rings (even right orders) badly; the latter deficiency may 
be overcome, however, by considering a strong subring notion - that of a "right m - order" . § 3 is 
more specific; in it, the bounds of primeness of certain semigroup (including monoid, group and 
polynomial) rings, and "monomial algebras", are investigated, yielding several construction techniques. 
Many of the results of this section will find application in the radical theoretic study to be carried out 
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in Chapter IV. 
§ 4 of this chapter is devoted mainly to the study of "uniformly strongly prime rings". These 
are rings containing a finite subset which functions "uniformly" as a (right) insulator for all nonzero 
ring elements. The notion of a uniformly strongly prime ring and, more specifically, that of a ring 
which is "uniformly strongly prime of bound m", for a given finite nonzero cardinal m, was first 
defined by Handelman and Lawrence [HL75, p21l]. Despite the prominence of the paper [HL75], 
these "uniform" notions have, rather surprisingly, been somewhat neglected in the literature. In §4, 
we attempt to give this topic a fuller and more deserved treatment. One of the main results 
(Theore~ 4.4) asserts that a ring which is uniformly strongly prime of bound greater than 1 is 
necessarily prime right or left Goldie, thereby reducing the study of uniformly strongly prime rings to 
that of those such rings whose uniform bound is 1, and to prime Goldie rings. (The reader should 
compare this result with Theorem 1.2.) Finite dimensional matrix rings over division rings (which, 
incidentally, are always uniformly strongly prime) therefore play an important role here. Determining 
their uniform bounds of primeness can, however, be a surprisingly difficult task j this aspect of their 
study contrasts sharply with that of their right or left bounds of primeness, which are always equal to 
the dimensions of the matrices. Unexpected (if not also counter-intuitive) results like these may 
account to some extent for the relative neglect, to date, of the study of uniformly strongly prime rings. 
The results also show that for every finite nonzero cardinal n, there exists a ring which is uniformly 
strongly prime of bound exactly n (Corollary 4.15) j this result may be generalized to infinite successor 
cardinals, but not to limit cardinals. Our study of uniformly strongly prime rings will also be 
continued in the radical theoretic context of Chapter IV. 
Most of the results of this chapter have been published in the papers [RV92] and [VdB93] or 
will be published in [RV]. 
§ 1. MATRIX RINGS. 
The ring of row-finite matrices over a division ring is our prototype of a prime ring. We shall 
show that by varying the dimensions of the matrices, it is possible to produce, for almost every 
cardinal m, a ring which is prime of bound m. First we consider the situation for finite cardinals. 
Let R be a ring and m an arbitrary nonzero cardinal. We remind the reader that if 
A E Mm(R), we use A(a) (resp. A(a)) to denote the a-th row (resp. a-th column) of A, and Aa.8 to 
denote the (a, ,8)-th entry of A, where a,,8 E m. 
PROPosmON 1. [HL 75, Proposition 1.2, p21l] Let n be a finite nonzero cardinal. If D 
is a division ring then Mn(D) E P r (n), i.e., ~(D) is (right) prime of bound n. 
Proof. Let 0 * A E ~(D) and suppose x = Aa.8 * 0 with a,,8 E n. For each "1,6 E n, let 
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E"I ,5(r) denote the matrix in Mn(D) with rED in position (-y,8) and zeros elsewhere. We claim 
that X = {E ,l3,"I( lD): 1< n} is a right insulator for A in Mn(D). Indeed, suppose that AXB = 0 
with BE Mn(D). Let 1, 8 E n. Then 
so B"I5 = O. Since 1,8 were arbitrary, B = 0, vindicating our claim about X. Since I X I = n, this 
shows that Mn(D) E Pr(n) . 
We show now that the matrix unit Eo,o(lD) of Mn(D) has no right insulator of cardinality 
less than n in Mn(D). Let X be an arbitrary nonempty subset of Mn(D) with I X I < n. Note that 
if A E Mn(D) then 
{ 
0, if a:j::Oj 
[Eo,o(1D)A](cr) = A(O)' if a = o. 
Choose BE Mn(D) such that {A(O): A E X} ~ {B(cr): 0 ~ a < n} and rank B < n. Clearly, such a 
matrix B exists, since I X I < n. Now 
(0: r B) = {C E ~(D): ('Va < n) (B(crP = On 
~ {C E Mn(D): ('VA E X) (A(Op = on 
= {C E ~(D): ('VA E X)(Eo,o(lD)AC = on 
= n (O:rEOO(lD)A) 
AEX ' 
Thus (0: r Eo 0(1 D)X) ;2 (0: r B). Since rank B < n, we must have (0: r B) :j:: O. Consequently, , 
(0: r Eo,o(1 D)X) :j:: O. This shows that ~(D) ~ P r (k) for any k < n. o 
It turns out that if 1 < n < No then every member of P r (n) embeds, in a rather special way, 
III Mn(D) for some division ring D. The following result was first proved by Goodearl, Handelman 
and Lawrence for rings with identity [GHL74, Theorem 4.7, p27] (a more accessible reference is 
[GH75, Theorem 2.3, p803]) and was extended to rings without identity in [Raf87, Corollary 9, p263]. 
Its proof makes use of a number of prerequisite results, however, and will therefore be postponed until 
Chapter IV, § 2. 
Recall that a ring R is said to be a right order in a ring S (with identity) if R is a subring 
of S with the property that for every s E S there is a unit u of S, contained in R, such that 
su E R. 
THEOREM 2. Let n be a finite cardinal such that n> 1. Then the following assertions 
are equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) REPr(n)j 
(ii) R is isomorphic to a right order in Mn(D) for some division ring D. o 
The requirement that n be greater than 1 cannot be dropped from Theorem 2, for if D IS a 
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domain which is not right Ore then D is not isomorphic to a right order in a division ring but, of 
course, D E P r (1 ). Indeed, there will be much evidence in the sequel to suggest that the members of 
P r (1 ) are more akin to those of the classes P r (m) , m ~ ~o' than to the rings in any of the P r (n) 
for finite D> 1. Inasmuch as a ring is prime right Goldie if and only if it is isomorphic to a right 
order in Mn(D) for some finite nonzero n and some division ring D (by Goldie's First Theorem -
Theorem 0.7.5), it follows from Theorem2 that a ring R is prime right Goldie if and only if R is a 
right Ore domain or REP r (n) for some finite n> 1. 
We turn now to arbitrary (possibly infinite) cardinals. 
LEMMA 3. Let m be an arbitrary nonzero cardinal and R a ring. If A is a nonzero 
element of Mm(R) and X is a right insulator for Aa.8 in R (for some a, (3 Em), then 
{E.8 . ...,.(x):xEX, ,Em} is a right insulator for A in Mm(R). 
Proo f. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 1. Set t = Aa.8' Y = {E .8 • ...,.( x) : x EX, 
,E m} and suppose that AY B = 0 for some. B E ~(R). Let" 8 E m. Then 
o = [AE.8 • ...,.(x)Bla6 = [AE.8 • ...,.(x)ha)· B(6) = txB...,.6' 
for all x E X . Since X is a right insulator for t in R we must have B...,.6 = O. Since ,,8 were 
arbitrary, this implies B = O. Thus Y is a right insulator for A in ~(R). 0 
PROPOSITION 4. Let m, n be arbitrary nonzero cardinals and suppose that REP r (0). 
Then: 
Pr(mn), if m < ~o and 1 < 0 < ~oj 
P r (m), if m < ~o, 0 = 1 and R is a right Ore domain j 
if m < ~o' 0 = 1 and R is not a right Ore domain j 
if 0> m, 0 ~ ~o' 
Proof· If 1 < 0 < ~o then by Theorem2, R is isomorphic to a right order in ~(D) for 
some division ring D. By LemmaO.7.3, M.n(R) is isomorphic to a right order in Mm(Mn(D)) == 
Mmn(D) whenever m<~o' By Theorem 2, ~(R)EPr(mn). 
If m < ~o and R is a right Ore domain then Mm(R) IS isomorphic to a right order 10 
Mm(D) for some division ring D. By Theorem 2, M.n(R) E P r (m). 
If m < ~o, 0 = 1 and R is not a right Ore domain, it follows from the previous lemma that 
every nonzero A E Mm(R) has a right insulator of cardinality m. Consequently, ~(R) E P r (m). 
Since R is not a right Ore domain, we cannot have Mm(R) E P
r 
(k) for any finite cardinal k> 1, by 
Theorem 2. It follows that Mm(R) E Pr (I). 
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Let 0 * A E M1m(R) and suppose that Aai3 * 0, with a, f3 E m. Choose a right insulator X 
for Aa,l3 in R with I X I < 0 + 1 and set Y = {E i3,-Y(x): x E X, 'Y Em}. We know from the previous 
lemma that Y is a right insulator for A in M1m(R). 
If m~No and m~o, then IYI:SmIXI:Sm(o+l):Sm, and so M1m (R)EPr (m+). Butin 
this case, if 0 * r E R, then Eo,o(r) has no right insulator of cardinality less than m in M1m(R). For 
if X~Mm(R) with IXI=k<m then Eo,o(r)X consists of at most k (mxm) matrices each of 
whose only nonzero entries are a finite number of first row entries. Together, the nonzero entries of the 
matrices in Eo,o(r)X are fewer than m in number, so it is easy to construct a nonzero matrix 
BE M1m(R) with Eo,o(r)XB = O. It follows that Mm(R) rt Pr(m), hence M1m(R) E Pr(m+). 
Finally, if 0 ~ No and 0> m, then I Y I :S ml X I < n, and so ~(R) E P r (0). Certainly, if 
0= No we cannot have Mm(R) E Pr(k) for any finite cardinal k, so M1m(R) E Pr(o). Suppose 
0> No and let k be an infinite cardinal with k < o. Since R E P r (0), there exists a E R such that 
a has no right insulator in R of cardinality less than k. Then Eo o( a) has no right insulator in , 
M1m(R) of cardinality less than k. For if X ~ Mm(R) with I X 1< k then the elements of Eo,o(a)X 
have together fewer than k nonzero entries, whence for some nonzero scalar matrix B we have 
Eoo(a)XB = O. It follows that ~(R) rt Pr(k), and so ~(R) E Pr(o). , o 
Notice, in the above result, that the bound of primeness of ~(R) is determined uniquely by 
the cardinals m and n, except in one instance, when m is finite and n = 1; in this instance the value 
of the relevant bound depends on whether R is a right Ore domain or not. 
The conclusions of Proposition 4 are worth highlighting in the case where R is chosen to be a 
division ring D: 
It follows that the class P r (m) is nonempty for all successor cardinals m. In the following two 
examples we complete the picture by showing that the class P r (m) is nonempty for all limit cardinals 
m. The first example is due to Goodearl, Handelman and Lawrence (e.g., [GH75, Example (b), 
pS15]). 
EXAMPLE 1. We construct a ring R such that R E Pr(NO). Let D be a division ring and 
consider the ring MNo(D). For each a E No, let ea : M2a (D) ~ MNo(D) be the map defined by 
eo(A) ~ [ ~ ~ . ..J E M.o(D) (A E M,o(D)). 
Clearly, e a is a ring monomorphism for all a E No. Define 
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For notational convenience we shall identify each Ml2a (D) with its image in R. Notice that under 
this convention, Ml2a (D) is a subring of M2
,!3 (D) whenever 0' ~ {3 < No' Let 0 * A E R and suppose 
that A E M
2a 
(D) with 0' E No. Inasmuch as Ml2a (D) E P r (2
a
), by Proposition 1, we may choose a 
right insulator X for A in M2a (D) with I X I ~ 2a . We claim that the image of X in R is a right 
insulator for A in R. For suppose AX B = 0 for some BE R, say BE Ml
2
,!3 (D) with {3 < No· 
Clearly, if {3 ~ 0' then BE Ml2a (D) and so B = O. Suppose (3 > 0' and set J.l = 2,!3-a. Write B in 






C(iJ-1,O) C(iJ- 1,1) 
C(O, iJ-1) 
C(I, iJ-l) 
with each C(-y, 6) E Ml2a (D). It follows from the equation AX B = 0 that AMC(-y, 6) = 0 for all 
M E X and all ordinals ,,6 < J.l. Since X is a right insulator for A in Ml2a (D), we must have that 
C(-y, 6) = 0 for all ,,6 < J.l, i.e., B = O. Thus X is a right insulator for A in R. This shows that 
REP r (No). On the other hand, it is easily checked that for each 0' E No, the element Eo:o(1 D) E 
Ml2a (D) has no right insulator in R of cardinality less than 2
a
. Consequently, REP r (No). 0 
EXAMPLE 2. Let m be an uncountable limit cardinal. We construct a ring R such that 
REP r (m). This example is similar in spirit to the previous one but requires a slightly subtler 
application of ordinal arithmetic. Let D be a division ring. Recall that if k is a nonzero cardinal and 
k < m then every ordinal ,< m may be written uniquely in the form ,= (k 0 J.l) EB 0' for some 
ordinal 0' < k and some ordinal J.l where, necessarily, J.l ~,(LemmaO.1.1). (Here, EB and 0 denote 
ordinal addition and multiplication.) Let us say that two ordinals ,,6 < mare k- related if there 
exist ordinals J.l, 0', {3 with 0', {3 < k and ,= (k 0 J.l) EB a, 6 = (k 0 J.l) EB (3 j otherwise we say that ,,6 
are k- unrelated. Consider the ring ~(D). For each infinite cardinal k < m, define a map 
ell;: Mill; (D) --t Mm(D) as follows. If A E ~ (D) and ,,{) < m, let 
{ 
Aa,!3' if, and 6 are k-related with, = (k0J.l)EBO', 
(ell; (A ))-yo = suitable ordinals J.l < m and 0', {3 < k j 
o , if , and 6 are k - unrelated. 
It is easily checked that 011: is a ring monomorphism . . (Loosely speaking, 011: is just the "diagonal 
embedding" of ~(D) into ~(D).) We define 
R = U ~[~(D)l. 
No~1I:<m 
IThere is a slicker and perhaps more elegant way of constructing the ring R using direct limits, which is the 
approach adopted by Goodearl and Handelman in [GH1S, Example (b), pSIS]. 
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For convenience, we shall identify each Mk (D), k < m, with its image in R. It is clear that if two 
ordinals " 8 < mare k - related then they are n - related for all cardinals n such that k ~ n < m. It 
follows that Mk (D) is a subring of Mn(D) whenever k ~ n ~ m. Let 0 =t= A E R and suppose that 
A E Mk(D) with k < m. Since Mk(D) E Pr(k+) (Proposition 4), we can choose a right insulator X 
for A in Mk(D) with 1 X 1 ~ k. We claim that the image of X in R is a right insulator for A III 
R. Indeed, suppose AXB = 0 for some BE R, say BE Mn(D) with No ~ n < m. Clearly, if n ~ k 
then BE Mk(D), and so B = O. Suppose, therefore, that n> k. As in the previous example, we 
express B in block matrix form, defining, for each ,,8 < n, a matrix2 C(" 8) E Mk(D) by 
C(" 8)Ct~ = B(k0"Y)EElCt, (k0c5)EEl~ for all a, (3 < k. 
It follows from the equation AXB = 0 that AMC(" 8) = 0 for all ,M E X and all ,,8 < k. But X 
is a right insulator for A in ~(D), so C(" 8) = 0 for all ,,8 < k, i.e., B = O. Thus X is a right 
insulator for A in R. This shows that REP r (m). On the other hand, for each k such that 
No ~ k < m, the element Eo,o(1 D) E Mk (D) has no right insulator in R of cardinality less than k (by 
essentially the same argument as was used in the proof of Proposition 4). Therefore R rJ. P r (k) 
for any k < m and so R E Pr(m). o 
The following conclusion can be drawn from the previous two examples and the remarks 
preceding them. 
PROPOSITION 5. The class P r (m) is nonempty for all nonzero cardinals m. o 
The reader will observe that every prime ring R is a member of P r (m) and of P, (n) for 
suitable cardinals m, n ~ 1 R 1+. This observation leads naturally to the following question: what 
restrictions, if any, have to be placed on the cardinals m and n in order that the class P r (m) n P, (n) 
be nonempty? We shall show presently that if this class is to be nonempty for a pair of finite 
cardinals m, n then the possible values of m and n are rather limited while, by contrast, if m and n 
are large (uncountable, to be precise) then the class P r (m) n P, (n) is always nonempty. 
We deal first with the symmetric case: m = n. The reader will be aware that if m is a finite 
nonzero cardinal and R is any ring then the ring ~(R) is left-right symmetric, in the sense that 
[Mm(R)] opp == Mm(R OPP). It follows from Proposition 1 (and its left analogue), therefore, that 
Mm(D) E P r (m) n P, (m) for any division ring D and any finite nonzero cardinal m. 
Also, for m = No, the ring R of Example 1 is clearly left-right symmetric (essentially because 
[M2Ct (D)] °PP == M2Ct (DOPP) for all finite a), so REP r (No) n P,(No). 
The reader will also be aware that for m ~ No, the rings [~(R)]OPP and ~(ROPP) are 
not, in general, isomorphic. Indeed, we shall show presently (see Proposition 11) that even for a 
2The matrices Ch.c5) can be thought of as the "component k x k blocks" in a block matrix representation of 
B. 
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division ring D, when m ~ ~o' it is possible for the right and left bounds of primeness of Mm(D) to 
differ quite markedly. This lack of symmetry may be overcome, however, if the ring ~(D) is 
substituted for Mm(D) in parts of the text. (Recall that M~(R) denotes the ring of all row- and 
column-finite m x m matrices over R and that M~(R) is left-right symmetric, in the sense that 
[M~(R) ] OPP == M~(ROPP) for all rings R and nonzero cardinals m.) In particular, an analogue of 
Proposition 4 may be obtained by substituting ~(R) for Mm(R) j virtually no changes to the proof 
are necessary. This allows us to conclude that i f D is a division ring and m an infinite cardinal 
then M~(D) E Pr(m+) n PI (m+). (A version of Example 2, modified in this way, may be found in 
[RV92 , Example 10.3 , p147].) 
We may therefore sharpen Proposition 5 as follows. 
PROPOSITION 5a. The class P r (m) n PI (m) is nonempty for all nonzero cardinals m. 0 
We shall now investigate the possible left bounds of primeness of rings in Pr(m) for 
1 < m< ~o. 
It is evident from remarks in the literature that the following result is well known. It will be 
required in Proposition 7. In the absence of a convenient reference, we have chosen to provide a proof. 
LEMMA 6. If a ring R is isomorphic to a right order in Q1 and to a left order in Q2' 
where Q1 and Q2 are simple artinian rings (necessarily with identity), then Q1 == Q2' 
Proof· Let a: R - Q1 and f3: R - Q2 be ring monomorphisms such that a[R] is a right 
order in Q1 and f3[R] a left order in Q2' For convenience, we shall identify R with its images in Q1 
and Q2' Let S denote the set of all regular elements of R. (Recall that s E R is said to be regular 
if (0: r s) = (0: IS) = 0.) Since Q1 is isomorphic to a finite dimensional matrix ring over a division 
ring (by the Artin-Wedderburn Theorem: Theorem 0.7.1) , every element in Q1 with trivial right 
annihilator is necessarily a unit of Ql' Consequently, every element of S is a unit of Ql' It follows 
that Q1 is a right ring of fractions of R with respect to S. (We refer the reader to Chapter 0, 58 for 
details on rings of fractions.) Since every element of S is invertible in Q2 (by symmetry) andQl is a 
right ring of fractions of R with respect to S, it follows from the Universal Property for rings of 
fractions (Theorem 0.8.2) that there exists a unique ring homomorphism rp: Q1 - Q2 which makes 




It remains to show that tp is an isomorphism. By symmetry, it may be argued that Q2 is a 
left ring of fractions of R with respect to S and that as a consequence, there exists a unique ring 




which makes the above diagram commute. The uniqueness condition in 
the Universal Property guarantees that 'r/J 0 cp = 1Q
1 
and tp 0 'r/J = 1Q2. Thus cp and 'r/J are mutually 
inverse ring isomorphisms. o 
PROPOSITION 1. Let m be a finite cardinal with m> 1. If REP r (m) then precisely 
one of the following assertions is true: 
(i) R E PI (m) j 
(ii) R E PI (1). 
Proof. By Theorem 2, R is isomorphic to a right order in ~(D) for some division ring D. 
We identify R with its image in ~(D). By the Faith-Utumi Theorem (TheoremO.7.7), there exists 
a right order T in D such that ~(T) ~ R ~ ~(D). Let 0 * t E T and define X = {Ea,/3(t): 
0', f3 < m}. An argument similar to that used in Proposition 1 shows that X is a left (and right) 
insulator for every nonzero element of ~(D) and hence a left (and right) insulator for every nonzero 
element of R.3 Since I X 1= m2 < No, it follows that R is left bounded strongly prime. Now suppose 
R rt PI (l), i.e., (ii) is not satisfied. Then by the left analogue of Theorem 2, R is isomorphic to a 
left order in Mn(D') for some finite n and some division ring D'. By the previous lemma, we must 
have that Mm(D) = Mn(D'). A comparison of the right (or left) Goldie dimensions of ~(D) and 
Mn(D') yields m = n. By Theorem 2, we deduce that R E PI (m), i.e., (i) is satisfied. o 
EXAMPLE 3. For each finite m> 1, we construct a ring in the class P r (m) n Pd1). Define 
D to be the left skew polynomial ring F[x,O'), where F is a field and 0': F -+ F a monomorphism 
which is not onto. Then D is a right Ore domain which is not left Ore (by the left analogue of 
Proposition 0.10.4 (ii)). It follows from Proposition 4 (and its left analogue) that Mm(D) E 
P r (m) n PI (1) whenever 0 < m < No. o 
If m is chosen to be 1, then the restrictions on the left bound of primeness described in 
Proposition 7 fall away. (This is perhaps not surprising, because of the distinctive character of the 
classes P r (m) for finite m> 1.) Indeed, we shall show presently (Examples 4,5 and 6) that the 
class P r (1) n PI (n) is nonempty for all nonzero cardinals n. In order to produce further examples, 
however, we need to be able to calculate the left bound of primeness o.f a matrix ring ~(R) where 
R is a prime ring. If n is finite, we have left-right symmetry. (To be precise, [~( R)) opp = 
Mn( R OPP) whenever 0 < n < No.) It therefore remains only to investigate the case where n is infinite. 
In the sequel to Proposition 4, we remarked that the right bound of primeness of Mn( R) is, in all but 
one instance, determined uniquely by n and the right bound of primeness of R. By contrast, we shall 
3 A subset X with this property is called a uniform insulator for the ring R and a ring which possesses a 
finite unifonn insulator is called uniformly strongly prime. We shall study such rings in §4. 
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see that the left bound of primeness of R has no direct bearing on the left bound of primeness 
of M1n(R) , for infinite n. The latter bound turns out to depend on other (related but more 
complex) properties of R. We require some preliminary definitions. 
Given a right R-module M, we shall call a set X ~ M a free subset of M if for any family 
{r x: x E X} of elements r x E R, all but finitely many of which are zero, we have 
2: x E X xr x = 0 ~ ('t/x E X)(r x = 0). 
It is easy to see that when R contains an element with zero right annihilator (e.g., when R is a ring 
with identity), a module M R contains a free subset of cardinality m if and only if the module Rt;-) 
embeds in M. Notice also that if x E M then {x} is a free subset of M if and only if (0: x) = o. 
Let R be a prime ring and 0 * a E R. If n> 0, we define k[ (a, n) (resp. kr (a, nn to be the 
smallest nonzero cardinal for which R(Ra/[ (a,n) (resp. (aR)~ (a,n)) contains a free subset of 
cardinality n. The primeness of R guarantees that R(Ra) (resp. (aR)R) is a faithful left (resp. 
right) R-module, so such a cardinal always exists. An argument similar to that used in the proof of 
PropositionIl.6.1 shows that for an arbitrary nonzero cardinal n, the module R(Ra) contains a subset 
X of cardinality n for which (0: [X) = 0, if and only if R(Ra)n contains an element with zero left 
annihilator. It follows that k[ (a, 1) must coincide with the minimum cardinality of a left insulator for 
a in R. There is therefore an intimate connection between {k[ (a, 1): 0 * a E R} and the left bound 
of primeness of R. In Proposition 9, we shall establish an analogous connection between {k[ (a, n): 
0* a E R} and the left bound of primeness of ~(R). 
LEMMA 8. Let n be a nonzero cardinal and R a prime ring. Suppose A is a nonzero 
element of M1n(R) with a = A..,.6 * 0, r,8 < n. Then A has a left insulator in Mn(R) of 
cardinality k[ (a, n). Moreover, if A..,.6 is the only nonzero entry of A then A has no left 
insulator in Mn(R) of cardinality less than kda, n). 
Proof· Let k = k[ (a, n). By hypothesis, R(Ra)k contains a free subset of cardinality n, say 
{xa: a < n}. Write each xa as 2:a a with 2:a E RRk. Define an n x k matrix Cover R by setting 
C(a) = xa for all a < n. For each f3 < k, define B(f3) E ~(R) by B(f3)(a) = C(3) if a = rand 
B(f3)(a) = 0 if a * r. We claim that X = {B(f3): f3 < k} is a left insulator for A in Mn(R). 
Indeed, suppose that M E ~(R) and MXA = o. If a < n then 
('t/f3 < k) ([MB(f3)Ala6 = 0) ~ ('t/f3 < k) (M(a)· [B(f3)Al(6) = 0) 
~ ('t/f3 < k) (M(a)· B(f3)b)a = 0) 
~ ('t/f3 < k) (M(a)· CCL3)a = 0) 
~ M(apa=O. 
Writing M(a) = {rAh EnE R'R, we obtain 
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so M - {O}, Since a was arbitrary, this shows that M = 0, which establishes our claim. 
(a)- "En· 
Now suppose that a = A"(o is the only nonzero entry of A. We lose no generality III 
supposing that ,= {) = O. Let Y be any subset of Mn(R) of cardinality m < k = k/ (a, n) and let C 
be an n x m matrix over R whose set of columns is {B(O): BEY}. Since R(Ra)m contains no free 
subset of cardinality n, there is a nonzero z={ra}aEn in RR such that I:aEnraC(a)a=O. 
Define a matrix ME Mn(R) by M(a) = 0 if a '*= 0 and M(a) = z if a = O. Then MCa = 0, so 
MY A = O. Thus A has no left insulator of cardinality less than k. o 
The following result is therefore immediate. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let n be a nonzero cardinal and R a prime ring. Set k = 
sup{k/(a,n):O,*=aER}. Then: 
(i) if k < No, or k is a limit cardinal and k/ (a, n) < k for all nonzero a E R, then 
Mn(R) E p/ (k) j 
(ii) if k is an infinite successor cardinal, or k is a limit cardinal and k/ (a, n) = k for 
some nonzero a E R, then ~(R) E p/ (k+). 0 
PROPOSITION 10. Let m, n be nonzero cardinals with n infinite. Set k = sup {k/ (a, n): 
o '*= a E R} and suppose that REP/ (m). Then: 
(i) if m < No then m ~ k ~ nj 
(ii) if m is a limit cardinal then m ~ k ~ Dmj 
(iii) if m is an infinite successor cardinal, say m = p+, then p ~ k ~ np. 
Proof. Let 0'*= a E R. Since R(Ra)k/(a,l) contains a singleton free subset, it follows that 
(R(Ra)k/(a,l)r~ R(Rat·k/(a,l) contains a free subset of cardinality n. We may conclude that 
k/ (a, 1) ~ k/ (a, n) ~ n. k/ (a, 1), whence 
(1) sup{k/(a,l):O,*=aER} ~ k ~ sup{n.k/(a,l):O,*=aER} = n.sup{k/(a,l):O,*=aER}. 
Inasmuch as k/ (a, 1) coincides with the minimum cardinality of a left insulator for a nonzero a E R, 
it is easy to see that: 
(i) if m<No then sup{k/(a,l):O,*=aER}=m and n.sup{kda,l):O,*=aER}=nj 
(ii) if m is a limit cardinal then sup {k/(a, 1): 0 '*= a E R} = mj 
(iii) if m = p+ is the successor of an infinite cardinal p then sup {k/ (a, 1): ° '*= a E R} = p. 
The result is therefore a consequence of the inequality (1). o 
Now suppose that D is a division ring and that n is an infinite cardinal. In this case, k/ (a, n) 
=k/{1D,n) for all nonzero aED, so k=sup{k/(a,n):O,*=aED}=k/(l D,n). It is easy to see 
that k coincides with the smallest cardinal (necessarily infinite) for which dim (Dif) ~ n. Also, for 
any infinite cardinal m, we have dim (Dvm) = I D 1m. (A proof of this equality is given in the 
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Appendix.) We may conclude that k is the smallest infinite cardinal for which I D II 2: n. Notice also 
that since k = sup {kl (a, n): 0 * a E D} = kl (1D' n), the conditions of Proposition 9 (ii) hold, so that 
Mn(D ) E PI (k+). Clearly, we may draw the conclusions of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let n be an infinite cardinal and D a division ring. If k is the 
smallest infinite cardinal for which I D II 2: n, then Mn(D) E PI (k+). In particular: 
(i) if I D I 2: n then k = No, so Mn(D) E PI (N1); 
(ii) if I D I < nand n is a strong limit cardinal then k = n, so Mn(D) E PI (n+); 
Oii) assuming the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, if D is a countable division ring 
and n is a successor cardinal then Mn(D) E PI (n). o 
Also of interest is the case where D is chosen to be a domain which is not left Ore. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let n be an infinite cardinal. If D is a domain which contains an 
independent family of n nonzero left ideals then ~(D) E PI (1) . 
Proof. Let {Ia: a E n} be an independent family of n nonzero left ideals of D. If, for each 
a , we choose a nonzero xa E la' then {xa: a E n} is a free subset of DD. Consequently, 
kd1 D' n) = 1. More generally, if 0 * a E D then {I aa: a E n} is an independent family of n 
nonzero submodules of D(Da), from which it follows similarly that kl (a, n) = 1. Therefore k = 
sup {k l (a, n) : 0 * a E D} = 1, and the result follows from Proposition 9 (i). 0 
Left analogues of Example 3 and Examples 4,5 and 6 below show that the class P r (1) n PI (n) 
is nonempty for all nonzero cardinals n. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let n be an infinite cardinal. We construct a ring belonging to the class 
P r (n +) n PI (1). Let F be a field and define D to be the free (associative) F - algebra on n 
noncommuting indeterminates {xQ : a En}. Certainly, D is a domain, and it is easy to see that the 
family {Dxa: a E n} of nonzero left ideals of D is independent. By Propositions 12 and 4, 
Mn(D)EP r (n+)nPI(I). 0 
EXAMPLE 5. We construct a ring R such that REPr (No)nPI(I). Let D be a domain 
which is right but not left Ore (e.g., the ring D in Example 3). As we observed in Example 3, we 
must have Mm(D) E P r (m) n PI (1) whenever 0 < m < No. Following the ring construction of 
Example 1, we define a subring R of M}{ (D) by setting 
o 
R = U Sa [M2a (D)] 
a E}{o 
where, for each a E No, Sa : M2a (D) -+ M}{ (D) is the diagonal embedding o 
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e.(A) = [ : ~ . ..J E M'o(D) (A E M,.(D». 
The argument used in Example 1 shows that if O::f: A E M2a (D) ~ R and X is a right (resp. left) 
insulator for A in M2a (D) then the image of X in R is a right (resp. left) insulator for A in R. 
Since M2a (D) E P r (2a) n PI (1) for all Q' E No, it follows that R E 1\ (No) n PI (1). If 0 ::f: d E D, it 
is easily shown that the element Eo.o(d) E M2a (D) has no right insulator in R of cardinality less 
than 2a . Consequently, REP r (No) n PI (1). 0 
EXAMPLE 6. Let m be an uncountable limit cardinal. We construct a ring R such that 
REP r (m) n PI (1). Let D be a domain which contains an independent family of m nonzero left 
ideals (see Example4 for such a D). It follows from Propositions 12 and 4 that ~(D) E 
P r (k+) n PI (1) whenever No ~ k < m. Following Example 2, on this occasion, we define a subring R 
of Mm(D) by setting 
R = U e.JMlk(D)] 
No~k<m 
where, for each infinite cardinal k < m, ek : Mlk(D) -+ ~(D) is the "diagonal" embedding described 
in Example 2. Just as in Example2, the embeddings 6 k send right (resp. left) insulators to right 
(resp. left) insulators so the same arguments yield that REP r (m) n PI (1). 0 
We now investigate the intersections Pr(m)nPI(n), where m,n are both infinite. The case 
where m = No deserves special comment. Examples 1 and 5 show that the classes P r (No) n PI (No) 
and Pr (NO)nPI (l) are nonempty. A longstanding question of Goodearl, Handelman and Lawrence 
[GHL74, p121] asks whether every right unbounded strongly prime ring (Le., member of Pr(NO)) is 
left strongly prime (Le., is a member of PI (No)). Since PI (n) ~ Pr (n) for all finite n> 1 (by the left 
analogue of Proposition 7), this question may be rephrased as: is every member of P r (No) 
necessarily a member of PI (No) or a member of PI (1) ? An affirmative answer would place a 
further constraint on the values of m, n for which P r (m) n PI (n) ::f: 0 in the case where m = No. 
EXAMPLE 7. Let m and n be infinite cardinals with m > n. We construct a ring S such 
that S E P r (m) n PI (n+). It follows from Examples 4 and 6 that there exists a ring R E 
P r (m) n PI (1). In the discussion following Proposition 5, we remarked that Proposition 4 remains 
valid if row-finite matrices are replaced by row- and column-finite matrices. It follows from this 
modification of Proposition 4 that if S is the ring M!(R) then S E P r (m), and from the left 
analogue of the same result that S E PI (n+). Thus S E Pr (m) n PI (n+). o 
EXAMPLE 8. Let m and n be cardinals such that m > nand n is an uncountable limit 
cardinal. We construct a ring S such that S E P r (m) n PI (n). It follows from the previous example 
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that there exists a ring R such that M:(R) E P r (m) n PI (k+) whenever No ~ k < n. As 10 
Example 2, each M:(R) is embeddable, as a subring, in M:(R) and we may consider the subring S 
of M1:(R) consisting of the union of the images of the M:(R) 'so Similar arguments yield that S E 
o 
We are now able to state the following refinement of Propositions 5 and 5a. 
THEOREM 13. (i) The classes Pr(m)nPI(m), P r (1)nPI(n) and Pr(m)nPI(l) are 
nonempty for all nonzero cardinals m and n. 
(ii) The class P r (m) n PI (n) is nonempty for all uncountable cardinals m and n. 
Thus, beyond the constraint Pr(m)~PI(m)UPI(l) for finite m>l (established m 
? 
Proposition 7) and the aforementioned conjecture Pr(NO) ~ PI(No)UPI(l) of Goodearl, 
Handelman and Lawrence, there are no further constraints on the existence of rings that are right 
prime of bound m and left prime of bound n, for m, n > O. 
Proof. (i) follows from Proposition5a, the constructions in Examples 3,4,5 and 6, and the 
availability of opposite rings. In view of (i) and the consideration of opposite rings, we may assume 
without loss of generality in (ii) that m> n j then Examples 7 and 8 complete the proof. o 
A rather simple application of the classification of prime rings under discussion is the 
following. It is well known that a ring R with identity is isomorphic to a left full linear ring if and 
only if R is prime, regular and left self-injective, with nonzero socle (Theorem 0.9.4). If we consider 
Proposition 4, it is immediately clear that we may sharpen this characterization as follows: 
PROPOSITION 14. The following conditions are equivalent for any ring S with identity 
and any finite (resp. infinite) nonzero cardinal m: 
(i) S is a regular left self-injective ring with nonzero socle and S E P r (m) (resp. 
S E Pr(m+)) j 
(ii) S is isomorphic to the ring of all linear transformations (written on the right) of 
an m- dimensional left vector space over some division ring. o 
Our next goal is to prove Theorem 16, which asserts that if m is an infinite cardinal, then the 
property of being an element of P r (m) is Morita invariant within the class of all rings with identity. 
LEMMA 15. Let m be a nonzero cardinal. If e is an idempotent element of a ring Rand 
REP r (m), then the subring eRe:= {ere: r E R} E P r (m). 
Proof. Let 0 =*= ere E eRe and let X be a right insulator for ere 10 R with I X I < m + 1. 
It is easily checked that eX e is a right insulator for ere in eRe. Since I eX e I ~ I X I < m + 1 this 
shows that eRe E P r (m). o 
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THEOREM 16. Let Rand S be Morita equivalent rings with identity and let m be an 
infinite cardinal. If R is an element of Pr(m) then so is S . 
Proof. By Theorem 0.6.2, S::= eMn(R)e for some finite nonzero cardinal n and idempotent 
e E Mn(R). The fact that S E Pr(m) follows from Proposition4 and Lemma 15. 0 
If D is a division ring and m a finite nonzero cardinal then D and Mm(D) are Morita 
equivalent (by Theorem 0.6.3) yet DE Pr (l) and Mm(D) E Pr(m). This shows that the requirement 
that m be infinite cannot be dispensed with in Theorem 16. It is also natural to ask whether 
Theorem 16 can be extended by dropping the requirement that the rings Rand S have identity, and 
replacing the phrase "Morita equivalent" with "Morita * - equivalent" . (The notion of Morita 
*-equivalent rings is defined in §5 of Chapter II.) The next lemma and example show that this is not 
possible unless some restriction is placed on the rings Rand S. 
We remind the reader that R* denotes the Dorroh Extension of a ring R. 
LEMMA 17. If R is an arbitrary ring then (R*)* ::= (R x 1)*. 
Proof. For notational convenience we shall write the elements of (R*)* and (R x 1)* as 
ordered triples (r, m, n) with r E Rand m, n E 1. In both rings addition is defined componentwise. 
In (R*)* multiplication is defined by 
while in (R x Z)* multiplication is defined by 
A routine check shows that the map (): (R*)* -+ (R x 1)* defined by ()(r, m, n) = (r, - m, n + m) for 
all (r, m, n) E (R*)*, is a ring isomorphism. o 
Recall that rings Rand S are said to be Morita * - equivalent if the categories Mod- Rand 
Mod-R are equivalent. As noted in the introduction to § 5 of Chapter II, Rand S are Morita 
* - equivalent if and only if R* and S* are Morita equivalent in the classical sense. It is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 17, therefore, that R* and R x 1 are Morita * - equivalent for all rings R. 
Whereas R x l is clearly never prime (unless R = 0), the following example shows that R may be 
chosen such that R* is prime. (The reader will observe that if R is prime then R x 1, although not 
prime, is at least semiprime. This is not coincidental; indeed, it is not difficult to show (using 
Proposition 0.5.2 (ii)) that, in contrast to the property of being prime, the property of being semi prime 
is Morita * - equivalent.) 
EXAMPLE 9. We construct a ring R such that R* is prime. Let R be a prime ring such 
that cen R = 0 and char R = O. (For example, let F be a field with char F = 0 and take R to be 
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the ideal of the free (associative) F- algebra F(x, y) on two noncommuting indeterminates x and y, 
generated by x and y.) Suppose I and J are ideals of R* such that IJ = O. Since (R n I)(R n J) 
= 0 and R is prime, we may assume without loss of generality that R n 1= O. Let t = 
1 *' s + 1 *' mEl. Since tR U Rt ~ R n 1= 0, we must have that sr + rm = rs + rm = 0 for all 
R R 
r E R. It follows that sr = rs for all r E R, i.e., s E cen R = O. Hence rm = 0 for all r E R. 
But char R = 0, so m = O. Thus t = O. This shows that 1=0 and so R* must be prime. 0 
Notwithstanding the limitations imposed by the previous example, we demonstrate in the next 
theorem that the property of being an element of P r (m) (m ~ No) is Morita * -equivalent within a 
large class of rings without identity. Its proof requires preparation, however, and will therefore be 
postponed until § 2 of Chapter IV. 
THEOREM 18. Let Rand S be Morita * -equivalent prime rings and let m be an 
infinite cardinal. If R is an element of Pr(m) then so is S. In other words, the property of 
being an element of P r (m) is Morita * -invariant within the class of all prime rings. o 
§ 2. SUBRINGS AND OVERRINGS. 
Although § 1 serves the purpose of supplying us amply with examples of prime rings having 
various unequal right and left bounds of primeness, it also attempts to address the equally important 
task of establishing connections between the left and right bounds of primeness of a prime ring Rand 
those of matrix rings over R. We have seen, for example, that in some instances the values of both of 
the respective bounds coincide. The perspective offered by § 1 therefore prompts the following general 
questions. Which prime overrings of a prime ring R have the same bound of primeness as R? 
Conversely, which prime subrings of a prime ring S inherit the bound of primeness of S? In the 
present section of this chapter, we provide some answers to these questions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let m be a nonzero cardinal. If R is a subring of a ring Sand S R 
is an essential extension of RR and R E Pr(m) then S E Pr(m). 
Proof· Let 0:;: xES. If xR :;: 0 then 0:;: s = xr E R for some r E R. Let X be a right 
insulator for s in R with I X 1< m+ 1. Set Y = rX and suppose that xYt = 0 with 0:;: t E S. 
Then {ta + tm: a E R, mEl} is a nonzero submodule of S R' so 0:;: ta + tm E R for some a E R, 
mEl. Now sX(ta + tm) = xY(ta + tm) = 0, a contradiction. Thus Y is a right insulator for x in 
S and I Y I ~ I X I < m + 1. 
If, on the other hand, xR = 0, then {xm: mEl} is a nonzero submodule of S R' so 0:;: s = 
xm E R for some mEl. An argument similar to the one above shows that if X is a right insulator 
for s in R with I X I < m + 1, then X is also a right insulator for x in S. 
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In either case, therefore, x has a right insulator in S of cardinality less than m + 1. 0 
It follows from Proposition 1 that if m is any nonzero cardinal and R is a ring with identity 
such that REP r (m), then Qmax(RR)' the maximal right ring of quotients of R, is an element of 
P r (m). If R is chosen to be the right unbounded strongly prime ring of Example 1.1, it can be shown 
that Qmax(RR) E Pr (l) (see [GH75, Example (e), p831]). Consequently, Propositionl cannot be 
sharpened by replacing P r (m) with P r (m). We also point out that the converse of Proposition 1 is 
not valid. The ring S = M 2(D), D a division ring, is right (and left) prime of bound 2 and has a 
subring R consisting of all upper triangular 2 x 2 matrices over D, such that S R is an essential 
.extension· of R R but R is not even semiprime. A partial converse to Proposition 1 may be obtained, 
however, if the requirement "S R is an essential extension of R R" is strengthened to "R is a right 
order in S". Viola-Prioli [Vi075, Lemma 2.11, p280] proved that in this case, if S is right strongly 
prime then so is R. Any attempt to generalize Viola-Prioli's result to a larger class of prime rings is 
certain to be limited by the next result, which is due to O'Meara. 
Recall that a right R-module M is said to be uniform if every nonzero submodule of M IS 
essential in M. If M contains a nonzero uniform submodule then the uniform dimension of M IS 
defined to be the cardinality of any maximal independent set of nonzero uniform submodules of M 
(see e.g., [Miy65, Theorem 1.10, pI63]). 
PROPOSITION 2. [O'Me73, Corollary 3.3, p181] If R is a left full linear ring (i.e., 
R == Mm{D) for some nonzero cardinal m and division ring D), then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(i) every right order in R is prime; 
(ii) RR has countable uniform dimension. o 
If m is an uncountable cardinal and D a division ring then the ring R = Mm{D) clearly 
contains an independent set GJ of minimal nonzero right ideals such that I GJ I > No. It follows that 
R R has uncountable uniform dimension. By Proposition 2, there exists a right order in R which is 
not prime. 
It is clear from the above that only rather special subrings of a prime ring S can be expected 
to be prime and to inherit the bound of primeness of S. This motivates the following definition. 
Let m be an infinite cardinal and R a subring of a ring S with identity. We say that R IS a 
right m- order in S if for every subset X of S with I X I < m, there is a unit u of S, contained in 
R, such that Xu:= {xu: x E X} ~ R. Obviously, if n is another infinite cardinal with m < n, then 
any right n- order in S is a right m- order in S. Notice also that if m = No then a right m- order in 
S is just a right order in S in the usual sense, by LemmaO.7.2. As an obvious consequence, we have 
that for any infinite cardinal m, if R is a right m - order in S then R R is an essential submodule of 
SR' (This fact will be needed repeatedly.) 
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THEOREM 3. Let k and m be nonzero cardinals with m 2: k, No' If R is a right 
m - order in a ring S then REP r (k) if and only if S E P r (k). 
Proo f. Suppose S E P r (k) and let 0 * r E R. Choose a right insulator X for r in S such 
that I X I < k + 1. Since R is a right m- order in S and I X I < k + 1 ~ m, there exists a unit u of 
S in R such that X u ~ R. If t E Rand r X ut = 0 then ut = 0 so t = 0; hence the right 
annihilator of r X u in R is zero. Since X u ~ R and IX u I = I X I < k + 1, this shows that R E 
Pr(k). But RR is an essential submodule of SR (because R is a right m-order in S), and therefore 
we cannot have REP r (n) for some n < k, by Proposition 1. Thus REP r (k). 
Conversely, suppose REP r (k). Again, by Proposition 1, we must have S E P r (n) for some 
n ~ k. The above argument shows that REP r (n), hence n = k and S E P r (k). 0 
Notice that if m is chosen to be No in the above argument, we obtain Viola-Prioli's result: a 
right order in a right strongly prime ring is right strongly prime. 
We shall now describe conditions on a ring under which the notions of order and m - order 
coincide. Recall that a right Gabriel filter on a ring R is a right topologizing filter GJ on R (in the 
sense of Chapter II, § 2) with the additional property that if I ~ R R and there exists some J E GJ such 
that (I: r a) E GJ for all a E J, then I E GJ. Recall also that a right denominator set for a ring R is 
a (nonempty) multiplicatively closed set S of regular elements of R having the common right 
multiple property: for each r E Rand s E S, there exist r l E Rand sl E S such that rSl = srI' 
Moreover, if R is a right order in a ring T and S is the set of all units of T , contained in R, then S 
is a right denominator set for Rand T a right ring of fractions of R with respect to S. (We refer 
the reader to § 8 of Chapter 0 for further details on denominator sets and rings of fractions.) 
The next result appears to be well known. 
PROPOSITION 4. If S is a right denominator set in a ring R then the set of right 
ideals {A ~ RR: An S * 0} is a right Gabriel filter on R. 
Proof· Let GJ = {A ~ RR: An S * 0}. It is obvious that if A E GJ and A ~ B ~ RR' then 
B E GJ. If A, B E GJ, we may choose sEA n Sand t E B n S. Since S is a right denominator set, 
there exist r l E Rand sl E S such that srI = tsl . Clearly, srI = tSl E An B n S, so An BE GJ. 
If a E R then there exist r 2 E Rand s2 E S such that sr2 = as2. Inasmuch as sr2 E A we must 
have s2 E (A: r a) n S, whence (A: r a) E GJ. This shows that GJ E Fil-R. Finally, suppose that 
A ~ RR' BE GJ and (A:rt) E GJ for all t E B. Take t' E BnS. By hypothesis, (A:rt')nS * 0, so 
t's' E A for some s' E S. Therefore t's' E An S, so A E GJ. Thus GJ is a Gabriel filter. o 
If S is a right denominator set in a ring R, we shall denote the Gabriel filter {A ~ R R : 
An S * 0} by GJ s' 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let m be an infinite cardinal. Let R be a right order in a ring T 
(with identity) and let S be the right denominator set of all units of T contained in R. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent : 
(i) R is a right m- order in T; 
(ii) the right Gabriel filter GJ s is m - J ansian (i.e., GJ s is closed under intersections of 
f ewer than m right ideals). 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii): Let A ~ GJ s with IA I < m. Choose sA E An S for each A E A. By 
(i), there exists u E S with s::tlu E R for all A E A, i.e. , u = s Ar A for suitable rAE R, for all 
A E A. Then u E nA, so nA E GJ S . Thus GJS is m-Jansian. 
(ii) ~ (i) : Let {bis;l: i E r} be a subfamily of T with bi E R, si E S for all i E rand 
I r I < m. Consider the right ideals siR of R. Since s~ E siR n S for all i E r, it follows that 
SiREGJs for all iEr. By (ii), GJs is m-Jansian, so niErsiREGJs. Let tE(niErsiR)ns. 
Then t = siri for suitable ri E R and all i E r. 
all i E r. Thus R is a right m- order in T. 
Therefore (b . s-:-l)t = (b.s-:-l)s . r . = b· r · E R for 
II II II II 
o 
We know from Chapter II, §3 (see remarks preceding PropositionII.3.8) that when dealing 
with m - J ansian topologizing filters (and m - J ansian torsion preradicals), we may as well confine our 
attention to regular cardinals m. Indeed, it is easily shown that if m is an infinite cardinal then a 
right topologizing filter GJ is closed under intersections of fewer than m right ideals if and only if GJ is 
closed under intersections of fewer than D right ideals, where D is the smallest regular cardinal not less 
than m. (This n is m if m is regular, and is m+ if m is singular.) In view of the above result, 
therefore, we lose no generality in assuming that the cardinal m is regular whenever R is a right 
m- order in a ring T. 
The next example shows that for any regular cardinals m, D, one may construct a ring Rand 
overrings T l' T 2 of R such that R is a right m - order in T 1 and a right D - order in T 2. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let m and n be regular cardinals and let Gl and G2 be linearly ordered 
abelian groups whose underlying ordered sets have cofinalities m and D, respectively. (For example, if 
the integers are considered as a linearly ordered group {l; +, - ,D; ~}, we may take G
l 
= Z(m) and 
G 2 = Z(n), ordered antilexicographically. See Chapter!, §4 for the definition of this order.) Consider 
the abelian group H = G2 EB Gl , also ordered antilexicographically. By Corollary 1.2.2, there exists a 
commutative chain domain R such that the strictly ordered monoid (with respect to ideal 
multiplication and reversed set inclusion) of nonzero principal ideals of R is isomorphic to the positive 
cone H+ of H. We shall use ~ to denote the antilexicographic order on H, as well as its restrictions 
to subsets of H, such as H+. It is easily checked that if X is a cofinal subset of the order reduct of 
Gl then {(D, x) : x E X} is a cofinal subset of {H; ~}. On the other hand, it is equally obvious that 




. Since the order reduct of G1 has cofinality m we may conclude that the chains (H; ~) and 
(H+; ~) both have cofinality m. 
For notational convenience, we shall write [g 1 for the principal ideal of R corresponding to an 
element 9 of H+. Define 51 = R\{O} and 52 = R\P, where 
which is a prime ideal of R. Note that 51 and 52 are both multiplicatively closed (hence 
denominator) subsets of R, that R511 is the field of quotients of R and that R5:;1 is the 
localization of R at the prime ideal P. Clearly, c:J5 consists precisely of the nonzero (right) ideals of 1 
R. We claim that c:J51 is m-Jansian. Let .A~c:J51 with I.AI <m. We need to show that 
n.A E c:J 5 ' i.e., that n.A::f O. No generality is lost if we assume that each ideal in .A is principal, 
1 
since every nonzero ideal contains a nonzero principal ideal, so we may assume that .A = {[g 1: 9 E .A'} 
for a subset .A' of H+. Since (H+; ~) has cofinality m and I.A I < m, the set .A' must be bounded 
above in (H+; ~). It follows that .A is bounded below in (c:J 51; ~), i.e., n.A E c:J 51' 
To show that c:J52 is n-Jansian, let .A~c:J52 with I.AI <no For each AE.A., choose 
SA E An52• Since sAR E c:J5 for all A E.A, we may again assume without loss of generality that 2 
each ideal in .A is principal, and hence that .A = {[g 1 : 9 E .A'} for a subset .A' of H+. Taking 
H 2 = {(g2 , 0) : g2 E Gt}, where Gt is the positive cone of G2, the reader will observe that the chain 
(H 2; :::;) must have cofinality n, since the order reduct of G2 has cofinality n. Since I.A I < n, the 
set .A' must be bounded above in (H 2 ; ~), i.e., bounded below in (c:J 52 ; ~ ). This means that 
n.AEc:J5 . 2 
By Proposition 5, the ring R is aright m-orderin R511 but aright n-orderin R5:;1. 0 
EXAMPLE 2. We demonstrate that if m is a regular cardinal and n a nonzero cardinal then 
there is a ring T and a subring 5 of T such that 5 is a right m- order in T and 5, T E P r (n). 
Let D be a commutative domain which is an m - order in its field of quotients F (see the 
previous example for such a D). Let R be the subring of M!(F) consisting of all matrices which 
contain fewer than m nonzero entries and set 5 = M!(D). Define T = R + 5 ~ M!(F). Observe 
that if n < m then R = M!(F), so T = M!(F). We claim that, in general, T is a subring of 
M!(F). The only nontrivial step is to verify closure under multiplication. Let M = M' + Mil and 
N = N' + Nil with M', N' E R and Mil, Nil E 5. Then MN = M'N' + M'N" + M"N' + M"N". 
Certainly M' N' E R and Mil Nil E 5. Since M' has fewer than m nonzero rows, it follows that 
M' Nil has fewer than m nonzero rows. But every row of M' Nil contains only finitely many nonzero 
entries, so M' Nil has fewer than m nonzero entries, i.e., M' Nil E R. An analogous argument 
involving columns shows that M"N' E R. Thus MN E T. 
We show now that 5 is a right m- order in T. Let X ~ T with I X I < m. Write each 
ME X as M = M' + Mil with M' E R and Mil E 5. Consider Y = {M~i3: ct, (3 E nand ME X}. 
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Note that I Y I < m. Since D is a right m - order in F, there is a nonzero u E D such that Y u CD. 
Let I(u) denote the scalar matrix in 5 with u on the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Clearly, 
I(u) is a unit of T, and it is easy to see that MI(u) = M'I(u) + M"I(u) E 5 for all ME X. Thus 
5 is a right m- order in T. Note that 5, T E P r (n) if n < No and 5, T E P r (n+) if n 2: No 
(essentially by Proposition 1.4). 
To realise the case 5, T E P r (No), we modify the ring construction of Example 1.1. Choose F 
as above and let e a : M2a (F) -+ MNo(F) denote the diagonal embedding 
e.(A) = [ ~ ~ . ..J E MNO(F) (A E M,.(F)). 
described in Example 1.1. Define T= UaENoea[M2a(F)] and 5= UaENoea[M2a(D)]~T. An 
argument similar to the one used above shows that 5 is a right m - order in T and the argument of 
Example 1.1 may be re-used to show that 5, T E P r (No)· 
Finally, to realise the case 5, T E Pr(n), n an uncountable limit cardinal, we modify 
the construction of Example 1.2. We again choose F as above and let ek : ~(F) -+ M!.(F) denote 
the "diagonal" embedding described in Example 1.2. Define R to be the subring of 
UN <k<n ek[Mk(F)] consisting of all matrices M such that if k is the smallest infinite cardinal for 
0-
which M E ek[~(F)], and M = ek(M) with M E ~(F), then M has fewer than m nonzero 
entries. Set 
5 = U ek[~(D)] 
No~k<n 
and define T = R + 5. Again, previous arguments may be modified to show that 5 IS a right 
m- order in T and 5, T E P r (n). o 
§ 3. SEMIGROUP RINGS. 
In this section we consider closure properties of the classes P r (m) under the formation of 
semi group rings (in particular, monoid, group and polynomial rings). We preserve the convention 
established in Chapter 0, § 10, of using multiplicative n~tation for the binary operation of a semigroup 
(and in particular, abbreviating products by juxtaposition), except in cases where this is palpably 
unnatural. 
A semigroup H which is not a monoid may be extended to a monoid HM by choosing a 
symbol 1 H rt H, defining HM = H U {1 H}' and defining the monoid operation on HM to be the 
extension of the semigroup operation on H such that 1 Hh = h = h1 H for all h E HM. With an 
arbitrary semigroup H, we associate a monoid HI with universe: 
1 { H, if H has an identity element; 
H = 
HM , otherwise. 
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We shall, at times, refer to 1H without explicit mention of HI, even in cases where H does not have 
an identity. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let m be a cardinal greater than 1. If H is a semigroup and RH E 
P r (m) then R E 1\ (m). 
n(-y) 
Proo f. Suppose first that m ~ No' Let 0 =\= r E R and suppose X = {i~ 1 ail'gil' : -y E r} IS 
a right insulator for r in RH, where ail' E R and gil' E H for i = 1, ... , n(-y), -y E r, and I r 1< m. 
Set Y = {ail': i = 1, ... ,n(-y), -y E r}. Observe that Y is a right insulator for r in R, for if rYs = 0 
with sER, then rXs=O, so s=o. Since IYI<m, this shows that REPr(m). 
Now suppose that 1 < m < No' By Theorem 1.2, RH is· isomorphic to a right order III 
Mm(D) for some division ring D. It follows that dim RH RH = m. Furthermore, if 
{K i : i = 1, ... , n} is an independent family of nonzero right ideals of R, it is easily checked that 
{KiH: i = 1, ... ,n} is an independent family of nonzero right ideals of RH. Consequently, 
dim RR :::; m. By Goldie's First Theorem (Theorem 0.7.5), RH satisfies the ACC on right 
annihilators. We assert that this implies that R also satisfies the ACC on right annihilators. Indeed, 
suppose that (0: r Xo) ~ (0: r X 1) ~ ... is a strictly ascending chain of right annihilators of subsets Xa 
(a E No) of R. Choose hE H and define Y a = Xah:= {rh: r E Xa} ~ RH, for each a E No. It can 
be shown easily that (0: r Y 0) ~ (0: r y 1) ~ ... is a strictly ascending chain of right annihilators in 
RH, a contradiction. We may conclude, therefore, that R is a prime right Goldie ring with 
dimRR:::; m. It follows from Goldie's First Theorem (Theorem 0.7.5) and Theorem 1.2 that 
R E Pr(m). 0 
The following example shows that Proposition 1 would fail if we ceased to insist that m > 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 1 < n < No. Set R = ~(F), F any field, and let H be the free monoid 
on two (noncommuting) symbols. Clearly REP r (n), yet RH = [~(F)]H ~ ~(F H): the natural 
map <p: [Mn(F)]H -+ ~(F H) defined by 
may be shown to be a ring isomorphism. Since D = F H is a domain which is not right Ore (see 
remarks following Proposition 0.10.1), it follows from Proposition 1.4 that RH ~ ~(D) E P r (1). 0 
In Proposition 1, if H is chosen to be a group then a result of Connell [Con63, Theorem 8, 
p675] asserts that RH is prime if and only if R is prime and H contains no finite normal subgroups 
except {I H}' If RH is right strongly prime then R is right strongly prime and H has no locally 
finite normal subgroups except {lH} [HL75, Proposition III. 1 (a), p215]. (Recall that a group G is 
said to be locally finite if every finitely generated subgroup of G is finite.) The converse of this 
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result is an open problem. Some partial converses are known, for example, Hannah [Han77, 
Proposition 7, p342] showed that if F is a field and H a solvable group with no locally finite normal 
subgroups except {I H} then F H is right strongly prime. 
Suppose AI' A2 , ... , An are nonempty subsets of a semigroup H. We call an element x E 
A A A ·- {a a2 a . ak E Ak k = 1 n} a unique product element (abbreviated u.p. 1 2'" n'- 1 . .. n ' , , . . . , 
element) with respect to AI ' A 2 , ... , An (or just a u.p. element if the Aj are understood) if x is 
uniquely expressible in the form x = a1 a2 • • • an where aj E Aj for i = 1, ... , n. 
In [SiI92] , Silva investigates conditions on a semi group H which guarantee that the 
semigroup ring RH is prime whenever R is prime. Specifically, [Sil92, Theorem 1.1 , p191] asserts 
that if H satisfies "Condition C" (defined below) then RH is prime whenever R is prime. 
CONDITION C: For each pair of finite non empty subsets A, B of the semigroup H, there 
exists t E H such that A{t}B contains a u.p. element. 
Since our interest is in the degree of primeness of a ring we choose to introduce two more 
specific conditions. 
CONDITION D: For each finite non empty subset A of the semigroup H, there exists a 
nonempty subset T A of HI with the property that for each finite nonempty subset B of H, there 
exists t ETA such that A{t}B contains a u.p. element. 
CONDITION E: For each finite nonempty subset A of the semigroup H, there exists a 
nonempty subset T A of HI and a E A with the property that for each finite nonempty subset B of 
H, there exists t ETA such that A{t}B contains a u.p. element of the form atb for some bE B. 
Note that Condition E is stronger than Condition D. Following Passman [Pas77, § 13.1], we 
call a semigroup H a unique product semi group if, for each pair of finite nonempty subsets A, B of 
H , AB contains a u.p. element. Observe that if T A may be chosen to be {I H } for all finite A ~ H 
then Condition D amounts to saying that H is a unique product semigroup. On the other hand, if we 
may choose to have T A = HI for all finite A ~ H then Conditions D and C are equivalent for H. 
LEMMA 2. n Let R be a prime ring, H a semigroup and z = L: r ·a· E RH with 
j = 1 I I 
0* rj E R, aj E H for i = 1, . .. ,n. Then: 
(i) if H satisfiesConditionD, A={a1, ... , an} and Xj is a right insulator for rj m 
n 
R, for i = 1, ... , n, then C U Xj)T A ~ RH is a right insulator for z in RH j 
1=1 
(ii) 'f H f t sat is ies ConditionE, A = {at, ... ,an } and Xi is a right insulator for ri m 
R, for i = 1, .. . , n, then X j T A ~ RH is a right insulator for z in RH for some 
jE{I, ... , n} . 
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Proof. (i) Suppose, on the contrary, that z( .U Xj)T AW = 0 with 0 * W = .L sjb j E RH, 
1 = 1 1 = 1 0* Sj E R, bj E H for i = 1, ... , m. Taking B = {b1, ... , bm } there exists, by hypothesis, t ETA 
such that A{t}B contains a unique product element aktbj for some k E {l, ... ,n} and j E {l, ... ,m}. 
n 
It follows that rk( .U Xj)Sj = 0, a contradiction. 
1= 1 
(ii) Suppose the element a of Condition E is aj' where j E {I, ... , n}. Then an argument 
similar to the one used above shows that X j T A is a right insulator for z in RH. 0 
A semigroup H is said to be strictly ri9ht ordered if it admits a linear order < such that 
for any x, y, z E H, we have 
x < y ~ xz < yz. 
Strictly left ordered semigroups are defined analogously, and a semigroup that is strictly right and 
strictly left ordered is strictly ordered in the sense of Chapter 0, § 10. 
If {G j : i E r} is a family of monoids, we denote their free product by * j E r G j • We 
remind the reader that the free product of a family of monoids always exists and we provide a crude 
. outline of its construction. (A more precise account may be found in [Pas77, Theorem 9.2.9, p372]4.) 
We assume the sets G j \{lG J are mutually disjoint. We form X = Uj E r (G j \{IG J). Consider the 
1 1 
set W(X) of all "words" in X (i.e., finite sequences of elements of X, including the empty word, 
which we denote by 1, where we assume without loss of generality that 1 rt. X). A word wE W(X) is 
said to be in reduced form if w = 1 or w = 9192 ... 9n , where n ~ 1, each 9j E X and adjacent 
"letters" 9 j' 9 j+1 lie in distinct G j • Then the free product of the G j has as its elements all words 
in reduced form and the monoid operation on the free product is just concatenation of words. We 
write G1* G2 * ... * Gn for * j E r Gj if r = {I, ... , n}. Note, however, that as a binary operation, 
* is commutative. We point out that this construction is similar to that of (X), the free monoid on a 
set X (see Chapter 0, § 10). In fact, if X is any nonempty set then (X) = * x E X (x). 
Generalizing [Gr079, Theorems 2.1 & 2.2, pp242-243], [Vi075, Proposition 2.14, p28l] and 
[HL 75, Proposition 111.3, p216], we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let m be a nonzero cardinal. Then: 
(i) if m is infinite, H is a unique product semigroup and REP r (m) then 
RH E Pr(m)j 
(ii) if H is a cancellative strictly right ordered semigroup and REP r (m) then 
RH E Pr(m)j 
(iii) if H = G * G' is the free product of two nontrivial monoids G and G' and 
R E Pr(m) then RH E P r (2m). 
Proo f· (i) follows immediately from Lemma 2 (i), taking T A = {I H }. 
4 
Although Passman constructs a free product for a family of groups, his construction may be used mutatis 
mutandis, for a family of monoids. ' 
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(ii) We show that a semigroup satisfying the conditions of (ii) must satisfy Condition E. Let 
A = {x1, ... ,xn} ~ H with xl < x2 < ... < xn' Take a = xn and TA = {I H }. Suppose B = 
{ zl"" ,zm}~H with zl < z2<" , <zm' It suffices to show that y=max{xjzi:i=I, ... ,nj 
j = 1, . .. , m} is uniquely expressible in the form y = xnz i = az j for some j E {I, ... , m}. Observe 
first that since H is strictly right ordered, y may be written in the form y = xnz j for some 
j E {I , ... , m} . If y = Xn Zj = xkz, for some k E {I, ... , n} and I E {I, ... , m} then n = k, otherwise 
y = xkz, < xnz" a contradiction. Since H is cancellative and xnz j = xnz" we must have j = l. Now 
the result follows from Lemma 2 (ii). 
(iii) For convenience, we first introduce some notation and terminology. We say that an 
element h E H has length 2n + 1 if it has reduced form h = gl g1g2g2'" gng~gn+1 where 
gj E G\{1G}' gi E G'\{IG,} for each i. Since the first factor of h is contained in G, we 'say that h 
has type G _ and since the last factor of h is contained in G, we say that h also has type _G. 
Elements of even length and of type G'_ and of type _G' are defined in a similar manner. 
It suffices, in view of Lemma 2 (ii), to show that H satisfies Condition E where, in particular, 
we are able to choose ITA I = 2 for all finite nonempty subsets A of H. Suppose then that A is a 
finite nonempty subset of H. Let a be an element of maximal length in A and choose 9 E G\{IG}, 
g' E G'\{lG,}. 
Case 1. If a has type _G (or a = IH ) we may take T A = {g', gg}. Let B be a finite 
nonempty subset of Hand b an element of maximal length in B. If b has type G_ (or b = IH ) 
then ag'b is a u.p. element in Ag'B. If b has type G'_ then aggb is a u.p. element in AggB. 
Case 2. If a has type _G' we take T A = {g, gg'}. Let B be a finite nonempty subset of H 
and b an element of maximal length in B. If b has type G'_ (or b = IH ) then agb is a u.p. 
element in AgE. If b has type G_ then agg'b is a u.p. element in Agg'B. o 
If m is infinite and H = G * G' is the free product of nontrivial monoids G and G' then 
Proposition 3 (iii) yields: REP r (m) =} RH E P r (m). This implication fails, in general, for finite m 
(see Example 2 below). If we assume, however, that I G I ~ 3 or I G' I ~ 3 then REP r (m) =} 
RH E P r (m) holds for all nonzero cardinals m. For suppose I G I ~ 3. Let R be an arbitrary 
nonzero ring and let H = G*G'. Choose gl,g2 E G\{IG} with gl * g2 and g' E G'\{IG,}. For each 
positive integer n, set xn = g'(gl g'tg2 + (gl g'tg2g' and In = xnRH. We claim that {In: n ~ 1} is 
n 
an independent family of (nonzero) right ideals of RH. For suppose .E XjSj = 0 with {s1"'" Sn} 
1=1 n 
~ RH. If XjSj * 0 for some i E {I, ... ,n}, let h be an element of maximal length in U supp(x.s .). 
j = 1 1 1 
We may assume without loss of generality that h = g'(g1g,)kg2hk where 1 ~ k ~ nand hk is an 
n 
element of maximal length in supp sk of type G'_. Inasmuch as .E XjSj = 0, we must have h = 
g'(g1 g,)kg2hk = g'(g1 g,)ig2hj for some j * k, j E {I, ... , n}, wher: =h~ is an element of maximal 
length in supp S j of type G' -' Since j * k and g1 * g2'. this is clearly not possible, so x'jSj = 0 for 
i = 1, ... , n. Thus {In: n ~ 1} is independent, from which it follows that dim RH RH ~ No. Suppose 
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now that REP r (m) with 0 < m < No' By Proposition 3 (iii), RH is right bounded strongly prime 
and since dim RH RH ~ No, RH cannot be a prime right Goldie ring, so RH E P r (1), by Theorem 
1.2. 
EXAMPLE 2. We show that if m is a finite nonzero cardinal and H = G*G',5 where G 
and G' are both (multiplicatively written) groups of order 2, generated by elements g and g' , 
respectively, then R = Mm(Z2)H E P r (2m) yet Mm(Z2) E P r (m). This shows that the implication 
REP r (m) ~ RH E P r (2m) of Proposition 3 (iii) cannot be sharpened. Note first that R == 
Mm(Z2H). (A suitable isomorphism is described in Example 1.) We show that Z2H E P r (2). 
Certainly, by Proposition 3 (iii), Z2H E P r (2). Consider the element 1 + g E Z2H. Suppose 1 + g 
n 
has a singleton right insulator, {y}, say. Write y = .2: hi with hi E H, i = 1, ... , n. Inasmuch as 
1=1 
(1 + g)g = 1 + g, we clearly lose no generality in assuming that each hi (distinct from I H ) is of type 
n 
G'_. Set z = ( 2: h:-1)(1 + g). Clearly z:j:: O. Now 
i = 1 1 
(1 + g)yz = (1 + g)Ctl hi)Ct1 h;l)(1 + g) 
= (1 + g)( ~ hihjl + .f: hih;1)(1 + g) 
1 ~ It1 ~ n 1 = 1 
i:j: j 
= (1+g)( .2: . [hihjl+hjh;1l+n)1+g). 
1~I<)~n 
Since (1 + g)t(1 + g) = (1 + g)C1(1 + g) for all t E H, setting tij = hihjl, 1 ~ i < j ~ n, we 
obtain 
(1+g)yz = (1+g)( .2: . [tij+tiil+n)(1+g) 
l~I<)~n 
= (l+g)n(1+g) = 0, 
a contradiction. Thus Z2H E P r (2). It follows that Z2H is isomorphic to a right order in M
2
( D) for 
some division ring D, by Theorem 1.2. By Lemma 0.7.3, R is isomorphic to a right order III 
o 
We do not know whether the requirement that m be infinite is necessary in Proposition 3 (i). 
As a consequence of Proposition 3 (ii), we have: 
COROLLARY 4. Let m be a nonzero cardinal. If R E Pr(m) then R[xl E Pr(m). 0 
We conclude this section with a brief investigation of "monomial algebras". Monomial 
algebras are very similar to certain types of semi group rings (specifically, free algebras) and it is for 
this reason that we have chosen to discuss them here. They are a rich source of "pathological" prime 
rings, as is illustrated by an example at the end of this section. 
Let F be a field and X a nonempty set whose elements will be called indeterminates. 
Consider the free F-algebra F(X) on X. (Recall that F(X) is, by definition, the semigroup ring 
5This is the so-called infinite dihedral group, D 00' 
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whose coefficient ring is F and whose semigroup is the free monoid (X) on X.) A monomial in 
F(X) is an element of the form aw where a E F and wE (X). Any F-algebra of the form F(X)/I, 
where I is an ideal of F(X) generated by monomials, is called a monomial F-algebra. We introduce 
some notation which will be used throughout the remainder of this section. If wE (X) , we denote the 
image of w in F(X)/I by W, and the image of (X) in F(X)/I by (X). It is also customary to use 
the term "monomial" to describe the image in F(X)/I of any monomial of F(X). 
The following result shows that much of the "freedom" in the free F-algebra F(X) is passed 
on to the monomial algebra F(X) / I. Although the result is well known, we have chosen to provide a 
proof, in ~he absence of a suitable reference. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let AF = F(X)/I, where F is a field, X a nonempty set, and I an 
ideal of F(X) generated by monomials. Then every nonzero rEA is uniquely expressible in the 
n 
form r = L: a·w·, where the Wi are distinct elements of (X)\((X) n 1) and O::j: ai E F for 
i = 1 1 1 
i = 1, ... ,n. 
Proof. Suppose that the ideal I is generated by a nonempty set V of monomials. The fact 
that every nonzero rEA is expressible in the given form is obvious. To establish uniqueness, it 
clearly suffices to show that if {wI"'" wn} is any set of distinct elements of (X) and {a1,. .. , an} any 
n 
set of nonzero elements of F then Wi = 0 for all i E {1, ... , n}, whenever .L: aiwi = O. Suppose then 
n n 1=1 n 
.L: aiwi = 0 with the Wi and ai as above. This implies that .L: aiwi E I which means that .L: aiwi 
1=1 m 1=1 1=1 
can be expressed in the form i~ 1 biuiviui, where O::j: bi E F, ui' ui E (X), Vi E V for 
i = 1, ... , m, with the ui' vi' ui distinct. Now 
supp( .f: aiwi) = {Wi: i = 1, ... ,n} ~ {uiviui: i = 1, ... ,m} = supp( .f biUiViui), 
1 = 1 1 = 1 
so {Wi: i = 1, ... ,n} ~ I, whence Wi = 0 for all i E {l, ... ,n}, as required. o 
We remarked in the sequel to Proposition 0.10.1 that if F is a field and X a nonempty set 
then the free F-algebra F(X) admits a naturally defined degree function 8: F(X)\ {O} -+ l which 
extends the classical degree function associated with polynomial rings. It follows from Proposition 5 
that the degree function 8, when restricted to nonzero monomials, does "survive" in the m~nomial 
algebra F(X)/I. To be more precise, it is possible to define a function a: (X)\{O} -+ Z by aw = 8w 
for all nonzero w E (X); the point being that a is well defined because w = u (u, w E (X)) implies 
u=w or u=w=O, by Proposition 5. Notice that for all u,WE(X)\{O}, we have a(uw)= 
au + aw or uw = O. 
There is a further notion associated with the free algebra F(X) which "survives" in the 
monomial algebra F(X) / I, namely that of the support of a nonzero element. If r = ~ a·w . (with 
.L..J 1 1 
the Wi and ai as in Proposition5) is a nonzero element of the monomial algebra F(X);/, we define 
the support of r, abbreviated suppr, to be {w1,w2 , ... , wn } ~ (X). Since, by Proposition 5, r is 
n 
uniquely expressible in the form L: a·w· (with the w· and a
1
· as in Proposition5), suppr is clearly 
i = 1 1 1 1 
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uniquely determined by r. 
LEMMA 6. Let AF = F(X)/I, where F is a field, X a nonempty set, and I an ideal of 
F(X) generated by monomials. If O:f: r, sEA with rs = 0, then iiiu = 0 whenever iii and u are 
elements of maximum degree in supp rand supp s, respectively, that is to say iiiu = 0 whenever 
Biii ~ Bw' for all w' E supp rand Bu ~ Bii' for all ii' E supp s. 
Proof. If iiiU:f: 0 then we must have iiiu = w' ii' for some w' E suppr, W':f: iii, and ii' 
E supp s, ii':f: U. By Proposition 5, wu = w'u'. Since o(wu) = ow + au = ow' + au' with ow ~ ow' 
and au ~ au', we must have ow = ow' and au = au'. This clearly implies w = w' and u = u', a 
contradiction. Thus iiiu = O. 0 
The following result is a routine extension of [GHL74, Proposition2.3, p8] and shows that the 
bound of primeness of a monomial algebra is determined almost completely by -the behaviour of its 
monomials. 
LEMMA 7. Let m be a nonzero cardinal. Let AF = F(X)/I, where F is a field, X a 
nonempty set, and I an ideal of F(X) generated by monomials. Suppose that each nonzero 
iii E (X) has a right insulator in (X) of cardinality less than m + 1, that is to say, there exists a 
subset Y of (X) such that I Y 1< m+ 1 and iiiYu = 0 implies u = 0, whenever u E (X). Then 
AEPr(m). 
Proo f. Let O:f: rEA and let iii be an element of maxImum degree in supp r. By 
hypothesis, we may choose Y ~ (X) such that I Y I < m + 1 and iiiYu:j: 0 for all nonzero u E (X). 
We claim that Y is a right insulator for r in A. Indeed, if r Y s = 0 for some nonzero sEA then, 
choosing an element u of maximum degree III supp s, we infer from the previous lemma that 
iiiYu = 0, a contradiction. o 
EXAMPLE 3. Let m be a regular cardinal and F a field. We construct a monomial 
F-algebra A such that A E P r (1) n PI (m+). 
Set X = m, i.e., X is the set of all ordinals a such that a < m. Let I be the ideal of F(X) 
generated by all monomials of the form a{3'Y with a > {3 > 'Y. Define A F = F(X) / I. Take 
o :j: iii E (X) and suppose that iii terminates in p, say, with {3 E X. It is clear that {PO} is a right 
insulator for iii in (X). By Lemma 7, AEPr (1). Suppose iii has initial symbol a, say,with 
a EX. We claim that Y = fya: 'Y E X} is a left insulator for iii in (X). Indeed, if 0 :f: u E (X) and 
u terminates in 'f say, 'Y EX, then it is easy to see that u('fa)iii:f: O. Since I Y I = m, we may 
conclude from the left analogue of Lemma 7 that A E PI (m+). To show that A rJ. P, (n) for any 
n ~ m, let Y be a subset of A with I Y I < m. Denote by Y' the set of all ordinals {3 (Le., elements 
of X) for which P appears in Y. Since I Y'I < m and cofm = m, there must exist some a E X 
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such that a> f3 for all f3 E Y'. Clearly, therefore, a $ 1 a E (0: I Y). Thus A E PI (m+). o 
§ 4. UNIFORMLY STRONGLY PRIME RINGS. 
In [HL 75], Handelman and Lawrence introduced the notion of a "uniformly strongly prime" 
ring and, more specifically, that of a ring "uniformly strongly prime of bound n", for a given finite 
nonzero cardinal n. Loosely speaking, these notions arise by insisting on the existence of a fixed subset 
of a ring which functions as an insulator for all nonzero ring elements, and by calculating the 
minimum cardinality of any such "uniform" insulator. (This cardinal will be called the "uniform 
bound of primeness" of the ring j more precise definitions follow below.) Surprisingly, given the 
prominence of Handelman and Lawrence's work, it is only the more radical theoretic aspects of 
uniformly strongly prime rings that have received attention in the literature. In this section we hope to 
give the subject a fuller and more deserved treatment. 
In Theorem 4, we show that the study of uniformly strongly prime rings can be reduced to 
that of (1) those such rings whose uniform bound of primeness is 1 j and (2) prime Goldie rings (i.e., 
rings that are isomorphic to right or left orders in finite dimensional matrix rings over division rings). 
It is known that the property of being uniformly strongly prime is preserved in taking right orders (and 
this does not increase the uniform bound) j we show in Corollary 7 that the passage to two-sided orders 
preserves and reflects the uniform bound itself. Thus the calculation of the uniform bounds of many 
strongly prime rings reduces to a consideration of properties of matrix rings ~(D), where n is a 
finite nonzero cardinal and D is a division ring. Surprisingly, however, the value of this bound turns 
out to depend, in general, on the division ring D, rather than being solely determined by the 
dimensions of the matrices, i.e., by n. (This contrasts with the situation for the right and left bounds 
of primeness of two-sided orders in simple artinian rings.) 
We conclude the section with some examples, in which the uniform bounds of several prime 
Goldie rings are calculated. In particular, we show that for every finite nonzero cardinal n, there exist 
rings which are uniformly strongly prime of bound precisely n. 
We point out that our study of uniformly strongly prime rings does not end here. Indeed, the 
class of uniformly strongly prime rings gives rise to a number of special classes in the category of rings 
which will be studied in Chapter IV. 
A nonempty subset X of a ring R is said to be a uniform_ insulator for R ifaXb :f: 0 
whenever O:f: a, bE R. If R possesses a finite uniform insulator, we call R a uniformly strongly 
prime ring (in which case, of course, R is both a right and a left bounded strongly prime ring). A 
prime ring always possesses a uniform insulator - at worst, the ring itself functions as such. If m is 
the smallest cardinal such that a prime ring R possesses a uniform insulator X with I X I < m + 1, 
we call R uniformly prime (or uniformly strongly prime, if m is finite) of bound m, and we 
refer to m as the uniform bound of primeness of R. We shall denote by U P(m) (resp. U P(m» 
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the class of rings which are uniformly prime of bound m (resp. of bound at most m). Thus U P(No) 
is just the class of all uniformly strongly prime rings. Note that only a successor cardinal m may be 
the uniform bound of primeness of a ring, i.e., U P(m) = 0 for all limit cardinals m. For any limit 
cardinal m , we have UP(m) = UO<n<mUP(n)= UO<n<mUP(n). 
Observe that all of the "uniform" notions defined in the previous paragraph are left-right 
symmetric, unlike the corresponding notions associated with right and left bounds of primeness. The 
nonempty classes U P(m) partition the class of all prime rings since, as we noted in the previous 
paragraph, every prime ring R is uniformly prime of bound at most 1 R 1+. In fact, while we have 
chosen to pitch the above definition at a level of generality consistent with the investigations of this 
thesis as a whole, it is only for finite m that the classes U P(m) and U P(m) have been studied in the 
literature and there are, at present, no known interesting characterizations of the classes UP(m) and 
U P(m) for infinite m . The results of this section deal almost exclusively with the case where m is 
finite. 
The following assertions are clearly equivalent for a nonempty subset X of a ring R: 
(i) X is a uniform insulator for R j 
(ii) X is a right (resp. left) insulator for every nonzero a E R. 
It follows that if R E U P(m) (m> 0), then REP r (m) n P, (m). 
Clearly, every domain is a member of U P(I). More generally, if m is a nonzero cardinal, D 
a domain and 0 * tED, then {Ea . .a(t): 0', f3 < m} is a right insulator for every nonzero element of 
Mm(D) and hence a uniform insulator for ~(D). (Recall that Ea • .a(t) denotes the matrix in 
M1m(D) with t in position (0', f3) and zeros elsewhere. The argument of Proposition 1.1 may be used 
virtually unchanged to justify the previous claim.) Thus Mm(D) E U P(m2) whenever 0 < m < No and 
Mm(D) E U P(m+) whenever m ~ No. We also know that for infinite m, ~(D) E P
r 
(m+) 
(Proposition 1.4) so we may conclude that ~(D) E U P(m+) in this case j actually, all of the above 
may be generalized effortlessly to the case where DE UP(I) with uniform insulator {t}. Since much 
of what follows will be an analysis of the uniform bounds of primeness of matrix rings ~(D), the 
fact that, when m is infinite, this bound coincides with the right bound of primeness of the ring for 
"most" D makes us feel that the uniform bound of primeness of an infinite dimensional matrix ring is 
of little interest. This is part of the rationale for the more general emphasis, in what follows, on 
finite uniform bounds of primeness. 
Now consider the case where n is a finite nonzero cardinal and D is a division ring. We 
established earlier that ~(D) E Pr(n)np/(n), so we must have ~(D) E UP(m) for some (finite) 
cardinal m with n ~ m ~ n2• This fact is not new (see [HL 75, Proposition 1.2, p211]). It turns out, 
however, that the lastmentioned inequality can be sharpened to n ~ m ~ 2n - 1. Thus ~(D) E 
U P(m) for some m such that n ~ m ~ 2n - 1, whenever D is a division ring. A slightly stronger 
assertion will be proved in Theorem 3. We require two lemmas. The first generalizes a result of Olson 
[01s87, Theorem 10, p98] , which shows that the property of being uniformly strongly prime is 
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preserved in taking right orders. 
LEMMA 1. Let m, n be cardinals with 0 < n < m and m ~ No' Let R be a right m- order 
in a ring 5. If 5 E U P(n) then R E U P(n). In particular, a right order in a uniformly strongly 
prime ring is uniformly strongly prime of bound no greater than that of the overring. 
Proo f. Let X be a uniform insulator for 5 with \ X \ < n + 1. Since \ X \ < m and R is a 
right m-order in 5, there is a unit u of 5, contained in R, such that Xu ~ R. If a,b E R with 
a =1= 0 and aX ub = 0 then ub = 0 (because X is a uniform insulator for 5), and so b = O. This 
shows that Xu is a uniform insulator for R, and since \ X u\ = \ X \ < n + 1, we have R E U P(n). 
The second assertion follows from the first, setting m = No and using LemmaO.7.2. o 
It follows from the above result and the remarks preceding it that if a ring R is isomorphic to 
a right order in Mn(D), where 0 < n < No and D is a division ring, then R E U P(m) for some m 
such that n ~ m ~ n2• Thus every prime right (and, by symmetry, left) Goldie ring is uniformly 
strongly prime. (The reader will recall that this fact was established in the proof of Proposition 1.7, 
using the Faith-Utumi Theorem (Theorem 0.7.7).) 
Let M be an n x m matrix over any ring R, where 0 < n ~ m < No. Any n x k matrix 
(where 0 < k ~ m) obtained from M by deleting m - k columns of M will be called an n x k minor 
of M. 
LEMMA 2. Let n be a finite nonzero cardinal and D a division ring. Let {A")': 'Y < m} 
be a finite subset of ~(D), with m ~ n. For each n- tuple .;. E if (regarded as a column 
vector), let A(.;.) denote the nxm matrix whose 'Y-th column is A")'.;. for each 'Y E {0, ... ,m-1}. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) {A")': 'Y < m} is a uniform insulator for ~(D); 
(ii) rank A(.;.) = n for all nonzero.;. E if; 
(iii) for each nonzero.;. E if, there exists an nxn minor of A(.;.) whose rank is n. 
Proof· The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is a basic result of linear algebra. For the sake of 
completeness, however, we provide a proof. The implication (iii) => (ii) is obvious. To establish 
(ii) => (iii), let Q =1=.;. E if. We can clearly regard the columns of A(.;.) as elements of Dn. Let '1 be 
a maximal independent set of columns of A(.;.) and let ('1) denote the subspace of Dn generated by 
'1. By the maximality of '1 among independent sets of columns, ('1) is the column space of A(.;.). By 
hypothesis, n = rank A(.;.) = dim (column space of A(.;.)) = dim ('1) = \ '1 \. Clearly, if B is chosen to 
be the n x n minor of A(.;.) whose set of columns is '1, then rank B = n. Thus (iii) holds. 
(i) => (ii): Suppose that rank A(.;.) < n for some nonzero .;. E if. Then JLA(.;.) = Q for some 
nonzero JL E Dn (regarded as a row vector). Define Y, X E ~(D) by: 
{
y for a = 0; 
Y(a) = Q for a> 0, and 
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{
X for /3 = 0; 
X(l3) = -Q 
for /3 > O. 
Clearly, Y,X=l=O, yet YA-yX=O for all IE{O, ... ,m-l}. This contradicts (i). 
(ii) => (i): Let Y, X E Mln(D) with Y =l= O. Then 
(V, E m) (Y A-yX = 0) => (Va E n) (Vf3 E n) (Y(a)A(X({3)) = 0) 
=> (Vf3 En) (rankA(X({3)) < n) 
=> (Vf3 E n) (X({3) = Q) (by (ii)) 
=> X = O. 
This shows that {A-y: I < m} is a uniform insulator for Mln(D). o 
Note that if ~ = (xl' x2 ' ••• ' xn) E D
n then A(~) (as defined above) is an n x rn matrix each of 
whose entries is a linear homogeneous form (over D) in xl' x2 ' ••• ' x.,..6 Conversely, it is equally clear 
that any such matrix can be written as A(~) for a suitable subset {A-y: I < rn} of Mn(D). If D is a 
field then, by the previous lemma, {A-y: I < rn} is a uniform insulator for Mln(D) if and only if for 
each nonzero ~ E Dn , there exists an n x n minor of A(~) whose determinant is nonzero. Note also 
that in this instance, the determinant of every n x n minor of A(~) is an n- th degree homogeneous 
THEOREM 3. Let n be a finite nonzero cardinal and D a division rmg. If R lS 
isomorphic to a right order in Mn(D) then R E U P(rn) for some rn such that n:S; rn:S; 2n - 1. 
Proof. Note first that we cannot have R E U P(rn) for any rn < n, since REP r (n) 
(Theorem 1.2). It suffices, in view of Lemma 1, to prove that Mn{D) E U P(2n - 1). 
Xl X2 Xn - l Xn 0 0 
0 Xl X2 Xn - l Xn 0 
Consider A(~) 
0 Xl X2 Xn - l Xn 0 
0 0 0 Xl X2 Xn _ l Xn 
where ~ = (xl' x2 ' ••• , xn). Notice that A(~) is an n x (2n -1) matrix each of whose entries is a 
linear homogeneous form in xl' X2 , ••• , Xn. Suppose that rank A(~) < n for some nonzero ~ E Dn. 
Then every n x n minor of A(~) has rank < n. Whenever a < n, we let A(~, a) denote the n x n 
minor of A(~) for which A(~,a)({3) = A(~)({3ea) whenever f3 < n. Since A(~,O) is an nxn matrix 
with zeros below the main diagonal and since rankA(~,O) < n, we must have xl = O. Equally, since 
6 It would be more accurate in this context to interpret =: = (xl' x2 , ••• , xn) as an n-tuple of indeterminates 
(hence an element of D[xI , x 2 , •.. , xnln), rather than as an n-tuple of elements in the division ring D . Nevertheless, 
for the sake of simplicity, we tolerate this ambiguity and regard =: = (xl' x 2 , ••• , xn) both as an n-tuple in D
n and as 
an n-tuple in D[xI' x2 , .•• , xnln. 
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A(~, 1) is an n x n matrix with zeros below the main diagonal and since rank A(~, 1) < n, we must 
have x2 = O. Continuing in this way, we obtain xl = x2 = ... = xn = 0, i.e., ~ = Q, a contradiction. 
Hence rank A(~) = n for all nonzero ~ E Dn. By the previous lemma, Mn(D) has a uniform insulator 
of cardinality 2n - 1. o 
We shall show presently, with the aid of several examples, that the inequality n ~ m ~ 2n-l 
of Theorem 3 cannot be sharpened further. This is an interesting fact which shows that the uniform 
bound of primeness of a right order in Mn(D) (where n is a finite nonzero cardinal and D a division 
ring) is not determined solely by n. This contrasts with the situation for the right and left bounds of 
primeness of such orders (see Theorem 1.2). 
Theorem 4 below may be seen as a converse of Theorem 3. In it, we prove that every ring 
which is uniformly strongly prime of bound greater than 1 is necessarily prime right or left Goldie. 
Theorem 4 may be viewed, therefore, as a "uniformly strongly prime" analogue of Theorem 1.2. 
(Recall that Theorem 1.2 asserts that every ring which is right prime of bound greater than 1 is 
necessarily prime right Goldie.) We also remark that Theorem 3, which attempts to locate the 
uniform bound of primeness of a prime right Goldie ring, takes on greater significance in the light of 
Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 4. If n is a finite cardinal such that n> 1, and R E U pen), then R IS a 
prime right or left Goldie ring. 
Proof· Suppose REP r (1) n P, (1). Let X be a uniform insulator for R with I X 1= n 
and choose x E X. Since R ~ U P(l), there must exist nonzero elements r, s E R such that rxs = O. 
Since REPr (1)np, (l), we may choose r,sER such that (O:/rr)=(O:rss)=O. ThenrrXss\{O} 
is a uniform insulator for R since, for any a, b E R, 
a(rrXss)b = 0 :::} arr = 0 or ssb = 0 :::} a = 0 or b = O. 
But I rr X ss\ {O} I < I X I = n, a contradiction. We must therefore have that REP r (n) or R E 
PI (n) (by Proposition 1.7), whereupon the result follows from Theorem 1.2. 0 
In [HL75, Corollary to PropositionIl.3, p214], Handelman and Lawrence prove that if R IS a 
(von Neumann) regular ring with identity then the conditions 
(i) R is simple; and 
(ii) R is (right) strongly prime 
are equivalent. In the next proposition, we show that uniformly strongly prime regular rings with 
identity have a very "simple" characterization. 
PROPOSITION 5. The following assertions are equivalent for any regular ring R with 
identity: 
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(i) R is a simple artinian ring; 
(ii) R is uniformly strongly prime. 
Proo f. (i) => (ii) is obvious. 
(ii) => (i): Suppose first that R E U P(I) and let {x} be a uniform insulator for R. Since R 
is regular, Rx = Re for some idempotent e E R (Theorem 0.9.1). Write e = tx with t E R. Since 
(O:re)=(O:rtx)=O, we must have e=tx=IR. Similarly, x is right invertible so x is a 
unit of R. This implies that R is a domain, since for any a, b E R, we have 
ab = 0 => axx-1b = 0 => a = 0 or x-1b = 0 => a = 0 or b = O. 
R must therefore be a division ring. 
Suppose now that R is uniformly strongly prime of bound greater than 1. By Theorem 4, R 
is isomorphic to a right or left order in a simple artinian ring S. We claim that R ~ S. To see this, 
take s E S. Identifying R with its image in S, we get that su E R for some unit u of S contained 
in R. Since u is a regular element of Rand R is a regular ring, u must be a unit of R. Therefore, 
s = suu-1 E R, so R = S. Thus R is a simple artinian ring. o 
Recall that in Proposition 2.1 we proved that if R is a subring of S such that RR is essential 
in S Rand REP r (m), then S E P r (m). The proof is similar in spirit to that of the next proposition, 
which is the analogous result for uniform primeness. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let R be a subring of S and suppose that RR and RR are essential 
sub modules of S Rand RS, respectively. For any nonzero cardinal n, if R E U P(n) then 
S E UP(n). 
Proof· Let X be a uniform insulator for R with I X I < n + 1 and suppose that aXb = 0, 
where O::f: a, bE S. Since RR is essential in S R' it follows that {br + bn : r E R, n E l} n R ::f: 0, so 
o ::f: br + bn E R for some r E R, n E l. Since R is a prime ring, (br + bn)R ::f: 0, and therefore 
bR * O. Then R n bR * 0, so 0 * bs E R for some s E R. Using the fact that RR is essential in RS , 
a similar argument establishes the existence of some t E R such that O::f: ta E R. Then taXbs = 0 
and so ta = 0 or bs = 0, a contradiction. Thus X is a uniform insulator for S, from which it 
follows that S E U P(n). 0 
The following example shows that the requirement that RR be essential 10 RS cannot be 
dropped from the above result. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let R be a ring with identity such that R E U P(I) and dim R R ~ No (e.g., a 
domain which is not right Ore). Consider the maximal right ring of quotients Q = Qrnax(RR)' 
Certainly, RR is essential in QR' We shall show that Q is not uniformly strongly prime. Since R is 
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right strongly prime, the singular submodule Z(RR) of RR is zero, by [HL75, Proposition 11.2, p213J. 
(This result is , of course, just a special case of Theorem 11.6.3 ((ii) => (v)), where we set m = No and 
(j = Z .) By PropositionO.9.5 , Q is a regular, right self-injective ring. Since dimRR is not finite, it 
follows from Sandomierski's Theorem (Theorem 0.9.6) that Q is not simple artinian. By 
Proposition 5, Q cannot be uniformly strongly prime. 0 
In the sequel to Proposition 2.1 , we remarked that if S = M2(D) (D a division ring) and R is 
the subring of S consisting of all upper triangular 2 x 2 matrices over D, then RR is essential in S R 
but R is not even semiprime. A symmetrical argument shows that RR is essential in RS, Since S 
is uniformly strongly prime, but R is not, the converse of Proposition 6 is certainly not true. As 
Corollary 7 below shows, more can be said if the hypotheses of Proposition 6 are strengthened. The 
result follows immediately from Lemma 1 and Proposition 6. 
COROLLARY 7. Let m, n be cardinals with 0 < n < m and m ~ No' Let R be a right 
m- order in a ring S and suppose further that RR is an essential submodule of RS (e.g., 
suppose R is also a left order in S). Then R E U P(n) if and only if S E U P(n). o 
We point out again that the restrictions on Rand S in the above result are necessary. In 
particular, we show in the following example that the requirement that RR be essential in RS cannot 
be dispensed with. 
EXAMPLE 2. We construct a ring S with a sub ring R such that R is a right order in S 
and R E U P( 1) but S is not uniformly strongly prime. 
Let F be a field. Let x, y, z be distinct symbols and let H be the free product of monoids 
HI *H2*H3, where HI and H2 are the free monoids on {x} and {z}, respectively, and H3 is the 
free group on {y}. If wE H, we define the degree of w, denoted ow, to be the sum of the absolute 
values of the powers of x,y and z occurring in w. (For example, o(lH) = OJ O(y-2z3) = 5j 
O(yxy-3z) = 6, etc.) Clearly, O(WW') ~ ow+ow' for all w,w' E H. Because of the presence of 
negative powers of y, however, this inequality is strict in some cases, so 0 is not a "degree function" 
in the strong sense associated with free algebras over fields and monomial algebras. Consider the 
monoid ring FH. For each wE H\{l H}, choose a positive integer n(w) such that n(w) > ow. Set 
H' = H\( {I H} U {z": n > O}) and let I be the ideal of F H generated by {z"(w)wz"(w): wE H'}. 
Define S = F H / I . (S is not unlike the monomial algebras discussed in the previous section.) If 
w E H, we denote the image of w in S by iii and the image of a subset X of H in S by X. 
We show first that S is not uniformly strongly prime. We claim that z is not nilpotent. 
Indeed, suppose that zm = 0 for some positive integer m. Then zm E I . Inasmuch as every element 
of I is expressible in the form f: a.v .(z"(Wj)w .z"(Wj»)v'. where a · E F w· E H' and v . v'· E H l'or 
j = 1 t t t t' t' t t' t l' 
all i E {I , ... , n}, it follows that zm = vz"(w)wz"(w)v' for some wE H' and v, v' E H, an 
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impossibility. Thus Zm:f: ° for all m > 0. Let X be a finite nonempty subset of F H and set 
Y = {w E H: w E supp r for some rEX}. Since Y is finite, it is clear that we can choose n 
sufficiently large so that znwzn E I for all wE Y. It follows that zn Xzn = 0. Thus X is not a 
uniform insulator for S. This shows that S is not uniformly strongly prime. 
Let K be the submonoidof H generated by {x,y}U{wyn(w):wEH}. We define R to be 
the image of F K in S. As such, R is a subring of S. We claim that R is a right order in S. To 
see this, note first that y is a unit of S contained in R. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that if 
s E S then, for sufficiently large n, we have syn E R. This validates our claim. 
Finally, we show that {x} is a uniform insulator for R, which clearly implies that R E 
UP(l). Suppose, on the contrary, that j\xr2 = 0, i.e., rl xr2 E I, for some r l ,r2 E FK\(FKnI). 
Clearly no generality is lost by our assuming that no element of supp r l or supp r 2 is in I. Certainly, 
r l xr2 :f: 0. Indeed, if wI and w2 are elements of maximum degree in supp r l and supp r2, 
respectively, then O( wI xw2) = OWl + 1 + oW2 ~ O( UXu') = OU + 1 + ou' for all U E supp r l and 
u'Esuppr2. It follows that wl xW2 Esupp(rl xr2), so rlxr2:f:0. Let ul xu2 Esupp(rl xr2) with 
ul E supprl and u2 E suppr2. Since rl xr2 E I, ulxu2 is expressible in the form 
(1) 
If o( ul x) = oUI + 1 :s; oV I then, cancelling ul x on the left in (1), we obtain u2 = v]zn( w)w zn( w )v2 
E I for some v~ E H, a contradiction. A similar contradiction results from supposing that o(xu2) = 
oU2 + 1 :s; ov2· Suppose that oUI ~ oVI and oU2 ~ ov2• Cancelling vI and v2 on the left and right 
hand sides of (1), respectively, we obtain 
(2) 
Clearly we must have ou~ ,ou2 ~ o(zn(w)) = n(w), so, cancelling zn(w) on both sides of (2), we 
obtain w = ul x u2 for some uI' u2 E H. Then ul = vI U~ = vI zn( w )UI. It is not difficult to see that 
in order that vlzn(w)ul be an element of K, ul must contain a power of y whose degree exceeds 
o(zn(w)) = n(w). But this is impossible, because oUI:S; ow < n(w). Thus ul = vlzn(w)ul rt K, a 
contradiction. We may therefore conclude that {x} is a uniform insulator for R. o 
The following result shows that rings which are uniformly strongly prime of bound 1 are easily 
constructed. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let R be a uniformly strongly prime ring. If G and G' are monoids 
with IGI ~3 or IG'I ~3, then R[G*G'] EUP(I). 
Proof· Set H = G*G'. In the proof of Proposition 3.3 (iii), we showed that the semigroup 
H satisfies Condition E (see § 3) where, in particular, if A is an arbitrary finite nonempty subset of 
H then T A may be chosen to be {g', gg} or {g, gg'}, where 9 is any fixed element of G\{la} and g' 
any fixed element of G'\{1G'}· It follows from Lemma 3.2 (ii) that if O:f: z E RH and X is a 
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uniform insulator for R then X{g', gg} or X{g, gg'} is a right insulator for z in RH. Consequently, 
X {g', g, gg, gg'} is a uniform insulator for RH. In the sequel to Proposition 3.3, we showed that 
dim RH RH 2: No and so RH cannot be a prime right Goldie ring. A similar argument shows that 
RH is not a prime left Goldie ring either. By Theorem 4, RH E U P(I). 0 
Results proved so far suggest that the study of finite uniform bounds of primeness in general is 
not significantly more extensive than the study of uniform bounds of primeness of finite dimensional 
matrix rings over division rings. (We refer the reader to Theorem4 in particular.) Nevertheless, as 
will be apparent in the sequel, the calculation of such bounds is, in many instances, a nontrivial 
task. 
Our next main result is Theorem 11, which describes the uniform bound of primeness of the 
ring M1n(F) for a finite nonzero cardinal n and an algebraically closed field F. Its proof utilises 
several standard notions and results from commutative algebra which will be presented here, for the 
sake of completeness and for the reader's convenience. A more detailed account may be found in 
standard texts such as [Mat861 or [Kap701. 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity. A prime ideal P of R is said to have height n, 
where n is a nonnegative integer, if there exists a chain Po ~ PI ~ '" ~ P n = P of prime ideals of R 
and no longer such chain exists. In this case we write ht P = n. It is quite possible that a given prime 
ideal may not have finite height. Dually, we say that a prime ideal P of R has coheight n, where n 
is a nonnegative integer, if there exists a chain P = Po ~ PI ~ ... ~ P n of prime ideals of R and no 
longer such chain exists. In this case we write write coht P = n. Note that a prime ideal P of R is a 
maximal proper ideal of R if and only if coht P = O. Again, we point out that a given prime ideal 
need not have finite coheight. If every prime ideal of R has finite height and there exists a prime ideal 
with maximal (finite) height n, then R is said to have classical Krull dimension n. In this case we 
write cl-K-dim R = n. 
The so-called Princi pal I deal Theorem is probably the most important theorem in 
commutative ring theory pertaining to classical Krull dimension. In its most general form, the theorem 
states that if R is a commutative noetherian ring with identity and I an ideal of R generated by n 
elements (n a positive integer) then any prime ideal P of R which is minimal among prime ideals of 
R containing I has height at most n. It follows from the Principal Ideal Theorem that every nonzero 
prime ideal in a principal ideal domain with identity has height 1, and therefore that every principal 
ideal domain with identity has classical Krull dimension 1. In particular, if F is a field then the 
polynomial ring F[ x] has classical Krull dimension 1. Moreover,- a straightforward inductive 
argument shows that cl-K-dim (F[xI' x2 ' ••• , xn ]) = n, for every positive integer n. More strongly, it 
can be shown that ht P + coht P = n for all prime ideals P of F[xI' x2 "'" xnl and all positive 
integers n [Mat86, Ex5.1, p37]. 
Another important consequence of the Principal Ideal Theorem is the fact that every prime 
ideal in a commutative noetherian ring with identity has finite height. This implies that if R is a 
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commutative noetherian ring with identity then Spec R (set of prime ideals of R) satisfies the DCC. 
Interestingly, the dual assertion is not true: it is possible for a prime ideal in a commutative 
noetherian ring with identity not to have finite coheight - this despite the fact that Spec R obviously 
satisfies the ACC (see [AM69, Ex 11.4, p126]). 
Our next immediate goal is to state a famous result in classical algebraic geometry, the so-
called Nullstellensatz (Zeros Theorem) of Hilbert. Classical algebraic geometry is the study of 
simultaneous solutions of polynomial equations 
where K is a field and S ~ K[xl , x2' ... , xn], n a positive integer. A solution of this system is an 
n - tuple (aI' a2 , ••• , an) E Fn, where F is an algebraically closed extension field 9f K and 
f(a l ,a2 , ... ,an)=O for all fES. The set of all such (a1,a2, ... ,an)EF
n is called the affine 
K- variety in Fn defined by S and is denoted by YeS). Thus V(S):= {(aI' a2, ... , an) E F
n : 
f(a l , a2 , ... , an) = 0 for all f E S}. Note that if I is the ideal of K[xl! x2' ... , xn] generated by S, 
then V(l) = YeS). 
The assignment S H YeS) clearly defines an order reversing function from the power set of 
K[xl , x2' ... , Xn] to the power set of Fn. Conversely, it is possible to define an order reversing 
function from the power set of Fn to the power set of K[xl , x2' ... , xn] by Y H J(Y), where Y ~ F
n 
and J(Y):= {f E K[xl ,x2, ... ,xn]: f(a1,a2 , ... ,an) = 0 for all (al ,a2 , ••. ,an) E Y}. Note that 
J(Y) is an ideal of K[xl , x2' ... , xn]. 
If I is an ideal of a ring R, we define rad I = n {P E Spec R : P 2 I} and we call I a 
radical ideal of R if rad I = I. This terminology and notation is used here because it is very 
standard in classical algebraic geometry. We note, however, that an ideal I of a ring R is a radical 
ideal of R if and only if the ring R/I is semiprime, i.e., f3(R/l) = R/I (see ChapterO, 55). A 
radical ideal is therefore sometimes called a semi prime ideal and the notions defined above are closely 
related to the theory of radicals in the category of rings, which will receive detailed treatment in 
Chapter IV. 
THEOREM 9. (Hilbert's "Nullstellensatz") [Hun74, Proposition 7.4, p412] Let K be a field 
and F an algebraically closed extension field of K. Let I be a proper ideal of K[xl' X2' ... ' xn], 
where n is a positive integer. Let V(l) = {(al! a2, ... , an) E Fn : g(al! a2 , ... , an) = 0 for all g E I}. 
Then rad 1= J(V(I)) = {J E K[xl' x2'··., xn] : f(a l , a2 , ... , an) = 0 for all (aI' a2, ... , an) E V(IH. 
o 
It follows from Hilbert's Nullstellensatz that if II and 12 are radical ideals of 
K[xl ,x2 ,···,xn] (where K is a field and n a positive integer) then V(Il) = V(I2) implies 
II = radII = J(V(Il)) = J(V(I2)) = radI2 = 12. This shows that the restriction of the operator V 
to the set of all radical ideals of K[ xl! x2 , ••• , xn ] is strictly order reversing. It also follows from the 
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Nullstellensatz that if I is a proper ideal of K[xl' x2 ' ... ' xn] then V(I):f: 0, because J(0) = 
K[xl' x2 ' ... ' xn] -;;. rad 1= J(V(I)). 
The next result is attributed by the author of [Mat86] to Macaulay [Macl6, p54]. Eagon has 
proved a more general version pertaining to arbitrary commutative noetherian rings with identity. A 
proof of his result may be found in [Mat86, Theorem 13.10, p104]. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let R = F[xl' x2 ' ... ' xn], where F is a field and n a positive integer. 
Let A be a k x m matrix over R, for some positive integers k, m with k ~ m, and let I be the 
ideal of R generated by the determinants of all k x k minors of A. If P is minimal among 
prime ideals of R containing I then ht P ~ m - k + 1. 0 
With reference to Proposition 10, we point out that since the ring R is commutative and 
noetherian, with identity, there will always exist a prime ideal P of R which is minimal over I. 
It follows easily from the Faith-Utumi Theorem (TheoremO.7.7) that if R is a right order in 
Mn(F), where F is a field and n a finite nonzero cardinal, then R is also a left order in Mn(F). By 
symmetry, we may conclude that the right orders in Mln(F) are exactly the left orders in ~(F). 
This being so, we choose to omit the prefix "right" or "left" in this context, and to speak simply of an 
"order" in Mn(F). 
We are finally in a position to prove our next result on uniform bounds of primeness, which 
sharpens our knowledge of the values of such bounds in matrix rings. 
THEOREM 11. IfF is an algebraically closed field, n a finite nonzero cardinal and R 
an order in Mn( F), then R E U P(2n - 1). 
Proof· Clearly, we may assume that n> 1. In VIew of Theorem3 and Corollary 7, it 
suffices to show that ~(F) has no uniform insulator of cardinality less than 2n - 1. We use 
Lemma 2. Let {A-y: 'Y < m} be an arbitrary subset of ~(F) with 1 < n ~ m < 2n - 1. Define 
AC~') = A(xl' x2 '···' xn ) as in Lemma 2. Let I be the ideal of K = F[xl' x2 ' ... ' xn ] generated by 
the determinants of all n x n minors of A(~). By Proposition 10, there is a prime ideal P, minimal 
among prime ideals of K containing I, such that ht P ~ m - n + 1 < (2n -1) - n + 1 = n. Now 
ht P + coht P = n, so coht P ~ 1, i.e., P is not a maximal proper ideal of K. We can therefore 
cnoose a prime ideal Q of K such that Q -;;. P. For each ideal A of K, consider V(A) = 
{(Yl' Y2'···' Yn) E F
n 
: f(Yl' Y2'···' Yn) = 0 for all f E A}. By Hilbert's Nullstellensatz (Theorem 9), 
V(I) 2 V(P) -;;. V(Q) :f: 0, so I V(I) I> 1. It follows that V(I) must contain a nonzero element 
~ E Fn. Therefore, every n x n minor of A(~) has zero determinant. By Lemma 2, {A-y: 'Y < m} IS 
' not a uniform insulator for Mln(F). 0 
The next lemma generalizes [0Is87, Lemma8, p97]. 
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LEMMA 12. Let rn be a nonzero cardinal and let e be a nonzero idempotent in a ring R. 
If R E U P(rn) then eRe E U P{rn). 
Proo f. It is easily checked that if X is a uniform insulator for R with I X I < rn + 1, then 
eX e is a uniform insulator for eRe, and leX e I ~ I X I < rn + 1. o 
We now investigate the uniform bound of primeness of Mln(R) for various positive integers n. 
Interestingly, the parity of n plays a role here. 
£ROPOSITION 13. Let n be an odd integer greater than 1. If R is isomorphic to an 
order in Mln(R) then R E U P(rn) for some integer rn such that n < rn ~ 2n - 1. 
Proo f. Again, in view of Theorem 3 and Corollary 7, it suffices to show that Mn{R) rt. 
U pen). Let {A-y: 'Y < n} be an arbitrary subset of Mn(R). Define A(~) = A(xI' x2'"'' xn) as in 
Lemma 2. The result follows from Lemma 2 if we can show that det A(~) = 0 for some nonzero 
Replace xl with x and each of x2 .' x3' ... , xn with y. Notice that det A{~) = 
det (A(x, y, y, ... , y)) = f(x, y) is an n- th degree homogeneous form in x and y over R. It suffices to 
show that f(x, y) = 0 for some nonzero (x, y) E IR x IR. If y divides f(x, y) then, clearly, f(x, 0) = 0 
for all x E R. Suppose that y does not divide f(x, y). Then f{x, y) must contain the term xn (with 
a suitable nonzero coefficient). It follows that f(x, 1) is an n- th degree polynomial in x over IR and, 
since n is odd, this polynomial must have a zero. Thus f(x, 1) = 0 for some x E R. We may 
therefore conclude that in either case, f(x, y) = 0 for some nonzero (x, y) E IR x IR, as required. 0 
. [ xl X2] EXAMPLE 3. In M2(R), if A(~) = A(xI' x2) = then det A(~) = xl + xi = 0 if 
-x2 xl 
and only if ~ = (xl' x2) = (0,0). By Lemma2, therefore, we have M2(R) E U P(2). 
Xl x2 x3 -x4 
In M4(1R), if A(~) = A(xI' x2' x3' x4) = 
-x2 Xl x4 x3 
then 
x3 x4 . -xl x2 
-x4 x3 - x2 -xl 
det A(~) = xi + xi + xi + xl + 2(X{Xi + X{Xi + x12x; + xixi + xix; + xix;) 
=0 if and only if ~=(xI,x2,x3,x4)=Q, 
Inasmuch as M3(1R) ~ eM4(R)e for a suitable idempotent e 10 M4(1R), it follows from the 
above and Lemma 12 and Proposition 13 that M3(R) E U P( 4). o 
We remark that determining the uniform bound of primeness of ~(R) for large finite values 
of n appears to be a difficult task. 
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An important theorem in the theory of commutative noetherian rings is the so-called Krull 
Intersection Theorem, which asserts that if I is a proper ideal of a commutative noetherian domain 
R, with identity, then no < n < N In = O. It follows easily from this theorem that if x, pER with 
o 
x of: 0, then there is a largest (finite) cardinal n such that pn divides x. We shall make use of this 
corollary in the next theorem, which determines, inter alia, the uniform bounds of primeness of 
Recall that an element p of a commutative ring R is said to be prime provided that for any 
a, b E R, the element p divides the product ab only if p divides a or p divides b. 
THEOREM 14. Let D be a commutative noetherian domain, with identity, which contains 
a nonzero prime element p and let Q denote the field of quotients of D. If R is isomorphic to 
an order in Mn(Q) for some finite nonzero cardinal n then R E UP(n). 
Proof. Again, it suffices to show that ~(Q) E U P(n). Define 
Suppose det A(~) = 0 for some ~ = (xl' X 2 , ••• , Xn) E qt. By multiplying the equation det A(~) = 0 
through by a suitable nonzero element of D if necessary, we may assume that {Xl' x2 ' ••• , xn} ~ D. 
It is easy to see that the product (= xf) of the main diagonal entries of A(~) is the only term in the 
expansion of det A(~) which contains no entries of A(~) below the main diagonal. Since p divides 
every entry of A(~) below the main diagonal and det A(~) = 0, we must have that p divides xf, so 
p divides Xl (because p is prime). Write Xl = px~ with x~ E D. Now we modify the matrix A(~) 
by: 
(i) replacing Xl by px~ j 
(ii) dividing the first column by p j 
(iii) replacing the i-th column by the (i + 1)-th column for 1 ~ i ~ n-1, and the n-th 




pX~ x2 X3 Xn 
B 
pXn PX~ X2 
Since det A(~) = 0, it is clear from the operations performed that B also has a zero determinant. 
Notice also that B has the same basic form as A(~). To be more precise, B = A(x2' x3"'" xn ' x~). 
Repeating the above argument, we obtain x2 = pX2 for some x2 E D and det C = 0, where 
C A( X X I x') Continuing in this way, we get that pm divides each element of = x3 ' "' ' n' l' 2' 
{Xl' X
2
"'" xn} for all finite nonzero cardinals m. It follows from the Krull Intersection Theorem 
that this is possible only if Xl = x2 = ... = xn = O. By Lemma2, we have ~(Q) E UP(n). 0 
We noted at the beginning of this section that if D is a domain then ~(D) E U P(m+) for 
. all infinite cardinals m. Thus the classes U P(m) are nonempty for all infinite successor cardinals m j 
we also know that U P(m) is empty for all limit cardinals m. The following corollary, which is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 14, completes the picture. 
COROLLARY 15. The class U P(n) is nonempty for all finite nonzero cardinals n. 0 
The study of uniformly strongly prime rings and uniform bounds of primeness will be taken up 
again in Chapter IV, § 5, in the context of the theory of special radicals on the category of rings. 
In conclusion, we point out a further corollary to Theorems 11 and 14. It follows from the 
former theorem that if D is isomorphic to an order in an algebraically closed field then ~(D) E 
U P(2n - 1) whenever 0 < n < No j the latter implies that if D is a commutative noetherian domain, 
with identity, which contains a nonzero prime element, then ~(D) E U P(n) whenever 0 < n < No' 
Inasmuch as the above two situations are mutually exclusive, we may draw the following conclusion: 
an algebraically closed field cannot contain an order with identity which is 
noetherian and which contains a nonzero prime element. 
Since Mln(lR) ~ U P(n) for all odd integers n> 1, the same argument applies to IR, i.e., 
IR contains no order S with identity such that S is noetherian and S contains 
a nonzero prime element. 
These observations, though not deep, are interesting because they are easily deducible from theorems 





Two of the best known radicals in ring theory are the so-called Jacobson radical J and the 
Prime (or Lower Baer) radical (3. Although each of these radicals may be characterized in a number 
of different ways, both admit a description involving intersections of prime ideals. To be precise, if R 
is any ring, then 
(3(R) = n {I E Id R : R/ I is a prime ring}, while 
J(R) = n {I E Id R : R/ I is a (right) primitive ring}. 
The relationship between (3 and the class of all prime rings is therefore analogous to that between J 
and the class of all (right) primitive rings. This correspondence between these radicals and classes of 
prime rings underpins a more general notion of "radical" : roughly speaking, if A is any class of prime 
rings enjoying certain closure properties then it is possible to define a "radical" GJb by GJb(R) = 
n {I E Id R : R/ I E A} for all rings R. The radical GJb defined in this manner is usually referred to 
in the literature as the "upper radical determined by A" and is denoted by CUA. This idea is 
important. Indeed, it is easily distinguishable as a recurring motif in the general theory of radicals on 
rings. 
In § 1, we introduce the important notions of a "special class" of prime rings and a "special 
radical" ; the latter being simply the upper radical determined by a special class of prime rings. Special 
radicals will be the primary objects of our study. Although rich in content, they are general enough to 
include almost all of the well known radicals. In 51, for example, we list ten classical radicals, 
showing how each is realizable as the upper radical CUA determined by a special class A of prime 
rings. 
Subsequent to Handelman and Lawrence's invention of strongly prime rings, it was proved, 
independently by Desale and Varadarajan [DVSO, Proposition 3.3, p16] and by Groenewald and 
Heyman [GHSl, Theorem 1.1, p140], that the class of all right strongly prime rings is a special class. 
This discovery led to the definition of a "right strongly prime radical" (also called "right Groenewald-
Heyman radical") which has attracted some interest in the past decade (see [DVSO], [GHSl] , [PSWS4] 
and [PPSS4]). In [Raf87, Theorem 3, p259], Raftery extended [DVSO, Proposition 3.3, p16] and 
[GHSl, Theorem 1.1, p140] by showing that if m is an arbitrary nonzero cardinal then P r (m) and 
P r (m) are special classes. As yet, however, no detailed study of the upper radicals determined by 
these special classes has been made. The main body of this chapter, which comprises 52,53 and 54, 
is devoted to such a study. Specifically, in 52, we investigate whether these radicals have properties 
such as being "right hereditary", "right stable" or "right strong", and we also present several 
alternative descriptions of the radicals CUP r (m). 
In 53, we investigate the relationship between CUPr(m)(R) and CUPr(m)(RH) for any ring 
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R and monoid H. Following and extending the work of Ferrero and Parmenter [FP89], we also 
introduce the notion of a "1\ (m)-Jacobson ring" and prove that the class of all such rings is closed 
under the formation of polynomial rings. 
Questions concerning the relationship between the radicals CU1\ (m) (and CUP r (m)) and some 
of the better known classical radicals are addressed in §4. Much of the content of this section is 
captured in the diagram of radicals displayed in Figure 3. In this section and others, we draw on 
results established in the previous chapter, particularly concerning matrix rings. 
In § 5, we broaden our focus slightly with a brief examination of some special radicals 
associated with uniform bounds of primeness. (These were defined and discussed in the previous 
chapter.) The main result of this section asserts that the class of all rings which are uniformly prime of 
bound at most m, is a special class for all nonzero cardinals m. This answers in the affirmative a 
question posed by Olson and Veldsman in [OV88]. 
Most of the results of this chapter have been or will be published in [RV] and [VdB93]. 
§ 1. SOME PRELIMINARIES ON RADICAL THEORY. 
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief summary of some aspects of radical theory (for 
rings) and to present a selection of classical results which will be needed later. We shall be concerned 
mainly with so-called "special classes" of prime rings and their associated radicals. Most of the results 
and examples given in this section may be found in standard texts such as [Div65]. 
A class G], of rings is called a radical in the category of rings (henceforth, briefly, a radical) 
if the following three conditions are met: 
R1. G], is closed under homomorphic images; 
R2. every ring R possesses an ideal, denoted G],{R) , such that G],{R) E G], and G],{R) 
contains every ideal of R belonging to G],; 
R3. G],(R/CJb(R)) = 0 for every ring R. 
If G], is a radical, it is customary to call G],(R) the G],- radical of the ring R. If G],(R) = R, 
we call R an G],- radical ring while if G],(R) = 0 then R is said to be G],- semisimple. Property R3 
above therefore asserts that R/G],(R) is G],-semisimple for every ring R. 
We should point out that a radical c:R, is always a proper class (rather than a set). Strictly 
speaking, therefore, it is not permissible to consider the collection of all radicals as a class; nevertheless, 
it is customary to speak of it as though it were a class. No real harm comes of this because we are only 
ever concerned with its internal properties. (More precisely, any assertion about it that we shall make 
can be rephrased equivalently as an assertion about classes whose elements are sets.) In particular, 
inclusion ~ may be considered to partially order radicals and with respect to this order, the 
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"collection" of all radicals has the properties of a complete lattice, because any intersection of radicals 
is again a radical. (This is not immediately obvious from the definition, but follows easily from other 
characterizations of radicals, e.g., [Div65, Theorem 1, p4].) We therefore speak of the "lattice of all 
radicals" . 
THEOREM 1. [Div65, Theorem 2 & Lemma 3, pp5-6] Let A be a class of rings such that 
every nonzero ideal of a ring in A has a nonzero homomorphic image in A. Define 
CUA = {R: R is a ring which has no nonzero homomorphic image in A}. 
Then CUA is a radical. Moreover, ttlA is the largest radical with respect to which every member 
of A is semisimple. o 
We call the radical ttlA described in Theorem 1 above the upper radical determined by A. 
Notice that if AI ' A2 are classes of rings satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and Al ~ A2 then 
ttlAI 2 ttl A 2 . 
The following radical classes are well known. Each is described as the upper radical ttlA 
determined by a class A of rings. Recall that the heart of a ring R is defined to be the intersection 
of all nonzero ideals of R and that a ring with nonzero heart is called subdirectly irreducible. Recall 
also that a ring R is said to be locally nilpotent if every finite subset of R generates a nilpotent 
subring of R. 
RADICAL ttlA 
f3 = the Prime (or Lower Baer) radical 
L = the Levitzki radical 
N = the Nil (or Upper Baer or Koethe) 
radical 
J = the Jacobson radical 
J B = the Behrens radical 
G = the Brown-McCoy radical 
T 
F 
N 9 = the Generalized Nil radical 
f3", = the Antisimple radical 
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CLASS A OF RINGS 
the class of all prime rings 
the class of all prime rings possessing no 
nonzero locally nilpotent ideals 
the class of all prime rings possessing no 
nonzero nil ideals 
the class of all right primitive rings (or the 
class of all left primitive rings) 
the class of all subdirectly irreducible rings 
with hearts which are idempotent and 
contain nonzero idempotent elements 
the class of all simple rings with identity 
the class of all full n x n matrix rings over 
division rings (0 < n < No) 
the class of all fields 
the class of all nonzero rings without zero 
divisors (i.e., the class of all domains) 
the class of all subdirectly irreducible rings 
with hearts which are idempotent 







N is incomparable with all radicals ~ such that J <;; ~ <;; T. 
g 
L~(34)~JB' 
(34) is incomparable with J. 
( vi ) (3 4> ~ G. o 
We remark that it is not known whether Nand (34) are comparable. It is known, however, 
that if the famous "Koethe Conjecture" holds then N ~ (34)' There are many equivalent formulations 
of Koethe's Conjecture, four of which we list below (see [Row88, p209]). 
(i) If R is any ring then every nil (right) ideal of R is contained in N{R). 
(ii) The sum of two nil (right) ideals of any ring R is necessarily nil. 
(iii) N{Mn(R)) = Mn(N{R)) for all rings R and all finite nonzero cardinals n. 
(iv) There exists no nontrivial simple nil ring. 
In Figure 1 we capture the content of Theorem 2 by means of a diagram in the lattice of 
radicals. Solid lines indicate strict containment and are justified by assertions (i), (ii), (iv) and (vi) of 
Theorem 2, while the incomparability relations implied by the absence of connecting lines are justified 
by assertions (iii) and (v) of Theorem 2. The broken line joining (34) and N reflects the uncertainty 
associated with Koethe's Conjecture. 
We shall call an ideal J of a ring R large if J n 1* 0 for all nonzero ideals I of R. 
A nonempty class .A\, of prime rings is called a special class if the following two conditions 
hold: 
S1. every nonzero ideal of a ring in .A\, is itself in .A\,; 
S2. whenever J is a large ideal of a ring Rand J E.A\" we have R E .A\,. 
We should point out that the above definition of a special class is different from (although equivalent 
to) the original one which appears in [And66, p108] and [Div65, p138]. The equivalence of the two 
definitions was established by Heyman and Roos [HR77, Theorem 5, p345]. 
If .A\, is a special class of prime rings then .A\, clearly satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
In this case, we call the upper radical cu..A\, determined by .AI, a special radical. As it happens, each 
of the classes .A\, of prime rings appearing in the table of examples compiled above is special (see 
[Div65, pp140-155]). It follows that the upper radical determined by each of these classes is special. 
In particular, we have: 








Let ~ be a radical and ..A\, a class of rings. Then ~ is said to: 
(i) be hereditary (resp. right hereditary) if every ideal (resp. right ideal) of an ~- radical 
ring is itself an ~ - radical ring; 
(ii) have the intersection property for ..A\, if ~(R) = n{J E IdR: RfJ E..A\,} for all rings 
R. 
THEOREM 4. [And66, Remark 14, pIll] If..A\, is a special class of prime rings then 
'U...A\, is hereditary and has the intersection property for ..A\,. o 
Theorem 4 accounts, to a large extent, for the attention paid by radical theorists to special 
classes. The reader will observe that Theorem 4 implies the familiar characterizations of the Prime and 
Jacobson radicals given in the introduction to this chapter. 
Many of the classical radicals such as the Prime, Jacobson and Nil radicals have useful 
elementwise characterizations. We recall here the well known characterization of the elements of the 
Prime radical f3( R) of a ring R. 
A (countable) sequence ao ' a1' a2 , ••• of elements of a ring R is called an m- sequence if there 
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exists a second sequence bo , bl , b2 , ••. of elements of R such that ak+l = akbkak for all nonnegative 
integers k. We say that such an m-sequence vanishes if ak = 0 for some nonnegative integer k. 
(Notice that in this case, an = 0 for all integers n ~ k.) It is not difficult to see that if an element a 
of a ring R, with identity, has the property that every m-sequence beginning with a vanishes, then 
a is necessarily nilpotent. Also, it is easily checked that every nilpotent element a of a commutative 
ring R satisfies the aforementioned property. (Consequently, in the literature on rings with identity, a 
ring element a is often called strongly nilpotent if every m-sequence commencing with a vanishes.) 
A proof of the following classical result may be found in [Sza81, Proposition 17.4, p98]. 
PROPOSITION 5. If R is a ring then 
(3(R) = {a E R : every m-sequence commencing with a vanishes}. o 
It follows immediately from this elementwise characterization of (3 that (3 is a right and left 
hereditary radical. 
PROPOSITION 6. [And66, Theorem 12, p122] Let n be a finite nonzero cardinal. Suppose 
that .AI, is a special class of prime rings with the property that if R is a ring with 
identity, then R E.AI, if and only if ~(R) E.AI,. Then 
CU.Al,(Mn(R)) = ~(CU.Al,(R)) for all rings R. o 
We conclude this section with two corollaries to Proposition 6 which will be needed in the 
sequel. 
We remarked earlier that the Jacobson radical J is the upper radical determined by the 
special class of all (right) primitive rings. Inasmuch as right primitivity is a Morita invariant property 
(that is to say, if Rand S are Morita equivalent rings with identity, then R is right primitive if and 
only if S is right primitive: see [AF74, Corollary 21.9, p258]), it follows from Theorem 0.6.3 that if n 
is a finite nonzero cardinal and R a ring with identity, then R is right primitive if and only if ~(R) 
is right primitive. The following corollary to Proposition 6 is immediate. 
COROLLARY 7. If n is a finite nonzero cardinal then 
J(Mn(R)) = Mn(J(R)) for all rings R. o 
If R is an arbitrary ring with identity and n a finite nonzero cardinal then every ideal of 
Mn(R) is of the form Mn(I) for some ideal I of R (Proposition 0.6.1). It is an easy consequence of 
this fact that if H is the heart of R then ~(R) has heart ~(H). It follows that the class of all 
subdirectly irreducible rings with hearts which are idempotent satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 6. 
The following corollary is therefore immediate. 
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COROLLARY 8. If n is a finite nonzero cardinal then 
o 
§2. RADICALS ASSOCIATED WITH DEGREES OF PRIMENESS. 
Our first and main objective is to prove that the class P r (m) is special for all nonzero 
cardinals m (Theorem 4). This is a published result, but we include a proper treatment of it here 
because, apart from laying the basis for a study of certain radicals that is to occupy most of the 
balance of this chapter, it serves another important purpose also - it constitutes a vital step in the 
proofs of two important results, namely Theorems 111.1.2 and 111.1.18. (The reader will recall that 
both theorems were stated but not proved in Chapter III.) A proof of the former result is given after 
Lemma 7 while a proof of the latter result follows Lemma 9. Thereafter, we concentrate on a detailed 
radical theoretic study of the upper radicals CUPr(m) and CU1\(m). We point out, however, that the 
task of locating each of these radicals in the lattice of radicals is undertaken only in § 4. 
Let R be a subring of a ring S and let .A be a nonempty class of rings. Recall that the 
inclusion R ~ S is said to satisfy: 
(i) GD ("going down condition") with respect to .A if R/(R n A) E.A whenever !1 is an 
ideal of Sand S / A E .A j 
(ii) LO ("lying over condition") with respect to .A iffor each ideal I of R such that 
R/ I E.A, there exists some ideal A of S such that S / A E.A and I = RnA. 
LEMMA 1. [Raf87, Lemma 1, p259] Let m be a nonzero cardinal. If I is a nonzero ideal 
of a ring R then I ~ R satisfies GD with respect to P r (m) U {O}. 
Proof· Let A be an ideal of R such that R/ A E P r (m) U {O}. If 1/(1 n A) = 0, there is 
nothing to prove, so suppose R/ A E P r (m) and I ~ InA. Take bE 1\(1 n A). Since R/ A E 
P r (m) and b ~ A, there must exist a subset X of R with I X I < m + 1, such that if c E R\A then 
bxc E R\A for some x E X. Let dE 1\(1 n A) and choose x E X such that bxd E R\A. Insofar as 
bxd E 1\(1 n A), by the same argument, there exists a subset Y of R with I Y I < m + 1 such that if 
t E I\(I n A), then bxdyt E R\A for some y E Y. It follows that bxdyt E 1\(1 n A). This shows 
that Z = {xdy + (I n A): y E Y} is a right insulator for b + (1 n A) in the ring 1/(1 n A). Since 
I Z I ~ I Y I < m + 1, we may conclude that 1/(1 n A) E P r (m), as required. o 
The following result establishes the property S1 in the definition of a special class, for the class 
P r (m), m an arbitrary nonzero cardinal. 
COROLLARY 2. [Raf87, Corollary 2, p259] Let m be a nonzero cardinal. Then every 




Proof. Let R E 1\ (m) and let I be a nonzero ideal of R. Since I ~ R satisfies GD with 
respect to Pr(m)U{O} (by the previous lemma) and REPr(m), it follows that IEPr(m)U{O}. 
By hypothesis, 1*0, so IE P r (m). 0 
The following lemma has been extracted from the proof of [Raf87, Theorem 3, p259]. 
LEMMA 3. If I is a large ideal of a prime ring R then I[ and [I are essential sub-
modules of R[ and [R, respectively. 
/?roof. Suppose 0 * K ~ R[ and let (K) denote the ideal of R gen~rated by K. Then 
(K)I:j::O (because R is prime), so O*KI~KnI. Thus I[ is an essential submodule of R[. 
Similarly, it can be shown that [I is essential in [R. o 
THEOREM 4. [Raf87 , Theorem 3, p259] The class P r (m) is a special class for all nonzero 
cardinals m. 
Proof. Let I be a large ideal of a ring R, and suppose that IE Pr(m). Since the class of 
all prime rings is special (Theorem 1.3), we must have that R is prime. Let O:j:: r E R. By the 
previous lemma, I [ is an essential submodule of R [I so we must have {ra + rm: a E I, 
mE Z} n I [ :j:: o. Choose a E I and mEl such that 0 * ra + rm E I. Notice that ra, rm E I. 
Clearly, ra * 0 or rm * o. Suppose first that ra * O. Since IE P r (m), we can choose a right 
insulator Y for ra in I with I Y I < m + 1. Let O:j:: t E R and suppose raY t = O. Again, since I [ 
is essential in R[, we must have O:j:: ta' + tn E I for some a' E I and n E l. It follows that 
raY(ta' + tn) = 0, which contradicts the fact that Y is a right insulator for ra in I. Thus aY must 
be a right insulator for r in R. Suppose now that rm * O. Again, we choose a right insulator Y for 
rm in I with I Y I < m + 1. If 0 * t E Rand rYt = 0 then it follows, as above, that 
0* ta' + tn E I for some a' E I and n E I, and rY(ta' + tn) = o. Certainly then, rmY(ta' + tn) = 0, 
which again contradicts the fact that Y is a right insulator for rm in I. Thus Y must also be a 
right insulator for r in R. We have shown that REP r (m). Consequently, REP r (k) for some 
k ~ m. By Corollary 2, we must have that IE P r (k). This forces k = m. Thus REP r (m). This 
establishes property S2 of the definition of a special class. 
Now suppose that I is a nonzero ideal of Rand REP r (m). By Corollary 2, IE P r (k) for 
some k ~ m. Since R is a prime ring, I must be large in R. Therefore, by the above argument, 
REP r (k). It follows that k = m and hence that IE P r (m). This establishes property SI of a 
special class. o 
Inasmuch as any nonempty union of special classes is clearly special, it follows from Theorem 4 
that if m is an arbitrary nonzero cardinal then the classes Pr(m) and UO<k<m Pr(k) (in the case 
where m is a limit cardinal) are also special classes. In accordance with the notation of § 1, we let 
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CUP r (m) (resp. CUP r (m)) denote the (special) upper radical determined by the class P r (m) (resp. 
P r (m)) and if m is a limit cardinal, we let Br (m) denote the (special) upper radical determined by 
the class U 0 < k < m P r (k). The radical CUP r (No) is known in the literature as the right strongly 
prime radical or the right Groenewald- Heyman radical and has been studied in [GH81], [PPS84] 
and [PSW84]. In [DV80, Proposition3.3, p16] and [GH81, Theorem 1.1, p140], it is proved that the 
right Groenewald-Heyman radical is special. Notice that this is a special case of the aforementioned 
immediate corollary of Theorem 4. 
Equipped with Theorem 4 and two further preparatory lemmas, we shall be able to present a 
proof of Theorem 111.1.2. We shall take, as a point of departure, Goodearl, Handelman and Lawrence's 
well known version of Theorem 111.1.2 for rings with identity, which asserts that the following 
conditions are equivalent for a ring R with identity and a finite cardinal n > 1 ; 
(i) REPr(n)j 
(ii) R is isomorphic to a right order in Mn(D) for some division ring D. 
A proof of this result may be found in [GHL74, Theorem4.7, p27] (or, more accessibly, in 
[GH75, Theorem 2.3, p803]). We shall show, following [Raf87J, how to extend the above result to 
rings without identity. The crucial step is to show that every prime ring R (possibly without identity) 
embeds in a prime ring S (with identity) which has the same right bound of primeness as R. 
Theorem 4 suggests that the ring S should be chosen in such a way that R embeds as a large ideal in 
S. The following result shows that such a ring S may be constructed by modifying the Dorroh 
Extension R* of R (see Chapter 0, 54). 
LEMMA 5. [Raf87, Lemma 6, p261] Let R be a ring and let A be the left annihilator of 
R in R*, i.e., A={1R*·r+1 R*·mER*; rs+sm=O for all SER}. If RnA=O then R 
embeds as an ideal in the ring S = R* / A such that RR is an essential submodule of SR' 
Proof· Let I{); R -+ S denote the composition of the canonical ring embedding from R into 
R* with the natural epimorphism from R* onto R* / A. Inasmuch as R is an ideal of R*, I{)[R] is 
certainly an ideal of S. Moreover, I{) is a monomorphism, since I{) ( r) = 1 R* . r + A = 0 implies 
1 R* . rEA, i.e., r R = 0, whence r = 0 (because RnA = 0). Thus R embeds as an ideal in S. We 
identify R with its image I{)[R] in S. To show that RR is essential in S R' take 0 * 
(1 R*' r + 1 R*' m) + A E S. Since 1 R*' r + 1 R*' m rt A, there must exist some s E R for which 
r s + sm * O. Therefore 
This shows that RR is essential in SR' o 
The following corollary is immediate, in view of Theorem 4. 
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COROLLARY 6. [Raf87 , Theorem 7, p262] Let m be a nonzero cardinal. If R is a prime 
ring and A the left annihilator of R in R* then R E P r (m) if and only if R* / A E P r (m). 0 
We require one further lemma. 
LEMMA 7. [GoI60, Theorem 5.4, p216] Let R be a right order in a nonzero semi primitive 
artinian ring Q. If I is a nonzero ideal of R then I is a right order in the ideal IQ of Q. 
o 
THEOREM m.1.2. [GH75, Theorem 2.3, p803j, [Raf87, Corollary 9, p263] Let n be a finite 
cardinal such that n> 1. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) REPr(n)j 
(ii) R is isomorphic to a right order in Mn(D) for some division ring D. 
Proof. (ii) :::} (i) is an immediate consequence of Proposition III. 1. 1 and Theorem 111.2.3. 
(i) :::} (ii): Let A be the left annihilator of R in R* and put S = R* / A. Inasmuch as S is 
a ring with identity and S E P r (n) (by Corollary 6), it follows from Goodearl, Handelman and 
Lawrence's result [GHL74, Theorem 4.7, p27] that S is isomorphic to a right order in Q = ~(D) for 
some division ring D. If R is identified with its image in Sand S with its image in Q then it 
follows from Lemma 7 that R is a right order in the ideal RQ of Q. But Q = Mn(D) is a simple 
ring so we must have RQ = Q. Thus R is a right order in ~(D). o 
Our next task is to prove Theorem 111.1.18. For the reader's convenience we start by providing 
a brief summary of some important concepts and results from Chapter II. If R is a ring then torsp-R 
denotes the lattice of all torsion preradicals on Mod-R, and Fil-R the lattice of all right topologizing 
filters on R. It is possible to define semigroup operations on torsp-R and Fil- R in such a way that 
[torsp-Rjdu and [Fil-Rjdu have the structure of lattice ordered semigroups (see Theoremll.1.7 and 
Corollary 11.2.5). The map 7J: Id R -+ [Fil-Rj du defined by ,,(1) = {A ~ RR: A 2 I} (I E Id R) is a 
lattice and semigroup monomorphism whose image consists precisely of all Jansian right topologizing 
filters on R (see Proposition 11.3.5). Also, the map torsp: Fil-R -+ torsp-R defined by 
(torspGJ)(M)={XEM:(O:X)EGJ} for MEMod-R and GJEFil-R, is a lattice and semi group 
monomorphism whose image is the interval [Tzero ,lMod-R] of torsp-R (see remarks following 
PropositionII.2.2 and Theorem 11.2.4). The composition of the maps 
11 [ d torsp . d Id R ------+1 Fil-Rj u 1 [torsp-Rj u 
is a lattice and semigroup monomorphism torsp 0" from Id R into [torsp-R] du, whose image is 
{T E J ans-R : T ~ T zero} du (J ans-R denotes the set of all J ansian torsion preradicals on Mod-R). As 
noted in the sequel to Proposition 11.5.3, if R is replaced by R* and {T E Jans-R*: T > T }du - zero 
identified with [Jans- R] du, then torsp 0 7J constitutes an isomorphism of lattice ordered semigroups 
from Id R* to [Jans-R] duo It is important to note the explicit manner in which the map torsp 0" 
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acts: if I is an ideal of R* and ME Mod-R then ((torsp ° 1])(I))(M) = {x E M R*: xl = O}. 
Suppose now that Rand S are Morita * - equivalent rings and that F: Mod-R --+ Mod-S is an 
additive category equivalence. If u E torsp-R and T 17 denotes the hereditary pretorsion class of u 
then F[T 17] is a hereditary pretorsion class on Mod-S which corresponds with the hereditary 
pretorsion class of a unique torsion preradical on Mod-S, which we denote by F(u). Hence 
F[T 17] = T F(I7)' Thus the association ul-+F(u) defines a map from torsp-R to torsp-S (see remarks 
preceding Lemma 11.5.1). The map F is structure preserving in several respects: it defines an 
isomorphism of lattice ordered semi groups from [torsp-R]du to [torsp-S]du (TheoremII.5.2) and also 
preserves the Jansian property, that is to say, u E torsp-R is Jansian if and only if F(u) E torsp-S is 
Jansian (Proposition 11.5.3). It follows that F restricts to an isomorphism from [Jans-R] du to 
[Jans-S] duo This isomorphism induces, in turn, an isomorphism 0: Id R* --+ Id S*. Thus we obtain 
the following diagram (see also sequel to Proposition 11.5.3). 
* torsp ° '1 d Id R ---------+1 [Jans-R] u 
(iso) 
(iso) (J (iso) F 
Id S* ___ to_rs_p_O_'1 __ --+1 [J ans-S] du 
(iso) 
Observe that if IE Id R*, J = 0(1) E Id S* and u = (torsp ° 1])(1), then T 17 = {M E Mod-R: 
MI=O} and T~( )={MEMod- S:MJ=O}. Inasmuch as F[TI7]=T~ )' we must have 
F 17 F(17 
F[ {M E Mod-R: M I = O}] = {M E Mod-S: M J = O}. The functor F restricts, therefore, to an 
additive category equivalence from the full subcategory of Mod-R on {M E Mod-R: MI = O} to the 
full subcategory of Mod-S on {M E Mod-S: M J = O}. It is not difficult to see, however, that the 
full subcategory of Mod-R on {M E Mod-R: MI = O} is isomorphic to, and hence identifiable with, 
the category Mod-R*/I(unital). Similarly, {MEMod-S:MJ=O} is identifiable with Mod-S*/J 
(unital). We may conclude, therefore, that F induces an additive category equivalence from 
Mod-R*/I(unital) to Mod-S*/J(unital); but this means precisely that the rings R*/I and S*/J 
are Morita equivalent in the classical sense. We shall make use of this fact in proving 
Theorem III. 1. lB. 
LEMMA 8. Let R be a prime ring and K an ideal of R* such that K rf:. R. If (O:IK) 
denotes the left annihilator of K in R* then either (0: I K) = ° or (0: I K) = R. 
Proof· Let lR*·r + IR*·mEK\(KnR). Then m=FO. If IR*'s + IR*·nE(O:IK) 
then 
(l R*·s + 1R*·n)(l R*·r + 1R*·m) = 1R*·(sr+sm+rn) + 1R*·(nm) = 0, . 
so n = 0, whence 1 R* . s + 1 R* . n = I R* . s E R. This shows that (0: I K) ~ R. Since RK and 
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(0: 1 K) are ideals of Rand (0: 1 K)( RK) = 0, it follows from the primeness of R that (0: 1 K) = 0 or 
RK = 0, i.e., (O:IK);2 R. 0 
LEMMA 9. Let Rand S be rings and suppose 0: Id R* -+ Id S* is a lattice and semigroup 
isomorphism. Let (0: 1 R) denote the left annihilator of R in R* and (0: 1 S) the left annihilator 
of S in S*. If R is prime then (O:/S) E {O , B(R),(O :/B(R))}. 
Proo f. Note first that if I E Id Rand (0: 1 1) denotes the left annihilator of I III R *, then 
(0: 1 1) is characterizable as the unique largest ideal of R* for which (0: 1 1)1 = O. Since 0 is a lattice 
and semigroup isomorphism it follows, therefore, that 0((0: 1 I)) = (0: 1 B(1)) (in S*). 
Suppose (0 ; 1 S) ::f: O. If O(R) = S then (0: 1 S) = (0: 1 O(R)). It suffices, therefore, to prove 
that (O:/S)=O(R) given O(R)::f:S. If S~O(R) then O(R)={1s.·s+1s .·(mn):sES, nEll 
for some mEl, m::f: O. But I {I E Id R*: 1;2 R} I is infinite and I {I E Id S*: 1;2 O(R)} I is finite 
which contradicts the fact that B is a lattice isomorphism. Consequently, we must have S CJ: O(R) i.e., 
o-l(S) CJ: R. Since (0: 1 S) ::f: 0 it follows that 0-1((0: 1 S)) = (0: 1 B-1(S)) ::f: O. By the previous 
lemma o-l((O:/S)) = (0:/0- 1(S))=R, whence (O:/S)=B(R), as required. o 
THEOREM ill.l.lS. Let Rand S be Morita * -equivalent prime rings and let m be an 
infinite cardinal. If R E i\(m) then S E Pr(m). In other words, the property of being an 
element of P r (m) is Morita * -invariant within the class of all prime rings. 
Proo f. In this proof we shall use (0: 1 T) to denote the left annihilator of any ring T in its 
Dorroh Extension. It was noted in the discussion preceding Lemma 8, that any additive category 
equivalence from Mod-R to Mod-S induces a lattice and semigroup isomorphism B: Id R* -+ Id S*, 
and moreover, if I is any ideal of R* then R* / I and S* / O( 1) are Morita equivalent in the classical 
sense. Consider the ideal (0: 1 S) of S*. Since R is prime, (0: 1 S) E {O, B(R), (0: 1 O(R))} ~ Id S*, by 
Lemma 9. Suppose first that (O:/S) = (O:/B(R)) =B((O:IR)). Then R*/(O:IR) and S*/(O:/S) 
are Morita equivalent. The fact that S E P r (m) follows from Theorem 111.1.16 and Corollary 6. Now 
suppose that (0: I S) ::f: (0: 1 B(R)). If (0: 1 S) = 0 then it follows from Corollary 6 that S* is a prime 
ring. This, in turn, implies R* is prime by Theorem 111.1.16. Since R* is prime we must have 
(0: I R) = 0, so (0: I B(R)) = B((O: 1 R)) = 0 = (0: 1 S), a contradiction. The only remaining possibility 
is (0: 1 S) = B(R). In this case R* / R == l is Morita equivalent to S* /(0: I S). Again, we may 
conclude from Theorem III. 1. 16 and Corollary 6 that S E P r (m), as required. o 
LEMMA 10. [DH84, Proposition] The following assertions are equivalent for a radical ~: 
(i) ~(R*) = ~(R) for all rings R; 
(ii) ~(l) = o. 0 
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PROPOSITION 11. - - * If R is any ring then CUPr(m)(R) = CUPr(m)(R ) for all nonzero 
cardinals m and Br (m)(R) = Br (m)(R*) for all limit cardinals m. If m> 1, then there exist 
rings R such that CUPr(m)(R) ~ CUPr(m)(R*). 
Proof. Inasmuch as lL E Pr(m) for all m> 0, it follows from the previous lemma that 
CUPr(m)(R) = CUPr(m)(R*) and Br(m)(R) = Br(m)(R*) (in the case where m is a limit cardinal) 
for all rings R. 
Since the factor rings of lL are either trivial, non-prime or fields, it follows that if m > 1 then 
lL has no nonzero homomorphic image in P r (m). Thus lL E CUP r (m) and so CUP r (m)(lL) =*= O. By 
the previous lemma, there must exist rings R for which CUPr(m)(R) ~ CUPr(m)(R*). 0 
EXAMPLE 1. We show that CUP r (m) is neither right nor left hereditary for any nonzero 
cardinal m. Let m be an arbitrary nonzero cardinal and k an infinite cardinal such that k > m. 
Let D be a division ring and put R = ~(D). Recall that R is isomorphic to the left full linear ring 
End D V of all linear transformations (written on the right) of a k - dimensional left vector space over 
D. By Proposition 0.9.3, EndDV has a unique minimal nonzero ideal consisting precisely of all 
<p E End D V for which rank <p < No. If A denotes the image of this ideal in R, it is not difficult to see 
that A consists precisely of all matrices with only finitely many nonzero columns. By Proposition 
IILl.4, REPr(k+), so R~Pr(m). Since CUPr(m) has the intersection property for Pr(m) 
(Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 4) and A is the unique minimal nonzero ideal of R, we must have that 
A ~ CUP r (m)(R), so A E CUP r (m). Let I be the set of all matrices in R all of whose nonzero entries 
are in the first row. Clearly, I is a right ideal of R contained in A. If K = {M E I: Moo = O} then 
K is an ideal of I and 11K:::: D E Pr (1) ~ Pr(m), so I ~ CUPr(m). This shows that CUPr(m) is 
not right hereditary. 
If I is chosen instead to be the set of all matrices in R all of whose nonzero entries are in the 
first column, then an argument similar to the above shows that CUP r (m) is not left hereditary. The 
above argument can also be used to show that Br (m) is neither right nor left hereditary for any 
limit cardinal m. o 
A radical GJl:. is said to be: 
(i) right stable if, for every ring R and every right ideal K of R, we have GJl:.(K) ~ GJl:.(R) j 
(ii) right strong if, for every ring R, the ideal GJl:.(R) contains all right ideals of R which 
are members of GJl:.. 
Clearly every right stable radical is right strong. It is known that /3 is right and left strong 
(this follows, incidentally, from our Proposition 14) and that CUP r (No) is right but not left strong 
[Puc86, Corollary 1 & Example 1, p2]. In Proposition 14, we shall sharpen and extend Puczylowski's 
result [Puc86, Corollary 1, p2] by showing that CUP r (m) is right strong for all nonzero cardinals m. 
By [PR92, Lemma 2.3 (i), p974], if a radical GJl:. is right stable and /3 ~ GJl:. then GJl:. must contain the 
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Generalized Nil radical N g' It is clear that {3 ~ CUP r (m) ~ N g (for every m> 0) and we shall show 
in Proposition 4.6 that both of these inclusions are sharp. Consequently, the radical CUP r (m) cannot 
be right stable for any nonzero cardinal m . 
. PROPOSITION 12. [DKS71 , Theorem 9, p385] Let A be a class of rings with the 
property that every nonzero right ideal of a ring in A has a nonzero homomorphic image in A. 
Then cu.A is a right strong radical. o 
PROPOSITION 13. Let m be a nonzero cardinal. If A is a nonzero right ideal of a ring 
REPr(m) then AIJEPr(m) for some proper ideal J of the ring A. 
Proo f. Define J = {a E A: aA = o}. Note that J is an ideal of A. We claim that AI J E 
1\ (m). Let 0,* a + J E AI J. Then aa' '* 0 for some a' E A. Since REP r (m), there exists a 
subset X of R such that (0 :raa'X) = 0 (in R) and \ X \ < m+ 1. But Y = a'X ~ A and 
\ Y \ ~ \ X \ < m + 1. Thus Y is a right insulator for a in A of cardinality less than m + 1. Suppose 
now that (a + J)(Y I J)(t + J) = 0 for some tEA. Then aYt ~ J, i.e., aytA = ay(tA) = 0 for all 
y E Y and so tA = 0, i.e., t E J. Thus Y I J := {y + J: y E Y} is a right insulator for a + J in AI J 
and \YIJ\<m+1. It follows that AIJEPr(m). o 
PROPOSITION 14. CUP r (m) is right strong for all nonzero cardinals m and Br (m) zs 
right strong for all limit cardinals m. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 13 that if REPr(m) (resp. RE UO<k<mPr(k), m a 
limit cardinal) then every nonzero right ideal of R has a nonzero homomorphic image in P r (m) (resp. 
U 0 < k < m P r (k)). By Proposition 12, CUP r (m) (resp. Br (m), m a limit cardinal) is right strong.O 
The following example, which was motivated by [Puc86, Example 1, p2], shows that CUP r (m) 
is not left strong for any nonzero cardinal m. 
EXAMPLE 2. We first construct a simple domain D, with identity, which contains an 
independent family of k nonzero right ideals, where k is an arbitrary infinite cardinal. 
Let G be the free group on k generators, say xa (0 E k), and let F be a field on which G 
acts. l Let D = F[ G] be the right skew monoid ring in Gover F. Recall that 
lSuch a field F always exists. Indeed, if K is an arbitrary field and X an arbitrary nonempty set then every 
bijection a: X -+ X extends naturally to a field automorphism a: K(X) -+ K(X) . (Recall that K(X) denotes the 
field of rational functions in X over K : see Chapter 0, § 10) The association a f-+ a defines an embedding of the 
permutation group S X into the group of automorphisms of the field K(X) . Inasmuch as every group embeds in a 
permutation group (Cayley's Theorem) , it follows that every group embeds in the group of automorphisms of a suitable 
field . 
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where sums are formal and are assumed to have finite support, addition is natural and multiplication is 
defined distributively, using the rule g·a = (g(a))g (g E G, a E F) (see Chapter 0, SI0). Since G is a 
strictly ordered monoid, D is a domain (see the proof of PropositionI.3.1). If 9 E G, we define the 
degree of g, denoted ag, to be the sum of the absolute values of the powers of xo's occurring in g. 
(For example, a(IG) = 0 and for any a, /3, 'Y E k, a(x;;2 x~) = 5 j a(xo x/3 x;;3 x-y) = 6, etc. See also 
ExampleIII.4.2.) We warn the reader that , although a(gg') ~ ag+ag' for all g,g' E G, this 
inequality is strict in many instances, so a is not a "degree fUI\ction" in the strong sense associated 
with free algebras over fields and monomial algebras. To show that D is a simple domain, suppose I 
is a nonzero ideal of D and let d be a nonzero element of I such that I supp d I is minimal. By 
multiplying d on the right by a suitable element of G, we may assume, without any loss of generality, 
that IG Esuppd. Suppose that suppd~{IG} and let 9E(suppd)\{IG}. Since g*IG, we can 
choose aEF such that g(a)*a. It follows that gEsuppd', where d'=ad-da, so d'*O. Since 
d' E I and I supp d' I < I supp d I, the minimality of I supp d I is contradicted. We may conclude that 
. supp d = {IG} , so d is a unit of D. Thus D is simple. 
For each a E k, set Yo = Xo + x;;l. We claim that {YoD: a E k} is an independent family 
n 
of (nonzero) right ideals of D. For suppose, on the contrary, that .L: Yo .dj = 0, where {a1, ... , an} ,= 1 , 
is a set of distinct elements of k and {d1, ... , dn } a set of nonzero elements of D. Let 9 be an 
n 
element of maximal degree in . U supp d j • Suppose 9 E supp d j' where 1 ~ j ~ n. It is not difficult ,=1 
to see that either a(xo .g)=ag+l, in which case xo .9EsUPP(Yo .dj ), or a(x;;~g)=ag+l, m 
J J J J 
which case x;;l 9 E supp(Yo .d j ). Note, however, that if a(xo .g) = ag+ 1 then 
J J J 
n n n 
xo .g rf. [ .U xo .suppdjl u [ ,U x;;~suppdd 2 supp( L: yo .dJ 
J ,=1' ,=1 , j=l , 
j~j j~j j~j 
Similarly, if a(x;;l g) = ag + 1 then 
J 
n 
Then supp (Ya . dJ.) Cf supp ( L: y .d .), which contradicts the fact that J j = 1 a, ' 
j~j 
n n 
.L: yo .dj = Ya .d j + .L: Ya .dj = O. ,=1' J ,=1' 
This shows that {YoD: a E k} is independent. 
j~i 
Now let R denote the ring of all k x k matrices over D containing only finitely many nonzero 
rows. We show first that R E P r (1). Let 0 * r E R and suppose that r 0/3 = x * 0 for some 
a,/3Ek. Define sER by (1) sd=O if c*/3j and (2) sE6=Y6=x6+X6'1 if c=/3 (c,6Ek). 
Then {s} is a right insulator for r in R. For suppose rst = 0, t E R. Then L: 6 E k XY6t6E = 
x( L: 6 E k Y6t6E) = 0 for all c E k, so L: 6 E k Y6t6E = 0 for all c E k. Since {Y6D : 6 E k} is 
independent, we must have t6E = 0 for all 6, c E k, so t = O. This shows that REP r (1). Certainly 
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then, CUP r (m)(R) = 0 for all cardinals m> O. 
Let L denote the set of all matrices in R which have only finitely many nonzero entries. Note 
that L is a left ideal of R. (Indeed, it is easy to see that if A is a k x k matrix over D with finitely 
many nonzero rows and B is a k x k matrix over D with finitely many nonzero columns, then AB 
has only finitely many nonzero entries.) We shall demonstrate that, as a ring, L is simple. Suppose 
that J is a nonzero ideal of L and choose a nonzero r E J. Then r cr{3 = x ::f 0 for some a, f3 E k. 
Since D is a simple ring with identity, we lose no generality in assuming that axb = 1 D for some 
a, bED. If 8, ~ E k and y E D, we shall denote by Es,~(Y) the matrix in L which has y in position 
(8,~) and zeros elsewhere. For each 8, ~ E k, Es,cr(a)rE{3,~(b) = Es,~(lD). Therefore, {Es,~(lD): 
8, ~ E k} ~ J, so J = L. Thus L is simple. If X ~ L with I X I < k then, since each matrix in X 
has only finitely many nonzero entries, there must exist some a E k such that A(cr) (the d-th column 
of A) = 0 for all A E X. It follows that XEcr,cr(lD) = 0, so L rf. Pr(k). Since L is simple, we may 
conclude that L E CUP r (m) for all m ~ k. Inasmuch as CUP r (m)(R) = 0 for all m> 0, this shows 
that CUP r (m) is not left strong for all m ~ k. Since k was an arbitrary infinite cardinal, it follows 
that CUP r (m) is not left strong for any nonzero cardinal m. 
The above argument also shows that Br (m) is not left strong for all limit cardinals m. 0 
In [DV80, Theorem3.15, p21j and [VeI86, Proposition 2.3, p284]' an internal characterization 
of the elements of the right Groenewald-Heyman radical CUP r (~o)(R) of an arbitrary ring R is given. 
We generalize these to yield elementwise characterizations of CUP r (m)(R) and CUP r (m)(R) for all 
nonzero cardinals m. If m> 0 then a subset X of R is called a right (f, m) - system in R if, for 
each x EX, there is a subset F of R with I F I < m + 1 such that 
('Vr E R) (xFr ~ R\X =? r E R\X). 
A right (f,m)-system X in R is called a right (f,m)-system in R if X is not a right (f,n)-
system in R for any nonzero cardinal n < m. 
LEMMA 15. Let m be a nonzero cardinal. I f A is an ideal of a ring R then RIA E 
Pr(m) (resp. RIA E Pr(m)) if and only if R\A is a right (f,m)-system (resp. a right (f,m)-
system) in R. 
Proof· Suppose that RIA E Pr (m) and let x E R\A. By hypothesis, there exists a subset 
F of R such that I F I < m + 1 and F I A is a right insulator for x + A in RIA. It follows that if 
r + A E RIA and (x + A)(F I A)(r + A) = 0 then r + A = O. In other words, xFr ~ R\(R\A) implies 
r E R\(R\A). This shows that R\A is a right (f,m)-system in R. 
Conversely, suppose that R\A is a right (f, m)- system in R and let O::f x + A E RI A. By 
hypothesis, there exists a subset F of A with I F I < m + 1 such that xFr ~ R\(R\A) implies r E 
R\(R\A), whenever r E R. This is clearly equivalent to the assertion: (x + A)(F I A)(r + A) = 0 
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implies r + A = 0, whenever r E R. In other words, F I A is a right insulator for x + A In RIA. 
Since IFIAI~IFI<m+1, we may conclude that RIAEPr(m). 
It follows from the above argument that for a nonzero cardinal n < m, we have RI A ~ P r (n) 
if and only if R\A is not a right (J,n)-system in R. We may conclude therefore that RIA E 
Pr(m) if and only if R\A is a right (J,m)-system in R. 0 
If m is a nonzero cardinal then a subset Y of a ring R is called a right (g, m) - system (resp. 
a right (g, m)- system) in R if there exists an ideal A of R such that AnY = 0 and R\A is a 
right (J,m)-system (resp. a right (J,m)-system) in R. 
PROPOSITION 16. Let m be a nonzero cardinal. If R is a ring then: 
(i) CUP r (m)(R) = {a E R: there is no right (g, m)- system G in R with a E G} j 
(ii) CUP r (m)(R) = {a E R: there is no right (g, m) - system G in R with a E G}. 
Proof. (i) {aER: there is no right (g,m)-system G in R with aEG} 
{a E R: {a} is not a right (g,m)-system in R} 
{a E R : if A E IdR and R\A is a right (J,m)-system in R then a E:t} 
{a E R : if A E IdR and RIA E Pr(m) then a E A} (by Lemma 15) 
n{A E IdR : RIA E Pr(m)} 
CUPr(m)(R) (since CUPr(m) has the intersection property for Pr(m)). 
(ii) is proved similarly. o 
Recall that if m is a nonzero cardinal then a right R-module M is said to be m- faithful if 
there exists a subset X of M such that I X I < m + 1 and (0: X) = O. An ideal I of R is said to be 
right m- faithful if the module IRis m- faithful. 
PROPOSITION 17. Let m be an infinite cardinal and let I be a proper ideal of a ring R. 
I f I is maximal among ideals of R which are not right m- faithful then RilE P r (m). 
Proof. Let J be a nonzero ideal of R such that J -;;. I. It follows from the maximality of 
I that there is a subset X of J such that I X I < m and (0: r X) = 0 (in R). We assert that X I I 
has zero right annihilator in Ril. Suppose, on the contrary, that Xr ~ I for some r E R\I. If (r) 
denotes the ideal of R generated by r then I + (r) is a right m- faithful ideal of R so we can find 
Y ~ I + (r) with I Y I < m and (0: r Y) = 0 (in R). We lose no generality in supposing that Y = {r} 
U{rbi:iEr}U{ai:iEr}, where Irl<m and aiEl, biER for all iEr. It follows that 
XY := {xy: x EX, y E Y} ~ I. Since I X I , I Y I < m, we must have I XY I < m. Since I is not 
right m- faithful, we must have that XYt = 0 for some nonzero t E R. Then Yt ~ (0: r X) = 0, so 
t E (0: r Y) = 0, a contradiction. Thus every nonzero ideal of RI I is right m- faithful and so 
Ril E Pr(m) by Theorem 11.6.3. 0 
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The following corollary is immediate. 
COROLLARY 18. Let m be an infinite cardinal. If a ring R has a proper ideal I which 
is maximal among ideals of R which are not right m-faithful then CUPr(m)(R) ~ I. In this 
case , therefore, CUP r (m)(R) is not right m- faithful. 0 
In the case m = No, if R is a ring such that R R IS No- faithful (e.g., if R has identity) then, 
by Zorn's Lemma, it is always possible to choose an ideal I as described in Proposition 17. The next 
example shows that this ceases to be true for m > No, even if R is commutative with identity. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let R be a commutative chain domain whose value group is the linearly 
ordered abelian group (IR; + , - ,0; ~). (Such a ring R exists by Corollary 1.2.2.) As in Example 
III.2.1, we shall write [x] for the principal ideal of R corresponding to an element x of the positive 
cone of (IR; +, -,OJ ~ ). Note that R has a unique maximal proper ideal P = U {[x]: x E IR, 
x> O}. Let 1=[1] and set It = RII, P = PII. If a E R, let a denote the image of a in It. 
Note that P has zero (right) annihilator in It, since we can have y + z ~ 1 for all Z E {x E R: x > O} 
only if y ~ 1. Clearly, if xo ' xl' x2 , ••• is a (countable) sequence in {x E R: x > O} such that 
k~ xk = 0 then P = Uk> 0 [xk]' Inasmuch as P has zero annihilator in It it follows that PH is 
NI - faithful (but it is clearly not No- faithful). Also, every ideal of It properly contained in P is 
nilpotent and therefore not m-faithful for any cardinal m. Furthermore, since {x E IR: x > O} has no 
positive lower bound in IR, there is no maximal non- m- faithful ideal in It if m ~ NI . 
If m is an infinite cardinal, we define: 
(i) ~ m = {R: R is a ring and RR is not m- faithful} j and 
(ii) H(~m) = {R: R is a ring and every nonzero homomorphic image of R is in ~m}' 
Thus H(~ m) is the largest homomorphically closed subclass of ~ m U {O}. 
PROPOSITION 19. Let m be an infinite cardinal. Then H(~ m) ~ CUP r (m). 
o 
Proof· Let R E H(~m)' Suppose RII E Pr(m) for some ideal I of R. Then RII * 0 so 
RI I E ~ m' But this contradicts Theorem 11.6.3, so R has no (nonzero) homomorphic image III 
o 
Parmenter, Stewart and Wiegandt proved the following stronger version of Proposition 19 III 
the case where m = ~o. 
PROPOSITION 20. [PSW84, Theorem 1, p227] H(~ N ) = CUPr (~o). o o 
The following example shows, however, that for all uncountable cardinals m, we have 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let Rand P be as in Example 3. Since PH. is N1-faithful, Pp is m-faithful 
for all m 2: N
1
. Thus P ~ cr m for all m 2: N1. Inasmuch as P is commutative and nil, it follows 
from Proposition 1.5 that P E f3 ~ <UP r (m) for all m> O. 0 
PROPOSITION 21. Let n be a finite nonzero cardinal. If m is an infinite cardinal then 
<UP r (m)(Mn(R)) = Mn(<UP r (m)(R)) for all rings R and if m is a limit cardinal then 
Br (m)(Mn(R)) = Mn(Br (m)(R)) for all rings R. 
Proof. If m 2: No, then it follows from PropositionIIL1.4 that R E Pr(m) if and only if 
Mn(R) E P r (m). Since <UP r (m) and Br (m) (if m is a limit cardinal) are special radicals 
(Theorem 4), the results follow from Proposition 1.6. o 
The requirement that m be infinite cannot be dropped from the above result smce, if 
0< m, n < No, n> 1 and R = ~(F) with F a field, then 
<UP r (m)(~(R)) = ~(R), whereas Mn(<UP r (m)(R)) = O. 
§3. THE 'UPr(m)-RADICALS OF MONOID RINGS. 
Our main task in this section is to compare the <UP r (m) - radical of a ring R with the 
<UP r (m) - radical of a monoid ring RH over R. Many of the results of Chapter III, § 3 find 
application here. Indeed, this section may be regarded as a natural sequel to Chapter III, §3. We also 
introduce the notion of an "A-Jacobson ring", where A is a nonempty class of rings and prove that 
the class of rings which are P r (m) - Jacobson (m 2: No) is closed under the formation of polynomial 
rings (Theorem 12). This extends a result of Ferrero and Parmenter [FP89, Theorem 5, p281]. 
It turns out that the "going down" and "lying over" conditions defined at the beginning of the 
previous section play an important role in the present section. The following result is presumably well 
known. 
PROPOSITION 1. If R is a subring of a ring S and A is a special class of prime 
rings then the upper radical <UA determined by A has the following properties: 
(i) <UA(R) ~ <UA(S) if R ~ S satisfies GD with respect to A j 
(ii) <UA(R):2 R n <UA(S) if R ~ S satisfies LO with respect to A. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that <UA has the intersection property for 
A. o 
Following [Row88, p291), we call a subring R of a ring S a (right) ideal compatible subring 
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of S if the left ideal of S generated by I is an ideal of S whenever I is an ideal of R. For 
example, for any monoid H, the ring R is always an ideal compatible subring of RH j in particular, 
R is an ideal compatible subring of the polynomial ring R[x]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let m be an infinite cardinal. If R is an ideal compatible sub ring of 
a ring S then R ~ S satisfies CD with respect to 1\ (m). 
Proof. Let A be an ideal of S such that S / A E P r (m) and let K /(R n A) be a nonzero 
ideal of R/(R n A). Since R is ideal compatible in S, it follows that (SK + K + A)/ A is an ideal 
of S / A. If SK + K + A = A then K ~ RnA, a contradiction, so (SK + K + A)/ A is nonzero. 
Since S/AEPr(m), (SK+K+A)/A is right m-faithful (Theorem 11.6.3). Let X~SK+K+A 
be such that (0: r X/A) = 0 (in S / A) and I X I < m. Suppose 
n(-y) 
X = {( i~lsi ... h,) + b,: / E f} where If I < m, bi"b, E K and si, E S for all / E f, 
i = 1, ... ,n(,) . 
. Let Y={bi,:'YEf, i=l, ... ,n(,)}U{b,:'YEf}. Note that IYI<m. We claim that Y/(RnA) 
has zero right annihilator in R/(R n A). Indeed, suppose Yr ~ RnA for some r E R. Then Xr 
~S(RnA)+(RnA)~A, so r+AE(O:rX/A)=O, Le., rERnA. Thus K/(RnA) is aright 
m-faithful ideal of R/(RnA). By Theorem 11.6.3, R/(RnA) E Pr(m). o 
The next corollary follows from the previous two results. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a ring and H a monoid. Then CUP r (m)(R) ~ CUP r (m)(RH) 
for all infinite cardinals m. Moreover, if m is an uncountable limit cardinal then Br (m)(R) ~ 
Br(m)(RH). o 
The following example shows that the restrictions on m in the above corollary cannot be 
dispensed with. 
EXAMPLE 1. Choose R, Hand n as in Example 111.3.1. If 0 < m < n then R E CUP r (m) 
and CUPr(m)(RH) = O. Thus CUPr(m)(R) Ck CUPr(m)(RH). 
Suppose m = No and let F be a field. For each a E No, let ea : M2a (F) -+ MN (F) denote o 
the diagonal embedding 
(1) 
Define R= UaENo0a[M2a(F)]. As shown in ExampleIII.1.1, REPr(N
O
)' Moreover, R is 
simple since it is the union of an ascending chain of simple subrings of MN (F). Consequently, 
o 
R E Br (No)· If, in (1) above, F is replaced by F H we obtain, for each a E No, a diagonal 
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embedding e~ : M2a (F H) ~ MNo (F H). Note, however, that RH::= U a E No e~ [M2a (F H)] E 
Pr(l) since M2a (FH)EPr (1) for all aE~o (see ExampleIII.3.1), so Br(~O)(RH)=O. Thus 
Br (~o)(R) Cl Br (No)(RH). 0 
Let H be an arbitrary monoid and let ~: RH ~ R denote the canonical ring epimorphism 
defined by 
~( f: r ogo) = f: r o 
i=l" i=l' 
( f: r ogoERH). 
i = 1 ' , 
Note that ~ restricts to the identity map on R. If I is an ideal of Rand K = I H + Ker ~ then it 
is not difficult to show that RH / K ::= R/ I and I = R n K . Consequently, the inclusion R ~ RH 
satisfies LO with respect to any class of rings that is closed under isomorphic images. By 
Proposition 1 (ii), CUPr(m)(R) 2 RnCUPr(m)(RH) for all cardinals m>O. A more direct line of 
reasoning yields more: if ~ is any radical then R n ~(RH) = ~(R n ~(RH)) ~ ~(~(RH)) ~ ~(R). 
In any case, the following result is immediate. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a ring and H a monoid. Then: 
(i) CUP r (m)(R) 2 R n CUP r (m)(RH) for all nonzero cardinals m j for all limit cardinals 
m, we have Br (m)(R) 2 R n Br (m)(RH) j 
(ii) CUP r (m)(R) = R n CUP r (m)(RH) for all infinite cardinals m j for uncountable limit 
cardinals m, we have Br (m)(R) = R n Br (m)(RH). 0 
In some instances, the equality CUP r (m)(R) = R n CUP r (m)(RH) can be sharpened to 
[CUP r (m)(R)]H = CUP r (m)(RH). Parmenter, Passman and Stewart [PPS84, Remark 5.3, plll0] 
observe, however, that even for m = ~o' this equality need not hold unless some restriction is placed 
on the monoid H. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let m be a nonzero cardinal. Suppose H is a monoid with the 
property that for all rings R, REP r (m) implies RH E P r (m) (resp., in the case where m is a 
limit cardinal, RE UO<k<mPrCk) implies RHE UO<k<mPr(k)). Then: 
(i) [CUPr(m)(R)]H 2 CUPr(m)(RH) (resp., in the case where m is a limit cardinal, 
[Br (m)(R)]H 2 Br (m)(RH)) j 
(ii) if m is infinite then [CUP r (m)(R)]H = CUP r (m)(RH) (resp., in the case where m 
is an uncountable limit cardinal, [Br (m)(R)]H = Br (m)(RH)). 
Proof· Suppose I is an ideal of Rand R/I E Pr(m). Then RH/IH::= (R/I)H E Pr(m) 
and I = R nIH. Therefore, 
[CUPr(m)(R)]H = [n{K E IdR: R/K E Pr(m)}]H 
= n{KH : K E IdR and R/K E Pr(m)} 
2 CUPr(m)(RH). 
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If m 2: No then by Corollary 3, CUP r (m)(RH) ;2 [CUP r (m)(R)]H. It follows that [CUP r (m)(R)]H = 
CUP r (m)(RH). The aSsertions involving Br (m) are proved similarly. o 
The next two results follow easily from Proposition 111.3.3, Corollary III.3.4 and Proposition 5. 
COROLLARY 6. Let m be an infinite cardinal and R a rmg. If H is a unique product 
monoid, a cancellative strictly right ordered monoid or the free product of two nontrivial monoids, 
then [CUPr(m)(R)]H = CUPr(m)(RH) and if m is an uncountable limit cardinal, [Br(m)(R)]H = 
Br (m)(RH). 0 
COROLLARY 7. If m is an infinite cardinal and R a ring then [CUPr(m)(R)][x] = 
CUPr(m)(R[x]) and if m is an uncountable limit cardinal, [Br(m)(R)][x] = Br(m)(R[x]). 0 
Let .AI:. be a nonempty class of prime rings. Following [FP89], we say that a ring R IS 
.AI:.- Jacobson if every prime ideal of R is an intersection of ideals A of R such that R/ A E.AI:.. We 
point out at the outset that this notion does have a bearing on radical theory. Indeed, it IS a 
consequence of the intersection property for special radicals that if .AI:. is any special class of prime 
rings and R is an .AI:.- Jacobson ring then CU.Al:.(R) = f3(R). In [FP89], Ferrero and Parmenter 
address the question of what conditions on a nonempty class .AI:. of prime rings guarantee that the class 
of .AI:. - Jacobson rings is closed under the formation of polynomial rings. Their main theorem is [FP89, 
Theorem 5, p281], which establishes this closure property in the case where .AI:. satisfies a certain 
"Condition A" (to be defined presently). Ferrero and Parmenter then proceed to show that several well 
known classes of prime rings, and in particular the class P r (No) of all right strongly prime rings, 
satisfy Condition A (see [FP89, Propositions 6, 7 and 9 and Corollary 10, pp284-286]). We extend 
[FP89, Proposition 6 (ii), p284] by proving that the class P r (m) satisfies Condition A for all infinite 
cardinals m (Proposition 10). A difficulty that we face, however, in applying Ferrero and Parmenter's 
main result is that these authors assume their rings to have identity. This raises the question of 
whether [FP89, Theorem 5, p281] holds for rings without identity. We don't attempt to answer this 
question. Instead, we circumvent it by proving directly that the class of P r (m) - Jacobson rings 
(m ~ No) is closed under the formation of polynomial rings (Theorem 12). We point out, however, 
that in our proof of Theorem 12, we make use of the fact that P r (m) (m ~ No) satisfies Condition A j 
we also utilize many ingredients of Ferrero and Parmenter's proof of [FP89, Theorem 5, p281]. 
We say that an ideal K of a polynomial ring R[x] is R- disjoint if K =F 0 and R n K = O. 
The next two results are attributed to G. Bergman by the authors of [FP89]. Variants of the second 
result appear in several papers, e.g., [Wat75, Lemma 3, p305] and [FK85, Lemma3.3, p293] and a 
more general result for l-graded rings is to be found in [Pass89, Theorem 22.5, p224]. Proofs are 
included here for the reader's convenience. 
If f E R[x], 8f shall denote the degree of f and we adopt the convention that the degree of 
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the zero polynomial is - 00. If I IS a nonzero ideal of R[ x], we shall use Min I to abbreviate 
min {8 f : 0 ~ f E I}. 
LEMMA 8. Let R be a ring and I a nonzero ideal of S = R[x]. Suppose that f = 
ao + alx + ... + amx
m is a nonzero element of minimal degree in I, that am = a ~ 0 and that 
m>1. Let O~gEI, say g=bo+blx+ ... +bnxn with n~m and bn~O. If r l ,r2 ,.··,rn _ m 
E R then there exists h E S such that 8h ~ n - m and 
htf = g(r n-m a)(r n-m-I a) ... (rIa)ta for all t E R. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on 8g = n. If n = m, take h = bm and consider g' = 
htf - gta. Clearly, 8g' ~ m - 1 and g' E I, which contradicts the rriinimality of 8f unless g' = 0, so 
htf = gta for all t E R, as required. 
Suppose now that the result is true whenever 8g < n and consider the case where 8g = n > m. 
Consider the polynomial g' = bn x
n- m r n-m f - gr n-m a. Notice that g' E I and 8g' ~ n - 1. By 
the inductive hypothesis, there exists h' E S such that 8h' ~ (n - 1) - m and 
h'tf = g'(r n-m-I a)(r n-m-2 a) ... (rIa)ta for all t E R, i.e., 
Consider the polynomial g" = bn r n-m f(r n-m-I a) ... (rIa). Since 8g" ~ 8 f = m (in fact g" = 0 or 
8g" = m), it follows that there exists h" E S with 8h" ~ 0 such that h"tf = g"ta for all t E R, i.e., 
h"tf = bn r n-m f(r n-m-I a) ... (rIa)ta so xn- m h"tf = bn xn- m r n-m f(r n-m-I a) ... (rl a)ta for 





h" - h')tf = g(r n-m a) ... (ri a)ta for all t E R. Setting h = xn- m h" - h', note that 
8h < n - m (because 8h' ~ n - m -1 and 8h" ~ 0) while htf = g(r n-m a) ... (rla)ta for all t E R, 
as required. o 
LEMMA 9. Let R be a prime ring and P an R-disjoint ideal of R[x]. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) P is a prime ideal of R[x]; 
(ii) P is maximal in the set of all R- disjoint ideals of R[x]. 
Proof· (ii) => (i): Suppose, on the contrary, that P is maximal R-disjoint but not prime. 
Then there exist ideals A, B of R[ x] such that AB ~ P yet A 'l: P and B 'l: P. Since A + P and 
B + P are not R - disjoint, we can choose nonzero elements r E (A + P) n Rand s E (B + P) n R. 
Then 0 ~ rRs (since R is prime) and rRs ~ (A + P)(B + P) ~ P, which contradicts the fact that P 
IS R - disjoint. 
(i) => (ii): Note first that S = R[x] is prime, since R is prime (Corollary 111.3.4). Let I be 
an ideal of S, containing P, which is maximal R - disjoint. Let f = ao + a l x + ... + amxm be a 
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nonzero polynomial of minimal degree m in I. Since I is R - disjoint, m ~ 1 and a = am 'I- I. Let 
9 be a nonzero polynomial of minimal degree in P. Suppose that og = n > m. Since g, a * 0, it 
follows from the primeness of S that gSa =*= 0, so gRa =*= O. Choose r n-m E R such that 
gr n-m a =*= O. Then (gr n-m a)Sa * 0 so (gr n-m a)Ra =*= 0, hence we can choose r n-m-I E R such 
that (gr n-m a)(r n-m-I a) =*= o. Continuing in this way, we can produce r n-m' r n-m-I , ... , r l E R 
such that h' = (grn_ma) ... (rIa) =*= O. By the previous lemma, we may choose hE S such that 
oh ~ n - m and htf = (gr n-m a) ... (rIa)ta E P for all t E R. Moreover, since h', a =*= 0, we must 
have h'ta =*= 0 for some t E R, so h =*= O. We also have that hRf ~ P, whence hSf ~ P. Since P 
is prime and f 'I- P, we must have 0 =*= h E P. But oh ~ n - m < n, which contradicts the 
minimality of og. It follows that og = m. 
In view of the above argument, we lose no generality in assuming that f = ao + a l x + ... 
+ amxm E P. Now let 0 =*= f' E I with of' = I ~ m, and let rl- m' rl-m- I ' ... ' r l , ro E R. By the 
previous lemma, there exists hE S such that hrof = f'(rz_ma) ... (rIa)(rOa). Since f E P, we have 
f'(rz-m a) . .. (rIa)(rOa) E P. Since the rj were arbitrary, we may conclude that f'(Ra) ... (Ra)(Ra) 
~ P so f'(Sa) ... (Sa)(Sa) ~ P. But a 'I- P, so f' E P. Thus I ~ P. 0 
Following [FP89], we say that a nonempty class A of prime rings satisfies Condition A if, 
whenever REA, we have R[xJlp E A for every R-disjoint prime ideal P of R[x]. 
PROPOSITION 10. P r (m) satisfies Condition A for all infinite cardinals m. 
Proof. Suppose R E Pr(m). Let P be an R-disjoint prime ideal of R[xJ and let KIP be 
a nonzero ideal of R[ x JI P. By the previous lemma, P is maximal R - disjoint, so R n K * O. By 
Theorem 11.6.3, R n K is right m - faithful, so (0: r Y) = 0 (in R) for some subset Y of R n K with 
I Y 1< m. Suppose P ~ (P:rY) (in R[xD. Let 9 be a polynomial of minimal degree for which 
Y 9 ~ P and 9 'I- P. If og < Min P then yg = 0 for all y E Y. Furthermore, if b is any nonzero 
coefficient of 9 then we may deduce that yb = 0 for all y E Y, which contradicts the fact that 
(0: r Y) = O. We must therefore have 8g ~ Min P = n, say. 
Suppose 9 = ao + alx + ... + amxm with am =*= 0 and that f = bo + bi + ... + bnxn, bn =*= 0, is 
a nonzero polynomial of minimal degree in P. Since P is prime and R - disjoint, we have that 
gR[x]bng:P and so grbn'l-P for some rER. Set gl=grbn-amrfxm- n. Note that g''l-P, 
8g' < 8g = m and Y g' ~ P, which contradicts the minimality of 8g. It follows that YIP has zero 
right annihilator in R[x]IP, so KIP is right m-faithful. By Theorem 11.6.3, R[xJlp E Pr(m). 0 
Let R be a ring and I a nonzero ideal of R[x]. It is easily checked that the subset of R 
consisting of 0 and all leading coefficients of all nonzero polynomials of minimal degree in 1 is an 
ideal of R. We denote this ideal by 1"(1). 
The following lemma is due to Ferrero and Parmenter [FP89]. Although they stated the 
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result for rings with identity, their proof is valid for arbitrary rings and is included for the reader's 
convenience. 
LEMMA 11. [FP89, Lemma3, p283] Let R be a ring and P an R-disjoint prime ideal of 
R[x]. If Q is a nonzero prime ideal 01 R such that r(P)ClQ, then Rn(p+Q[x])=Q. 
Prool. Suppose, on the contrary, that R n (P + Q[x]) :j:: Q. Since it is always the case that 
R n (P + Q[x]) 2 Q, we must have R n (P + Q[x]) -;;. Q. We can therefore choose r E R\Q such that 
r = hI + h2 for some hI E P and h2 E Q[x]. Consider hI = r - h2 E P. Clearly the constant term of 
h cannot be contained in Q, since this would imply r E Q, a contradiction. Consequently, P must 1 
contain a polynomial of the form g = bo+ ... +bmxm with bj E Q for all i E {l, ... ,m} and bo rt. Q. 
Take g of minimal degree with respect to these conditions. Since r(P) Cl Q, there exists a polynomial 
1= ao + ... + anxn of minimal degree in P whose leading coefficient an rt. Q. Since Q is prime and 
bo' an rt. Q, we must have boRan Cl Q, so bocan rt. Q for some c E R. Put h = gcan - x
m- n bmcf E P. 
Note that the constant term, d say, of h is equal to bocan, or possibly bocan - bncao if m = n. In 
either case, d rt. Q. Note also that all other coefficients of h are contained in Q, since bI , b2 , ••• , bm 
E Q. Inasmuch as Bh < Bg, this contradicts the minimality of Bg. o 
THEOREM 12. Let m be an inlinite cardinal. II R IS a Pr(m)-Jacobson ring then so 
is R[x]. 
Proo I. Suppose that P is a prime ideal of R[ x]. We need to show that P is an intersection 
of ideals A of R[x] such that RIA E Pr(m). Consider the epimorphism from R[x] onto 
n . n . 
(RI R n P)[ x] defined by .L ajx' 1-+ .L (ljx', where (lj = aj + (R n P) for i = 0, ... , n. For each ideal .=0 .=0 
K of R[x], let K denote the image of K in (RIRnp)[x]. Note that P is a prime ideal of 
(RIRnp)[x] = R[x] and that Rnp=O. Since R is Pr(m)-Jacobson, it follows that R is 
Pr(m)-Jacobson. It clearly suffices to show that P is an intersection of ideals A of R[x] such that 
R[xl/A E Pr(m). We therefore lose no generality in supposing that P is a prime ideal of R[x] such 
that R n P = O. Since R is an ideal compatible subring of R[x], it follows from Proposition 2 that 
the inclusion R ~ R[x] satisfies GD with respect to Pr(k) for all cardinals k ~ No. Therefore, 
R n P = 0 is a prime ideal of R, i.e., R is a prime ring. Put R = {Q E Id R: RIQ E P r (mn. Since 
R is, by assumption, P r (m) - Jacobson, we have n R = O. This clearly implies that n {Q[ x]: Q E R} 
= o. We know from Corollary 111.3.4 that R[x]IQ[x] == (RIQ)[x] E Pr(m) whenever Q is an ideal of 
R such that RIQ E Pr (m). We may conclude that the zero ideal of R[x] is expressible as an 
intersection of ideals A of R[ x] such that R[ x]1 A E P r (m). This deals with the case P = O. 
Now suppose P:j:: o. Since P is prime and R n P = 0, it follows from Lemma 9 that P is 
maximal in the set of all R-disjoint ideals of R[x]. Put ~={QER:Rn(p+Q[x])=Q}. 
Inasmuch as (n~) n (n (R\~)) = n R = 0, the primeness of R implies that either n ~ = 0 or 
n (R\~) = o. If Q E R\~ then R n (P + Q[x]):j:: Q and therefore, by the previous lemma, we cannot 
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have r(P) Cf:. Q, so r(P) ~ Q. Consequently, n (R\~) 2 r(P) * 0 and so n ~ = O. For each 
n . n . 
Q E~, consider the epimorphism from R[x] onto (R/Q)[x] defined by .2: aixl t-+ .2: (lix\ where 
1=0 1=0 
(l . = a· + Q for i = 0, ... , n. Again, we denote by K the image of the ideal K of R[x] in (R/Q)[x]. 
1 1 
Inasmuch as Q E R, it follows from CorollaryIII.3,4 that R[x] = (R/Q)[x] E Pr(m). Observe that 
R n P = R n (P + Q[x]) = Q = O. Choose an ideal PQ of R[x] which is maximal such that PQ 2 Q, 
PQ2P and RnPQ=O. We claim that R[x]/PQEPr(m). If PQ=O, that is to say PQ=Q[x], 
then R[x]/PQ = R[x]/Q[x] ~ (R/Q)[x] = R[x] E Pr(m). If PQ * 0 then PQ is a maximal 
R - disjoint ideal of R[ x]. Since R is prime, it follows from Lemma 9 that P Q is a prime ideal of 
R[x]. Since REPr(m) and Pr(m) satisfies Condition A (Proposition 10), we must have that 
R[ x]/ P Q ~ R[ x liP Q E P r (m). This establishes our claim. Notice that n Q E ~ P Q is an R - disjoint 
ideal of R[x] since Rn(nQE~PQ)=nQE~(RnPQ)=nQE~Q=O. However, since P isa 
maximal R-disjoint ideal of R[x] and P ~ nQ E ~ PQ' we must have P = nQ E ~ PQ' This 
shows that P is an intersection of ideals A of R[x] such that R[x]/ A E Pr (m), as required. 0 
The following example, which is motivated by [FP89, Remark 2, p286], shows that the 
requirement that m be infinite cannot be dropped from the above theorem. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let H denote the division ring of real quaternions. For the purposes of this 
example, we shall identify H with the sub ring 
of M2(C) (here u denotes the complex conjugate of u). Consider the ideal (1 + x2) of H[x] 
generated by 1 + x 2 • Clearly (1 + x 2) is prime and H- disjoint. It can easily be verified that the map 
from H[x]/{1 + x2) to M2(C) defined by 
(ho+hlx)+(1+x2) t-+ ho+h1 [ ~ ~] EM2(C) (ho,hl EH) 
is a ring isomorphism. Inasmuch as HE P r (1) and M2(C) E P r (2), this shows that P r (1) fails to 
satisfy Condition A. More generally, if n is a finite nonzero cardinal, 1 is the n x n identity matrix 
(over H) and (I + Ix2) the ideal of ~(H)[x] generated by 1 + Ix2, then ~(H)[xl/{I + 1~2) is 
canonically isomorphic to ~(H[xl/{1 +x2 )) ~ Mn (M2(C)) ~ M2n(C) E P r (2n). The ideal (I +lx2) 
is certainly prime and proper. Since ~(H) is simple, we must have (I + Ix2) n ~(H) = O. Thus 
(I + 1 x 2) is Mn(H) - disjoint. Inasmuch as ~(H) E P r (n), this shows that the class P
r 
(n) fails to 
satisfy Condition A. 
§ 4. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER RADICALS. 
In this section, we shall locate the radicals CUP;. (m), CUP r (m) and Br (m) in the lattice of 
radicals by comparing them with the well known radicals depicted in Figure 1 of § 1. The diagram of 
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radicals we intend constructing is made more illuminating by the inclusion of two further special 
radicals. These radicals are not new (see [0Is87] and [VeI87]) but are perhaps less well known and 
deserve an introduction. 
THEOREM 1. [0Is87, Theorem 16, p100] The class of all uniformly strongly prime rings 
is special. o 
Following Olson [0Is87], we denote by US the (special) upper radical determined by the class 
of all uniformly strongly prime rings. 
A nonzero ring R is said to be right superprime (see [VdW] or [VeI87]) if every nonzero 
ideal of R contains an element x such that (0: r x) = o. 
PROPOSITION 2. [VeI87, Theorem 3.1, p183] The class of all right super prime rings is 
special. o 
We shall use the notation of Veldsman [VeI87] and denote by (fr (resp. (f/) the (special) 
upper radical determined by the class of all right (resp. left) superprime rings. 
Suppose m is an infinite cardinal and D a division ring. In Example 2.1, we noted that, as a 
consequence of Proposition 0.9.3, the ring R = ~(D) contains a unique minimal nonzero ideal 
consisting precisely of all matrices with only finitely many nonzero columns. We shall, henceforth, 
denote this ideal by IN m(D). We shall make frequent use of the next lemma. 
0' 
LEMMA 3. Let m be a nonzero cardinal. Then: 
(i) if m is countable then there exists a simple ring R, with identity, such that 
R E Pr(m); 
(ii) if m is uncountable then there exists a simple ring R which contains nonzero 
idempotent elements, such that REP r (m). 
Proof· (i) If m<No, we take R=~(D), with D any division ring. Suppose m~No. 
Since the union of any ascending chain of simple subrings of a given ring is simple, it is easy to see that 
the right unbounded strongly prime ring R of ExampleIII.1.1 is simple. Since R has identity, this 
establishes (i). 
(ii) Let D be a division ring and consider 1= INo,m(D). By Proposition III. 1.4, ~(D) E 
P r (m+). Since P r (m+) is a special class (Theorem 2.4) and I is an ideal of ~(D), we must have 
I E P r (m+). Suppose K is a nonzero ideal of I and let (K) denote the ideal of ~(D) generated 
by K. Since Mm(D) is (von Neumann) regular, (K) is idempotent (Theorem 0.9.2 (i)). By 
Andrunakievic's Lemma (LemmaO.2.1), (K) = (K)3 ~ K, so 1= (K) = K. Thus I is a simple ring. 
Clearly, I contains nonzero idempotent elements, so (ii) is satisfied whenever m is a successor 
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cardinal. 
Suppose m is an uncountable limit cardinal. Consider the ring R of Example III. 1.2. Recall 
that R is the union of an ascending chain of subrings of Mm(D) where D is a division ring. 
Specifically, R = UN < k < m 0 k[Mk (D)] where, for each infinite cardinal k < m, Ok: ~(D) 0-
-+ Mm(D) is the "diagonal embedding" of ~(D) into Mm(D). Consider the ideal 1= 
UNo~k<m 0 k [INo,k(D)] of R. Since Pr(m) is a special class and R E Pr(m), we must have 
IE P r (m). Again, since the union of any ascending chain of simple subrings is simple, it follows that 
I is a simple ring. Moreover, I clearly contains nonzero idempotent elements. o 
PROPOSITION 4. Every right bounded strongly prime ring is right super prime. 
Proof. Let REP r (n) with 0 < n < ~o and let I be a nonzero ideal of R. Suppose first 
that n = 1. If 0 oF a E I and {b} is a right insulator for a in R then (0: r ab) = 0 (in R) and 
ab E I. Thus R is right superprime. Now suppose n> 1. By Theorem III. 1.2, R is isomorphic to a 
right order in Mn(D) for some division ring D. If R is identified with its image in ~(D), we may 
conclude from Lemma2.7 that I is a right order in 1Mn(D) = ~(D). Clearly then, I must contain 
a unit u of Mn(D), in which case, (0: r u) = 0 (in R). o 
Because every simple ring with identity is right superprime (trivially), Lemma 3 (i) implies the 
existence of a right superprime ring which is not right bounded strongly prime. Therefore, the converse 
of Proposition 4 is not valid. Furthermore, if R is a right strongly prime ring which contains a 
nonzero nil ideal (an example of such a ring is given in [GHL74, Ex2.5, p12]), then R cannot be right 
superprime. 
In the following result we locate the radicals CUP r (~o), B r (~o), US and (f r. We should point 
out that Proposition 5 below represents a synthesis of several known, but recent results as well as 
several new results. In most cases, proofs have been included although in some instances, we refer the 
reader to [PSW84] for proof details. 
PROPOSITION 5. (i) N, CUPr(~o) ~ (fr ~ Br(~O) ~ US ~ T, N g • 
(ii) (fr ~ G. 
(iii) L ~ CUPr (~o). 
(iv) US 1. In(Jfj>. 
(v) G 1. Br (~o). 
(vi) J B 1. CUP r (~o)· 
(vii) CUPr(~o) 1. (Jfj>nN. 
Proof· (i) Inasmuch as every right superprime ring is right strongly prime, every right 
bounded strongly prime ring is right superprime (Proposition 4), every uniformly strongly prime ring is 
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right bounded strongly prime and every domain is uniformly strongly prime, we must have that 
Since Mn(D) is uniformly strongly prime whenever D is a division ring and 1 ~ n < No 
(Theorem III.4.3), we must also have U S ~ T. The inequality N ~ 17 r follows because a right 
superprime ring cannot contain a nonzero nil ideal. It remains to show that the inequalities are strict. 
Since T and N g are known to be incomparable (Theorem 1.2 (iii)), we must have that US ~ 
T,Ng . Similarly, to show that N,'Ul\(NO)~l7r' it suffices to show that Nand 'UPr(NO) are 
incomparable. Let R be a right strongly prime ring with a nonzero nil ideal 1 (see [GHL74, Ex2.5, 
p12)). Since P r (No) is a special class (Theorem 2.4), it follows that 1 E P r (No). Inasmuch as every 
homomorphic image of 1 is nil, we must have 1 EN. Thus 'UP r (No) ~ N. If, on the other hand, 
R is chosen to be a simple ring which contains nonzero idempotent elements but which is not str-engly 
prime (such a ring exists by Lemma 3 (ii)), then R rt. N yet R E 'UP r (No)· Thus N ~ 'UP r (No). 
To show that 17 r ~ Br (No)' choose a simple ring R with identity such that REP r (No) (such 
a ring exists by Lemma 3 (i)). Clearly R is right superprime, yet R E Br(NO)' Thus I7r ~ Br(NO)' 
We now show that B r (No) ~ US. Choose rings Rand Q as in Example III.4.1. Since R E 
P r (1) and R R is essential in Q R' it follows from Proposition I1I.2.1 that Q E P r (1). It was shown 
in ExampleIlI.4.1 that Q is a (von Neumann) regular ring with identity which is not uniformly 
strongly prime. Since a right strongly prime regular ring with identity is necessarily simple (see the 
remarks preceding Proposition I1I.4.5) , it follows that Q is simple. Clearly then, Q E U S\B
r 
(No)' so 
Br (No) ~ US. 
(ii) Since every simple ring with identity is right superprime, we must have 17 r ~ G. This 
inequality must be strict since, by Theorem 1.2 (iii), G and N g are incomparable and 17 r ~ G, N g' 
(iii) was proved in [PSW84, Theorem 2, p229]. 
(iv) It clearly suffices to show that N g ~ J n f3q,. Let R be a commutative chain domain 
with value group (l; + , - ,0 ; ~). For example, we could take R = F[ x], the power series ring in x 
over any field F. Let P be the unique maximal proper ideal of R. Since P is a domain, we. must 
have P rt. N g' Let 1 be a nonzero ideal of P and let (1) denote the ideal of R generated by 1. 
Then (1) = pn for some positive integer n. By Andrunakievic's Lemma (LemmaO.2.1), (1)3 ~ I so 
(P / 1)3n = (pn / 1)3 = (1)3 / 1 = 0, so P / 1 is nilpotent. Thus every nonzero homomorphic image of P 
has zero heart or nilpotent heart. Consequently, P E f3q,. Since P is the unique maximal proper ideal 
of R, certainly P E J. Thus P E J n f3 q,' 
(v) By Lemma 3 (i), there exists a simple ring R, with identity, such that R E Pr(N
O
)' 
Clearly R rt. G, yet R E Br (No). Thus G ~ Br (No). 
(vi) and (vii) are consequences of [PSW84, Theorem 2, p229]. o 
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Figure 2 is the diagram obtained by introducing CUP r (No), Br (No), US and (1 r into our 
previous diagram of classical radicals (Figure 1). The strict inclusions indicated are justified by 
assertions (i) - (iii) of Proposition 5, together with Figure 1. The implied incomparabilities are 
justified by assertions (iv) - (vii) of Proposition 5, together with Figure 1. 
Our next task is to locate the radicals CUP r (m) and Br (m) for m> No· 
PROPOSITION 6. Let m, n be nonzero cardinals with m> n. Then: 
(i) f3 ~ CUPr(m) ~ CUPr(n) ~ N g ; 
(ii) if m is a limit cardinal then CUP r (m) ~ Br (m) ~ CUP r (n). 
Proof. (i) The containments f3 ~ CUPr(m) ~ CUPr(n) ~ N g are obvious, so it remains to 
demonstrate that they are strict. To show that CUP r (n) ~ N g' it clearly suffices to show that 
CUP r (1) ~ N g' Let R be any ring with identity which is not a domain but which is a member of 
P r (1). (For example, take R = Mk(D) where 0 < k < No and D is a domain which is not right Ore. 
By Proposition 111.1.4, R E P r (1).) The argument used in ExampleIIIA.1 and the proof of 
Proposition 5 (i) (B r (No) ~ US) shows that Q = Qmax (RR) is a simple ring with identity which is not 
uniformly strongly prime but which is a member of Pr (l). It follows that Q E N g\CUPr (l), hence 
CUP r (1) ~ N g' as required. 
By Lemma3, there exists a simple ring R such that R E Pr(m). Since R E CUPr(n), we 
must have CUP r (m) ~ CUP r (n). Inasmuch as f3 = no < k CUP r (k), the inequality f3 ~ CUP r (m) is 
obviously strict. 
(ii) Again, the containments CUl\ (m) ~ Br (m) ~ CUP r (n) are self evident, while Lemma 3 
may be used to show that CUP r (m) ~ Br (m). Since m is a limit cardinal, we can choose a cardinal 
k such that m> k > n. Then Br(m) ~ CUPr(k) ~ CUPr(n). 0 
PROPOSITION 7. (i) T ~ CUPr(n) for all finite nonzero cardinals n. 
(ii) cu.Pr(1)~US. 
(iii) CUP r (N1) ~ L. 
(iv) J B ~ CUP r (m) for all nonzero cardinals m. 
Proof. (i) Let D be a division ring and choose k such that n < k < No. Then ~(D) E 
CUPr(n), but obviously, Mk(D)~T. Thus T~CUPr(n). 
(ii) In the proof of Proposition 5 (i)(Br(NO) ~ US), we noted that the ring Q of Example 
111.4.1 is a member both of Pr (1) and of US. It follows that CUPr (l) ~ US. 
A stronger version of (iii) will be proved in Proposition 9 (vi). 
(iv) If m < No then the result follows from (i). Suppose m 2: No. By Lemma 3, there exists 
a simple ring R which contains nonzero idempotent elements such that REP r (m+). Certainly then, 
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Propositions 6 and 7 allow us to locate the radicals 'UP r (m) and Br (m) in the lattice of 
radicals. Before constructing a diagram, we locate the radicals 'UP r (m). 
LEMMA 8. Let R be a ring, with identity, which satisfies the ACC on ideals. For each 
finite ordinal Q, let Sa: M2a (R) -+ MNo(R) denote the diagonal embedding defined by 
S.(A) = [ ~ ~ . ..J E M'o(R) (A E M,.(R)). 
(Also see Example III.!.!.) Define S = U a E No Sa [M2a (R)]. Then every ideal of S is of the 
form U a E No Sa [M2a (K)] for some ideal K of R. 
Proof. Let I be an ideal of S. For each QENo, set Sa = Sa [M2a (R)] and Ia=Sa nI. 
Note that Ia is an ideal of Sa for each QENo and that I=SnI=(UaENciSa)nI= 
U a E N (San I) = U a E N I a' It follows from Proposition 0.6.1 that each Ia is equal to o 0 
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8 a [M2a (Ka)] for some ideal Ka of R. Since Ia ~ I{3 whenever Q:S /3 < No, we must have 
Ka ~ K {3 whenever Q:S /3 < No' Since R satisfies the ACC on ideals, it follows that {Ka: Q E No} 
has a maximal member, K, say. Then 1= U a E No 8 a [M2a (K)], as required. o 
EXAMPLE 1. Let m be a nonzero countable cardinal. We construct a ring S such that 
Let R be a commutative chain domain (with identity) with value group (71.; +, -,0; :s) and 
with unique maximal proper ideal P. As shown in the proof of Proposition 5 (iv), P E In/3</> . .If 
m < No, we take S = Mm(R). Certainly S E Pr(m) and by Corollaries 1.7 and 1.8, J(S) = /3</>(S) 
= Mm(P) :f: O. 
Now suppose that m = No. Take R as above and S as in the previous lemma. Since R is a 
commutative domain, the argument used in Example 111.1.1 shows that S E P r (No). It remains to 
show that (J n /3</»(S) :f: O. It follows from the previous lemma that every prime ideal of S is of the 
form U a E No 8 a [M2a (Q)], where Q is some prime ideal of R. Inasmuch as R is a principal ideal 
domain with identity, it is not difficult to see that P is the only nonzero prime ideal of R. 
Consequently, I = U a E No 8 a [M2a (P)] is the only nonzero prime ideal of S. Since R is not 
subdirectly irreducible, S cannot be subdirectly irreducible. We may conclude, therefore, that 
/3</>(S) = I. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that S\I consists entirely of units of S, so J(S) = I. 
Thus (J n /3</»(S) = I :f: O. 
PROPOSITION 9. (i) 'UP r (m) ~ 'UP r (m) for all cardinals m> 1. 
(ii) US ~ 'UPr(m) for all finite cardinals m> 1. 
(iii) F ~ 'UPr (m) for all cardinals m> 1. 
(iv) 'UPr(m) ~ In/3</> for all nonzero cardinals m. 
(v) 'UPr(NO) ~ N. 
(vi) 'UPr(m) ~ L if m is an uncountable cardinal. 
(vii) 'UPr(m) ~ 'UPr(n) if m,n are distinct nonzero cardinals. 
(viii) 'UP r (m) ~ 'UP r (n) if m, n are nonzero cardinals such that m > n. 
(ix) 'UP r (m) ~ Br (m) if m is a limit cardinal. 
Proof· (i), (vii), (viii) and (ix) are immediate consequences of Lemma 3. 
o 
(ii) If R E Pr(m), where 1 < m < No, then by TheoremIII.1.2, R is isomorphic to a right 
order in Mm(D) for some division ring D, whence R .is uniformly strongly prime (Theorem III.4.3). 
Thus US ~ 'UP r (m) whenever 1 < m < No. If D is any division ring then obviously DE 
'UPr(m)\US for all m>1. Thus US~'UPr(m) whenever 1<m<No' 
(iii) If D is any field then obviously D ~ F, yet DE 'UPr(m) for all m> 1. Thus F ~ 
'UP r (m) for all m> 1. 
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(vi) Choose a ring R E Pr(m), m ~ N1. For each a E No, let eO': M2O'(R) ~ MNo(R) 
denote the diagonal embedding described in ExampleIII.1.1. (Also see Lemma8.) Consider the 
subring C = U 0' E N eO' [M
2




O' (R) with its image in C. For each a E No, let Ll
2
O' (R) denote the subring of M2O' (R) 
consisting of all upper triangular matrices with zero main diagonal entries. We claim that the ring 
S = U 0' E No eO' [Ll
2
O' (R)] is locally nilpotent and a member of P r (m). The former fact is obvious 
since S is the union of an ascending chain of nilpotent subrings. It follows that S E L. To prove the 
latter claim, let O::f: s E S, say s E Ll
2
O' (R), a E No. Since M
2
O' (R) E P r (m) (Proposition 111.1.4), 
we can choose a right insulator X for s in M
2
O' (R) with I X I < m. For each finite ordinal {3 ~ a, 
let X f3 denote the image of X in M2f3 (R) (via the obvious diagonal embedding), set 
and put X = U 0' $ f3 < No X f3 ~ S. We claim that X is a right insulator for SIllS. For suppose 
that sXt = 0 for some t E S. By choosing {3 sufficiently large, we may regard sand t as elements 
of Ll2f3 (R) with {3 ~ a. Since sXt = 0, we must have sX f3t = 0, from which it follows that 
sX f3t = 0, so t = O. Since I X I < m, this shows that S E 1\ (m). Inasmuch as R ~ P r (k) for any 
k < m, it is not difficult to see that S E P r (m). Thus CUP r (m) ~ L whenever m ~ N1 . 
(iv) If m> No, the result follows from (vi) above. Suppose m ~ No and consider the ring S 
of Example 1. Since (J n {34»(S) -;;. CUP r (m)(S) = 0 we must have that CUP r (m) ~ J n {34> for all 
m>O. 
(v) Let R be a right strongly prime ring with a nonzero nil ideal I (see [GHL74, Ex2.5, 
pI2]). We noted in the sequel to Proposition 4 that R cannot be right superprime and is therefore not 
right bounded strongly prime (by Proposition 4). It follows that REP r (No)' whence IE P r (No). 
Since I is nil, we must have lEN. Thus CUP r (No) ~ N. 0 
Weare finally in a position to present a diagram depicting the positions of the radicals 
'UP r (m), CUP r (m) and Br (m). This is done in Figure 3. We point out again that, modulo the 
Koethe Conjecture, all indicated inclusions are strict and that the absence of indicated comparability 





Lastly, we consider some questions about left-right symmetry. We start by refining Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 10. (i) If m is an arbitrary nonzero cardinal then there exists a simple ring R 
such that REP r (m) n P, (m). 
(ii) If m is an uncountable cardinal then there exists a simple ring R such that 
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Proof. (i) The rings R described in the proof of Lemma 3 (i) are clearly left-right symmetric. 
It remains to establish (i) in the case where m> No. Let D be a division ring and let I denote the 
ideal of M~(D) consisting of all matrices which contain only finitely many nonzero columns (i.e., I = 
L (D) n M* (D)). If I is viewed, alternatively, as the ideal of M~(D) consisting precisely of all 
"0,01 n1 
matrices with only finitely many nonzero entries then it is not difficult to see that I is idempotent and 
is the unique minimal nonzero ideal of ~(D). By the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3 (ii), I 
is simple and IE P r (m+) n P, (m+). Assertion (i) is therefore true whenever m is a successor 
cardinal. An adaptation of the remaining part of the proof of Lemma 3 (ii) (roughly speaking, we 
substitute row- and column-finite matrices for row-finite matrices) can be used to establish (i) in the 
case where m is a limit cardinal. 
(ii) Let D be a simple domain, with identity, which contains an independent family of m 
nonzero left ideals (for example, construct D as in Example 2.2). By Propositions III.1.4 and 
We claim that I = IN O1(D) is idempotent and is the unique 
. a' 
minimal nonzero ideal of Mn1(D). The former claim is obvious. To verify the latter claim, suppose 
K is a nonzero ideal of Mn1(D). Let 0 * A E K and suppose x = Aa13 * 0, with a, /3 Em. For each 
",(,6 E m, let E-y.s(r) denote the matrix in ~(D) with rED in position (",(,6) and zeros elsewhere. 
n 
Since D is simple (with identity), we must have j~1 ajxb j = ID for suitable aj' bj E D, for 
i = 1, ... , n. We lose no generality in supposing that n = 1 and a1xb1 = I D. Notice that for each 
",(,6 E m, we have E-y,a(a1)AE 13,s(b1) = E-y.s(1D)' Consequently, {E-y,S(1D): ",(,6 E m} ~ K. Now 
let 0 * B E I and set r = {"'( E m: B(-Y) * OJ. Certainly I r I < No, since BE I. Observe that 
B= L.-YErBE-y,-y(ID)EK, so I~K. This establishes our claim. Since ~(D)EPr(m+)n 
P,(I) and I is an ideal of Mn1(D), we must have IEPr(m+)np,(I). A routine application of 
Andrunakievic's Lemma (LemmaO.2.I) (as in the proof of Lemma 3 (ii)) shows that I is, moreover, 
simple. 
Again, by adapting the remaining part of the proof of Lemma 3 (ii), we can show that (ii) 
above also holds in the case where m is an uncountable limit cardinal. o 
Then: 
PROPOSITION 11. Let m, n be arbitrary (not necessarily distinct) nonzero cardinals. 
(i) 'UP r (m) and 'UP, (n) are incomparable j 
(ii) 'UP r (m) and 'UP, (n) are incomparable. 
Proo f· It suffices, by symmetry, to show that 'UP r (m) 1, 'UP I (n) and 'UP r (m) 1, 'UP,( n) 
for all m, n > O. 
(i) Choose a cardinal k such that k> max {m, No}. By Lemma 10 (ii), there exists a simple 
ring R such that REP r (k) n P, (1). Then R E 'UP r (m) and R ~ 'UP, (n) for all n> O. Thus 
'UP r (m) 1, 'UP,(n) for all m, n > O. 
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(ii) It follows from Lemma 10 (i) that CUP r (m) ~ CUPI (n) whenever m * n, while the left 
analogue of Lemma 10 (ii) yields CUPr(m)~CUPI(m) whenever m>No· It remains to show that 
CUP r (m) ~ CUP
I 
(m) whenever 1 < m ~ No. Define D to be the right skew power series ring F[ x, 0'], 
where F is a field and 0': F -+ F a monomorphism which is not onto. Then D is a left Ore domain 
which is not right Ore (Proposition 0.10.5 (ii)) and every nonzero ideal of D is of the form Dxk for 
some nonnegative integer k (Proposition 0.10.5 (i)). By Proposition 111.1.4 (and its left analogue), 
Mm(D) E P r (1) n PI (m) whenever 1 < m < No. Since Dx is the only nonzero prime ideal of D and 
since every ideal of M1m(D) is of the form Mm(K) for some ideal K of D (Proposition 0.6.1), it is 
not difficult to see that 1= Mm(Dx) is the only nonzero prime ideal of Mm(D). Consequently, 
CUPr(m)(Mm(D)):2 I -;;. CUPI(m)(Mm(D)) = O. It follows that CUPr(m) ~ CUPI(m) whenever 
1 < m < No. 
Now suppose m = No. Choose D as above. For each a E No, let ea : M2a (D) -+ MNo(D) 
denote the usual diagonal em bedding. Define R = U a E No e a [M2a (D)]. We may infer from the left 
analogue of Example 111.1.5 that REP r (1) n PI (No). Since D possesses an identity element and 
satisfies the ACC on ideals, it follows from Lemma8 that every prime ideal of R is of the ,form 
U a E No e a [M2a (Q)] for some prime ideal Q of D. Inasmuch as Dx is the only nonzero prime ideal 
of D, we may conclude that I = U a E No e a [M2a (Dx)] is the only nonzero prime ideal of R, so 
CUPr (NO)(R):2 I -;;. CUPI(No)(R) = O. Thus CUPr(NO) ~ CUPI(No). 0 
The precise relationship between the radicals CUP r (No) and CUP I (No) is unclear. We alluded 
earlier to an open question from [GHL74, p121] which asks whether Pr(NO) ~ PI (No)· If this is the 
case then of course CUP r (No) :2 CUPI (No)· 
§5. RADICALS ASSOCIATED WITH UNIFORM BOUNDS OF PRIMENESS. 
In § 4, attention was given to Olson's uniformly strongly prime radical US, this being the 
upper radical determined by the class of all uniformly strongly prime rings. In [OV88, Theorem 17, 
p450], Olson and Veldsman proved that the class of rings which are uniformly strongly prime of bound 
1 is special and posed the question: is the class of rings which are uniformly strongly prime of bound 
at most m special for all finite nonzero cardinals m? (See remarks following [OV88, Theorem 19, 
p451].) More generally, is the class UP(m) special for all nonzero m? (We remind the reader that if 
m is a nonzero cardinal then U P(m) (resp. U P(m)) denotes the class of all rings which are uniformly 
prime of bound m (resp. of bound at most m), and that we usually replace all occurrences of the word 
"prime" by "strongly prime" when m is finite.) 
Our main theorem of the present section answers this question in the affirmative, thereby 
identifying denumerably many special classes within the class of all uniformly strongly prime rings. 
We shall locate the corresponding special radicals in the lattice of radicals, finding that for every finite 
nonzero cardinal k, the upper radical determined by U P(k) lies strictly between a pair of radicals of 
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the form CUl"r (m) and CUP r (n) for suitable finite nonzero cardinals m and n. This relationship 
breaks down for infinite k and it is not yet clear that the radicals associated with U P(k), k > No, are 
of much interest. We leave any further study of properties of these radicals to future researchers. 
THEOREM 1. U P(m) is a special class for all nonzero cardinals m. 
Proof. Suppose R E U P(m) and let I be a nonzero ideal of R. Let X be a uniform 
insulator for R with I X I < m + 1. If m:S No then by Proposition 4.4, there exists a E I such that 
(O:ra)=O (in R). We claim that Xar;I is a uniform insulator for I. Suppose s(Xa)t=O for 
some s, tEl with s * O. Since X is a uniform insulator for R, we must have at = O. Therefore, 
t E (0: r a) = 0, validating our claim. Since I Xa I :s I X I :s m, we may conclude that IE U P(m). If 
m> No then I is right m- faithful by Theorem 11.6.3 (iii), so we may choose a subset Y of I with 
I Y 1< m such that (0: r y) = 0 (in R). Consider XY:= {xy : x E X, y E Y}. Notice that XY r; I 
and IXYI:Smax{No,IXI,IYI}<m. If sXYt=O for some s,tEI with s*O, then sXyt=O 
for all y E Y so, since X is a uniform insulator for R, we must have yt = 0 for all y E Y, i.e., 
t E (0: r Y) = O. Consequently, IE U P(m) . . This establishes property SI in the definition of a 
special class. 
To show that U P(m) satisfies property S2, suppose I is a large ideal of a ring R and IE 
U P(m). Since the class of all prime rings is special (Theorem 1.3), we must have that R is prime. 
By Lemma 2.3 , I I and II are essential submodules of RI and IR, respectively. It follows from this 
and Proposition 111.4.6 that R E U P(m), as required. 0 
We shall adopt Olson and Veldsman's notation [OV88] and denote by T m the upper radkal 
determined by the special class U P(m) for each nonzero cardinal m. It follows from the definitions 
that US = TNo and that T m = no < k < m Tk for all limit cardinals m. In the next result we compare 
the Tn'S (for finite n) with some of the radicals studied earlier in this chapter. 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) N g ~ 7"1 ~ 7"2 ~ ... ~ US. 
(ii) T n+1 ~ CUP r (n) for all finite nonzero cardinals n. 
(iii) CUPr (n) -;;;. T 2n- 1 for all finite cardinals n> 1. 
(iv) CUP r (n) ~ T 2n- 2 for all finite cardinals n> 1. 
(v) Tn ~ CUP r (n) for all finite nonzero cardinals n. 
Proof· (i) The only nontrivial step is to show that the containments are strict. To show 
that N g -;;;. T l' let 1 < n < No and let D be a simple domain, with identity, which is neither right nor 
left Ore (see Example 2.2). By Proposition 0.6.1, ~(D) must also be simple. Since ~(D) is clearly 
uniformly strongly prime but neither right nor left Goldie, it follows from Theorem IIIAA that 
M1n(D) E UP(I). Clearly, ~(D) E Ng\T1, so N g -;;;. T1. 
It is clear from Theorem 111.4.14 that for each finite n> 1, there exists a simple (matrix) ring 
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R belonging to UP(n). Certainly then, R E Tn_1\Tn. Thus Tn_ 1 -;J. Tn' Inasmuch as US = TNo= 
no < k < No Tk we must have Tn -;J. US whenever 0 < n < No' 
(ii) It follows from Theorem I1I.4.14 that Mn+1 (Q) E P r (n + 1) n U P( n + 1). Certainly then, 
Mn+1(Q) rJ. Tn+1' but Mn+1(Q) is simple, so we must have Mn+1(Q) E CUPr(n). Thus Tn+1 ~ 
CUP r (n) for all finite n> O. 
(iii) The containment CUP r (n) ;2 T 2n- 1 holds because of Theorems 111.1.2 and I1I.4.3. This 
containment must be strict since CUPr(n) = T2n- 1 would imply Tn+1;2 T2n- 1 = CUPr(n) -;J. CUPr(n), 
contradicting (ii) above. 
(iv) Let F be an algebraically closed field. By Theorem III.4. 11 , Mn(F) E UP(2n-1). 
Certainly Mn(F) rJ. CUPr(n), yet Mn(F) E T2n- 2, because Mn(F) is simple. Thus CUPr(n) ~ T2n- 2 
for all finite n > 1. 
(v) Clearly only the strictness of the inclusion is at issue here. Suppose, contrary to (v), that 
Tn = CUP r (n) for some finite n> O. If n> 1 then CUP r (n) -;J. CUP r (n) = Tn;2 T2n-2 which 
contradicts (iv). If n=1 then CUPr (1)=T1 -;J.US which contradicts Proposition 4.7 (ii). 0 
Proposition 2 allows us to incorporate the radicals T m (m < No) into the previous Hasse 
diagram (Figure 3). We avoid presenting an unwieldy diagram and exhibit, in Figure 4, the location 
of the T m's relative to a portion of the lattice of radicals. It is important to note that no information 
regarding relative positions is lost. Indeed, a diagram displaying all instances of comparability between 
radicals can be obtained by superimposing the diagrams in Figures 3 and 4. 
Finally, we remark that since the class U P(m) is special for all nonzero cardinals m, it 
follows easily that the class U P(m) is also special for every successor cardinal m. Initial 
investigations suggest that the (special) upper radicals determined by these classes have pathological 
properties somewhat similar to those of the radicals CUP r (m), and are incomparable with most 
standard radicals. We have therefore chosen not to investigate them further here. 
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In Chapter III , § 1, Proposition 11, we make use of the fact that for any division ring D, 
and any infinite cardinal m, the dimension of the left vector space DD
m 
( := TIm DD) over D is 
I D 1m. This fact should be well known, but we could find no proof of it in the literature. Since it is 
essentially a result of set theory and linear algebra, rather than ring theory, we have chosen to offer a 
proof in an appendix, rather than in the main body of the text. The result depends on the following 
lemma. We remind the reader that a subset X of a right R-module M is called free if, for any 
family {r x : x E X} of elements r x E R, all but finitely many of which are zero, we have 
If (0 :x) = 0 for all x E X, then it follows immediately from the definition that X is a free subset of 
M if and only if {xR : x E X} is an independent family of submodules of M. We shall make use of 
this fact in the lemma below. 
LEMMA. Let D be an infinite left Ore domain and m an infinite cardinal. Then the 
left D-module DDm has an independent family of 'D' nonzero submodules. Consequently, the 
Goldie dimension of DDm is at least' D ,. 
Proo f. Since DDNO is isomorphic to a submodule of DDm, it clearly suffices to prove the 
result when m = ~o. Let' D 1= k ~ ~o· 
We claim that there is a k- sequence ~ = (d-y; 'Y E k), where d"'( = (d",(o' d"'(1' d"'(2"") E 
DDNO for each 'Y E k, such that for every finite nonzero cardinal n, every n- element subset of 
{(d-yo' d"'(l' d"'(2"'" d"'( n-1): 'Y E k} is free in Dvn. This would imply that range ~ is a free subset of 
DDNO, and hence that DDNO contains an independent family of k nonzero submodules, so establishing 
the truth of the claim will prove the lemma. 
We construct ~ recursively. Indeed, it suffices to show that for every finite nonzero cardinal 
n, there exists a k-sequence ~n = ((d-yo' d-yl' d"'(2'"'' d"'(n-l): 'Y E k) of elements of vn such that for 
each nonzero cardinal p ~ n, every p- element subset of range ~P = {(d-yo, d"'(l!"" d"'(P_l): 'Y E k} is 
free in DDP. For n = 1, we just take ~l = (d-yo; 'Y E k) to be any one-to-one k-sequence of elements 
of D. (Such a k - sequence certainly exists, since 'D' = k and D may be well ordered, by the axiom 
of choice.) Suppose that a k - sequence ~q = (( d",(o , d-y1' ... , d-y q-l) ; 'Y E k) of elements of DDq has 
been constructed (where q is a finite nonzero cardinal) with the property that for each nonzero 
cardinal p ~ q, every p- element subset of range ~P = {(d",(o' d-yl"'" d"'( p-l): 'Y E k} is free in DDP. 
We have to define a d"'(q ED, for each 'Y E k, which we do by transfinite recursion on 'Y. Take dOq 
to be any element of D. Suppose that for some ordinal a < k, we have already defined d-y qED for 
all ordinals 'Y < a, in such a way that for every nonzero cardinal p ~ q + 1, every 
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p-element subset of {(d-yo,d-yl,d-y2, ... , d-yp-l): I E a} is free in V DP. 
W e have to choose dOl qED in such a way that for any strictly ascending chain of ordinals 
1 :S Ao < Al < .. . < Ap_l < a, with p:S q, the set 
{( d A'O , du , ... , d A' q) : i = 0, 1, ... , p - I} U {( dOlo, dOll'" .. , dOl q)} " , 
is free in DDq+l. For such a chain, define 
m(Ao , AI"'" Ap_ l ) = { xED: {(d \0' d \11"" d Aj q): i = 0, 1, ... , p - I} 
U {(dOlo, dOll"'" dOlq- l , x)} is not a free subset of vDq+1}. 
We claim that I m(Ao' AI"'" Ap_ l ) I :S 1. Suppose, on the contrary, that x, y E m(Ao , AI"'" Ap_l ) 
with x * y. Then there must exist nonzero elements (ro, r l , ... , r p), (so' sl"'" sp) E DP+l such that 
and 
Since {(dA .o,dA.l, ... ,dA .q):i=O,I, ... ,p-l} is a free subset of vDq+1, we must have rp,sp 
" I * 0. Since D is a left Ore domain, we may choose a, bED such that ar p = bsp * 0. Then 
(aro-bso)(dA o, ... ,dA q) + ... + (arp_l-bsp_l)(dA o,···,dA q) o 0 p-l p-l 
+ (O,O, ... ,O,arpx-bspy) = Q. 
Again, smce {(dA.o,dA.l, ... ,dA .q):i=O,I, ... , p-l} is free, we must have arj-bsj=O for 
I I I 
i=I, ... ,p-1. Hence, (O,O, ... ,O,arpx-bspy)=Q, so arpx-bspy=O. Since D is a domain, it 
follows that x = y, a contradiction. This verifies our claim that I mpo, AI"'" Ap _ l ) I :S 1. 
Now the number of possible choices of AO' AI"'" Ap_ l as described above is at most I a I
q, 
which is either finite or equal to I a I, and is therefore strictly less than k. It follows (using the axiom 
of choice) that we may choose dOlqED so that for all possible choices of AO,Al, ... ,Ap _ l ' we have 
dOl q rt. m( AO , AI' ... , Ap_l )' Such ada q has the property that for every nonzero cardinal p:S q + 1, 
every p- element subset of {( d-yo, d-yl' ... , d-y q) : I :S a} is free in DDq+1. By transfinite induction, it 
follows that we may find, for every I < k, an element d-y qED such that for every nonzero cardinal 
p:S q + 1, every p- element subset of {(d-yo, d-yl"'" d-yq): IE k} is free in DDq+1. 
The existence and properties of the k- sequence 'll described at the beginning of this proof 
follow by (ordinary) induction. o 
COROLLARY. If D is a division ring then, for any infinite cardinal m, the dimension 
of the left vector space vJYD over D is I Dim. 
Proof· Let n be the dimension of DDm over D. Certainly, n is infinite, and we have 
DDm =:: DD(n) ( := $ n DD). We claim that 
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(1) 
The left hand side of this equation is the cardinality of DDm, while I DD(n) I ~ n. If D is finite then, 
since the number of finite subsets of an n-element set is n, it follows that 1 DD(n) I ~ nNo = n, so 
I Dntn) 1= n = nl D I, proving (1) in this case. If D is infinite, then again, since the number of finite 
subsets of an n-element set is n, it follows that I DD(n) 1= nl D I, establishing (1). Now, we claim 
that n ~ 1 D I. This is trivially true if D is finite, while for infinite D, it follows from the Lemma. 
Thus the right hand side of (1) is n (in both cases), so n = 1 D 1m , as required. 0 
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annihilator, 18 characteristic of a ring, 
antilexicographic order, 49 Chinese Remainder Theorem, 
Antisimple radical (fJ <1»' 159 classical Krull dimension of a 
arithmetical ring, 59 
commutative ring, I i 
arity function, 38 
- ring of quotients, 
artinian module, 18 closure operator, 
-ring, 19 -system, 
Artin-Wedderburn Theorem, 25 coefficient of a semi group element, 
ascending chain condition (ACC), 10 cofaithful module, 11 
-,-,-on right annihilators, 26 cofinal copy, 
augmented lattice, 40 -subset, 
cofinality of a partially ordered set, 
B coheight of a prime ideal, 11 
column-finite matrix, 
Behrens radical (J B)' 159 
common right multiple property, 
block matrix form, 120 
compact element, 
Boolean algebra, 13 
complement of a subset, 
-lattice, 13 
complemented lattice, 
bottom element, 10 
complete lattice, 
bound of primeness, 111 
-,-homomorphism, 








Brown-McCoy radical (G), 1~ 159 
-D, 12 
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-E, 137 exponentiation of cardinals, 
congruence lattice of a ring, 37 extended socle series, 7 
-,-,-,-universal algebra, 38 -,-,-of a module, 7 
- relation on a ring, 37 external direct sum (see direct sum) 
-,-,-,- universal algebra, 38 
constant term of an element in a monoid ring, 33 F 
continuous lattice, 12 
factor algebra of a universal algebra, 3 
covering pair, 9 Faith-Utumi Theorem, 2 
cyclic module, 20 
faithful module, 1 
field of quotients, 2 
D 
-,- rational functions, 3 
degree function, 33, 141, 149, 171 filter of a meet-semilattice, 1 
denominator set, 28 finite dimensional full linear ring, 3 
dense submodule, 29 - distributive lattice, 6 
descending chain condition (DCC), 10 finitely annihilated module, 1 
diagonal (matrix) embedding, 119, 120 (f, m) - system, 17 
direct sum, 17 (f, m) - system, 17 
directed subset (see upward directed subset) free associative algebra, 3 
distributive lattice, 12 - commutative monoid on a set, 3 
divisible abelian group, 21 - group on a set, 3 
divisor of zero, 15 - monoid on a set, 3 
domain, 15 - product of monoids, 13 
Dorroh Extension, 19 - subset of a module, 12 
dual of a partially ordered set, 9 full linear ring, 3 
-order, 9 - m x m matrix ring, 2· 
dually algebraic lattice, 69 - subcategory, 11 
- cofinal copy, 11 -,-on a class of objects, 11 
- hereditary subset, 10 
duo ring, 42 G 
E Gabriel dimension of a module, 9: 
-,-,-,-ring, 9: 
equivalence (functor), 25 -filter, 7~ 
equivalent categories, 25 -,-generated by a set of right ideals, 7~ 
essential extension, 18 -filtration on Mod-R, 9: 
- monomorphism, 18 Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, 121 
-subgroup, 92 - Nil radical (N g), 15~ 
- submodule, 18 generator for a category, 21 
exact sequence, 17 (g, m) - system, In 
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(g, m) - system, 173 -functor, 
going down condition (GD), 163 -map, 
Goldie dimension of a module, 26 image qf a homomorphism, 
-,-,-,- ring, 26 -,-,-map, 
-ring, 26 inaccessible cardinal, 
- torsion radical, 81 incomparable ideals, l( 
Goldie's First Theorem, 27 independent family of submodules, 
- Second Theorem, 27 indeterminate, 
Gratzer-Schmidt Conjecture, 59 infinite dihedral group, It 
-,-Theorem, 59 injective hull, 
Groenewald-Heyman radical (see strongly -module, 
prime radical) intersection property for a radical, H 
group ring, 33 interval of a partially ordered set, 
H 
inverse category equivalences, 
isomorphic categories, 
heart of a ring, 159 - partially ordered sets, 
height of a prime ideal, 151 
hereditary pretorsion class, 66 J 
-,-,- of a torsion preradical, 66 
Jacobson radical (J), 2 
- radical in the category of rings, 161 
Jansian preradical, 8 
-subset, 10 
- topologizing filter, 8 
- torsion class, 72 
- torsion preradical generated by a class of 
Hilbert's Nullstellensatz (Zeros Theorem), 152 modules, 8 
join-complete semilattice homomorphism, 1 
I -,-subsemilattice, 1 
ideal addition, 69 - infinite distributive identity, 1 
- compatible subring, 175 - semilattice, 1 
- generated by a subset of a ring, 16 -,-homomorphism, l' 
- multiplication, 69 -,- isomorphism, t 
- of a join-semilattice, 12 - subsemilattice, 1 
-,-,-ring, 15 
-,-,- semigroup, 39 K 
idempotent element, 15 k - related ordinals, 12( 
- subgroup of a ring, 15 - unrelated ordinals, 12( 
- topologizing filter, 77 kernel of a homomorphism, Ii 
-torsion preradical, 70 Koethe Conjecture, 16( 
identity element of a monoid, 32 -radical (see Nil radical) 
-,-,-,- ring, 15 Krull dimension of a module, 94 
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-,-,- an arbitrary ring, 94 - ascending chain condition (m-ACC), 
- Intersection Theorem, 155 - closed ring, 
- cogenerated module, 1: 
L - descending chain condition (m-DCC), 
- faithful ideal, l( 
language of a universal algebra, 38 
-,-module, l( 
large ideal, 160 
- generated module, 1: 
lattice, 11 
- homomorphism, 12 
- J ansian preradical, 
- isomorphism, 12 
-,- topologizing filter, 
- ordered semigroup, 69 
-,- torsion preradical generated by a class of 
modules, 
leading coefficient of an element in a semigroup -order, 1:: 
ring, 33 
18 
- subgenerated module, 11 
left annihilator, 
111 
A-Jacobson ring, I'; 
- insulator, 
15 
matrix unit, 11 
- invertible element, 




- superprime radical, 183 
meet-complete semilattice homomorphism, 
length of an element in a free product of 
-,-subsemilattice, 
monoids, 139 - infinite distributive identity 
letter (see indeterminate) - semilattice, 1 
Levi tzki radical (L), 159 -,-homomorphism, 1 
limit cardinal, 9 -,- isomorphism, 1 
linear homogeneous form, 146 - subsemilattice, 1 
linearly ordered Hilbert algebra, 61 minor of a matrix, 14 
-,-semigroup, 32 modular lattice, 1 
-,-set, 10 -law, 1 
local ring, 23 module endomorph isms, 1 
localization at a prime ideal, 29 - extension, 6· 
locally finite group, 136 - homomorphisms, l' 
- nilpotent ring, 159 - isomorphism, l' 
Lower Baer radical (see Prime radical) - subcategory, 6· 
lying over condition (LO), 163 monoid ring, 3: 
monomial, 14: 
M -algebra, 14l 
m - sequence, 161 Morita equivalent rings, 2~ 
-,- vanishing, 162 - * - equivalent rings, 10( 
m x m matrix (see full m x m matrix ring) - * - invariant property, 10~ 
m- annihilated module, 98 multiplicatively closed set, 27 
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N 
n - ary operation, 
n - th degree homogeneous form, 
natural isomorphism, 
- transformation, 
Nil radical (N), 
nil subset, 
nilpotent element, 
- subgroup of a ring, 
noetherian module, 
-ring, 
non-unary similarity type, 
nonsingular module, 
-ring, 




order dual (see dual of a partially ordered set) 
-in a ring, 
- isomorphism, 
- preserving map, 





partially ordered set (poset), 




- implicative Be K - algebra, 






































- of bound at most m, 
-of bound m, 
-ring, 
Prime radical (13), 
primitive ideal, 
-ring, 
principal monoid ideal, 
- right ideal ring, 
Principal Ideal Theorem, 




R - disjoint ideal, 
G.lb- radical of a ring, 
-,-ring, 
- semisimple ring, 
radical in the category of rings, 
-on a module subcategory, 
-ideal (see semiprime ideal or G.lb-radical of 
a ring) 
range of a map (see image of a map) 




- right ideal, 













representation of a finite lattice, 57, 6( 
-,-,-lattice, 5! 
right annihilator, I! 
- hereditary radical in the category of rings, 16 j 
- insulator, 111 spectrum of a ring, 
- invertible element, 15 stable radical, 11 
-order, 26 strictly ordered semigroup, 
- ring of fractions, 27 - right ordered semigroup, 1: 
- superprime radical, 183 strong limit cardinal, 
ring of fractions, 29 -radical, 11 
- of linear transformations (see full linear ring) strongly nilpotent element, 11 
row- and column-finite matrix, 24 - prime radical, 11 
row-finite matrix, 24 -,-ring, 1: 
subdirectly irreducible ring, 1l 
5 sublattice, 
Sandomierski's Theorem, 32 
submodule generated by a subset of a rnedule, 
scalar matrix, 24 
subring, 
self-injective ring, 31 
successor cardinal, 
semiartinian module, 94 
sum of cardinals, 
semigroup ring, 32 
-,-ordinals, 
semilocal ring, 23 
superprime ring, H 
semi prime ideal, 30, 152 
support of an element in a direct product, 
-ring, 23 -,-,-,-,-,-monomial algebra, 
lL 
semiprimitive ring, 23 -,-,-,-,-,-semigroup ring, 
semisimple module, 18 symbol (see indeterminate) 
set inclusion, 11 
T similarity type of a universal algebra, 38 
simple module, 18 T - torsion module, 6 
-ring, 16 T - torsion-free module, 6 
singular cardinal, 9 e -interval of a chain, 4 
-module, 31 e -invariant subset, 4 
-ring, 31 tolerance relation, 6 
- submodule, 31 -trivial algebra, 6 
skew group ring, 35 top element, 1 
- monoid ring, 35 topologizing filter, 7 
- polynomial ring, 35 -,-generated by a set of right ideals, 7 
- power series ring, 35 torsion preradical, 6, 
- semigroup ring, 34 -,-cogenerated by a class of modules, 6' 
socle, 18 -,-generated by a class of modules, 61 
- series of a module, 72 -radical, 71 
special class, 160 -,- cogenerated by a class of modules, 7: 




71, 77, 84 
15 
type of a universal algebra (see similarity type 
of a universal algebra) 
- -an element in a free product of monoids, , 139 
u 
unbounded strongly prime ring, 








uniformly prime of bound m, 143 
- strongly prime of bound m, 143 
-,-,- radical , 183 
-,-,-ring, 143 
unique product element, 137 
-,-semigroup, 137 
unit in a ring, 15 
unital module, 16 
Universal Property for rings of fractions, 28 
universe of a structure, 7 
upper radical determined by a class of rings, 159 
- triangular matrix ring, 
Upper Baer radical (see Nil radical) 
upward directed subset, 
v 
value group, 
vector space endomorphism, 
von Neumann regular ring, 
w 
well ordered strictly ascending chain, 
-,-,-descending chain, 
word, 
- in reduced form, 











Zermelo-Fraenkel Set Theory, 
zero divisor (see divisor of zero) 





- multiplication module, 
-ring, 
- submodule, 
List of symbols and abbreviations 
x ~ Y (X is a subset of Y) 
Y\X (complement of X in Y) 
I X I (cardinality of X) 
tp[ X'] (image of X') 
tp-I[y' ] (preimage of yl) 
tp I X' (restriction of tp to X') 
1 X (identity map on X) 
m + (cardinal successor of m) 
m - (cardinal predecessor of m) 
m + n (cardinal sum) 
m· n or mn (cardinal product) 
mn (cardinal exponentiation) 
L: i E r mi (sum of cardinals mi) 
w (smallest infinite ordinal) 
Q tB f3 (ordinal sum) 
Q 0 f3 (ordinal product) 
TI i E r Xi (cartesian product of X i) 
{xi}i E r (element of TIi E r Xi) 
TI r X or X r (cartesian power) 
[x, y] (bounded interval) 
(x) (open half-unbounded interval) 
[x) (closed half-unbounded interval) 
< -1 (dual order) 
(Pj ~ )du (dual poset) 
o (bottom element of a poset, zero ring, zero 

























submodule, zero functor) 10, 15, 65 
1 (top element of a poset) 10 
cof P (cofinalityof P) 10 
m- ACC (m- ascending chain condition) 10 
m- DCC (m- descending chain condition) 10 
ACC (ascending chain condition) 10 
DCC (descending chain condition) 10 
inf X, Ap X, AX, x" y (infimum or meet) 10 
sup X , V p X , V X, x V y (supremum or join) 10 
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exp S (power set) 
(PI j ~ ) ~ (P2 j ~ ) (isomorphic posets) 
(PI j ~ ) ~ (P2 j ~ ) (poset embedding) 
lJ P (filters of (P j ~ )) 
~P (ideals of (P j ~ )) 
LC (compact elements of L) 
Z (integers) 
N (natural numbers) 
In (integers modulo n) 
Q (rational numbers) 
IR (real n umbers) 
C (complex numbers) 
1 
1 
1 A (identity element of ring or monoid A) 15, 3 
R opp (opposite ring) 1 
cen R (centre of R) 1 
char R (characteristic of R) 1 




(product of A's, A subgroup of a ring) 
(two-sided ideals of R) 
(right ideals of R) 
(left ideals of R) 
(ideal of a ring generated by X or a 
free monoid on X) 
(x) (free monoid on {x}) 
Home(A, B) (category morphisms) 









M A (product of module and subgroup of ring) 11 
Mod-R (all right R-modules) 11 
Mod-R (zero) (right zero multiplication 
R-modules) H 
Mod-R (unital) (right unital R-modules) It 
R-Mod (all left R-modules) l'i 
R-Mod (zero) (left zero multiplication 
R-modules) II 
R-Mod (unital) (left unital R-niodules) Ii 




N;S M (module embedding) 
HomR(M , N) (R-module homomorphisms) 
EndRM (R- module endomorphisms) 
1m cP (image of cp) 









17 cp : M ~ N (isomorphism cp) 
supp x (support of x) 17,33, 141 
$ i E r Mi (direct sum of M i) 
$ r M or M(r) (direct sum of M's) 
(m) 





(elements in n i E r M i with 
I support I < max {m, ~o}) 
(elements in M r with 
I support I < max {m, ~o}) 
(0 : y) (annihilator) 
(0: r y) (right annihilator) 
(0: 1 y) (left annihilator) 
soc M (socle of M) 
R* (Dorroh Extension) 
1 R* (identity element of R*) 
(X: Y)* 
R* o 
(£M, E(M)) (injective hull) 
E(M) (injective hull) 
Zoo 
p 
Spec R (spectrum of R) 
{3 (Prime (or Lower Baer) radical) 






















Mm(R) (row-finite matrix ring) 24 
M!t(R) (row- and column-finite matrix ring) 24 
Aa,B ((0', (3)-th entry of a matrix A) 24 
A(a) (O'-th column of a matrix A) 24 
A(a) (O'-th row of a matrix A) 24 
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(natural isomorphism between 
functors) 
dim M (Goldie dimension of M) 
(CPs' RS- l ) (right ring of fractions) 
RS- l (right ring of fractions) 
S-1 R (left ring of fractions) 
R p (localization of R at P) 
( 'll Q (R)) (maximal right ring of Tmax' max R 
quotients) 
Qmax(RR) (maximal right ring of quotients) 
6(R) (semi prime ideals of R) 
rank cp (rank of a linear transformation cp) 
Z(M) (singular submodule of M) 
(X, X-I) (free group on X) 
{x, x-I) (free group on {x}) 
RH (semigroup or monoid or group ring) 32, i 
rg (element of RH) 
F{X) (free associative F-algebra) 
f) (degree function) 33, 149, 1'j 
R[ x ] (polynomial ring in x) 
R[x l , x2"'" xn ] (polynomial ring in 
x l ,x2'···,xn ) 
F(x l , x2' ... , xn ) (field of rational functions in 
3 





(power series ring in x) 
(power series ring in H) 
(monomorphisms on A) 





R[z,O'] (right skew polynomial ring in x) 3 
R[x,O'] (right skew power series ring-in x) 3 
Con A (congruence relations on A) 37, 38, 3 
01(J (0 - class of a congruence relation) 3 
al(J (equivalence class of (J containing a) 3, 
AI(J (factor algebra of A) 3, 
ar (arity function) 3: 
(F jar) (type of a universal algebra) 3: 
!1lH (ideals of a semigroup H) 41 
L0 (lattice L augmented by 0) 41 
!1leH (absolutely 9- invariant ideals of a 
monoid H) 4( 
IdeR ( absolutely 8-invariant ideals of a 
ring R) 40 
0R 41 
IdPR (principal ideals of R) 42 
lfeC (absolutely 8 - invariant filters of a 
49 chain C) 
M(C) (positive cone associated with chain C) 49 
( zl z2 'n ) (element of M( C)) 50 c1 c2 cn 
(subset of M (C) associated with subset X 
of C) 50 
Tol A (tolerance relations on A) 
T T (T - torsion modules) 
F T (T - torsion - free modules) 





torsp-R (torsion preradicals on Mod-R) 65 
T (smallest torsion preradical ~ T) 
T· U (product of torsion preradicals) 
tors-~ (torsion radicals on ~) 
tors-R (torsion radicals on Mod-R) 






ua (transfinite power of a torsion preradical) 71 
soc (sode as a torsion preradical) 71 
{soca : a > O} (extended sode series of Mod-R) 71 
{soca(M): a> O} (extended sode series of M) 71 
T zero (torsion preradical associated with 
Mod-R (zero)) 72 
T* (extension to torsion preradical on Mod-R) 73 
(torsion radical associated with module 
subcategory ~) 




tors-R (zero) (torsion radicals on Mod-R (zero)) 75 
torsp-R (unital) (torsion preradicals on 
Mod-R (unital)) 76 
tors-R (unital) (torsion radicals on 
Mod-R (unital)) 
T unit (torsion radical associated with 
Mod-R (unital)) 





~ . g (product of topologizing filters) 
1/(1) (smallest topologizing filter containing 1) 
Gab-R (Gabriel filters on R) 
Iff (smallest Gabriel filter 2 ~) 
~a (transfinite power of a topologizing filter) 
torsp (map from Fil-R to torsp-R) 
torsp ~ (image of ~ under torsp) 
(O:x)* (annihilator of x in R*) 
Z (Goldie torsion radical) 
Jans-R (Jansian torsion pre radicals on Mod-R) 
l a (transfinite power of an ideal) 
1/ (map from Id R to [Fil-R] du) 
m - J ans-R (m - J ansian torsion preradicals on 
Mod-R) ~ 
{ua}a (Gabriel filtration) ~ 
G - dim M (Gabriel dimension of M) ~ 
K - dim M (Krull dimension of M) 9 
F (functor induced map from torsp-R to 
torsp-S) 
Pr(m) (rings right prime of bound m) 
Pr{m) (rings right prime of bound at most m) 
P,{m) (rings left prime of bound m) 
P,{m) (rings left prime of bound at most m) 
E"(,6{r) (matrix with r in position (,,6) and 
zeros elsewhere) 
~ s (Gabriel filter associated with 
denominator set S) 
H+ (positive cone of H) 
HM (monoid extension of semigroup H) 
HI (monoid extension of semigroup H) 
T A (subset of HI in Conditions D and E) 
* i E r G i (free product of monoids G i ) 
G1*G2 * ... *Gn (free product of 
monoids G i ) 















a (degree function on monomials) 14: 
U P{m) (rings uniformly prime of bound m) 14: 
U P{m) (rings uniformly prime of bound at 
most m) 
A(~) (n x m matrix associated with 
m- element subset of Mn(D)) 
14~ 
14E 
ht P (height of prime ideal P) 
coht P (coheight of prime ideal P) 
151 
151 
cl-K-dim R (classical Krull dimension of Jl) 151 
V(S) (affine variety defined by S) 152 
J(Y) (subset of K[x1• x2 ••••• xnl associated 
with subset Y of Fn) 152 
rad I (intersection of all prime ideals 
containing I) 152 
det A (determinant of A) 154 
CU..Ab (upper radical determined by ..Ab) 159 
L (Levitzki radical) 159 
N (Nil (or Upper Baer or Koethe) radical) 159 
J B (Behrens radical) 159 
G (Brown-McCoy radical) 159 
T (radical aSsociated with the class of matrix 
rings over division rings) 159 
F (radical associated with the class of fields) 159 
N 9 (Generalized Nil radical) 159 
{3 tP (Antisimple radical) 159 
GD (going down condition) 163 
LO (lying over condition) 
CUP r (m) (upper radical determined 
by Pr(m)) 
cul\ (m) (upper radical determined 
by Pr(m)) 
Br (m) (upper radical determined by 
Uo <k<m Pr(k)) 





Heyman) radical) 165 
GJm (rings R for which RR is not m-faithful) 174 
H (GJ m) (largest homomorphically closed 
subclass of GJ m U {O}) 174 
Min I ("degree" associated with an ideal I 
of a polynomial ring) 179 
T( 1) (ideal of R associated with ideal I 
of R[x]) 180 
iii (division ring of real quaternions) 182 
US (uniformly strongly prime radical) 183 
(T r (right superprime radical) 183 
(T/ (left super prime radical) 183 
I~o,m(D) (minimal nonzero ideal of ~(D)) 183 
T m (upper radical determined by U P(m)) 193 
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